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Editor's Note

This special issue of the Journal of Ukrainian Studies marks the one

hundredth anniversary of Ukrainian Settlement in Canada in 1991-1992.

As is fitting for such a significant milestone, the focus of the volume is

historical, although it does not, except as background, concern the

pioneer immigration itself. Events of that period in Ukrainian Canadian

history have been well documented, both within and outside the

community, and have attracted the attention of numerous special interest

commentators as well as professional and popular historians. Such

attention testifies to the crucial role the experience of their turn of-the-

century peasant immigrants plays in Ukrainian Canadians' self-image,

particularly as a founding people of Western Canada. It also testifies to

acknowledgement in mainstream circles that Ukrainians were indeed

participants in Canadian nation building, even though they were not

always warmly received.

In contrast to the pioneer era, the interwar period in Ukrainian

Canadian history has been curiously ignored. Perhaps this neglect reflects

nothing more than the difficulty of those who followed to compete, in the

imagination of the public and historians alike, with those who came first.

But the neglect perhaps also reflects the nature of the experience of

Ukrainians in Canada between the wars, and an unwillingess to probe

issues perceived as being painful or divisive. Besides the socioeconomic

and psychological impact of the Great Depression, there were increasing

tensions as the community fractionalized along often acrimonious

political and religious lines, and as Ukrainian Canadian youth sat

uneasily between two worlds.

The essays presented here begin to address the issues of the interwar

years. Some—like Serge Cipko's examination of Ukrainian emigration

patterns, Myron Gulka-Tiechko's study of Canadian immigration policy,

and Jars Balan's account of the Ukrainian Canadian stage—have parallels

with the research conducted on the preceding pioneer period. Others

—

like Bohdan Nebesio's discussion of the first Ukrainian-language feature

film produced in Canada, K.W. Sokoloyk's look at the role of sport, and

Myron Momryk's profile of Ukrainian Canadian volunteers in the

Spanish Civil War—move into new areas. Victor O. Buyniak's sketch of

the interwar career of Canadian Slavist, Constantine Henry Andrusyshen,

Oleh W. Gerus's more detailed analysis of the role played by Reverend

Semen Sawchuk in shaping the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church, and
Alexandra Kruchka Glynn's revelations concerning the background to the



publication of Vera Lysenko's Men in Sheepskin Coats, reveal the potential

of biography. Gems and Glynn both also raise sensitive points—the

heated and personalized Sawchuk-Swystun controversy, and the mental

anguish experienced by Lysenko due to the reception of her book. In

their examination of Polish-Ukrainian relations and Ukrainian Canadian

crime, respectively, Anna Reczyhska and Gregory Robinson continue this

willingness to confront directly subjects that are not always comfortable.

The last selection in the volume, Leonid Leschenko's survey of archival

sources in Ukraine, demonstrates the possibilities that the new political

reality in the homeland open for researchers into the history of Ukraini-

ans in Canada.

Frances Swyripa

Guest Editor
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In Search of a New Home:
Ukrainian Emigration Patterns

Between the Two World Wars

Serge Cipko

The objective of this article is to begin to account for Ukrainian

emigration patterns—the numbers of individuals involved, their geo-

graphical origins, and their targeted destinations—between 1919 and

1939. The fact that Ukrainian emigration history during this period has

received relatively little scholarly attention reflects in large part the prob-

lem with sources that statelessness imposed. Most Western Ukrainian

emigrants travelled with Polish, Romanian, or Czechoslovakian passports

that asserted their citizenship as opposed to their nationality. A minority

of Eastern Ukrainians left their homeland legally in possession of Soviet

papers, but the great majority were political refugees following the

Bolshevik Revolution who carried passports stamped by the League of

Nations, which often declared their nationality as Russian. These

conditions, compounded by record-keeping practices in the emigrants'

countries of origin, not only make the recovering of interwar Ukrainian

emigration patterns difficult but also encourage the researcher to

approach the data with healthy caution. On the basis of the available

evidence, however, it can be convincingly argued that both seasonal

migration and permanent resettlement abroad involved more people than

traditionally thought. Contrary to popular Ukrainian Canadian under-

standing in particular, it is equally clear that it was not Canada or even

North America but South America that attracted the greatest number of

emigrants.

Eastern Ukrainian Refugees

While the bulk of interwar emigrants were Western Ukrainians

seeking new economic opportunities, a significant number were Eastern

Ukrainians fleeing their homeland with the collapse of the Ukrainian

People's Republic (Ukrainska Narodnia Respublika—UNR) and Soviet
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victory. Traditional estimates of perhaps 100,000 of these political

refugees by the early 1920s^ may be much too low. The figure appears

to include only those linked in some way with the UNR and its govern-

ment-in-exile headed by Symon Petliura until his assassination in 1926,

and perhaps followers of the earlier German puppet regime of Hetman
Pavlo Skoropadsky. Sporadic but concrete references to Ukrainian

refugees by the League of Nations would seem to support this, since

Petliura' s was the only group directly involved in the Ukrainian

independence struggle, politically or militarily, to be ever identified

separately from Russians.^ UNR sympathizers undeniably constituted the

more visible and identifiably Ukrainian refugee component but they

represented only one segment of the movement. A second stream

consisted of Ukrainians associated with General Wrangel's army that had

fought for the White cause, often on their territory.

League of Nations sources estimated that in 1920 some 60,000 of

Petliura's followers—50,000 military personnel and 10,000 civilians—were

stranded in Poland. Relocation, primarily to Czechoslovakia and France,

reduced that number to 35,000 by 1923; the Ukrainian community in

Czechoslovakia, for example, already augmented by students coming to

study, temporarily mushroomed with the arrival of between 16,000 and

20,000 veterans who had fought against Poland.^ Romania also attracted

refugees associated with the UNR. The International Committee of the

Red Cross contended that perhaps 60,000 exiles from the former Russian

empire lived there in 1921; according to the League of Nations, 15,000

Ukrainian and Russian refugees remained there three years later.^

Romania, like Poland, served as a haven for Ukrainians fleeing the Soviet

regime for years to come; a major influx of 2,000 refugees in spring 1932,

for example, coincided with the collectivization campaign in Ukraine.^

Resettlement from all three major reception centres for refugees identify-

ing with the UNR (Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Romania) began early.

France was a popular choice for many; others chose Belgium; the

remainder formed scattered pockets elsewhere in central and western

Europe.

Ukrainian refugees associated with Wrangel represented a less dis-

tinguishable group, consisting of draftees into the White armies when
these overran Ukrainian territories and including a heavy contingent of

Kuban Cossacks. Sir John Hope Simpson, who conducted a survey of

postwar refugees, obliquely acknowledged their existence in a single

reference. "It is not possible," he wrote, "to say what part of the military

and civilian evacuation from the Crimea following the defeat of Wrangel

was Ukrainian, but after its distribution throughout the Balkans, certain

differences arose within the ranks of the refugee community."^ Differ-
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ences among the nationally diverse White refugees did indeed surface

with the passage of time. In Bulgaria, where one observer claimed that

up to 90 per cent of emigrants from the former Russian empire were

ethnically Ukrainian (although not necessarily nationally conscious),

Ukrainians maintained an active organizational life distinct from the

Russians.^ In Egypt, another asylum for emigres from the former Russian

empire, Ukrainians formed independent organizations well documented

by local community leaders even though the League of Nations did not

find any Ukrainians among the several thousand "Russian" refugees it

reported there.® Exactly how many Ukrainians were among an estimated

two million refugees from old Romanov territories by November
1920—or among the 400,000 to one-half million who remained spread

over twenty-six European countries in 1930—is unknown. But the

Bulgarian and Egyptian examples suggest that the number has been

seriously underestimated and the Russian figure correspondingly in-

flated.*^

As already intimated, the Ukrainian refugee resettlement process fre-

quently involved several stages. Experienced farmers dispersed in the

Balkans, for instance, attempted to establish themselves in agriculture

wherever they could: from farming colonies established in Bulgaria and

Yugoslavia, many Cossacks moved to Erance, often driving taxis in Paris

or working for Renault or Citroen until they accumulated enough money
to buy their own farms. In France, some refugees looked overseas for

land, especially to countries in South America as Canada and the United

States actively discouraged indigent eastern European immigrants.

Despite such restrictions, the Red Cross assisted 30,000 refugees from the

former Russian empire to move to the United States in the 1920s,

including members of a significant but shrinking Ukrainian community
in China; Canada also accepted a modest number of Ukrainian and

Russian refugees destined for prairie farms.”

South American governments anxious to colonize unsettled regions

of their countries more than compensated for North American indiffer-

ence or resistance to the plight of the refugees. Colonization agents from

Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay freely agitated among the refugees in

Europe and found willing recruits. The League of Nations negotiated

with several European and South American governments to assist in

resettlement. Russian emigre leaders themselves responded to the

yearning for land among their countrymen; they not only discussed the

prospects of relocation to South America in the emigre press but also set

up colonization agencies such as the Russian Emigration Association for

Settlement in South America centred in Paris. It was to groups like this

that Ukrainian refugees turned in the absence of their own organizations.
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Sometimes they were disappointed. One man related how in the early

1930s he and other Ukrainians in France were coaxed by the White

general, Belaiev, who ''promised much but delivered nothing," to

abandon their jobs and move to Paraguay. Nevertheless, the newcomers

persevered and a farming colony was founded in the district of Sandova

near the southern border town of Encarnacion, where refugees from

Ukraine proper settled alongside Kuban and Don Cossacks. An
experiment by one General Pavlychenko, identified as a Kuban Cossack,

to recreate a Cossack stanytsia or village by the Apurimac river in the

tropics of Peru, was sensationally featured in the Ukrainian press

(perhaps because of its exotic appeal and an imagined parallel with the

Zaporozhian Sich after its uprooting) but proved less successful. As the

venture soured so did the media coverage, and the experiment was

largely abandoned by 1930, a year after it began.

In the early 1920s many Ukrainian refugees travelled with documents

issued by the government-in-exile of the UNR; these papers were widely

accepted internationally until recognition of the new Soviet state gained

momentum, although France continued to regard them as valid until

1926. In Poland Ukrainian refugees received either League of Nations

Nansen certificates or the "Litre d'identite et de voyage," preferring the

latter because they did not have to be classified as Russians. After 1928

all documentation provided to Ukrainian refugees arbitrarily listed

"Russian" as their nationality. This official suppression of their ethnic

origin has made it extremely difficult to plot their migration paths,

although it is virtually certain that the "Russian" intake of many overseas

countries included significant numbers of Ukrainians. The available data

suggests that Ukrainians' refugee experience encompassed a broad

geographical area, literally spanning continents, and that they established

no one major centre as their Russian counterparts did in Paris. Their

dispersal, as well as their failure to be dearly identified as Ukrainians in

their travel documents, helps to explain why ultimately the Ukrainian

refugee community was less influential and projected a weaker profile

than the emigre Russian community.

Western Ukrainian Emigrants

The Eastern Ukrainian refugees who resettled overseas were soon

joined by or encountered on arrival a new wave of emigrants from

Western Ukraine augmenting colonies established before the war. But this

renewed movement abroad was preceded by a modest reverse trend

among the earlier generation of Western Ukrainian emigrants. Prior to

1922, when the borders of the new states governing Western Ukraine

—

Poland, Romania, and Czechoslovakia—were defined and emigration
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resumed, re-emigration appears to have been more important, especially

to Eastern Galicia in Poland. Between mid December 1919 and mid

January 1920 alone the General Consulate of the Polish Republic in

Montreal issued 1,300 passports to individuals, including 930 Ukrainians

and 230 Poles, who intended to return home.^^ The high re-emigration

rate among Ukrainians in 1919, three times that of Poles, has been

attributed to Ukraine's struggle for independence and the desire to return

to a liberated homeland. When it became clear that Poland would be the

new, internationally recognized master of Galicia, re-emigration declined

steadily until bottoming out in 1922.^*^

Romania

Of the states governing Western Ukraine between the wars, Romania

was the most precise in distinguishing Ukrainian emigrants from others,

although the data is incomplete for some years (see Table 1). Ukrainians

may also have been included in the category "Russians," who otherwise

emigrated on a scale out of proportion to their overall numbers as

reported in the official census. Whether for political reasons or because

of problems in gathering information, in both Bukovyna and Bessarabia,

but especially the latter, Ukrainians would appear to have been under-

reported and Russians overreported. According to the 1930 census, ethnic

Romanians formed 56.2 per cent of Bessarabia's population, Ukrainians

11.0 per cent, and Russians 12.3 per cent; by 1941 the Romanian and

Ukrainian figures had risen to 65.6 per cent and 16.4 per cent, respective-

ly, while the Russian figure had dropped to 6.0 per cent.^^ It is entirely

possible that ethnic birth and/or death rates changed in the intervening

decade, that individuals reclassified themselves, or that census takers

manipulated their data. But if the 1930 and 1941 wartime proportions are

accurate—and given that Ukrainians and Russians emigrated in approxi-

mately equal numbers in the official records and had somewhat similar

emigration patterns—departing Ukrainians had to have been recorded as

Russians in the emigration statistics.

Although data does not exist for the early 1920s, in 1926 Brazil was
the principal receiving country for Ukrainian emigrants from Romania,

favoured over Canada by more than two to one. Given Canada's

reluctance to accept new immigrants in light of postwar recession, and
antipathy towards eastern Europeans in particular, it is altogether

conceivable that the "Brazilian fever" which had gripped the Galician

peasantry in the mid 1890s recurred in the early 1920s, but as a phenom-
enon associated more with Bukovyna and Bessarabia. Bukovynian

Ukrainians had settled in Brazil prior to the war so the country was not
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totally unfamiliar. In the second half of the 1920s, once Canada relaxed

immigration controls and even encouraged Ukrainian settlement, the

Dominion replaced Brazil as the most popular destination. The Depres-

sion forced Canada to close its doors, but Ukrainian immigration from

Romania resumed on a smaller scale when restrictions were again eased

in the late 1930s, although Paraguay now emerged as a serious competi-

tor. Emigration to Argentina and Uruguay in the 1920s was not insignifi-

cant, it seems, and it would be logical to conclude that emigration

patterns in adjacent territories in neighbouring Poland influenced the

choice of South American countries other than Brazil. An increasingly

isolationist and nativistic United States introduced immigration quotas in

1924, allotting Romania a mere 603 persons annually, so that the republic

was an unrealistic option for Ukrainians from Bukovyna and Bessarabia

seeking a fresh start overseas. (See Table 1).

Land shortages in both Bukovyna and Bessarabia, aggravated by

grants to veterans and disabled soldiers from outside the area,^® lay

behind the Ukrainian exodus and go far towards explaining why the

emigrants chose the destinations they did. Not only were the possibilities

for land acquisition abroad widely reported in the Western Ukrainian

press, especially Ukrainskyi emigrant in Lviv, throughout the interwar

years; emigration agents working on behalf of both Brazil and Canada

also toured Romania promising discontented Ukrainians land. That

Ukrainians listened is illustrated by the district school inspector who
complained in a 1927 official report about the increased movement to

Brazil and Canada from localities in Bukovyna and Bessarabia following

bombardment with the agents' propaganda.^®

Lor their part, some local Ukrainian newspapers frowned upon large-

scale emigration and the intensity of the agitation in its favour. Ridnii krai

in Chernivtsi, the Bukovynian capital, rebuked those agents who
descended on Ukrainian districts and incited desperate villagers to uproot

without a clear picture of what work, if any, they would find in Brazil.

The newspaper stressed that the South American nation was not like

Canada or the United States, and painted it as a backward country

teeming with dangerous reptiles and other wildlife. "There is nothing in

Brazil for our people," it said, "let it collapse without us."^° The role of

such reports in deterring people from Brazil and influencing the marked

swing towards Canada in the late 1920s is impossible to determine. Nor

is it clear whether the Romanian government itself introduced measures

to staunch the flow to Brazil. What is certain is that the thrust of the

unofficial emigration campaign appears to have centred exclusively on

Canada and Brazil. At the same time, Romania did raise the matter of

emigration with other countries overseas. In 1929, for example, Ukrainskyi
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emigrant reported discussions to settle two thousand families (approxi-

mately ten thousand persons) on free land in Honduras; the newspaper

anticipated that land-starved Bukovynian Ukrainians would like to

participate in the venture.^^

Unlike Poland and Czechoslovakia, Romania does not seem to have

specifically promoted temporary work-related migration to other Euro-

pean countries; it tended instead to direct what seasonal labour there was

to other regions of Romania. Trends in two Bukovynian villages suggest

that between the wars emigration overseas appealed both to a minority

of those wanting to improve their livelihood and to the more affluent.

While some 50 individuals left Kamianka for Canada, Brazil, and

Argentina, 230 were recruited for seasonal work elsewhere in Romania.

In Putyla, the poorest able-bodied persons were the ones most likely to

engage in seasonal labour in the Romanian lumber industry, while those

somewhat better off (and able to afford the steamship ticket) tended to

move further afield to the Americas.^^

Czechoslovakia

Ukrainian emigration from Czechoslovakia, namely the region of

Transcarpathia, was not substantial and represented only a fraction of the

exodus that occurred before 1914. The data for measuring the magnitude

of the movement and its distribution is also regretably sparse. Czecho-

slovakian statistics, available for only part of the 1920s, record emigration

from the country as a whole by year and destination, but as a rule do not

differentiate the emigrants by nationality. References to "Ruthenians" are

limited to a single block period, the years 1924-28, when 2,236 Ukrainians

were said to have emigrated to various European countries and an

additional 2,913 to destinations overseas.^^ If these figures are compared

with emigration statistics for Transcarpathia for approximately the same
period (1922-28), the picture of Ukrainian emigration patterns becomes

clearer. Although not all those departing from the region were Ukraini-

ans, they would likely have constituted the majority since Ukrainians

formed 70 per cent of Transcarpathia's population. Between 1922 and

1927 a total of 4,784 persons left Transcarpathia for overseas: 2,391 to the

United States, 1,481 to Canada, 776 to Argentina, 58 to Central America

and Cuba, 66 to other South American countries, and 4 to miscellaneous

destinations. In 1928 a further 1,490 persons emigrated from the region:

792 to Canada, 205 to the United States, 421 to Argentina, 10 to Brazil, 10

to Central America and Cuba, 51 to other South American countries, and
a single person elsewhere.^^

Also useful are the records of the receiving countries, especially the
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United States and Canada. American records show that 633 "Ruthenians"

were admitted to the United States between 1921 and 1924/^ although

again it should be borne in mind that Ukrainians from Czechoslovakia

might also have been misclassified as Russians. Historian Paul R. Magocsi

contends that 7,500 "Carpatho-Rusyns," his term for the inhabitants of

mainly Ukrainian territories centred at this time in Czechoslovakia, left

Europe for the United States in the period 1920-38, fully 87 per cent of

them before 1931.^^ Canadian statistics after 1925, which distinguish

Ukrainian immigrants according to birthplace, show 3,859 Ukrainians

arriving from Czechoslovakia in the fiscal years 1926-40, the majority of

them before 1930.^^ Both the Canadian and the American totals exceed

those compiled by Czechoslovakian statisticians, although the time frames

do not sufficiently coincide for any direct comparisons. A 1982 study

claiming that 40,000 Ukrainians emigrated to Canada from the Lemko
region of Poland and the Priashiv and Transcarpathian regions of Czecho-

slovakia between 1925 and 1930 alone must be discounted; one can only

assume that the figure is a misprint and should read 4,000, which would

be more realistic.^®

Local histories of Transcarpathia hint at the emigration patterns of

Ukrainians from Czechoslovakia. For instance, in the village of Nelipyne,

where 47 per cent of the population was reportedly landless, a mass

exodus of the rural poor in the mid 1920s went to Brazil. In the village

of Pylypets seasonal migration was more important, directed to the coal

mines of Belgium, France, and the United States. Residents of Dubrynych

and Dibrova also left for Belgium and France but preferred Latin America

as their overseas destination.^‘^ The important relationship between

seasonal migration and permanent relocation abroad remains elusive,

hampered by a dearth of source material.

Poland

Emigration from Poland represented by far the most important

interwar movement of Western Ukrainians. Moreover, the Polish

government actively influenced emigration patterns—by implementing

an emigration policy that had explicit ramifications for Ukrainians, and

by entering into agreements with other states. Ukrainian community

activists also reacted to the flight of their compatriots and alerted poten-

tial emigrants both to the implications of leaving the homeland and to

their options abroad. International political developments and changing

immigration regulations in various would-be receiving countries consti-

tuted a final influence on the course of Ukrainian emigration.

Polish studies of interwar emigration from Poland identify unprece-
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dented population growth, a flawed land-tenure system (with constant

subdividing of plots among an ever increasing number of heirs), the

absence of agrarian reform, and industrial stagnation unable to absorb the

jobless as the primary factors inducing a mass movement to other coun-

tries. Exacerbating the situation was the massive repatriation of Polish

"citizens" from abroad, surpassing a million and a half individuals by

1928.^° While acknowledging that these conditions existed, Ukrainian

scholars and community commentators have added a fourth factor

—

calculated policies of the Polish regime designed to undermine the

Ukrainian minority—that drove Ukrainians to emigrate in large numbers.

For example, the estates of the Orthodox church, expropriated in 1925,

were redistributed among Polish colonists not local Ukrainians with the

result that 300,000 Poles received 800,000 hectares of land in Western

Ukraine.^^ The issue of evaluating emigration within the context of

broader state strategies towards Ukrainians became more controversial

after the violent Polish "pacification" of Ukrainian villages in the summer
and autumn of 1930 in reprisal for growing militancy against Polish rule.

One contemporary observer interpreted the pacification, together with the

importation of Polish colonists into Ukrainian territories, as part of an

attempt to create a homogeneous Polish society and restore historical

Poland from the Baltic to the Black seas.^^ Writing to the Polish consul-

general in Montreal in 1937 to air several complaints, a senior Canadian

immigration official endorsed the Ukrainian view of exploitative and

discriminatory Polish policies:

Ukranian tsicl farmers who have land and want to sell it and leave

Poland are encouraged to do so by Poland. The government sets the

price and sees that the amount is very little more than will pay passage

and allow $1,000.00 to be taken out of the country. They also see that the

land sold by the Ukranian farmer falls into the hands of a Polish settler.

By one operation they therefore get rid of a Ukranian, replace him on

the land by a Pole, fix the price that the Ukranian gets for his land and

by routing this business into the hands of the Polish Line get back from

the Ukranian a considerable part of the price of his land by selling him
transportation on the National Line.^^

Regardless of whether or not Poland was genuinely concerned about

the plight of the peasantry and the unemployed, and regardless of wheth-

er or not it wished to rid itself of a problematic minority by exporting the

problem abroad, a consensus existed that emigration could effectively

mitigate admitted widespread rural poverty. Emigration was in fact seen

to have multiple benefits, not the least of which was reducing Poland's

labour surplus while increasing its material wealth through the money
the emigrants remitted. Seasonal migration, besides also yielding much-
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needed cash, was held to have an added benefit in exposing migrants to

a "higher level of culture" so that they returned to Poland in an "enlight-

ened state" and better prepared for economic integration.^'* The perma-

nent resettlement abroad of whole families, who took all their assets with

them, was less desirable, and in 1936, as emigration began to assume

greater importance with the decline of seasonal migration, Poland limited

the amount of capital a family could remove from the country. Neverthe-

less, there were compensating factors to permanent emigration: hopes of

increased trade, a "Polish" presence abroad, and the release of pressure

on land in the countryside.

Management of the emigration process involved an intricate interplay

among legislative, diplomatic, and other official and non-official agencies.

These included the State Council, which functioned as a consultative

organ of the Ministry of Labour and Social Assistance; the Parliamentary

Commission for Emigration Affairs; the State Emigration Bureau, initially

more concerned with repatriation; and, after the Bureau's abolition in

1932, the Inter-Ministerial Commission for Emigration which promoted

its activities through the Polish Emigration Syndicate. An institute to

study emigration and colonization affairs was established in 1926, and

beginning in 1929 world congresses of Poles abroad were held in

Warsaw. In addition, a number of voluntary associations dedicated to

emigration matters received some support from the government. Article

201 of the 1921 Polish Constitution guaranteed the country's citizens

freedom of emigration, but a 1927 decree empowered the Ministry of

Labour and Social Assistance to halt emigration to certain countries in

order to protect "the life, liberty, and economic and moral interests of the

emigrants." In 1928 a person was forbidden to emigrate unless he or she

had a definite job waiting and sufficient means to settle in a new country.

Recruitment of individuals for paid seasonal work or colonization

schemes was subject to approval by the Ministry of Labour and Social

Assistance or the Ministry of Agrarian Reform on the recommendation

of the State Emigration Bureau.^^

Throughout the interwar period, but particularly in the 1920s, sea-

sonal migration within Europe drew Polish citizens by the hundreds of

thousands. Por Ukrainians such a work rhythm was no novelty. Accord-

ing to one source, seasonal migration from Western Ukrainian territories

to Germany alone had involved some 75,000 people annually between

1907 and 1912. The number of Ukrainians engaged in temporary work in

Germany had reached 114,253 in 1913, when they made up the majority

of labourers from the Austrian crownlands.^^ Ukrainian seasonal migra-

tion to France was also significant in the prewar years. A 1908 agreement

with the Federation of Agricultural Societies of Northeastern France
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provided for a preliminary 1,000 labourers from Galicia; recruitment

continued beyond this initial target so that by World War One there were

20,000 Galicians distributed over a third of the territory of France.^^

Between the wars Poles dominated seasonal migration from Poland,

while Ukrainians favoured permanent resettlement abroad. As one

historian explained: 'The national minorities, for whom conditions in

Poland were none too happy, were more inclined to emigrate to countries

where they could settle for good, whereas the Polish majority preferred

those from which they could easily return."^® Nonetheless, a not

insignificant number of Ukrainians also moved temporarily to countries

in Europe where they could find work. Both Germany and France, the

major reception centres for seasonal migrants from Poland, had suffered

substantial population losses during the war and were thus anxious to

import manpower for reconstruction. The French, for one, were allowed

to open hiring offices in Poland in the 1920s, although both France and

Germany, for economic and political reasons, took steps to rid themselves

of their migrant populations in the 1930s. Farm work was especially

attractive from the migrants' point of view; unlike coal mining or heavy

factory work (and even seasonal agricultural labour in Canada or

Argentina), it employed women as well as men, and a family could

double its earnings.^^

The resettlement of Polish citizens in South America, especially Brazil,

where many Poles and Ukrainians already lived, figured prominently in

interwar Polish emigration policy. In the early 1920s, observing the rapid

rise of repatriation to Poland from North America, the Polish consul-

general in Montreal, J. Okolowicz, proposed that those wishing to return

be encouraged to relocate in the state of Parana, Brazil, instead, to bolster

the local Polish (and Ukrainian) presence. While this never evolved into

formal policy, in 1924-25 the Polish government began to take an active

interest in Latin America—notably Brazil, Argentina, and Chile—for

wage-earning opportunities and land settlement. Mexico and Peru were

initially seriously considered also, but the colonization experiments the

Polish government supervised in the latter failed. As the Great Depres-

sion forced Canada to cut immigration drastically, the Inter-Ministerial

Commission for Emigration focused almost exclusively on South America,

favouring those areas with existing Polish and/or Ukrainian commu-
nities. In the late 1930s, for example, agreements were reached with

Paraguay to settle Polish citizens (the overwhelming majority ethnic

Ukrainians) in Itapua bordering on Misiones, and with Bolivia and
Ecuador to found Ukrainian colonies specifically.

By the mid 1920s, when Canada began to take an interest in immigra-

tion from Poland, it was mainly the country's Ukrainian citizens who
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responded, especially after the Railways' Agreement implemented in fall

1925 removed restrictions on eastern Europeans. Until then, "the absence

of both an active promotional campaign and any organized network to

assist prospective immigrants in obtaining sponsors in Canada, militated

against a large in-migration of settlers. The Ukrainian Canadian

community played a vital role in bringing its compatriots to Canada. The

most active group was St Raphael's Ukrainian Immigrants' Welfare Asso-

ciation, founded in Winnipeg in 1925, which collaborated closely with the

Ukrainian Emigrant Protection Society (UEPS) in Lviv. When Canada

ceased being a viable option in the 1930s, St Raphael's followed the

example of its counterpart in Lviv and shifted its attention to Latin

American countries that might possibly be persuaded to accept those

Ukrainians who could no longer gain entry to Canada.'^^

The voluntary associations concerned with emigration matters that

sprang up in Poland tended to be organized according to nationality,

with the Poles and Jews leading the way. Prior to the Eirst World War,

the St Raphael Galician and Bukovynian Emigrant Aid Society, founded

in Lviv in 1907 as a branch of the Austrian St Raphael Society, had

served Ukrainian interests. Its organ. Emigrant, which appeared between

1910 and 1914, covered both seasonal migration within Europe (particu-

larly to Germany, Denmark, and Sweden) and overseas emigration

(especially to Brazil and Canada). In the 1920s such endeavours were

resumed. Ukrainskyi emigrant, published intermittently from 1923 initially

in runs of 3,200 copies (reduced to 2,000 in the 1930s), evolved into the

official organ of the UEPS and is an indispensable source on Ukrainian

emigration from Poland between the wars.

The UEPS was formed in 1924, apparently because of concern about

the flow of Ukrainians to Latin America,'^^ although the society ironically

later promoted the area. Endorsing the activities of the UEPS were

leaders of the influential educational-cultural organization, Prosvita, and

the Greek Catholic hierarchy; its president was Mykola Zaiachkivsky, a

director of the retail cooperative, Narodna Torhivlia. Shortly after it came

into being, the UEPS informed Canada that it was interested in that

country as a primary destination for Ukrainian emigrants, and described

itself to Canadian immigration officials as a non-profit organization

financed by voluntary subscriptions.^'^ While the latter may have been

true at the outset, the UEPS did appeal to the Polish government for

financial assistance and eventually received some support, although the

amount was meagre in comparison with the sums given to the much
better funded Polish organizations. In its inaugural newsletter the UEPS
maintained that its policy was not to encourage emigration but to see that

the movement which did occur was properly managed, that emigrants
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were advised as to the best destination, and that they received protection

against exploitation by unscrupulous agents. It also printed a question-

naire, perhaps never distributed, designed to determine the root causes

of emigration.^^

By 1930 the UEPS was an affiliate of the Geneva-based International

Conference of Organizations for the Protection of Migrants, and main-

tained offices in four districts in Galicia; Lviv, Ternopil, Stanyslaviv, and

Sambir.^^ It offered a wide range of services, furnishing prospective

emigrants with information on Poland's emigration laws, opportunities

abroad, the intended country of settlement, and procedures for obtaining

travel and other documents. It also assisted with the specifics of contracts,

rentals, inheritance laws, loans, and application forms. This anxiety over

Ukrainian emigrants leaving their homeland without guidance was un-

derstandable. Many UEPS staff members were old enough to remember

the "Brazilian fever" of 1895-96, when Galician villagers, ignorant of the

conditions that awaited them, had departed for the jungles and planta-

tions of South America only to meet a tragic end.^^ Everyone's worst

fears seemed to be confirmed when emigration in the early 1920s again

assumed something of a chaotic character and emigrants were lured to

countries about which they had little, if any, accurate information.

While North America had been the principal destination for Ukrain-

ian emigrants before 1914 under liberal entry laws, between the wars the

United States in particular tightened access. With alternatives for overseas

relocation often unclear, and employment opportunities in the countries

accepting immigrants unknown, many potential emigrants simply stayed

home.^® Others, determined to leave, assessed their options carefully

before undertaking such a major step as uprooting and re-establishing

abroad. Yet others, albeit a minority, reasoned that if they could not enter

the United States through the front door they should try their luck

through the back entrance. A number of Ukrainians were misled to be-

lieve that they could scramble illegally into the United States by way of

Cuba or Mexico, taking advantage of the fact that these countries, unlike

the US, did not require an affidavit from a close relative who was already

a citizen. There are few concrete references to the some 2,000 Ukrainians

from Poland and Czechoslovakia duped by the promise of decent wages
to move to Mexico sometime in the 1920s. While many of the immigrants

were reduced to walking around in rags on empty stomachs and sleeping

under the open sky, at least one man remembered his years in Mexico

before relocating to Argentina rather fondly. He had had the opportunity

to translate Ukrainian songs into Spanish, including the entire opera

Zaporozhets za Dunaiem, which he claimed was performed several times

in Mexico before being staged in any other Latin American country.
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Cuba was an entirely different case from Mexico. So popular did the

country become that the Western Ukrainian press coined the phrase

"Cuban fever/' drawing attention to the movement's supposed resem-

blance to the "Brazilian fever" of the late nineteenth century.^® Some
5,000 individuals (including 1,500 Ukrainians) from Poland, joined by

scores of hopefuls from elsewhere in eastern and central Europe, were

lured there between 1923 and 1927 by unscrupulous traffickers in souls

who were not above stranding their human cargoes in a distant corner of

the island or simply throwing them overboard. Those in Cuba who
managed to relocate to either North or South America included a boat-

load of Galicians arriving in Montreal in 1923.^^ Three years later the

Polish government introduced measures to curb any further emigration

to Cuba; its efforts were apparently not successful for in 1933 Ukrainskyi

emigrant once again complained of immigrants being lured to Cuba on

false pretenses.^^ To deal with Ukrainians already in the country, Poland

proposed moving those who no longer wished to remain to Haiti, but

pressure from Ukrainian communities in Canada and Western Ukraine

saw a number of them transferred to Canada instead. Then in 1937, in a

sharp and inexplicable reversal of its earlier stance, Poland toyed with the

idea of initiating a settlement in Cuba in the vicinity of Nueva Gerona,

where Ukrainian families were known to be living, keeping gardens and

orchards and raising poultry.^^

In an attempt to prevent spontaneous mass movement to countries

where emigrants would be especially vulnerable, the UEPS, its organ

Ukrainskyi emigrant, and the Western Ukrainian press in general, routinely

assessed and reassessed opportunities abroad. Sometimes these Ukrainian

bodies appeared to echo the official Polish position. At one point,

Ukrainskyi emigrant reported that unscrupulous agents were agitating in

Volhynia and Polissia on behalf of Peru and Brazil, even though the State

Emigration Bureau had said it would not be recruiting from these dis-

tricts for settlement in those countries. But when Ukrainian interests were

at stake, the newspaper carefully distanced itself from the government

and refused to lend its influence to help popularize Polish policies. Thus

in 1927, for example, it announced that the UEPS opposed the emigration

of Ukrainians to Sao Paulo coffee plantations which Poland was then

promoting.^'^

Press reviews of the options overseas were frequently mixed, could

change over time, and pitted one country against another. In 1927, for

instance, the Volhynian Narodnyi visnyk compared Canada and Argentina,

then the two most popular destinations for local emigrants. It remarked

on high unemployment in Canada due to too many immigrants for the

jobs available and suggested that prospects were better in Argentina,
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particularly the northern frontier provinces of Misiones, Chaco, and

Formosa.^^ Ukrainskyi emigrant, however, was the prospective emigrant's

major source of information and advice. Also in 1927, it informed readers

that entry into the United States was next to impossible and into Canada

expensive, but that Argentina merited serious consideration. Land existed

for purchasing and there was the added bonus of free rail transportation,

seeds for planting, and wood for building. In 1929 Ukrainskyi emigrant

advised that opportunities for homesteading were less favourable in

Uruguay (where land was expensive) than in Brazil but that Uruguay

nevertheless needed workers for cattle slaughtering, sheep shearing, con-

struction, public works, and domestic service; domestics were especially

desired and women could expect to earn fifteen to twenty pesos a month.

At the same time, the newspaper cautioned that only those with family

and friends already in Uruguay and able to offer temporary support

should consider going. Coverage of Paraguay was much less positive,

and Ukrainskyi emigrant recommended that emigration be limited to in-

dividuals with enough funds to maintain themselves over an indefinite

period as land was expensive and Ukrainian farm labourers could not

compete with local workers. In the early 1930s both Argentina and Brazil

were deemed good places to go as land was plentiful and relatively

cheap, Ukrainian communities already existed to assist the newcomers

both emotionally and materially, and Argentina had specifically

announced new regulations (1933) giving priority in admission to immi-

grants who wished to settle on the land. Uruguay declined as a potential

destination because of new restrictions, while Paraguay and Bolivia were

at war. Finally, the newspaper remarked that letters received from immi-

grants in Brazil sounded less desperate than those from Canada.^^

In 1935 the UEPS presented a balance sheet on the status of both

emigration and seasonal migration. It noted that wage-earning opportu-

nities anywhere were now limited, with the partial exception of France.

Canada no longer encouraged the settlement of farm families and it cost

thousands of dollars to set up in agriculture there. The situation was
better in Argentina, where one could begin farming with only $500, and

in Brazil, where land was even cheaper and the annual quota for Polish

citizens favoured farmers. The United States would admit only the wives,

husbands, and children of American citizens; Canada accepted relatives

of immigrants already in the country in addition to farmers possessing

$1000 with which to establish themselves on the land. Admission to

Brazil required an affidavit and 1,200 zloty, admission to Argentina either

an affidavit or 2,300 zloty; the money in both cases was earmarked for

the purchase of land.^^

As the movement to South America accelerated in the late 1930s,
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especially to Paraguay, the issue of emigration became more controver-

sial. Under the headline "Don't Abandon the Homeland," a 1936 article

in Novyi chas argued that the exodus destroyed local social cohesiveness

because the emigrants' land was often bought by outside speculators at

low prices and the departure of so many individuals deprived the com-

munity of sorely needed resources and energy.^® When Ukrainian

emigration to Paraguay assumed a mass character in 1938, Novyi chas

hardened its opposition. It pointed out that in neighbouring Romania

only the country's national minorities (and not ethnic Romanians)

received permission to emigrate, in a deliberate attempt to strengthen the

position of the Romanian majority. Although conceding that no similar

policy officially existed in Poland, the newspaper insisted that the

practice there was the same—that the campaign for overseas emigration

had been conducted chiefly in Ukrainian and Belarusian areas, particular-

ly Volhynia, where propaganda depicted Paraguay as a paradise. At the

same time, those who heeded the call were not the poor, but the healthy,

the diligent, and the relatively prosperous, the very persons who might

reasonably have been expected to take a more responsible attitude to-

wards the welfare of their community.^^

The rising anti-emigration sentiment that these two examples express

should be viewed within the context of the conviction that Polish emi-

gration policies were designed to weaken the Ukrainian element. In 1938

Polish authorities exerted intense pressure on the Orthodox church in

Volhynia, Polissia, and Kholm, destroying churches and attempting to

Polonize and Catholicize the local residents. The possibility of a link

between these attacks and Polish emigration propaganda in these areas

cannot be excluded. Aware that a segment of the population was deter-

mined to relocate abroad under any circumstances, the UEPS was often

more realistic than the Ukrainian press and drew attention to the possi-

bility of land settlement in South America, particularly those regions in

Argentina and Brazil where Ukrainians had long resided.^®

What impact the cumulative reports in the Western Ukrainian press

had on prospective emigrants is difficult to ascertain. Undoubtedly,

knowledge of the countries that individuals contemplated making their

new homes would have been enhanced and the ultimate decision on

uprooting might reasonably have been swayed by what was read in the

pages of community newspapers. The more intimate letters received from

relatives already abroad, together with government policy and the

agitation of emigration agents, also of course influenced the decision-

making process. How (and if) prospective emigrants responded to the

circulation of news about opportunities overseas can be determined to

some extent from requests for advice sent to the UEPS between 1928 and
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1935. Categorized by country, these requests were recorded in Ukrainskyi

emigrant.

The data is revealing, pointing to shifts in emigration patterns within

specific time frames. In 1928 (see Table 2) Canada was the subject of most

Table 2

Enquiries by Country Handled by the UEPS, 1928

Written Verbal

Argentina 84 Argentina 54

Abyssinia 2

Belgium 1 Belgium 3

Bosnia 3

Brazil 21 Brazil 10

Canada 1023 Canada 723

Colombia 1

Congo 1

Cuba 1

Czechoslovakia 6 Czechoslovakia 2

Denmark 1

France 96 France 332

Germany 169 Germany 83

Honduras 1

Mexico 2

Paraguay 1

Peru 1

Romania 4

Soviet Union 9 Soviet Union 6

Ukrainian SSR 10

United States 88 United States 6

Uruguay 1

Elsewhere 1

TOTALS 1523 1223

enquiries; South America hardly figured; and France and Germany, the

recipients of ongoing seasonal migration, had a significant number of

requests for information. By 1933 enquiries about Canada and Germany
had declined markedly, those about France less so, and South America

(especially Argentina) now attracted the bulk of the attention, a trend that

persisted into 1935 (see Tables 3 and 4). The change in emphasis reflected
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Table 3

Verbal Enquiries by Country Handled by the UEPS, 1933

(653 unclassified written requests excluded)

Argentina 185

Belgium 81

Brazil 98

Canada 95

Cuba 10

Czechoslovakia 11

Denmark 3

France 280

Germany 6

Mexico 16

Netherlands 1

Palestine 7

Paraguay 50

Peru 4

Romania 10

South America 1

Soviet Union 10

Tunisia 1

Ukrainian SSR 19

United States 68

Uruguay 69

Yugoslavia 4

Others 7

TOTAL 1036

prospective emigrants' own perceptions of where the potential opportu-

nities lay at a particular moment, taking into account revisions in the

immigration policies of countries traditionally open to Ukrainian settlers,

Poland's own emigration policy, and the coverage given to emigration

developments in the Ukrainian press. At the same time, the fact that the

authors of these requests asked about countries which were never

featured in local emigration propaganda or the discussions in the

Ukrainian press on settlement possibilities abroad—countries like Abys-

sinia and the Congo—suggest that alternative sources prompted some

enquiries. Finally, the fact that these requests were made at all demon-

strates that many would-be emigrants, although by no means a majority

of those who actually left, were turning to outside agencies such as the
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Table 4

Written and Verbal Enquiries by Country
Handled by the UEPS, 1935

First half Second Half

Africa 18 6

Argentina 800 117

Asia 16

Belgium 2 1

Brazil 136 29

Canada 270 82

Chile 2

Cuba 1

Cyprus 2

Czechoslovakia 8

Denmark 3 4

France 230 55

Germany 19 5

Great Britain 1

Hungary 3

Fatvia 1

Mexico 5 4

Palestine 119 7

Paraguay 50 18

Romania 2

Soviet Union 8

Spain 2

United States 97 26

Uruguay 5

Yugoslavia 6

Others 233 253

TOTAFS 2031 615

UEPS before embarking on their move.

If prospective emigrants' requests for information are an accurate

guide, the most striking feature of the above tables is the variability in

emigration patterns throughout the period in question. But the requests

refer only to anticipated or hypothetical destinations, and do not indicate

if emigrants ever changed their minds. For some, the goal was simply to

relocate, and views as to where that might be were not necessarily fixed.

Incidents before departure, during the journey, or after arrival could alter
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earlier perceptions or plans, so that the man with the bad experience in

Canada moved to Argentina, or the Volhynian who initially intended to

go to Uruguay ultimately chose Alberta when negative reports from

former villagers in the South American country clashed with his sister's

enthusiastic letters from Canada.^^ The frequency of relocation from one

country to another is an important but little known phenomenon. In the

case of Canada, the United States was the magnet. This movement had

begun in the prewar years and peaked between 1914 and 1918 when
5,032 "Ruthenians" and 11,571 "Russians" went south of the border; it

lost momentum in the early 1920s but picked up again in 1924 when
1,838 "Ruthenians" were admitted to the United States from Canada.^^

The final issue to be examined in Ukrainian emigration from interwar

Poland concerns the numbers involved. Contemporary Polish statistics

did not identity emigrants by nationality and only with 1927 did they

differentiated immigrants by religious affiliation. Over the next twelve

years 115,000 Greek Catholic and 87,500 Orthodox individuals emigrated

(see Table 5).

Table 5

Emigration from Poland, 1927-38

Greek Catholic Orthodox

Argentina 20,000 25,100

Belgium 200 -

Brazil 2,800 5,900

Canada 35,300 10,500

Estonia - 2,200

France 41,600 3,400

Germany 7,900 200

Lithuania 2,100 29,300

Paraguay 900 8,800

United States 2,000 1,000

Other European 1,699 400

Other overseas 600 700

TOTALS 115,000 87,500

Source: Maly rocznik stystyczny 1939 (Warsaw 1939), 53.

These figures are important for the present discussion both because

most Ukrainians were either Greek Catholic or Orthodox and because

Ukrainians constituted the overwhelming majority of adherents in the

Greek Catholic church and a majority in the Orthodox church. In that the
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sum of the two figures, 202,500 persons for a twelve-year period, is

higher than the generally accepted interwar total of 196,500 Ukrainian

emigrants from all Western Ukrainian territories, it must be assumed that

this latter figure—if using the same sources as this paper—takes into

account a sizable re-emigration.^^

The problems posed by interwar Ukrainian emigration statistics,

given the deficiencies in the data, can be illustrated using the Canadian

example. The usually accepted figure for interwar Ukrainian immigration

to Canada from all countries is 68,000, based on Canadian immigration

records that listed Ukrainians according to the state where they last

resided. There is a distinct possibility, however, that the undocumented

figure of 73,000 cited in the Encyclopedia of Ukraine is closer to the mark.

If, for example, one compares the number of "Ukrainians" with the

number of "Poles" arriving in the years 1921-24, the Canadian total of

1,503 for the former would seem too low, and 16,616 for the latter, too

high.^^ Except for 1921, when the Polish figures were much the larger,

Polish statistics recording annual emigration to Canada and Canadian

statistics recording annual immigration from Poland compare very

favourably. It is unlikely, as one Polish scholar has suggested, that

Ukrainians with their prewar emigration history and surge abroad after

1925 would have formed such a miniscule fraction of the Polish

immigration to Canada in the early 1920s.^^

Conclusion

The foregoing discussion has demonstrated that not only is the data

for interwar emigration from Ukrainian territories in Europe incomplete

and often contradictory but that much accepted wisdom must be

challenged. Through both critical use of traditional sources and the

tapping of new ones, this paper has also demonstrated that obtaining a

more accurate picture of the emigration process and factors involved is

by no means an impossible task.
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The most successful stimulus to interwar Ukrainian immigration to

Canada, and to continental European immigration in general, was the

Railways Agreement launched on 1 September 1925. Recognizing that an

insufficient supply of economically suitable immigrants existed in Great

Britain and other "preferred" countries, Ottawa granted the Canadian

Pacific Railway (CPR) and Canadian National Railways (CNR) the right

to recruit hona fide agriculturalists, farm workers, and domestics from

"non-preferred" countries in central and eastern Europe. This decision to

sacrifice cultural affinity for the economic needs of Canadian nation

building in defining quality both dramatically boosted Ukrainian im-

migration to the Dominion and shaped its character. Numbers soared

from 2,245 arrivals in 1925 to 9,534 in 1926; by 1928 the annual intake

exceeded 16,000 with every indication that similar levels would obtain in

the future. Although farm families profited from the scheme, the greatest

beneficiaries were unattached males, and, to a lesser extent, single

women. By the late 1920s, however, economic instability and indiscrimi-

nate recruitment had created an oversupply of farm workers, and public

opposition to further continental immigration forced cancellation of the

Railways Agreement in 1930. Ukrainians formed the largest nationality

admitted under its terms; the 55,000 who came also represented 80 per

cent of all interwar Ukrainian immigrants to Canada.^

After 1925 previously independent efforts by Ukrainians on both

sides of the Atlantic to promote settlement of their countrymen in Canada

became increasingly tied to the railways and their steamship allies.

Cooperation produced mutually satisfactory results: thousands of im-

poverished Ukrainians were able to make a fresh start overseas; the CNR
and the CPR boosted settlement activity and both short- and long-term

revenues along their prairie branch lines. Yet the approach and fortunes
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of the two companies differed in important respects that reflected the

accidents of geography and events that gave one an initial (and perma-

nent) advantage over the other.

Early Ukrainian Canadian Initiatives

By 1924 Ukrainians in Canada were growing impatient with Canadi-

an immigration regulations affecting their compatriots in Europe,

particularly the stipulation that unattached men and women (including

family heads who wished to earn money to finance the passage of their

wives and children) had to be sponsored by a friend or relative already

resident in Canada and engaged in farming. These concerns spawned
several business /altruistic enterprises, largely unsuccessful, that at-

tempted to facilitate movement to the Dominion.

One of the first ventures, the Ukrainian Immigration Bureau in Win-

nipeg, involved Professor Ivan Bobersky, representative of the Western

Ukrainian People's Republic; Rev Dr Eugene Turula, a well-known

composer; and Dr luris Stazkiw, also a recent arrival from Europe. These

men vainly tried to interest the CNR and then the CPR in financing

immigration officials and a pro-immigration tabloid in Western Ukraine.

Commissions over the $10,000 needed to repay a seed grant would be

split between Bureau members and orphanages in Western Ukraine.^ A
second venture, the Ukrainian Immigration and Colonization Bureau

under the former Manitoba MLA, Taras Ferley, was associated with the

Ukrainian Greek Orthodox church. It too failed to enlist the railways or

government, and folded when too little commission-generating traffic left

it unable to cover basic operating costs, let alone the more lofty goal of

assistance to newcomers. The group's Orthodox ties were also a handicap

in Greek Catholic Galicia, where the greatest immigrant potential lay.^

The most successful community projects were tied to the Greek Catholic

church and its bishop, Nykyta Budka, although an aborted profit-making

scheme by a non-Ukrainian, Winnipeg lawyer Albert Dubuc, first

stimulated Catholic interest.

Insisting that Poland would be eager to rid itself of "a big Ireland,'"^

Dubuc approached the Quebec government and the Soldier Settlement

Board to place Ukrainian immigrants in rugged pioneer districts border-

ing the Canadian Shield and on abandoned soldier grants in Manitoba's

Interlake region, respectively Downplaying his own commercial interests

and implying that he was little more than Budka's intermediary, Dubuc

also asked Ottawa for money for medical examiners and fieldworkers in

Poland to oversee the selection of suitable settlers. His Transatlantic

Settlement Corporation of Canada—refused a federal charter, in part

because of growing wariness about his claims to commitments in Quebec
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and Manitoba—included four Ukrainians, all closely connected with the

Greek Catholic church: Joseph Dyk, a lawyer; Volodislaus Biberovich,

editor of Kanadiiskyi ukrainets, the church's official organ; Andrew

Zaharychuk, a medical student; and Bobersky.^ Over the course of 1924

only two families from Poland, ten people, arrived; Dubuc attracted more

unfavourable publicity, and the group he assembled lost confidence in

him and disbanded. At the same time the episode had served to focus the

attention of prominent individuals in the Greek Catholic community on

the need for immigration activity.

Despite the failure of private schemes like Dubuc' s, several factors

made 1924 a turning point in organized efforts to renew Ukrainian

immigration to western Canada. First, faced with a dwindling supply of

agriculturalists from preferred sources and thus loss of revenue and

settlers for vacant lands, the railways and steamship companies extended

their overseas activities into central and eastern Europe. They also began

to recruit more colonization agents and interpreters from continental

European groups represented on the prairies. The CPR, which already

employed S.O. Charambura and Paul Gigeychuk as colonization repre-

sentatives, fleshed out its Ukrainian staff by appointing George Kuzyk

and Michael Gowda (a former dominion lands administrator) to its

subsidiary, Canadian Pacific Steam Ships.^ The CNR named Biberovich

and Fred Taciuk to its land settlement and colonization branches; culti-

vated Budka; and worked with Dyk and Basil Baleshta, another lawyer,

to get Ottawa to admit Galicians stranded in Cuba (a plan was slow to

implement, apparently because of problems directing an earlier contin-

gent to prairie farms). Without its own steamship line, the CNR forged

ties with the CPR's rivals, appointing Ukrainians like Biberovich and

Zaharychuk to their foreign traffic departments.^

Second, deciding to assess for itself the likely size and quality of any

new movement to Canada from Western Ukraine, Ottawa dispatched Dyk
to Galicia. In Lviv he met with the Ukrainian Emigrant Protection Society

(UEPS) which announced its keen interest in Canada as a destination for

Ukrainian emigrants. The society's elderly president. Mykola Zaiachkiv-

sky,® also made several concrete suggestions. While respecting Canada's

wish for agricultural workers and farm families, he asked that sponsors

be arranged for individuals who did not have friends or relatives in

Canada. He also requested Ukrainian-language pamphlets outlining entry

requirements, opportunities for land settlement, and the state of

agriculture and agricultural research in western Canada. A final recom-

mendation called for both the Canadian government and the transporta-

tion companies to appoint officials and inspectors who could speak

Ukrainian to prevent exploitation during either the journey or the
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location process.^

Lastly, the activity of the Lviv group spurred Ukrainians in Canada

to create a parallel body to solicit sponsors for prospective immigrants

and help with their settlement. Budka's personal ties in Europe, and his

experience with the St Raphael Galician and Bukovynian Emigrant Aid

Society while a priest in Galicia before the war, proved an inestimable

boon. After the collapse of Dubuc's scheme, Budka and the other

Ukrainians involved decided to form their own society under the

auspices of the Greek Catholic church. Public conventions in Saskatoon

and Winnipeg in late 1924 approved the establishment of St Raphael's

Ukrainian Immigrants' Welfare Association, limiting membership to

Greek Catholics, and in early 1925 the first provisional executive was

elected: Turula, president; Dr M. Mihaychuk (dentist), vice-president; Rev

M. Hryhorychuk of Montreal, second vice-president; Dmytro Elcheshen

(agronomist), secretary; Ivan Zarovsky (printer), treasurer; and Andrew
Zaharychuk, Maria Koreska (teacher). Rev P. Oleskiw, and Kornylo

Prodan (agronomist), members at large. Turula was soon replaced by

Stepan Sawula, whose Winnipeg law office served as headquarters for the

organization. It received a federal charter on 13 July 1925.^°

So close was St Raphael's to the CNR that Elcheshen and Mihaychuk

approached the railway's Winnipeg office for assistance in drafting their

charter application.” The Ukrainians felt that cooperation with a major

railway would solve transportation problems and facilitate the placement

of farm labourers and settlers. The CNR saw cooperation with a Greek

Catholic organization, when the vast majority of Ukrainians in Canada

were Greek Catholic, as potentially highly profitable; it also hoped to

increase traffic and settlement along its lines, concentrated as they were

in the parkland belt where most Ukrainians already lived. The CNR
adopted a proprietorial attitude towards St Raphael's, and in its annual

report for 1924 claimed credit for the entire enterprise:

We succeeded in bringing together a number of the most prominent

Ukrainians in Western Canada in order to form a branch of the St Ra-

phael's Immigration Society, with Bishop Budka as President [sic]. This

society has now been formed, the constitution being drafted in our

office, and all steps taken up to this time with our approval.... It can be

taken for granted that the Canadian National Railways will get all the

business originating through this society.^^

In 1925 the CNR strengthened its ties with the Greek Catholic commu-
nity, and with St Raphael's in particular, by hiring Biberovich to handle

foreign traffic out of Winnipeg.

In mid 1925 two delegates from the UEPS in Lviv—Dr Volodymyr

Bachynsky, its secretary, and Rev Josaphat Jean, Metropolitan Shep-
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tytsky's envoy—visited Canada and toured the West at the expense of the

CNR and the Cunard steamship line (which trusted that such generosity

would be rewarded). The two men helped form local branches of St

Raphael's—which would explore openings for farm labour and domestic

placements, investigate farm lands for sale, and either generate sponsors

for friends and relatives in the Old Country or provide applications for

farm workers which St Raphael's would then try to fill.^^ Bachynsky's

contacts with Canadian immigration officials earned St Raphael's recog-

nition as a non-profit immigrant aid association, permitted to develop

sponsors for Ukrainian immigrants and to place those who had no

friends or relatives in Canada. It was authorized to bring in only agricul-

tural workers and domestics, of good character and in good health, who
had been cleared by a departmental examining officer in Europe and

possessed valid passports. All applications had to originate in Canada

and be processed by the Division Commissioner of Immigration in

Winnipeg, after which the applicant would receive a letter of confirma-

tion and St Raphael's could arrange for transportation and placement. But

while St Raphael's thus acquired quasi-official status, the Department of

Immigration and Colonization made sure it realized what it was under-

taking:

It is understood that in view of the Department's willingness to consider

the acceptance of applications bearing the endorsement of your Head
Office in Winnipeg, without making a personal investigation in each

case, your Society will use the greatest care in submitting only bona fide

applications and it is further understood that your endorsement of any

application means that your Society accepts responsibility for seeing that

the immigrant is found suitable employment and in the event of a

change being necessary within a year, you will find him other employ-

ment and guarantee that he will not become a charge on the public.’^

Armed with government permission to forward applications and

sponsorships independently, St Raphael's—still aided by the CNR—sent

Sawula and Mihaychuk to visit and organize local communities in the

West, working, like Bachynsky and Jean, through the clergy and leading

citizens. After several meetings to ascertain settlement opportunities and

labour requirements, Sawula and Mihaychuk concluded that St Raphael's

should concentrate on Alberta, followed by Saskatchewan and then

Manitoba. They also identified areas, in general more prosperous or

reporting exceptional crops, that could use additional men the following

season. In Vegreville they discovered that Ukrainian farmers were not

satisfied with past recruitment efforts; while over two hundred Ukrainian

hands had been ordered for 1924 only ten had arrived, and many would-

be employers had been sent non-Ukrainians instead. "A large number of
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other nationalities who came were not accepted by the farmers/' Sawula

noted, "as they insisted upon having workers of their own national-

ity."^^ St Raphael's representatives assured the farmers that every effort

would be made to acquire the Ukrainians they wanted.

Thus by fall 1925 a Ukrainian community-based immigration associ-

ation had emerged and been given considerable latitude in securing

immigrants. St Raphael's immediately set about finding sponsors and

preparing for increased Ukrainian traffic in 1926. But its plans were foiled

as the Railways Agreement drastically altered the ground rules for

continental immigration to Canada.

The Railways Agreement

Already in early 1925, facing a shortage of farm workers from Europe

and frustrated by the slow processing of applications from non-preferred

countries, the CPR and the CNR had proposed that they become directly

involved in recruiting agricultural workers in central and eastern Europe.

Their transportation connections, they argued, made them logical

practical choices, while their obvious interest in land settlement ensured

selection of none but desirable classes. Ever conscious of demands on

the public purse, Mackenzie King's Liberal government responded

positively. A railway monopoly to solicit agricultural settlers from conti-

nental Europe would eliminate the need to spend public funds on

promotional work or to hire agents for abroad, leaving Ottawa respon-

sible for only civil and medical inspectional facilities. Giving outside

agencies control over recruitment in non-preferred countries would also

enable the government to deflect from itself potential public criticism

over renewed immigration. The principles of the Railways Agreement

were negotiated on the eve of the 1925 federal election, apparently

reflecting the Liberals' desire to inject an aggressive immigration plank

into an otherwise lack-lustre platform. Although the actual document was
not immediately publicized for fear of a nativist backlash, its objectives

were seen as a way to bolster Liberal fortunes among New Canadians,

and important segments of public opinion continued to identify large-

scale immigration with economic prosperity benefiting all Canadians.

The Railways Agreement did not become fully effective until 15

November 1925, to allow time to inform European governments of the

new arrangement and to enable the railways to lay the base for their

overseas operations.'® During an initial two-year trial period, the

railways agreed to recruit only the mentally, morally, and physically fit

and vouch for their occupational suitability. Any immigrant who refused

to engage in agriculture or domestic service for one year or who became

a public charge within twelve months of arrival fell to the recruiting
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railway to return to his or her native country. It was thus in the railways'

interests for their certificate-issuing-officers in Europe to screen applicants

carefully before granting the occupational certificates that guaranteed

almost automatic clearance by the Canadian government inspectional

officers. The government itself would henceforth solicit exclusively in

Great Britain and other preferred areas; the CPR and the CNR would

control recruitment in Finland, Switzerland, the Baltic states, Poland,

Romania, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Hungary, and Germany.

Although the Soviet Union was excluded, the railways could arrange to

bring Mennonites from southern Ukraine, whose ranks inevitably

included a few Ukrainians and other Soviet nationals. The origin of

most Ukrainian immigrants repeated the pre-1914 pattern; the great

majority came from Galicia (and other Ukrainian regions in Poland) with

a smaller movement from Bukovyna (Romania) and a trickle from

Transcarpathia (Czechoslovakia).

When Poland received notification of the Railways Agreement, its

consulate in Montreal presented Canada with the rules under which

individuals could depart. First, residents of eastern Galicia applying to a

railway certificate-issuing-officer had to receive passport clearance from

Polish authorities in Warsaw or Lviv. Then, to minimize exploitation,

each steamship line permitted to operate in Poland could sign only a

limited number of clients, and an agent could not take deposits until

emigrants had their passports and permission to leave. Any company
accepting ticket money from someone subsequently denied a railway cer-

tificate was to reimburse that person the equivalent of the rail fare

between his or her home and Warsaw or Lviv. The consulate also pointed

out that steamship companies working on behalf of Canadian railways

were prohibited from openly soliciting immigrants. Information on

conditions and opportunities in Canada would be made available but

only through Polish government employment offices.^”

The distribution, placement, and supervision of continental immi-

grants was shared between Ottawa and the railways in that the Depart-

ment of Immigration and Colonization retained the right to set a quota

of those it would place, undertook to settle an annual number of family

units, and handled orders for domestics from urban areas in the West.

The railways looked after the placement of farm labourers and domestics

in rural areas as well as the settlement of low-capital farm families.

Officials hoped to avoid destitution by demanding that families possess

$500 on landing, but this was only enforced for those settled by the

Department. The CPR in particular protested that continental families

would not come forth if they had to have such a prohibitive sum, most

of it held on deposit until they were established on the land.^^ In
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practice, the railways exercised their own discretion in certifying family

units, but bore the consequences if a family admitted without the

minimum capital became a public charge. Farm labourers, although

restricted to arriving between 15 March and 15 August when work was

generally plentiful, had to show only $25 in cash on landing.^^ Domes-

tics experienced the fewest capital restrictions but the closest scrutiny to

ensure a definite destination or position waited. For both farm labourers

and domestics, the pre-paid passage requirement could be waived if a

friend or relative in Canada agreed to cover the cost through direct

sponsorship.

Initial public reaction to the Railways Agreement and looming con-

tinental influx was muted. The Montreal Gazette, reflecting the interests

of the transportation companies headquartered in that city, applauded the

arrangement and argued that increased immigration would be good for

the economy. The Globe in Toronto, in contrast, although favouring some

cooperation between the government and the railways, chided Ottawa for

turning direction of immigration policy over to the two companies. But

by and large, in a period of increasing prosperity, news of the potential

arrival of more immigrants passed without notice.

The First Year

The success of the Railways Agreement hinged heavily on the

organizational strategies implemented on both sides of the Atlantic to

recruit and handle the new traffic. The CNR dispatched Basil Baleshta

from Canora, Saskatchewan, where he sold tickets and real estate

primarily to Ukrainian customers, to Warsaw as its certificate-issuing-

officer responsible for the Baltic states, Poland, and Romania. Alexander

Kimak and then W.A. Drelenkiewicz served roughly the same area for

the CPR.^"^ As most eastern European countries forbade open solicitation

of emigrants, these men cultivated informal ties with groups interested

in promoting settlement in Canada. Foremost were steamship lines—the

Canadian Pacifica Steam Ship Company for the CPR, various British and

European lines based in Hamburg and Danzig for the CNR—which often

also appointed their own Ukrainian representatives in the prairie

provinces.

In Canada both railways had specific bodies in place to recieve and

direct newscomers to private, although frequently undeveloped, lands

along their lines—the Canada Colonization Association (CPR) and the

Canadian National Land Settlement Association (CNR). The CPR chose

to route Ukrainian arrivals through local colonization boards; the CNR
preferred a direct settlement approach, using Ukrainian colonization

representatives to supervise settlement through a network of commission
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agents, initially connected with St Raphael's. Mandated to expand

Ukrainian and other continental immigration, the Ukrainian employees

or business associates of transportation interests urged Ukrainian farmers

across the prairies either to employ a stranger from home as a farm

worker or domestic or to sponsor friends and relatives. It soon became

the patriotic duty of every farmer who could afford seasonal help to

place a fellow national.

The CNR's efforts to establish contacts with influential members of

the Greek Catholic church and St Raphael's proved highly propitious

when the Railways Agreement supplanted the latter's tentative right to

place immigrants independently. Its steamship connections also made the

CNR the benefactor of working ties with the UEPS in Lviv, which had

decided early in its existence to transport emigrants on the British Cunard

line in the belief that such commercial links would advance Anglo-

Ukrainian relations and ultimatedly Ukrainian independence.^^ The

CNR's bond with the UEPS was reinforced when Professor Bobersky was

appointed Cunard bureau head in Winnipeg while holding an advisory

position on St Raphael's executive as the representative of the Lviv

group.

Courting steamship companies doing business in non-preferred

countries predated the Railways Agreement. In 1924 the CNR convinced

the Scandinavian-American line to open an office in western Canada with

Biberovich as its agent; when he moved to the CNR in November 1925,

Zaharychuk replaced him.^^ The Scandinavian-American line was well

situated to transport Ukrainian immigrants, regardless of limited

experience in bringing people to Canada, because it sailed directly out of

Danzig. This meant that emigrants leaving Poland, the Baltic states, or

Romania could embark for Canada after a relatively short overland trek.

Immigrants who chose Cunard or Canadian Pacific Steam Ship faced a

longer journey and an extra international frontier travelling to Hamburg
in Germany. The CNR confidently expected to capture 85 per cent of

Scandinavian-American' s business by virtue of its Winnipeg office.^^

Other shipping firms that established a presence in western Canada and

worked with the CNR also appointed Ukrainian representatives. George

Drobey, for example, became Winnipeg bureau head of the Red Star line.

He also worked for the White Star and Dominion lines, and when they

expanded their operations in March 1926 was transferred to Edmonton;

another Ukrainian, Leonhay Sikevich, replaced him in Winnipeg.^®

In fall 1925, reflecting its desire to control closely the distribution of

arrivals, the CNR transferred Ered Taciuk, its Ukrainian colonization

representative in Winnipeg, to Edmonton to coordinate Ukrainian and
other continental placements through the Canadian National Land
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Settlement Association. Taciuk was replaced in Winnipeg by Biberovich,

who was put in charge of the distribution of farm help, steamship

business, and settlement work among Ukrainians, Germans, Poles, and

Russians.^^ Travelling extensively across the prairies to supervise settle-

ment work, the two men relied for their initial contacts on St Raphael

correspondents and committees emerging from the Bachynsky and

Sawula tours of 1925.^°

Although St Raphael's continued to aspire to the role of an indepen-

dent colonization association,^^ it simply did not have the funds—nor

the authority now that the railways officially oversaw the placement of

most continentals. By late 1926, acknowledging the changed circum-

stances, it had largely withdrawn from direct placement in favour of

supporting CNR initiatives through informational, educational, and other

non-monetary forms of assistance. St Raphael's answered letters asking

for help and published an annual almanac informing new arrivals about

Canada; but beyond limited assistance to a small Ukrainian colony at

Landrieve, Quebec, it essentially ceased independent colonization activity.

While the CNR preferred to oversee the distribution of immigrants

directly, it did work with several ticket and real estate agents. For

example, Nicholas Ostryzniuk, who had founded the Dominion Coloniza-

tion Company in Edmonton with George Kuzyk in 1923, worked closely

with both the CNR and Cunard.^^ Andrew Shandro, a former MLA and

agent for the Edmonton Trust Company, also developed commerical ties

with the CNR. His portfolio included 120 quarters of land east of

Edmonton on which he hoped to place Orthodox settlers from Bukovyna.

Shandro's plans were initially entwined with the short-lived St Nicholas

Russian Greek Orthodox Immigration and Colonization Association,

comprised of Russian Orthodox missionaries to whom many Bukovynian

congregations remained loyal.^^

In contrast to the CNR, the CPR worked through local and regional

colonization boards, many of which it had organized and financed, in

communities along its lines on the southern prairies. American, British,

Ontarian, and Scandinavian settlers far outnumbered continental Euro-

peans—mainly Mennonites, Hungarians, German Catholics and Luther-

ans, Czechs, and Austrians—in the region. The Mennonites and Germans

each possessed government-recognized immigration associations able to

sponsor co-religionists on a year-round basis; they worked closely with

the CPR, which offered financial aid and settlement assistance along its

lines.^"^ As few Ukrainian colonies lay within CPR territory, the railway

had put little energy into forming contacts on which now to build.

Nevertheless, there were precedents. In 1919, for example, it had hired

S.O. Charambura as a special colonization agent to scout Winnipeg,
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Montreal, and other cities for Ukrainians to settle on brush-covered CPR
lands near Pigeon Lake west of Wetaskiwin. In 1922 Paul Gigeychuk was

hired to relocate Ukrainians from cities and overcrowded blocs onto

vacant land along CPR lines. The relaxing of immigration restrictions in

1923 saw the two men directed to new immigration from the old country

and to placements for farm workers and domestics.^^

The CPR also lacked exploitable links like those between the UEPS
and Cunard, although it tried to integrate its steamship and railway

operations to carry Ukrainian immigrants on Canadian Pacific facilities

for as much of their journey as possible. But its competitive disadvantage

with the CNR encouraged aggressive measures to capture a share of the

burgeoning Ukrainian traffic. Bishop Budka and later Wasyl Swystun, a

leading figure in the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox church, received free

passes and were offered commissions for diverting placements to the

CPR.^^ In Saskatchewan alone, efforts to develop a CPR presence in

Ukrainian districts saw modest colonization boards established at

Hafford, Blaine Lake, Prince Albert, Vonda, and Canora, in addition to

a small Ukrainian Baptist Board in Saskatoon under Rev Ivan Shakot-

ko.^^ Several Edmonton businessmen, appointed commission agents to

place unattached farm labourers and settlers forwarded to Alberta,

formed a private company, the Ukrainian Immigration and Colonization

Association. It also sold farm land and other real estate and quickly

acquired a reputation for questionable practices. The group, headed by

Jacob and William Hawreliak,^^ was connected to the CPR through

George Kuzyk, who worked for the railway's steamship subsidiary.

In an attempt to raise its Ukrainian profile, the Canadian Pacific

Steam Ship Company promoted Ivan Rudachek, a former editor of

Kanadiiskyi ukrainets, from translator to assistant director of foreign traffic

at Winnipeg.^^ Kuzyk remained its travelling representative for Alberta

and eastern British Columbia; Michael Gowda focused on Manitoba; and

a new field man. Dr D.I. Lalkow of Saskatoon, was hired for Saskat-

chewan.'^^ These men coordinated their recruitment with Gigeychuk and

Charambura, working as CPR colonization agents.

From the start the CPR expended virtually no effort to attract

Ukrainian families to Canada, continuing to concentrate on Mennonites,

Scandinavians, a small trickle of Americans, and central Europeans with

sufficient capital to buy established farms near its lines. But the railway

could ill afford to ignore the revenue generated by tens of thousands of

single eastern European farm labourers coming to western Canada. As
such it aggressively pursued placements of as many continentals as

possible in the areas its lines crossed. It also raised traffic volumes (and

cut into its competitor's profits) by invading CNR territory and recruiting
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Slavs to be directed to Ukrainian colonies along CNR lines.'^^

Competition between the two railways, and the desire of all parties

to maximize placements and thus revenues, invited practices that violated

the spirit and the letter of the Railways Agreement. Men with no farm

background and no intention of pursuing agriculture in Canada—black-

smiths, butchers, barbers, and even fishermen—were granted railway

certificates as genuine agriculturalists. Many went immediately into

industrial work; others attempted to use Canada as a springboard for

entry, usually illegal, into the United States.^^ Nor were attempts made
to place on farms hundreds of those admitted or to ensure that those who
were placed remained for a season let alone the obligatory year.^^ The

CNR, for example, diverted its very first contingent of "farm workers" to

track laying in British Columbia and northern Ontario.^ Although such

abuses were not broken down by nationality, Yugoslavs, Czechs, and

Hungarians were the most frequently mentioned offenders.

Among the more notorious practices were those attributed to the

Ukrainian Immigration and Colonization Association, the central vehicle

through which the CPR distributed continental farm workers to points in

CNR territory in central and northern Alberta. With an eye on commis-

sions, the group accepted as many men as possible and eagerly pursued

nominations and sponsors among all continentals, not just Ukrainians.

Dubious recruitment and placement methods, however, prompted this

outburst from a Danzig inspectional officer in late summer 1926:

The above named men are Poles and are backed through the Ukrainian

Colonization Board, Edmonton, for placement by that organization. None
understand the Ukrainian language and are of a section of the Polish

race more or less hostile to Ukrainians. None of these men had been

informed by railroad officials as to when they were going and appear to

have been sent forward indiscriminately. Some are of poor type

physically. The prospects of having these men placed in farm work by

the Ukrainian Colonization Board during the coming winter are not very

bright. Not 10% of number have more than $25. They appear to have

been herded together and rushed forward regardless of possible

complications on arrival, in order to reach Canada before September

15th. Would appear that primary consideration was the passage money

(all are cash passengers) the emigrants' proper settlement more or less

a gamble.^^

Not content with Europe, the Ukrainian Immigration and Coloni-

zation Association turned to Manchuria, where Harbin, a major Russian

railway centre before 1917, had a sizeable Russian and Ukrainian

population augmented in the 1920s by refugees fleeing the Bolsheviks.

Many viewed Harbin as a temporary stop on relocating abroad, and the
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Edmonton group hastened to exploit the situation, requesting the

permission of the Department of Immigration and Colonization to settle

150 families in Alberta. It had arranged with the executors of a 20,000-

acre ranch near Sexsmith to sell the property to the refugees for $15 an

acre over ten years in return for a substantial sales commission. Jacob

Hawreliak, the association's secretary, assured the Department that "these

people are agriculturalists in the true sense of the word having tilled the

soil all their lives," and insisted that most possessed capital of one to five

thousand dollars.^^

Ottawa responded cautiously. Since refugees without internationally

recognized passports could not be deported if indigent, it was necessary

to weigh carefully in advance the Harbinites' prospects for successful

settlement. Doubting their credentials as bona fide agriculturalists able to

purchase farm land and worried about their becoming public charges,^^

Ottawa decided to investigate the proposition and its backers. Consulta-

tion with Russian refugees settled by the CPR near Wetaskiwin revealed

that "comparatively few" of those from Harbin were likely to prove

"worthwhile settlers," prompting the observation that "the proposal made
by Kleskun Ranch looks...more like a real estate deal than a colonization

enterprise."^® But evidently swayed by the fact that the ranch's legal

counsel was "favourably known" to their acting minister, immigration

officials agreed to consider the plan, provided the settlers arrived with

sufficient funds and received proper supervision in settlement. Jacob

Hawreliak would personally oversee the selection of suitable individuals,

agriculturalists who possessed at least $500 for deposit towards the

purchase of Kleskun land (now costing $16 an acre).^^

Before Hawreliak's departure for Harbin, however, the investigation

into those associated with the venture found that the two Hawreliaks had

an "unsavoury reputation" emerging from "several shady practices" two

years earlier. As manager of the Western Colonization Company headed

by George Kuzyk, passenger agent for Canadian Pacific Steam Ship, Jacob

Hawreliak had complained

that one of his competitors in the steamship business [Ostryzniukl was
representing himself as an Immigration Officer. Some time previously

Kuzyk was connected with a steamship agency operated by Andrew S.

Shandro, ex-M.L.A., who was later convicted and sentenced to six

month's imprisonment for taking money for the purpose of obtaining

transportation, which he converted to his own use. Shandro and Kuzyk
are apparently related.

Apparently, William Hawreliak and Shandro had been involved in

producing false affidavits to get European aliens into the country.

"Shandro, Kuzyk, Hawreliak and Ostryzniuk were at one time working
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with one another/' the investigation concluded, "and another time at one

another's throats but all for the all-mighty dollar and not a bit particular

how they got it."^^ The report ultimately vindicated Kuzyk, whose
continued work with Canadian Pacific was seen as above board, but

clearly distrusted the Hawreliaks and their associates and counselled

caution. Ottawa informed the British consul in Harbin that it had

approved the movement of Slavic agriculturalists but could not guarantee

that Jacob Hawreliak's involvement was "above suspicion."^^

Hawreliak's stay in Manchuria achieved little. Although he aggres-

sively promoted Kleskun lands and Canadian Pacific transportation

connections, prospective settlers refused to put down hard cash for land

they could not inspect. Hawreliak's methods also antagonized the local

Russian press, which questioned his motives in soliciting passenger traffic

and attempting to unload unseen properties on unsuspecting souls.^^ By

late April 1926 the Ukrainian Immigration and Colonization Association

had recalled Hawreliak and suspended its Manchurian activities. The

visit's sole concrete result was the arrival of eight refugees in early

summer. They were assigned to the CNR for placement near Kuroki,

Saskatchewan, where it was soon learned that the group—which included

one professor, two students, and two actors—had no farming experi-

ence.

The entire Harbin affair, a senior immigration official told his minis-

ter, illustrated "how sometimes people or concerns in Canada will ask for

a privilege, accept responsibility, and then back out with scarcely a

thought of what it means to the Department or perhaps to a group of

settlers. While some other CPR-related placement work was similarly

controversial, most progressed in more routine fashion and abided by the

rules of the Railways Agreement. Throughout 1926 the CPR's various col-

onization boards, concentrating on their own ethnic groups, absorbed

thousands of arrivals. The colonization board at Hafford, for example,

directed the placement of almost two hundred Ukrainians; most originat-

ed in Western Ukraine but some were Galicians from Cuba successfully

routed to Canada by the CPR. The Ukrainian Baptist board in Saskatoon

obtained nominations for over 150 Stundists from Soviet Ukraine, al-

though tight emigration restrictions prevented or delayed the exit of

many.^^

Approximately 35,000 immigrants entered Canada in 1926 under

occupational certificates issued by the railways. In a pattern that would

prevail for most of the Railways Agreement, over 25,000 of this number

were unattached farm labourers, and Ukrainians comprised one-quarter

of all arrivals.^^ The volume of traffic favoured the CNR by a ratio of

three to two, reflecting the CPR's inability to counter the Cunard,
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Scandinavian-American, White and Star, and other steamship lines which

directed their business almost exclusively to its rival.^® Most farm

labourers, regardless of nationality, had been directed to central and

northern Saskatchewan and Alberta where they cleared brush and helped

with the harvest.^^ Family units either accepted farm employment or

began farming on their own. Causing the fewest problems, domestics

usually went directly to their destinations and stayed with their sponsors

for a few months if not indefinitely. Yet abuses had been rife. Hundreds

of non-agriculturalists had obtained entry; many who arrived were not

directed to agricultural employment; and many of those who did go to

farms did not remain long on the land, attracted by the prospect of better

pay in railway construction, mining, and industry. Limited unemploy-

ment, however, deflected attention from the abuses.

In October 1926 the railways asked that the Agreement be extended

beyond its initial two years so they could recoup the costs of an

expensive and time-consuming recruitment process.^® Senior immigra-

tion officials, upset that their inspectional officers in Europe could not

reject emigrants in possession of railway certificates even though many
were clearly not agriculturalists, counselled against renewal in its existing

form.^^ Strongly reprimanding the two companies for the abuses they

had countenanced, the government nonetheless extended the Agreement

for an additional three years, leaving the power of recruitment and

occupational screening with the railways. The abuses, after all, had

incurred little unemployment, and it would be expensive for Ottawa to

resume responsibility for immigration.^

Minor changes, however, were introduced. Germany was reclassified

as preferred and the Soviet Union was added to the non-preferred list,

with the proviso that since Soviet emigrants were seldom allowed to

return home, sponsors had to be able to support their nominees in the

event they became unemployed. At any rate, a breach in Soviet-Canadian

diplomatic relations in 1927 effectively nullified the USSR's inclusion in

the Agreement. The railways were reminded that their certificate-issuing-

officers could not have overt ties with any steamship line, and that

unassigned farm workers could not sail before 1 February or after 15

August. Responding to complaints about the lackadaisical distribution

practices of various CPR-related colonization boards, Ottawa reiterated

that only the Mennonite and German organizations—which, financially

capable of caring for immigrants, were not interested solely in commis-

sions—could place immigrants on a year-round basis over and above the

terms of the Railways Agreement. Finally, the government gave notice

that a quota system would be enforced and that it retained the right to

cancel the Agreement on one year's notice.^^
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The Remaining Years

During the remaining years of the Railways Agreement the recruit-

ment and placement of Ukrainians became more specialized. Competition

for traffic also intensified as the CNR and the CPR sought to cultivate

contacts and attract capable organizers to their respective colonization

organizations. The CPR continued to invade CNR territory, but while the

CNR appointed commission agents at a few points on CPR lines not too

distant from its own tracks, it generally avoided such tactics.^ Through

its steamship connections and extensive network of local agents, the CNR
continued to carry the bulk of the Ukrainian traffic.^^

To develop nominations and distribute incoming immigrants in

Ukrainian communities, the CNR built on its existing system, employing

more travelling representatives and expanding its network of indepen-

dent local commission agents, who were paid five dollars per family

located plus an additional dollar for each family member.^^ Crisscrossing

the prairies on behalf of the CNR, Fred Taciuk and his assistant, F.J.

Jurema, recruited over a dozen community leaders in Saskatchewan alone

during 1927, and the number almost doubled the following year. Even-

tually, Ukrainians constituted a quarter of all CNR placement agents,

reflecting the importance of the Ukrainian ethnic group.^^ But while

Ukrainians were eagerly sought as colonization agents, almost none were

retained as land agents to list and sell, for substantial commissions, lands

adjacent to CNR lines: these lucrative positions remained the preserve of

the English-speaking business elite.

The local Ukrainian businessmen, prominent farmers, and municipal

leaders—usually Greek Catholic but sometimes Orthodox—whom Taciuk

and Jurema convinced to place immigrants for the CNR were sent official

notification of their appointments from Winnipeg.^® It then became their

responsibility to determine how many farm labourers and domestics their

districts could use, note vacant lands on which immigrant families could

be settled, and as far as possible take applications for hired hands. The

CNR used the data amassed by all its agents to estimate total manpower
needs on prairie farms, and on this basis notified CNR officers in Europe

how many immigrants to clear for sailing. On reaching Winnipeg,

immigrants were dispersed through a central clearing house to be placed

by the local colonization agent nearest their ultimate destination. This

highly centralized placement system usually produced an orderly distri-

bution satisfactory to all parties.

St Raphael's role in placing Ukrainian immigrants further declined in

1927, usurped by the expanding ranks of independent CNR agents, and

it became, in fact, an unofficial referral agency for the railway. In
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response to some 470 letters from Europe and South America requesting

information on Canada, it sent English-language brochures promoting the

CNR and its aim to place new immigrants on "the best farms" in the

country; the inquirers' names were then forwarded to the CNR coloni-

zation department to follow up.^^ Although some officials privately

minimized the usefulness of St Raphael's to actual settlement work,^° the

CNR undeniably benefited from its referrals as well as invaluable con-

nections with prominent Greek Catholics. In 1928 Elcheshen, still the

association's secretary, became a CNR colonization representative. The

following year the monarchist organizer, Volodymyr Bossy, served briefly

with the company. Such ties not only solidified the CNR with a large

segment of the Ukrainian Canadian community but also increased its

placement potential by furnishing automatic contacts across the prairies.

The Basilian Fathers in Mundare, for example, assisted William Smolyk,

a CNR colonization representative, with farm worker and family place-

ments in east-central Alberta. Yet the St Raphael-CNR relationship was

not entirely cordial. Budka withdrew his active support from the

association not long after it began to cooperate openly with the CNR,
possibly because both he and his successor, Vasyl Ladyka, favoured an

independent, wholly church-oriented Ukrainian colonization organization.

But until his recall to Europe in 1927, Budka played both sides of the

fence, requesting (and receiving) free passes and other concessions from

both railways.^^

The CNR devoted considerably more energy than the CPR to placing

Ukrainian families on farms, largely because the bloc settlements of

Ukrainians lay in CNR territory, and they joined Poles and Germans at

the core of its family placement program. By early 1927 rising land prices

made it more difficult to purchase even moderately priced improved

property and the CNR increasingly directed its low-capital families, like

Ukrainians, to homestead and minimally improved land farther from

existing branch lines. CNR capital requirements were also reduced for

Ukrainians. Instead of the usual $500, families of two or more children

(children were felt to anchor settlers in one place) had to possess only

$350, of which $250 went towards a deposit.^^ This change admitted that

however satisfactory and stable Ukrainian placements might be, few

could afford to pay for the trip overseas and then produce (and

relinquish) a large sum on arrival.

The effort expended by the CNR in Ukrainian family settlement,

second only to its German work, is seen in the 170 Ukrainian units it

placed on the land in 1928; the CPR anticipated fifteen. Colonization

representatives frequently found, however, that new arrivals were

reluctant to settle in areas away from existing transportation lines and
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preferred the proximity of fellow nationals. The CNR's solution—to

group settlers by nationality, place them in a remote area, and then rely

on their natural tendency to attract relatives and former neighbours

—

helped overcome the loneliness inherent in frontier settlement. It also

advanced the railway's interests by accelerating development in new
districts or those where small populations made light use of its lines.^^

The CNR's annual report for 1927 noted that income from rail and ocean

fares exceeded $160,000 and its colonization department spent almost

$170,000, but the long-term benefits outweighed any short-term deficit:

Given average yields, and on the basis of an average grain freight rate

of 24 cents per 100 pounds to Port Arthur, an acre of new breaking

should be worth to the system approximately $2.00 per annum over a

period of years, and the amount broken up along our lines this year will

justify the expectation of increased revenue in future years from grain

transportation to the extent of over $1,000,000 per annum.^^

In sharp contrast to the CNR, the CPR persisted in a decentralized

approach to its continental traffic, channelling allocations directly through

the local colonization boards it supported. Yet a certain streamlining saw

many of these groups disbanded in favour of a smaller number of larger

and more commercial private agencies. The railway found that attractive

commissions drew a few private organizers who proved much more

effective at placing large numbers of immigrants than a field of part-time

local agents. What it gained in increased traffic and lower direct costs,

however, it lost in terms of control. Ukrainian boards in places like

Canora, Vonda, Prud'homme, and Shoal Lake disappeared, to be replaced

by three major agencies, one in each prairie province.^^ The financial

arrangements included a five-dollar placement commission fee plus a

monthly subsidy to run each operation.

The bulk of Ukrainian CPR placements in Alberta continued to go to

the Hawreliak organization, now the Confederation Land Corporation, in

Edmonton. In 1927 it placed over 1,000 Ukrainians in the province—and

over 2,500 men of all nationalities, conducting a quarter of all CPR
activity that year. When the numbers moved by the Corporation's

counterparts in Saskatchewan and Manitoba are added, these ostensibly

"Ukrainian" bodies handled almost half of the CPR's total allotment of

immigrants from non-preferred countries.^^ They achieved this impres-

sive figure, however, with the help of organizers prepared to overlook

misdirected placements and overlapping orders for workers.

The two new CPR agencies, the Ukrainian Colonization Board in

Saskatoon and the more modest Ukrainian Settlers' Aid Society in

Winnipeg, began operation in spring 1927. The former was organized by

John Ruryk, one of the more talented associates of the Hawreliak agency.
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at the CPR's encouragement, and enjoyed the unofficial support of the

Ukrainian Self-Reliance League, lay affiliate of the Ukrainian Greek

Orthodox church. As an added incentive the League's president, Wasyl

Swystun, received a complimentary rail pass and was offered a commis-

sion for immigrants he directed to the company Despite a rather late

start, Ruryk placed 1,454 farm labourers and 7 domestics in 1927,

increasing these totals to 2,332 farm workers, 26 domestics, and 2 families

the following year. To expedite gathering applications and distributing

workers, Ruryk initially employed local sub-agents paid with part of his

commission, but once firmly established he did most of the placement

work himself. Based on a per capita profit of $1.75, Ruryk's placements

in 1928 yielded a handsome return in excess of $4000. Like his Edmonton

and Winnipeg counterparts, he also received commissions on real estate

sold to newcomers or Canadian citizens by separate arrangement.^®

Given the high stakes it is not surprising that colonization agents

often chose to ignore that many of their placements either never arrived

at their slated destinations or soon left. Ruryk, for example, admitted he

did not check whether the farm workers he assigned in fact remained on

the land; he only discovered otherwise if they contacted him or drifted

back to his office.^^ The CPR set-up provided no incentive to act dif-

ferently, as agents were expected to assume the expense of replacing

those who were not initially placed in or who abandoned agriculture.

Moreover, the obvious emphasis in the whole system was to attract the

largest volume of immigrants with little company or organizational

control to ensure the terms of the Railways Agreement were met. Ruryk's

estimate that 50 to 60 per cent of his placements stayed on the land®°

was more optimistic than most government estimates. Intense competition

for placements prompted complaints of territorial intrusions by sister

boards clamouring that their rivals had pirated immigrants that should

have rightly been theirs.®^

Unlike the Edmonton and Saskatoon agencies, headed by Orthodox

Ukrainians, the Ukrainian Settlers' Aid Association in Winnipeg was com-

posed largely of Greek Catholics. Budka was formally listed as its patron

even though he had returned to Europe; Joseph Dyk was president; and

Basil Basheta, who had left the CNR, was secretary. Budka' s secretary sat

on the board of directors, as did several other CPR employees, including

Biberovich who had also bolted the CNR to become a travelling repre-

sentative for Canadian Pacific Steam Ship.®^ Although the Ukrainian

Settlers' Aid Association set an ambitious target of 1,500 placements for

Manitoba in 1927, it managed only 247.®® Its sorry record reflected the

relative advantage enjoyed by the CNR with respect to Ukrainian

placements in the province, but Manitoba was simply not popular as far
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more work was generally available in Alberta and Saskatchewan. When
general immigration declined in the late 1920s, the Ukrainian Settlers' Aid

Association was the first of the three CPR Ukrainian agencies to fold.

By late 1927 only two local Ukrainian colonization boards working

with the CPR remained: one in Hafford, headed by Orest Zerebko, the

other in Saskatoon under Shakotko. They jointly placed no more than a

few dozen settlers; Zerebko, incidentally, also acted as a local colonization

agent for the CNR.

Eroding Public Support

The erosion of public opinion that led to the eventual cancellation of

the Railways Agreement began in spring 1927, sparked by an oversupply

of farm labourers due primarily to the railways' propensity to pass for

sailing as many individuals as could pay the fare in order to maximize

traffic flows. Awareness of abuses turned into concern then outright

disapproval as bad spring weather forced many farmers to release or turn

away the men they had contracted to hire. When hundreds of central and

eastern Europeans gravitated to cities, logging camps, and industrial sites

in search of jobs,®'^ the provinces and municipalities, ultimately respon-

sible for welfare services, raised a cry that politicians could not ignore

and Ottawa was forced to act. The ensuing debate pitted a vocal element

determined to restrict immigration against the railways and continental

groups, like the Ukrainians, just as determined to keep the avenues open.

Public knowledge of abuses emerged even in the smallest commu-
nities in the West. Many of the large private colonization boards

—

including the Ukrainian associates of the CPR—had pursued practices

designed to bring as many individuals as possible. Fictitious names or the

names of persons who clearly had not requested and did not want

immigrant labourers were often placed on documents if sponsors proved

hard to attract. At least one CNR agent used similar methods, for a

Ukrainian farmer at Lipton, Saskatchewan, complained to authorities that

the railway had sent him a farm worker when he had definitely not

ordered one.®^ Unscrupulous agents obviously counted on the economy

absorbing incomers somewhere, making both railways and immigrants

happy yet avoiding public criticism. But with bad weather in early 1927,

the dangers of this strategy became increasingly visible as Ukrainians,

Poles, Czechs, Hungarians, and others drifted back and forth across the

prairies seeking even temporary placements. Two CNR-sponsored Slavs,

who remained largely destitute four months after disembarking in

Canada, described their plight:

As soon as we arrived in Winnipeg the Immigration office would not

give us a position, so we had to look for work ourselves which we had
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got from the Government Employment Board. We worked for one

month at Great Falls, after one months time there was no more work so

we had to be without any work for two months going from one office

to another, but they would not give us any work. On the 12th June from

Winnipeg office they sent us to Saskatoon and told us they will take us

on extra gang work, we gave our last cent for the tickets to Saskatoon,

but when we arrived here they could not take us on so we have to go

around without a cent in our pockets and no work.^^

As public dissatisfaction with the Railways Agreement grew, a senior

official in the Department of Immigration and Colonization outlined the

government's dilemma for his acting minister:

It appears to me that there is a gathering storm rising in the West and

that we will not be able to find very much shelter in the statement that

the Government handed over to the Railways, under an arrangement

which tied our hands, the right to move any number of people whom
they can place at farm work in Canada, regardless of whether these are

actually fit for or intend to take farm work. There will be a terrific

outcry from the Railway Companies if this thing is cancelled. On the

other hand there is bound to be a worse situation created by public

opinion in Canada if the present conditions are allowed to continue.®^

At the end of May Ottawa announced that no more single farm labourers

would be admitted from non-preferred countries for the rest of the

season; domestics were to be closely monitored and subject to control;

families with sufficient capital to begin farming and dependants coming

to join relatives could move as before.®^ Although many Ukrainians

subsequently postponed or cancelled plans to relocate in Canada, 10,899

came in 1927: 7,670 males, mostly unaccompanied; 1,461 domestics; 326

wives and 523 children; and a few dozen unskilled workers and trades-

people arriving under special permits outside the Railways Agreement.®^

Not surprisingly, the railways denounced the embargo. Each com-

pany also tried to absolve itself of blame for the abuses that provoked it

while offering evidence of the other's wrong doings. And, although the

CNR immediately stopped bringing continental farm workers to Canada,

its competitor did not. In fact the CPR antedated applications for

departure from Europe to accommodate as many agricultural labourers

as possible before the cut-off date.^° Both railways, but especially the

CPR, lobbied to lift the embargo, arguing unfairness to those who had

sold everything to pay their fares and were now in limbo until the next

sailing season at the earliest. The Department of Immigration and

Colonization viewed such new-found altruism with scepticism. One
senior official told the Prime Minister that the railways had previously set

many immigrants "adrift" and were simply looking for "fresh material."
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Revealing indisputably anti-semitic sentiments, he likened the Hungarian

Immigration Board in Calgary to a Hungarian Jew "trafficking in immi-

grants who incidentally gets paid so much a head for his work." Less

prejudicially, he labelled the Ukrainian CPR colonization boards "skeleton

organizations used... to collect information about the number of foreign

immigrants supposed to be wanted in various districts and to distribute

or otherwise to get rid of the immigrants when they arrive.

Attempts to lift the embargo fell on deaf ears. Although Premier

Gardiner of Saskatchewan felt the surfeit of agricultural workers could

be absorbed, most western municipal and provincial politicians supported

Ottawa. Premiers Brownlee and Bracken of Alberta and Manitoba,

respectively, blamed the railways for both the oversupply and the non-

agriculturalists in their number. Such men displaced Canadian workers,

aroused public resentment, and financially burdened local governments

when out of work.^^ The criticism of abuses that had prompted the

changes to the Railways Agreement seemed justified when the chief

immigration official on the prairies told a departmental investigation that

only 45 per cent of continental immigrant labourers went to farm work
on arrival, and only half of those remained in their jobs for any time. A
British Columbia official confirmed that hundreds of continentals

admitted as farm labourers had come to the West Coast seeking non-

agricultural employment. Blaming the railways, he noted that "selection

seems to be based entirely on the ability of the applicant to raise the

funds to pay the fare."^^

As job vacancies declined, the issue of non-agricultural continental

immigration moved beyond merely preserving employment opportunities

for Canadians. Thousands of idle foreign workers rekindled the "Red

Scare" which had swept North America after the Great War, as the

newcomers were feared to harbour Bolshevik sympathies in a desire to

overthrow Canadian democracy and capitalism. The pro-Soviet Ukrainian

Labour-Farmer Temple Association (ULFTA) became a prime target of

such suspicions and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
monitored its publications, spied on its meetings, and tailed its leaders.

In one of his frequent reports to immigration authorities, the RCMP
commissioner warned that the ULFTA was preparing to intensify its

propaganda among new arrivals, through committees in major urban

centres offering advice and moral assistance.^^ The RCMP managed to

uncover a small exchange of money and personnel between Canada and

the Soviet Union involving leaders of the ULFTA and a pro-Soviet

Doukhobor group,^^ but it was unable, in 1927, to establish that the

ULFTA played any major or effective role in the movement or indoctrina-

tion of Ukrainian immigrants.
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Fear of Bolshevik infiltration persisted, however, and Ukrainian

colonization interests manipulated it for their own ends. In an effort to

deflect attention from their own shortcomings, some agents blamed immi-

grants' failure to arrive at their destinations on Bolshevik agitators

pulling them off the trains. The practice had become so common, Ruryk

told the RCMP, that he "nearly" had one agitator at Moose Jaw arrested;

such interference also explained why his colonization board frequently

"lost track of the immigrant."^^ The claims of Ruryk and others were

largely accepted at face value by both RCMP and immigration officials

and paraded in the anti-communist Ukrainian press. Ukrainskyi holos

repeatedly charged that Bolshevik provocation would eventually produce

tighter immigration restrictions, yet it never mentioned the numerous

immigration-related abuses perpetrated by some of its own supporters.^^

By October 1927 public anxiety and growing unease at irregularities

in the operation of the Railways Agreement forced the government to

take additional steps. To eliminate possible confusion and make the

railways fully responsible for all placements, independent boards, such

as the Mennonites had, could no longer nominate immigrants directly.

This change had little impact on Ukrainians as none of their boards

enjoyed government recognition and they already channelled their allot-

ments through the railways. The stipulation that those nominating or

applying for single or unaccompanied men had to be actually engaged

in agriculture affected Ukrainians more.^® In February 1928 the House

of Commons referred the entire immigration issue and work of the

Department of Immigration and Colonization to the Select Standing

Committee on Agriculture and Colonization. While it deliberated, existing

regulations prevailed. The embargo against unattached farm labourers

was not extended into 1928, and the flow of European immigrants that

year hit an interwar high. Ukrainian immigration alone topped 16,000,

swelled by a carry over from the 1927 embargo and extensive flood

damage in Western Ukraine the previous autumn. Over 11,000 were male

agriculturalists, many coming early in the season under growing

speculation that Canada might soon permanently restrict immigration.^^

Favourable spring weather enabled farmers to accommodate relatively

more placements than in 1927.

Nevertheless, agitation to curtail immigration from non-preferred

countries gained momentum. The government hearings provided a plat-

form for the likes of the Anglican bishop of Saskatchewan, George Lloyd,

who castigated the federal government for permitting the railways to

"mongrelize" and denationalize Canada through an influx of "ignorant,

garlic-smelling" continentals. His nativist attacks and their sympa-

thetic reception testified to concern over the British character of Canada
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as well as the security risk and economic competition the newcomers

were feared to pose. The rise of the anti-foreigner, anti-Catholic Ku Klux

Klan in Saskatchewan, which helped topple Gardiner's Liberals in 1929,

was merely the extreme expression of a widespread sentiment.

Deteriorating economic conditions and hardening Anglo-Canadian

attitudes underlay the Committee's recommendation, implemented at the

end of June 1928, that the Railways Agreement run its term but not be

extended. During the time remaining, only blood relatives could sponsor

farm labourers and domestics. Thus, prospects for continued large-scale

Ukrainian immigration dimmed appreciably, even though dependants

and family units with capital to begin farming were unaffected.^°^ The

new policy offered reassurance that the excesses of the past would be

curbed and dwindling jobs reserved for resident Canadians. It also trig-

gered retrenchment in immigration work by the railways and other

agencies.

The decline in immigrant volumes in 1929 was greater than antici-

pated as a result of poor weather and consequently further restrictions.

Despite a generally good 1928 growing season, severe frosts had

damaged or destroyed millions of bushels of grain and reduced farmers'

purchasing power. Hundreds of men who had arrived in 1928 were hard

pressed to find or retain employment and orders for additional agricul-

tural workers in 1929 dropped dramatically. A Ukrainian CNR placement

representative was pessimistic about the winter and spring. Reacting

to the downturn and pre-empting an outcry over inaction, Ottawa re-

duced the quota of farm workers from non-preferred countries for 1929

to 30 per cent of the volume admitted in 1928; again, female domestics

and family units were largely exempt. Five thousand fewer Ukraini-

ans, 11,009 in total, entered Canada in 1929 than the previous year.

Although farm labourers fell substantially, family migration and

completions increased under concern about expiry of the Railways Agree-

ment. In both 1929 and 1930, the immigration of domestics remained near

the record level of 1928, exceeding 1,600 each year.^°^

Jobs in service tended to be more stable than those in industry or

agriculture, and Ukrainian as well as German-speaking domestics were

in high demand. Their transportation, distribution, and placement

was the most systematic and controlled of any continental group. Girls

were met on landing and escorted inland in small groups under a female

officer of the women's immigration branch for placement with their

employers. The vast majority went to friends, relatives, or old-country

neighbours who knew them and thus felt a certain responsibility and

commitment, and very few failed to arrive at their intended destinations.

Male farm workers, at least before 1928, were often placed with total
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strangers.

The Anglo-Canadian press and public largely supported the new
measures. Ethnic newspapers opposed them, arguing that they limited

the ability of fellow nationals in Europe to escape harsh conditions.

Kanadiiskyi ukrainets complained bitterly that Canada, happy to use

Ukrainians for the physical work of nation building, had turned its back:

"So it is. When Ukrainians came here and cleared the trees, picked rocks,

built towns and roads, they were desirable, but now that most of the

hard work is done, they don't want to admit those they now consider

undesirable." Unsympathetic Anglo-Canadians either dismissed such

concerns or branded them un-Canadian. A rally in Winnipeg to protest

the new regulations showed, "above all things," according to the Toronto

Globe,

that the petitioners are Ukrainians still, although they have taken an oath

as Canadians and Britishers. Their first sympathies are with their own
people; Canada is secondary. To them Canada is merely a country to be

exploited for their own gain. It has proved to be a good country for

them and should be at the command of their friends also. They recog-

nize no obligation to conform with the wishes of the Canadians and

other British people who opened the way for them to benefit, but pro-

pose to use the political strength which has fallen to them to compel

their benefactors to accede to their demands.’®^

"European immigrants," which apparently included Canadian-born

Ukrainians, had no "moral right" to agitate against a policy designed to

preserve the British character of Canada, the same editorial insisted, and

it blamed Ottawa for allowing the railways to bring so many of their

kind into the country.

With poor crops and a worsening oversupply of farm labourers in fall

1929, the railways were advised that their agricultural worker quota for

1930 would be trimmed an additional 25 per cent.^°® In this, the last

year of the Railways Agreement, the number of Ukrainians admitted to

Canada fell to a low of 8,133. While the entry of domestics held firm and

that of direct dependants and family units increased, the movement of

single male farm labourers suffered an even sharper decline than in

1929109

Cancellation

Despite pending termination of the Railways Agreement under the

onslaught of the Great Depression, immigration remained an issue. The
hundreds of aliens who roamed the country or congregated in urban

centres, unable to find work and much resented, constantly reminded

Canadians of what many had come to consider a serious error in federal
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policy. In the 1930 general election, the Conservatives capitalized on the

economic situation and decisively defeated Mackenzie King's govern-

ment. Long critical of Liberal immigration policy, they appropriately

made one of their first decisions an order-in-council effectively halting

movement from non-preferred countries. Until economic conditions

improved, continental immigration was to be limited to families with

capital wishing to begin farming and to dependants coming to join

sponsors financially able to support them. The new government's gesture

was largely symbolic, however, coming a little over two months before

the Railways Agreement was due to expire. Its passing attracted as little

attention in the midst of rapid economic decline as its introduction had

drawn under much more prosperous conditions.
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Ukraine's neighbours—Roman Catholic Poland and Orthodox Russia

—

regularly interfered in Ukrainian religious life as part of their political

agenda to denationalize and assimilate the Ukrainian nation. Russia

illegally and forcefully absorbed the Ukrainian Orthodox church (the

Kievan metropolitanate) in 1686, and Poland unceasingly attempted to

Latinize the Uniate church in direct violation of the conditions of the

Union of Brest (1569). This unhappy historical experience gave rise to

deep-seated suspicion of real and alleged foreign manipulation of the two

traditional Ukrainian churches. Such attitudes were transferred to Canada

with the first Ukrainian settlers, there to be nurtured by the circum-

stances of immigrant community life which guaranteed the politics of

religion a prominent place.

This paper is premised on the assumption that the chaos of the past

is often best interpreted and understood through its actors. Thus, the

history of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada (UGOC),
which emerged from the confusion and disruption of the pioneer years,

cannot be separated from its leading personalities, specifically the Very

Reverend Dr Semen Wolodymyr Sawchuk who was not only the church's

chief architect but also its driving force for over three decades. The
discussion that follows represents an initial attempt to evaluate Saw-

chuk's impact on the key stages in the transformation of an immigrant

national-religious dissident movement into first a peculiarly Ukrainian

Canadian institution and then a major Orthodox ecclesiastical jurisdiction.
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The Formation of the UGOC
The origins of the UGOC have been reasonably well documented.^

Suffice it to say that the church was formed in 1918 largely because of

religious turmoil rooted in the fact that for political reasons both Greek

Catholic Galicians and Orthodox Bukovynians from the Austro-Hungari-

an empire were not accompanied to Canada by their own clergy. The

greatest obstacle to the immigration of Greek Catholic priests and the

chief source of public discontent was the Vatican's insistence on celibate

clergy in North America, as the great majority of Greek Catholic priests

were married. For their part, the Romanians who controlled the Bukovyn-

ian Orthodox church showed no interest in providing missionaries for

Canada. This deprived the Ukrainian settlers, by and large a very reli-

gious people, of their accustomed rural community leadership. It also

exposed them to aggressive proselytization by Anglo-Canadian Method-

ists and Presbyterians, French and Belgian Roman Catholic priests, and

Russian Orthodox missionaries. However, the community leadership

vacuum was quickly filled by a small but remarkably capable secular

intelligentsia, consisting largely of country school teachers in western

Canada, who took advantage of the situation to usurp the role that the

Ukrainian clergy reserved for itself in the homeland. Nationalist and

populist in outlook, these ambitious, anti-clerical, brash young men
(narodovtsi) quickly adapted to Canada and established the organizational

structures that allowed them to exercise influence over their immigrant

countrymen.^ Their activities laid the foundation for the emergence of a

distinct Ukrainian Canadian society. By the time Greek Catholic Ukrain-

ians were granted a separate jurisdiction in 1912, the nationalist intelli-

gentsia boasted its own organ, the weekly Ukrainskyi holos, and had

developed definite views on Ukrainian community needs in the adopted

homeland.

As self-appointed guardians of the immigrant masses, the nationalists

considered it their duty to safeguard the moral well-being of those strug-

gling with the difficulties of cultural adjustment and pioneering. Their

defensive and increasingly anti-foreign attitude, initially formed by the

decades-long Polish-Ukrainian struggle in Galicia, was reinforced in

Canada by the energetic efforts of various Anglo-Canadian, French, and

Russian missionary groups to influence and control Ukrainian immigrants

on behalf of their own agenda. Such leading nationalists as Wasyl

Kudryk, editor of Ukrainskyi holos, were convinced that a nationally

conscious Ukrainian with a sense of self-worth would make a better

Canadian citizen than one who assimilated blindly.^ Rejecting assimila-

tion outright, the nationalist intelligentsia called instead for the full
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integration of the Ukrainian immigrant into Canadian society as an equal

citizen. Although such an argument was not popular with a nativistic

host society promoting Anglo-conformity, Ukrainian nationalists remain-

ed committed to their ideal, planting the seeds of Canadian multicultural-

ism. Because of their keen sensitivity to the potential power of organized

religion over often confused and even demoralized settlers, the national-

ists also gave high priority to the establishment of a genuinely Ukrainian

church in Canada.

Ukrainskyi holos initially supported the attractive but theologically

unworkable concept of a Ukrainian "national" church—one single

democratic, nationalistic, non-denominational church for all Ukrainians.

That such an idea gained popularity among the pioneers indicates great

dissatisfaction with the prevailing religious situation. However, the

notion that Ukrainian national interests must supersede denominational

priorities flouted the religious exclusiveness demanded of his faithful by

Bishop Nykyta Budka, newly appointed head of the Greek Catholic

church. Nor did nationalist demands for a fundamental restructuring of

his church into a democratic institution sit easily with Budka's stringent

commitment to clerical authoritarianism. In fact, if there was one key

reason for the alienation of the secular intelligentsia from the Greek

Catholic church, it was the controversial bishop. Despite recent scholarly

efforts to redeem him, Budka remains the proverbial "wrong man at the

wrong place at the wrong time.""^ His deep conservatism and his almost

paranoid distrust of the free-thinking intelligentsia precluded all possi-

bility of compromise with the Ukrainian nationalist elite, and they

reluctantly decided to create their own church.^

The Catholic dissidents, led by Wasyl Swystun, the twenty-five-year-

old rector of the Mohyla Ukrainian Institute in Saskatoon, and Michael

Stechishin, a thirty-year-old law student at the University of Saskatche-

wan, formed a National Committee. It invited selected prominent Ukrain-

ians—students, teachers, the more prosperous farmers—to a confidential

meeting to "discuss, determine and clarify our church position, especially

to determine the relations of the [Greek Catholic] church with our

national institutions and national issues in general."^ One hundred fifty-

four of 310 invitees, overwhelmingly from western Canada, attended the

historic assembly of disaffected Catholic laity on 18-19 June 1918 that

marked the culmination of the bitter feud between Bishop Budka and his

secular critics. Denouncing Budka's authoritarianism, his apparent

subordination to the Latin-rite hierarchy, and his perceived anti-Ukraini-

an politics, the meeting unanimously decided to organize a separate and
independent "national" church to be called the Ukrainian Greek Ortho-

dox Church of Canada. This was a revolutionary but logical step in the
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transformation of the intelligentsia's negativism into positivism, or a shift

from merely quarrelling with Budka to actually creating an alternative

church organization based on the democratic principles and Orthodox

doctrines espoused by the populists-nationalists.

But why did these Catholics embrace Orthodoxy, which in Canada

was tainted with Russophilism? Dominated by the ideas and personalities

of Stechishin and Swystun, then undoubtedly the most skilled organizers

and agitators the fledgling Ukrainian community possessed, the Saska-

toon meeting rationalized the decision to create the UGOC as a conscious

return to the distinctive Ukrainian Orthodoxy that had embodied the

historical and true faith of their ancestors before part of the Ukrainian

people had been forced into an unhappy union with Rome/ The assem-

bly drew a sharp distinction between Ukrainian and Russian forms of

Orthodoxy. Most participants, however, were unaware that they were

making history, that they were laying the foundation for the first

independent Ukrainian Orthodox church in the world. Nothing similar

would emerge in the homeland until 1921, when stimulated by the pro-

cess of state building.

Eastern Orthodoxy epitomizes unity in diversity. Its churches belong

to a variety of countries and cultures; each is independent in administra-

tive matters but all are one in faith. The founders of the UGOC declared

their church to be "in communion with other Eastern Orthodox

churches... acceptling] the same dogmas and the same rites,"® but with

no theologians present they did not elaborate on what this meant

doctrinally speaking. They stressed instead the new church's nationalism

(reflected in its name and later in the use of Ukrainian in services), and

its distinctiveness from the Canadian Greek Catholic church (for example,

a married priesthood and a democratic structure, with government by the

laity in the general council or sobor).'^ Thus, created by laity the UGOC
would remain largely in the hands of the laity, to distinguish it from

other Orthodox churches where real power remained with the hierarchy.

In light of the fact that the UGOC was formed by people with very little

theological expertise, it is not surprising that in its infancy the church

appeared to be more a socio-political than a spiritual institution. To

founders like Wasyl Swystun, the UGOC represented part of a general

Ukrainian liberation movement from foreign domination, being first and

foremost a manifestation of modern Ukrainian nationalism and democ-

racy in Canada.

To convert the resolve to create a new church into reality, the Saska-

toon meeting formed the Ukrainian Orthodox Brotherhood, resurrecting

a peculiarly Ukrainian Orthodox institution originating in the sixteenth

century. The Brotherhood handed Swystun an enormous task: to organize
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the UGOC without recourse to a relevant model, to find priests among
sympathetic Russian Orthodox and Greek Catholic clergy, to establish a

financial base for the church, and, most importantly, to secure a bishop.

Because the bishop in the Orthodox tradition is not only the chief spiritu-

al guide of the faithful but also embodies the all-important doctrine of the

apostolic succession, his office is vital to the unbroken continuity of the

church of Christ. In fact, an Orthodox church is not a true church without

a canonical bishop, one whose legitimacy in church law is recognized by

other Orthodox bishops. It is highly likely that in 1918 the founders of

the UGOC did not realize that complex issues of canonical legitimacy and

hierarchy would shape the history of their new church.

In the early twentieth century, the dominant Orthodox church in

North America was the Russian mission with its roots in the tsarist

colonial presence in Alaska. Employing Ukrainian-speaking mission-

aries and providing free ministries, it expanded its influence from the

United States to the nascent Orthodox Bukovynian communities in

Canada. Outward similarities between Orthodox and Greek Catholic

rituals, the acute shortage of Greek Catholic priests, and certain Galician

Russophile sentiments attracted a number of Greek Catholics to the

Russian mission as well. But as the Russian church had also been pro-

moting Russian nationalism and was resolutely opposed to a separate

Ukrainian church jurisdiction, Swystun could not reach a satisfactory

arrangement with its hierarchy to provide a bishop for the UGOC. Conse-

quently, in near desperation, he turned to the American exarch of the

ancient Antiochian (Syrian) Orthodox church. Metropolitan Germanos
Shehedi of New York, who was in communion with the ecumenical patri-

arch. Although Germanos was a controversial character, his hierarchial

status was canonical or legitimate, and this was an important benefit for

the new Canadian church. Germanos agreed to assume spiritual authority

over the UGOC until a suitable Ukrainian hierarch could be found. With-

out his cooperation, the UGOC could have easily been stillborn, but

instead it soon boasted a canonical bishop plus five Ukrainian priests

who defected from Russian Orthodox and Greek Catholic camps.

UGOC organizational work inevitably involved confrontation with

the Greek Catholic and Russian Orthodox jurisdictions whose parishes

UGOC activists coveted. Both churches understandably felt threatened

and viciously attacked the upstart church in their sermons and press,

frequently applying the label "Swystunite" to smear the UGOC as an

illegitimate collection of social misfits. Ukrainskyi holos steadfastly de-

fended and promoted the UGOC as a legitimate and desirable Ukrainian

national institution, with its editor, Wasyl Kudryk (who would soon

accept priesthood) arguing that Ukrainian Orthodoxy and Ukrainian
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national identity were synonymous; any other religion was anti-Ukraini-

an.^^ The idea that Ukrainian Orthodoxy stood for national elitism

carried a definite appeal in the 1920s, and growing public support for the

UGOC suggests that there was a community need for such a church.

According to the archival evidence, most early parishes were organized

by local initiative, generally by individuals who responded to the rhetoric

of Ukrainskyi holos. Once a nucleus formed, appeals were made to the

Brotherhood and later to the UGOC consistory for priests, although the

shortage made it difficult to provide adequate service.

Parallelling the birth of the UGOC was the formation of the Ukrain-

ian Orthodox church in the United States. However, unlike the UGOC,
the American body was organized by dissident Catholic priests, with the

result that its clergy exercised much greater influence and control than

their counterparts did in Canada. Furthermore, the American church

was exclusively urban (largely blue collar) whereas the UGOC was a

rural-urban conglomerate. Initially both churches recognized common
growing pains and attempted a joint administrative structure under the

Reverend Mykola Kopachuk, a recent arrival from Bukovyna, but dif-

ferent priorities made localization of authority inevitable. In 1920 the

Canadian Brotherhood appointed the newly ordained Semen Sawchuk,

a young man of twenty-five, secretary of the UGOC's executive organ, or

consistory, which consisted of three laymen and two clerics. Sawchuk

quickly emerged as an effective and talented church leader, a role he was

destined to play for the rest of his life.

Who was Semen Sawchuk? Born in the village of Volkivtsi, Borshchiv

county, Galicia, to peasant parents he had come to Canada with his

family in 1899 at the age of four. The Sawchuks homesteaded in the

Inkster district of Saskatchewan, but Semen chose not to farm. Deeply

religious and highly intelligent, he first trained as a public schoolteacher,

then continued his education at the University of Saskatchewan while

residing at the Mohyla Institute, a hotbed of Ukrainian patriotism and

anti-Budka sentiment. The Sawchuk family, like many others, divided

over the issue of the UGOC, with Semen taking a definite pro-Orthodox

position. In 1919 he surprised his fiancee and friends by interrupting his

final year of university studies (arts) to enrol in the theological program

offered in Saskatoon by Dr Lazar German, formerly of Chernivtsi

University, and sponsored by the Brotherhood. Reflecting on his decision

many years later, Sawchuk noted with irony that Swystun suspected his

motives for entering the priesthood, telling students at the Mohyla

Institute that Sawchuk "was a hardline Catholic, his family was Catholic,

and most likely Sawchuk was a Catholic mole with the task of undermin-

ing the church."'^ In March 1920 Sawchuk, Dmytro Stratiychuk, and
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Petro Samets were ordained by Metropolitan Germanos in the United

States, increasing the number of clergy in the UGOC from five to eight

priests. The Brotherhood assigned Sawchuk to missionary work among
the growing number of Ukrainian communities in Saskatchewan.

Why did Sawchuk interrupt his university studies until 1951 and

choose the hardships and uncertainties of priesthood in a neophyte

church? Sawchuk himself, either then or later, said little on the subject

except that as a student he was overwhelmed with a desire to fill a

spiritual and patriotic need in himself and the Ukrainian community in

Canada. In short, he wanted to serve and to lead. Nurtured on Mykhailo

Hrushevsky's populist history of Ukraine, Sawchuk developed his own
sense of historic mission and idealism, and realizing the importance of

the events of July 1918, wanted to play a direct part in them. He viewed

the formation of the UGOC as a noble effort to save defenceless Ukrain-

ian immigrants from hostile and foreign influences—an assimilationist

Anglo-Celtic host society, proselytizing Protestant denominations, and

anti-Ukrainian policies pursued by both the Greek Catholic church and

Russian mission. Sawchuk believed as well that the secular intelligentsia

was to provide community leadership in Canada not only through active

involvement in church affairs, but also by accepting the difficult responsi-

bility of priesthood. To his everlasting disappointment, the lay elite of the

UGOC steadfastly refrained from following his personal example.

The Search for a Ukrainian Bishop

Although the UGOC's leaders were deeply indebted to Metropolitan

Germanos for his crucial assistance in legitimizing their church by his

canonical status, they were equally aware of the political drawback to

even nominal authority being invested in a non-Ukrainian hierarch and

resolved to make his tenure as short as possible. After all, one of the

main reasons for the formation of the UGOC had been the perceived

foreign (French and Belgian) domination of the Greek Catholic church in

Canada. Thus it was urgent to find a Ukrainian hierarch for the UGOC.
Despite communication difficulties caused by the Great War, the UGOC
leadership knew of and derived moral strength from the birth of a

Ukrainian state and the accompanying revival of Ukrainian Orthodoxy

in Ukraine. By 1921 the Canadian church was involved in extensive

correspondence with Professor Ivan Ohienko, minister of religious affairs

in the government of the Ukrainian People's Republic, and already in

exile in Tarnow, Poland. As secretary of the consistory, Sawchuk re-

quested Ohienko to recruit ten priests for Canada and to find a suitable

bishop to head jointly the Canadian and American Ukrainian Orthodox

churches. To expedite the search, the Brotherhood elevated Sawchuk
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to administrator of the UGOC and dispatched him to Europe. There he

was to assess the unfolding religious situation in Ukraine and visit both

Ohienko and the primate of the newly created Ukrainian Autocephalous

Orthodox church. Metropolitan Vasyl Lypkivsky. Before going to Kiev,

Sawchuk informed Michael Stechishin back in Canada that he wished "to

persuade Lypkivsky not to interfere in church affairs in North America

because no bishop will be prepared to come to Canada if another bishop

goes to the United States, especially if he is a Lypkivite."^°

According to his diaries, Sawchuk's stay in Europe between Novem-
ber 1922 and March 1923 proved a most useful introduction to Orthodox

religious politics. Ohienko confirmed Sawchuk's view that Orthodox

Ukrainians in North America needed a special kind of bishop, one who
was both canonical and a proven Ukrainian patriot. But where to find

one? Sawchuk had two possible sources, both new Orthodox churches:

the Ukrainian Autocephalous church in Soviet Ukraine and the Orthodox

church of Poland. There were serious canonical and political problems,

which Sawchuk and Ohienko recognized and hoped to avoid in Canada,

associated with the Autocephalous church. In the eyes of the highly

conservative Orthodox world, it lacked canonical legitimacy. Not only

had its primate been consecrated in an unacceptable manner (by priests

not bishops) but the series of reforms it had enacted (such as allowing

married bishops) also placed its Orthodox doctrines in question. Its

fervent nationalism, however, made the Autocephalous church the em-

bodiment of Ukrainian opposition to Soviet Russian imperialism in

Ukraine, which most certainly enhanced its prestige and popularity

among the patriotic population but guaranteed its ultimate liquidation by

the atheistic communist regime.^^ Sawchuk concluded that a bishop from

the Autocephalous church would create serious difficulties for the UCOC
and was thus undesirable. Ohienko also advised against recruiting a

Lypkivite bishop, saying that it "would deliberately destroy your young

church....You have enough enemies. Sawchuk believed that a suitable

candidate could be found in the canonical Orthodox church being estab-

lished in Poland for the country's large Ukrainian and Belarusian

populations. However, the fact that the majority of the Canadian Brother-

hood leaned towards Lypkivsky's Autocephalous church undermined his

efforts.

Of the several candidates from the Polish church who, according to

Ohienko, were prepared to emigrate to Canada, two warrant special

attention. Archimandrite Polikarp Sikorsky, a former official in Ohienko'

s

ministry, would be consecrated bishop of the Orthodox church of Poland

in 1932 and in 1941 become the administrator of the second, and this

time, canonical, Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox church. Bishop
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Oleksiy Hromadsky, a reputable theologian, would head the rival

Ukrainian Autonomous Orthodox church during World War Two. It is

enticing to speculate whether the tragic history of Ukrainian Orthodoxy

during the war would have been different had either of the two men
come to Canada.^'^

That Sawchuk ultimately failed to find a bishop was due in part to

the pro-Lipkivsky position of the Brotherhood, especially Swystun, and

in part to its deteriorating financial situation. The Brotherhood suddenly

discovered that the postwar economic depression in Canada left no

money to make an attractive offer to the prospective candidates, and sent

mixed signals to Sawchuk. The relatively comfortable lifestyle of the

Orthodox clergy under Polish administration acted as a deterrent to

emigration except for individuals, like the Reverend Petro Bilon, who
were hounded by the Polish government for political reasons.^^ In the

final analysis the UGOC could afford to import only three priests. The

Canadian clergy earned very little, often living on the edge of poverty;

even as administrator of the UGOC, Sawchuk himself found it hard

to support his growing family, which eventually numbered eight

children.^^

While Sawchuk was in Europe, the Ukrainian Orthodox church in the

United States decided to obtain a bishop from Metropolitan Lipkivsky.

Given the pro-Lipkivsky sentiment in the nationalistic Canadian

Brotherhood, Sawchuk realized that the American choice could be

imposed on Canada and lobbied hard but unsuccessfully against a bishop

from Autocephalous circles. In late 1923 Lypkivsky designated Arch-

bishop loan Teodorovych for the American church. A Ukrainian patriot,

a prominent pastor, an effective orator, and, most importantly, a pragma-

tist who quickly adjusted to North American conditions, Teodorovych

had impressive credentials for his post. To the American leadership and

the Canadian Brotherhood in the 1920s, a patriotic image of their church

leader was more important than the fuzzy question of canonicity. After

all, nationalism had prompted the formation of the UGOC, and the Auto-

cephalous church was the only national Ukrainian Orthodox church in

Europe. In the opinion of the Brotherhood, its bishops should be good

enough for North America.^^ So important had nationalism become by
this time that even the conservative Ohienko moderated his position on
canonicity, writing the baffled Sawchuk that the issue of canonicity was
no longer so critical.^^ Some Canadians were also attracted by the

reformist or neo-Protestant features of the Autocephalous church, which
they saw as a magnet for attracting Ukrainian Protestant converts in

Canada. Although no influx materialized, the UGOC stalwart Peter

Svarich insisted that "if we had a Lypkivite bishop in Canada, all our
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Presbyterians would join us/' on the grounds that the Ukrainian

Presbyterian leader, Ivan Bodrug, was "a great friend of Lipkivsky."^^

Sawchuk remained justifiably concerned about the Greek Catholic and

Russian Orthodox reaction to a bishop of dubious canonical status for

Canada, but accepted the inevitable. The fourth general council of the

UGOC, held 15-27 July 1924 in Yorkton, Saskatchewan, unanimously

elected Archbishop loan Teodorovych as Canada's primate. The three

hundred delegates, overwhelmingly lay, were duly impressed with his

dignity and declared willingness to serve Ukrainian Orthodoxy.

It seems that Sawchuk never totally resolved his personal moral

dilemma about the canonical status of Archbishop Teodorovych. But after

1924 the UGOC's position legally complied with Orthodox teachings that

recognized two types of church law, inviolable dogmatic canons and

flexible administrative-judicial canons. The question of hierarchy fell

between the two. In fact, each Orthodox church follows only those laws

which are relevant to its historical experience and peculiar needs. For the

UGOC to accept only those administrative-judicial laws concerning it as

a peculiar Ukrainian Canadian institution was entirely proper. But by this

time Sawchuk had realized that the question of canonicity was often

more political than theological. Like many other Ukrainians, he ex-

cused the controversial origins of Lypkivsky's hierarchy as honourable

ends justifying questionable means. Since the disputed consecration of

Lypkivsky had occurred because of abnormal political circumstances and

not wilful violation of Orthodox tradition, the Autocephalous church

should be considered canonical.

Publicly, Sawchuk tried to make a virtue out of necessity by arguing

that the status and prestige of the UGOC was contingent upon its own
moral and spiritual strength and not the attitude of other Orthodox

churches. The principle of self-reliance and independence was frequently

reaffirmed in Vistnyk, the church's official organ: "When we stand on

Orthodox basis, when our church is sincere, when the cause for which we
struggle is sacred, we do not need additional recognition from foreign

and distant people, people who do not know us and for whom our

church concerns are alien and incomprehensible and who made no

contribution whatsoever to our common good."^^ Russian Orthodox and

Greek Catholic polemics questioning the UGOC's legitimacy Sawchuk

deflected as malicious attacks on the church's independence and

Ukrainianism. Privately, however, he remained troubled about the future

implications for the UGOC of the canonical controversy surrounding

Teodorovych. While justifiably concerned about the ammunition it pro-

vided for the UGOC's enemies, Sawchuk was even more apprehensive

for the future of his church. Since Teodorovych's status was not
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recognized by other Orthodox churches in North America, the archbishop

was incapable of perpetuating the hierarchy of the UGOC or, for that

matter, of the American church. Moreover, as the article of canon law to

which Sawchuk and the consistory subscribed stipulated that a new
bishop could be consecrated by no fewer than two other bishops, should

Teodorovych die, his death would create a crisis for the UGOC. Sawchuk

recognized that the decision of 1924 merely postponed the question of the

UGOC's status as an independent and a canonical ecclesiastical body. He
thus maintained a deliberately vague position on the implications of the

relations between the UGOC and the Autocephalous church in Ukraine

that were implicit in Teodorovych's function as archbishop of the UGOC.
Both this ambiguous relationship and Sawchuk personally would be

seriously challenged by the pro-Lypkivsky forces in the 1930s.

Although a formal primate of the two Orthodox churches, Canadian

and American, Archbishop Teodorovych resided in the United States,

limiting his presence in Canada to summer visitations and church council

meetings. This arrangement did not allow the traditional power of a

hierarch to develop, so that Teodorovych's role in Canada was largely

symbolic; it freed Sawchuk, as administrator and head of the consistory,

to run the UGOC according to his own vision and competence. The

church's headquarters had meanwhile been transferred to Winnipeg in

1922 when Sawchuk, the priest, moved there to establish a UGOC
presence in the emerging capital of Ukrainian life in Canada and Greek

Catholic stronghold. The new parish, which Sawchuk served until 1932,

was designated as the all-Canadian cathedral. Wasyl Swystun, now
studying law in Winnipeg, was its most prominent member. In a

relatively short time relations between Swystun and Sawchuk soured as

their personalities and philosophies clashed.

Under Sawchuk's leadership the UGOC grew steadily in the interwar

years, including the Great Depression of the 1930s, and survived an

internal crisis. Growth was assisted by external events as much as by the

church's Orthodox-nationalistic image promoted by Vistnyk, which

Sawchuk edited, and by the powerful Orthodox lay organization, the

Ukrainian Self-Reliance League (USRL). The UGOC was a curious

amalgam of Uniate and Orthodox Bukovynian rites and traditions. Its

leadership, secular and ecclesiastical, remained predominantly Galician,

while the bulk of the membership was Bukovynian. The collapse of the

Russian mission particularly benefited the UGOC as several Bukovynian

parishes, without clergy as the number of Russian Orthodox priests in

Canada fell to fourteen in the early 1920s, switched allegiance. Defections

from the Catholic side continued among those who preferred a demo-
cratic church structure and the Ukrainian language to Church Slavonic.
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The Catholic parish at Vita, Manitoba, for example, split into rival

Orthodox and Catholic churches over the issue of parish control of

church property.

UGOC priests, whose parish districts averaged eight congregations,

were considered by their parishioners to be contractual employees and

not their superiors. As the correspondence between the clergy and

Sawchuk indicates, priests were often at the mercy of parish executives

who expected them to lead exemplary family lives and perform a variety

of community functions, like teaching Ukrainian school, in addition to

carrying out their pastoral responsibilities. The meagre remuneration and

demanding work load caused several priests to leave for the United

States and discouraged new candidates (the seminary opened in Winni-

peg in 1932 produced only eleven priests before 1939). Immigrant priests

from Western Ukraine only partially offset the shortage. Sawchuk's fear

of scandal and stringent moral code also barred disaffected Greek

Catholic, Russian Orthodox, and Protestant clergymen with dubious repu-

tations from entering the UGOC, a policy that led to occasional disagree-

ments with lay leaders who sponsored prospective candidates for the

UGOC priesthood. Sawchuk preferred slow and steady growth, assuring

better control of church affairs by the consistory, to rapid expansion and

possible problems. With 203 congregations embracing one-third of the

Ukrainian Canadian population, the UGOC had become a major religious

and political force, especially in the West, by 1939. Moreover, its in-

fluential secular ally, the USRL, dominated organized community life.^^

Given the origins of the UGOC, it is not surprising that tensions,

competition, polemical conflicts, and occasionally law suits characterized

its relations with the Greek Catholic church, and, to a lesser extent,

attitudes among Catholic and Orthodox faithful. It would appear that

much squabbling was precipitated by a small number of zealots in both

camps preaching religious exclusiveness, while their fellow parishioners,

especially in more cosmopolitan urban centres, generally inclined towards

religious tolerance and pluralism. Initially, under Sawchuk's leadership,

the UGOC strove to assert itself as the only truly Ukrainian church in

Canada. This emphasis on Ukrainianism rather than Orthodoxy was

logical given the UGOC's genesis and uncertain canonical status. In

addition, to be Orthodox in the 1930s meant not necessarily to be a better

Christian but to be a better Ukrainian, so that conversion to Orthodoxy

constituted above all a demonstration of Ukrainian patriotism.^^ The

position promoted by Vistnyk and Ukrainskyi holos, the latter now the

mouthpiece of the USRL, clearly implied that Greek Catholic and Ukraini-

an Protestant churches were less Ukrainian than the independent, self-

reliant UGOC because they were unwittingly dominated by foreigners
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who wanted to extinguish the Ukrainian nation. This position did not go

unchallenged, but the Catholic response for one, particularly in the 1920s,

was poorly and unwisely formulated. Mudslinging by Kanadiiskyi

ukrainets, the church's official organ, led to a successful libel suit by the

UGOC, which received a public apology. Awareness of Canada's libel

laws, not to mention the financial costs of going to court, temporarily

muted the polemical warfare.

In the 1930s the Greek Catholic church itself underwent a major

internal reorientation.^^ A new bishop, Vasyl Ladyka, initiated changes

in the interests of Catholic revival to enhance the role of the laity through

the Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood. A more serious challenge to the

UGOC's coveted status as the exclusive champion of Ukrainian national-

ism in Canada came from recently arrived veterans of Ukraine's wars of

national independence, who also happened to be mainly Galician

Catholics. Faced with these developments, Sawchuk accepted that the

Greek Catholic church would remain the largest and potentially the most

powerful Ukrainian ecclesiastical body in Canada. Faced with internal

dissension within the UGOC as well, he also favoured a policy of co-

existence, providing the Catholic press refrained from attacking the

UGOC. Indeed, on Ukrainian and Canadian issues of national import-

ance, he even advocated cooperation with the Greek Catholic church.^^

It was this new pragmatism of the UGOC, reflecting the growing confi-

dence of its leadership, that eased the way to meaningful community

consolidation during the Second World War.

The Swystun Crisis

It was not external pressure from Greek Catholic or Protestant

quarters but an internal conflict that posed the most serious threat to the

UGOC in the 1930s. The celebrated but little understood public feud

between Reverend Sawchuk and Wasyl Swystun dominated church

affairs in that decade and severely shook the UGOC. Sawchuk's ultimate

victory was critical because it assured the continuity of the church as a

traditional Orthodox ecclesia. But while on one level the struggle repre-

sented deep ideological differences on the nature and function of the

UGOC, on another it represented a bitter personality clash between the

two most prominent Ukrainian Orthodox church leaders in Canada.

As his controversial life so vividly demonstrated, Swystun was a

permanent rebel with a cause and a gifted crusader who immensely en-

joyed challenging conventional authority and wisdom. A founding father

of both the UGOC and the USRL who soon found reasons to attack both

institutions, Swystun was once compared to Napoleon and nicknamed
"Wasylini" after the Italian dictator Mussolini.^'’ His critics alleged, with
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considerable justification, that his alienation from his colleagues was due

mainly to an insatiable lust for power. The man's consuming ambition to

direct virtually every aspect of church and secular life in accordance with

his own views, always more radical than those of the USRL generally,

met resistance and forced his withdrawal from official leadership of the

Orthodox community. He continued to champion Ukrainian nationalism,

however, and remained a power at the cathedral of St Mary the Pro-

tectress in Winnipeg, using that parish as a base in his confrontation with

Sawchuk and the consistory.^^ While both Sawchuk and Swystun held

that the UGOC had spiritual and social functions, they differed over

which should take priority in the life of the church, and they sharply

disagreed over the distribution of power between laity and clergy.^^

Sawchuk stressed religiosity and the guiding role of the clergy in parish

and church affairs, but his cautious effort to free the church from

excessive secularism, strongly supported by the clergy and Archbishop

Teodorovych, was loudly resisted by Swystun.

The first step towards a balance of power between laity and clergy

had been taken in 1929 when the federal charter incorporating the UGOC
established the legal relationship between the consistory and UGOC
parishes. The church's relationship with the USRL remained ambiguous.

Formally, the USRL was an independent secular organization that sup-

ported the UGOC because of its Ukrainian profile and content, and

Sawchuk certainly appreciated its importance to the Orthodox cause and

the UGOC. But he was increasingly uncomfortable with a number of

USRL activists who appeared to be only "fashionably" or tentatively

Orthodox, avoiding the vital sacraments of confession and communion,

for example, and whose influence in church affairs he and the clergy

considered undesirable.^^ In essence, Sawchuk wanted the USRL mem-
bership to work for the church but not to interfere with or dominate it,

ideally becoming, it seems, an extension of the UGOC much as the

Brotherhood of Ukrainian Catholics was of the Greek Catholic church.

Sawchuk's efforts to strengthen the influence of the clergy over the

parishes and create a clerical-lay balance found support among the

influential Stechishin brothers, Michael, Myroslav, and Julian.'‘° But

Swystun, now a lawyer, was incensed by Sawchuk's apparent growing

power, and his correspondence with his old friend Michael Stechishin

suggests that he was determined to remove Sawchuk from the leadership

of the church. He accused Sawchuk of betraying the UGOC's basic prin-

ciples, imposing dreaded clericalism, and trying to turn the democratic

(that is, lay-controlled) institution into a carbon copy of the despised

Greek Catholic church which the founders of the UGOC had rejected.

Personal relations between the two men had been deteriorating since
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1929. Difficulties were compounded at the parish level at St Mar/ s where

Sawchuk, the pastor, often clashed with Swystun, the choir director and

president of the church executive. This caused Sawchuk to leave St

Mar/s for the small parish of St Michael, which had left the Russian

jurisdiction for the UGOC. However, it is debatable whether the

"Swystunite revolution," as Sawchuk called it, would have been so

vehement and public had Sawchuk not offended Swystun's enormous

ego by deliberately omitting his name from a fund-raising brochure.^

In 1934 Swystun declared all-out war, accusing Sawchuk of ambition,

incompetence, and abuse of power. The man, he continued, "is not an

orator, nor a writer, nor an editor {Vistnyk is proof), nor a dedicated

worker as he avoids work because he is always sick [referring to

Sawchuk's bouts with tuberculosis]."^^ Such personal attacks turned

many potential allies against Swystun.

The escalating polemical battle included brochures, ad hoc commit-

tees, articles in the Ukrainian press, circulars to the clergy, numerous

letters, and passionate speeches. Despite repeated references to canonical

issues, the feud was at root a power struggle for control and direction of

the UGOC. It caused much consternation in UGOC circles and probably

an equal amount of dehght among the church's enemies. Michael Stechi-

shin, for one, feared the ramifications of a prolonged Sawchuk-Swystun

conflict. He tried to mediate between the two, but unsuccessfully, and

bitterly concluded that their personahties prevented real reconciliation.

Swystun he described as "energetic, sharp, loud, adversarial, and un-

forgiving," while Sawchuk was "also sharp-v,titted, somewhat secretive,

[and] calculating," and quietly did what he wanted.^ It appears that

Swystun was determined to destroy Sawchuk much as he had tried to

destroy Bishop Budka, with little regard for the church itself. Sawchuk,

in turn, considered his adversary a disruptive force which the UGOC did

not need and was equally determined to get rid of him. This anti-

Swystun sentiment was shared by the influential editor of Ukrainskyi

holos, Myroslav Stechishin.

The Sawchuk-Swwstun feud was complicated by Archbishop locm

Teodorovych. In the early 1930s the SoHet government had \tiolently

liquidated the Autocephalous church, including much of its episcopate

and clergy, leaHng Teodorovych as the only practicing hierarch. At that

point another group of Ukrainian Cathohc priests in the United States

rebelled against their bishop and declared themselves a Ukrainian Ortho-

dox church. Despite negotiating wtith Teodorowch, they decided to

become part of the Greek diocese of North America in the jurisdiction of

the Patriarch of Constantinople because of the archbishop's controversial

canonical status. Saddened by the setback and sensing increasing isolation
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of his church in the United States, Teodorovych turned to the Patriarch

of Constantinople offering to "complete" his consecration in the accep-

table manner in return for formal recognition.

Sawchuk and the consistory were outraged, both by their primate's

failure to consult the UGOC and by his intentions, which contained

devastating implications for their church. Despite Sawchuk's lingering

personal doubts about Teodorovych's canonical status, current church

politics demanded that the primate of the UGOC be seen as canonical.

There could be no talk of reconsecration because reconsecration would
seriously undermine the Canadian church and its hard-won credibility.

As Sawchuk pointed out to his confidante. Reverend Kudryk, "There are

priests in Canada who would not continue serving the church should the

Archbishop agree to be reconsecrated. Furthermore, it would be necessary

to trample everything which we have been defending until now. . ..Having

exhausted all our arguments to prove that our hierarchy is indeed Grace-

bearing Icanonicall, we would be left with no ammunition to defend the

new position, that of reconsecration. Although Teodorovych tried to

downplay the issue with evasiveness, Sawchuk was convinced that the

archbishop would continue to find ways to resolve his canonical status

and no longer trusted him. The bond of mutual confidence on which the

UGOC leadership, as represented by Teodorovych and Sawchuk, had

been based since 1924 was shattered. Teodorovych pursued a dialogue

with Constantinople while Sawchuk maintained that the UGOC was an

independent or autocephalous Canadian church that would never place

itself under foreign jurisdiction. Despite the historical link between

Constantinople and the ancient Ukrainian church, Sawchuk harboured a

life-long suspicion of and even antagonism towards the Patriarchate

because of what he saw as a pro-Russian attitude. To him, both Rome
and Constantinople were enemies of Ukrainian interests.

Early in 1935 Swystun jumped into what had hitherto been a relative-

ly private and internal Teodorovych-consistory disagreement by attacking

both Sawchuk and Teodorovych in the press for abandoning the Kievan

canons of 1921.^^ To Swystun' s argument that the UGOC had accepted

these canons when it received Teodorovych, Sawchuk responded in

Ukrainskyi holos that the UGOC had had only a spiritual connection with

the Autocephalous church, which disappeared with its liquidation. The

UGOC, according to the consistory, had never compromised its indepen-

dence or accepted the Kievan canons or Kievan authority. Teodorovych's

function in the UGOC was that of an independent Canadian hierarch and

not an extension of the Autocephalous church. Swystun, however, was

not totally incorrect in his interpretation of the contentious UGOC-Kievan
relationship, for there was indeed a legacy of deliberate ambiguity
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promoted by Sawchuk himself.

It was clear that the final showdown between Sawchuk and Swystun

would take place at the scheduled general church council in July 1935.

Sawchuk set aside his differences with the archbishop and worked hard

to convene a council which would support the consistory on the issue of

Canadian-Kievan relations.^® The bottom line was the preservation of the

present nature and unity of the UGOC, which would undoubtedly frag-

ment if Swystun won over the council. A segment of opinion did

sympathize with his concept of a reformed Orthodox church but, luckily

for Sawchuk, it disapproved of his confrontational tactics. The USRL
power brokers, including the Stechishin brothers, considered Sawchuk

indispensable to the survival of the UGOC and threw their critical

support behind him.^^

The organized Sawchuk-Teodorovych force not only censured and

humiliated Swystun on the day but also had the council proceedings

published for greater impact.^® The fiesty Swystun did not take defeat

lightly. At his stronghold, the cathedral of St Mary the Protectress, he

hastily organized the Ukrainian Church Defence Brotherhood, which

attacked the legitimacy of the church council. Relations between the

consistory and the Swystunites deteriorated further when the consistory

and the archbishop suspended Swystun's pastor, the Reverend Petro

Mayevsky, for breach of church discipline. The resulting litigation be-

tween the consistory and the parish dragged on until 1940 and produced

mixed blessings for the UGOC. On the purely legal front, the Supreme

Court of Canada ruled against the consistory over control of the cathedral

parish, but it affirmed the UGOC's authority as a corporation to enforce

jurisdictional discipline over member congregations and the clergy. The

vast majority of parishes recognized the need for some sort of centralized

authority and readily supported the consistory in its effort to assert its

leadership; they also accepted the loss of the cathedral as the price for the

expulsion of troublesome dissidents.

Sawchuk's victory solidified his own leadership and enhanced his

power as administrator. More importantly, it signified that the UGOC
would remain a relatively traditional Orthodox church, albeit more demo-

cratic than most as Sawchuk' s struggle against Swystun compelled him

to continue to rely on the USRL as a source of lay church leadership. A
glance at the consistory membership in the 1940s and 1950s demonstrates

clearly the powerful influence of the USRL in church affairs.^^ Indeed,

to an outsider the UGOC had the appearance of being the religious arm
of the USRL.
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The Archbishop Mstyslav Skrypnyk Controversy

Sawchuk had always believed that Canada should have its own
bishop rather than share one with the United States. Although this view

was strengthened by Teodorovych's unceasing search for a canonical

connection with the Patriarch of Constantinople, Ukrainian Orthodox

bishops were very scarce in the 1930s. Only in the aftermath of the

Second World War did the acquisition of a Ukrainian Orthodox bishop

for Canada become possible, helped by events overseas. During the

German occupation of Ukraine, a new version of the Ukrainian Auto-

cephalous Orthodox church had been established, this time canonically.

Headed by Metropolitan Polikarp Sikorsky, its hierarchy of eleven

bishops and archbishops found refuge in postwar Germany.

But the Autocephalous church was not the only potential source of

hierarchy for Canada. Professor Ivan Ohienko, Sawchuk' s former tutor in

church affairs and an internationally renowned Slavic scholar, had been

consecrated as archbishop Ilarion of the Orthodox church of Poland in

1940; there was no question about the legitimacy of his canonical status.

During the war Ohienko had distinguished himself as an effective church

administrator and an energetic Ukrainian community leader. In 1945,

however, he was both a metropolitan without a church and a refugee,

temporarily residing in Switzerland. Sawchuk initially looked favourably

on bringing him to Canada as a replacement for Teodorovych,^^ but

Ohienko no longer reflected the progressive views of his secular past,

even suggesting that the UGOC was uncanonical because of Teodoro-

vych. Simultaneously, his willingness to assume primacy over the UGOC
if offered the opportunity implied that his presence would make it

canonical. Sawchuk' s high personal regard for Ohienko' s scholarship and

proven leadership qualities notwithstanding, it soon became clear that

such a patronizing attitude and highly conservative interpretation of

canon law would be incompatible with the ideology and tradition of the

Canadian church.^^ Ohienko's candidacy was dropped and Sawchuk

turned to Sikorsky of the Autocephalous church, with whom Ohienko

feuded over wartime issues. For his part, realizing that he was no longer

welcome in Canada, Archbishop Teodorovych graciously resigned as

head of the UGOC in 1946 pending selection of a successor. The UGOC
church council authorized Sawchuk to repeat his search of 1923. Al-

though civilian travel to Europe remained difficult in 1946, Sawchuk as

a Canadian military chaplain was able to visit Ukrainian refugees and the

Autocephalous hierarchy in Germany. He had positive discussions with

Sikorsky and reached an understanding with the Autocephalous church

while maintaining the cherished jurisdictional independence of the
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UGOC.5"

As the candidate to head the UGOC, Sawchuk selected Bishop

Mstyslav Skrypnyk, a prominent Ukrainian politician in interwar Poland

who had been consecrated in 1942 without being a priest earlier.^^

Sawchuk was impressed with the bishop's intelligence, energy, and

pledge to uphold the traditions of the UGOC, never realizing that in less

than a year he would be engaged in a power struggle reminiscent of the

Swystun affair. An extraordinary church council convened in Winnipeg

in October 1947 elected Mstyslav Skrypnyk "archbishop of Winnipeg and

all Canada" and established a tentative link (as between two equals) with

the Autocephalous church. The enthronement of Skrypnyk signified that

the UGOC finally had its own Canadian primate.

But for Sawchuk a dark cloud loomed on the horizon. Two months

earlier Metropolitan Ilarion Ohienko had arrived in Winnipeg to assume

pastoral duties at the outlaw cathedral of St Mary the Protectress at the

instigation of Wasyl Swystun, who was perhaps motivated by revenge.^^

Winnipeg was suddenly the seat of two rival Ukrainian Orthodox hier-

archs. Ohienko, who loved to publish, almost immediately launched his

own journal, Slovo istyny, which became an instrument of serious

scholarship as well as self-glorification and unceasing sniping at the

"uncanonical" UGOC, Skrypnyk, and Sikorsky. Vistnyk and Mstyslav's

personal journal, Tserkva i narid, turned their "cannons" on Ohienko and

a polemical inter-Orthodox war erupted, much to the delight of the

Catholics and Protestants. Sawchuk had anticipated the unpleasant rami-

fications of having a resentful and influential Ohienko so close, but he

could do little except to try to isolate him from the mainstream Orthodox

community. This was not easy because that community was in a state of

flux.

The arrival, with the postwar displaced persons immigration, of

thousands of traditional Orthodox believers, often from Eastern Ukraine

and Volhynia, who were not converts like those in Canada, changed the

mix in the UGOC. Many of the new immigrants gravitated to the urban

centres of eastern Canada, where they quickly established parishes. A
number of Orthodox priests from various parts of Ukraine also arrived

from overseas, either independently or sponsored by the consistory.

Sawchuk even imported two outstanding Ukrainian scholars, the his-

torian Dmytro Doroshenko and the theologian Ivan Wlasowsky, to

strengthen the newly established St Andrew's theological college in

Winnipeg. Wlasowsky, who had been a close collaborator of Metropolitan

Sikorsky and became Archbishop Skrypnyk' s chief adviser and defender

of European Orthodoxy, was appalled by the improvised Orthodoxy
practiced in Canada and said so publicly. Such tactlessness alienated the
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"old Canadian" Orthodox establishment, which expected the newcomers

to be grateful and appreciative of the proud achievements of the

pioneers.

The honeymoon between Archbishop Mstyslav and the consistory

was short as serious ideological differences, rooted in the absence of clear

divisions of responsibility between the consistory and the primate,

escalated into a power struggle that again almost split the church. It was
obvious that Skrypnyk was not going to be a mere figurehead like his

predecessor. Although Sawchuk was prepared to relinquish some of his

customary administrative authority for a form of collective leadership

with Skrypnyk, the available evidence and Skrypnyk' s subsequent actions

suggest that the archbishop disliked the team approach and wanted to be

in complete control.^® He considered the consistory an advisory not an

executive body. Citing both Canadian tradition and theological sources,

Sawchuk challenged Mstyslav's monarchial principle to insist that

bishops were essentially servants not masters of the church. Agreeable to

cooperation but totally opposed to subordination, Sawchuk and the

consistory found themselves on a collision course with Skrypnyk, as both

sides suspected and accused each other of harbouring "dictatorial"

ambitions.®*^ In contrast to the Swystun crisis, where Sawchuk had

defended the authority of the church hierarchy, he was now defending

church democracy against Skrypnyk' s innate authoritarianism, something

he had missed in his initial interviews with the archbishop.

A second but related source of friction between the administrator and

the archbishop lay in the UGOC's relationship with the rest of the

Ukrainian Orthodox community in diaspora and the ecumenical Patri-

archate of Constantinople. While favouring limited inter-Orthodox co-

operation, Sawchuk remained true to his 1930s position on Teodorovych

and stood firmly for complete independence of the UGOC. Skrypnyk, in

contrast, was a passionate promoter of inter-Orthodox consolidation and

perceived the UGOC as the nucleus of a unified global Ukrainian Ortho-

dox church. The official extinction of Ukrainian Orthodoxy in Soviet

Ukraine made a worldwide autocephalous church embracing far-flung

Ukrainian emigrant communities essential, it was believed, to preserve

the idea of an independent national church. To promote this concept

Skrypnyk became involved in Ukrainian church affairs in the United

States,®® thereby demonstrating remarkable ignorance of the Canadian

church tradition and psyche. He was contemptuous of Sawchuk, had no

patience with the consistory, and chose the advice of his "new Canadian"

friends over that of the "old Canadian" pioneer generation, behaviour

that compounded the urgent problem of authority in the church. While

the immigrant European clergy supported a monarchial concept of
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leadership, UGOC traditionalists were determined to preserve their

unique system.

Despite the consistory's repeated opposition, Skrypnyk became

deeply embroiled in American Orthodox politics. First, he helped to

orchestrate the long-anticipated reconsecration (or the "completion" of

consecration) of loan Teodorovych. Second, he assumed spiritual author-

ity over a faction of clergy in the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of

Constantinople that had rebelled against their bishop, Bohdan Shpylka.

Sawchuk and the consistory were angered by such independent actions

and the implications for their church. The reconsecration issue, which

Sawchuk had steadfastly opposed, cast an embarrassing shadow of

canonical illegitimacy over the majority of Canadian priests, who had

been ordained by Teodorovych. More importantly, Skrypnyk's dual

leadership, and through it the implied subordination of the UCOC to

Constantinople, challenged the cherished independence of the Canadian

church. "Can a bishop head two churches which are mutually incompat-

ible?" Vistnyk asked. The consistory—and the USRL, until now
marginal to the controversy—emphatically answered no. Although

initially Sawchuk had kept the consistory's difficulties with the arch-

bishop private and refrained from bringing the clergy or laity into the

picture, a public showdown became inevitable when Skrypnyk forced the

issue by resigning from the primacy of the Canadian church but leaving

the final decision to the general church council scheduled for June 1950

in Saskatoon.

At the tense and heated confrontation between the archbishop and

the "old Canadians," ideologies and personalities clashed. Sawchuk had

been assured support from the USRL, but the presence of "new Cana-

dian" delegates at the council clouded the outcome as it was assumed

they would back Skrypnyk. Sawchuk depicted the archbishop as an

irresponsible and thus dangerous leader, and undermined Skrypnyk'

s

moral and administrative credibility by reading into the record copies of

MstySlav's letters to Polikarp containing personal attacks on Sawchuk and

other consistory members.^^ But the essence of Sawchuk's argument was
that Skrypnyk, by assuming leadership over the Ukrainian Orthodox

church of America, a dependency of Constantinople, had lost his right to

lead the Canadian church. The general council, as the supreme body of

the UCOC, narrowly upheld Sawchuk's position by accepting Skrypnyk's

resignation. The archbishop departed to the United States where he

joined forces with loan Teodorovych and later succeeded him as metro-

politan. In 1990 the elderly but still fiesty and controversial Skrypnyk

made history when he returned to Ukraine to be elected the first

patriarch of the third formation of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Ortho-
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dox church.

Having defeated Skrypnyk and the concept of monarchal hierarchy,

Sawchuk moved quickly to heal a budding rift in the church, although

his offer to retire from the consistory was rejected. To placate the pro-

Skrypnyk faction, on Sawchuk's recommendation the general council

placed the UGOC under Metropolitan Polikarp Sikorsky pending election

of a new primate. Finally, it was decided to assure complete indepen-

dence of the UGOC and a self-perpetuating hierarchy by establishing a

metropolitanate of three bishops.^^

The Establishment of the Metropolitanate

In the months between the council of June 1950 which terminated

Skrypnyk's tenure in Canada and the extraordinary council of August

1951, Sawchuk and the consistory made preparations for the proposed

Ukrainian Canadian metropolitanate. Archbishop Mykhail Khoroshy,

curator of the Orthodox Theological Academy in Munich, was designated

primate of the UGOC, while Bishop Platon Artemiuk of Germany and the

respected Reverend Wasyl Kudryk of Canada were proposed as bishops.

Yet the consistory could not ignore the high profile presence of Metro-

politan llarion Ohienko, who, since his arrival in Winnipeg, had engaged

in energetic but unsuccessful efforts to create his own Ukrainian North

American church in the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Constantinople.

Despite his criticism of the UGOC, he had a number of supporters there,

especially in Judge Michael Stechishin, who steadily lobbied Sawchuk

and other church and USRL leaders to reach an understanding with the

metropolitan.

In summer 1950 Ohienko was ready to negotiate seriously with the

UGOC.^'^ Frustrated by contradictory signals from Constantinople and

eager to head a real church, he dropped his criticism of the UGOC,
attributing it to a "misunderstanding." Notwithstanding Ohienko's thorny

personality, Sawchuk and the consistory also saw the benefits of having

him on side instead of in opposition, especially in the volatile post-

Skrypnyk period, and prepared to abandon their original choice for

primate in his favour, provided the metropolitan formally and publicly

recognized the canonicity of the UGOC. The sudden death of Bishop

Platon Artemiuk accelerated confidential negotiations between Ohienko

and the consistory. To prevent future conflicts between the consistory and

the primate, clarifying the division of power within the UGOC leader-

ship, Sawchuk drew up terms which Ohienko was obliged to sign. The

extraordinary council meeting in Winnipeg in August 1951 unanimously

elected Ohienko, whose candidacy Sawchuk formally presented, as

"metropolitan of Winnipeg and all of Canada." Archbishop Khoroshy, a
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good Christian, had willingly relinquished his claims to primacy in order

to maintain church unity and harmony. As the Reverend Kudryk

declined the honour of the bishop's office, the metropolitanate initially

consisted of the minimum two hierarchs.

The creation of a metropolitanate signalled the completion of the

formative process of the UGOC. After thirty-three years the Canadian

church had matured into a self-perpetuating institution, for as long as it

had at least two hierarchs it had the canonical power to consecrate new
bishops without seeking help from other Orthodox churches. Further-

more, the acquisition of Ohienko, whose own canonical stature was

beyond reproach, raised the morale of the clergy and enhanced the

prestige of the UGOC in the Orthodox world. The canonical status of the

UGOC as an ecclesiastical jurisdiction, however, remained ambiguous

until 1990. The tumultous events of 1950-1 exhausted Sawchuk emotional-

ly and physically. He took a leave of absence, and for the first time since

1922 the UGOC was without his leadership. He returned in 1955 and

served as chairman of the executive of the consistory until shifting his

attention to St Andrew's College, where he was rector, in 1963. Sawchuk
remained a force, albeit a diminishing one, in Ukrainian Orthodox life

until his death in 1983 at the age of eighty-eight.

Conclusion

What does Sawchuk represent in the Ukrainian Canadian experience?

He typified that pioneer generation of the tiny community elite that

assumed that it had a moral and patriotic duty to instill a sense of

national consciousness in the great mass of Ukrainian immigrants. But

unlike most of his contemporaries, Sawchuk chose the more difficult

religious path to the fulfillment of his perceived destiny. The UGOC with

its ecclesiastical democracy (sohornopravnist), secular brotherhoods, and

parish autonomy needed a dedicated, strong-willed, and pragmatic leader

with a sense of humour to survive its growing pains and turn it into a

major ecclesiastical body. Ukrainian born and Canadian educated,

Sawchuk proved to be such a leader. Under his direction, the UGOC and
its lay affiliate, the USRL, fought parochial regionalism by promoting

modern Ukrainian national consciousness and active Canadian citizen-

ship.

Sawchuk correctly assumed that the establishment of the UGOC had
also a positive impact on the Greek Catholic church, which was obliged

to reaffirm its Ukrainian profile in order to compete for the allegiance of

the faithful. While consistently defending his vision of the UGOC against

internal and external criticism, Sawchuk was not a religious bigot. He
preached the peaceful co-existence of all Ukrainian religious denomina-
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tions in Canada, especially when general community interests were at

stake. In the late 1930s, for example, when various efforts at community

consolidation were undertaken, Sawchuk advocated a national representa-

tive committee based on the Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox churches

and their secular affiliates. Although this novel approach for Ukrainian

unity in Canada failed, he continued to promote consolidation and played

an active role in the eventual formation of a national coordinating body,

the Ukrainian Canadian Committee.

Next to preserving its Ukrainian character and Orthodox doctrines,

Sawchuk championed the ecclesiastical independence of the UGOC. He
consistently opposed all forms of foreign jurisdictional domination and

accepted only limited cooperation with other Ukrainian Orthodox church-

es. How then would he have reacted to the decision of the extraordinary

general council of the renamed Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Canada

of October 1989 and the general council of July 1990 to place the

Canadian church in the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of

Constantinople? Would he have been shocked and dismayed at the

seeming betrayal of his cherished principle of independence? In his semi-

retirement Sawchuk had been keenly aware that the policy of splendid

isolation identified with him and the USRL was not popular with the

majority of the clergy, who wanted to be accepted as equals by other

Orthodox denominations. A man of his intelligence would have realized

that it was only a matter of time before the nagging question of

canonicity had to be resolved once and for all. A democrat, he would

have grudgingly accepted the council decision as he had in 1924.

The post-Sawchuk leadership of the 1970-80s moved slowly but

steadily towards meaningful inter-Orthodox relations despite Sawchuk'

s

objections. Metropolitan Wasyly Fedak, like Sawchuk Ukrainian born and

Canadian educated, spearheaded the reconciliation, made possible be-

cause of the steady decline of the influence of the USRL with its philoso-

phy of self-sufficiency in church affairs. The decision of July 1990 can be

seen as a logical progression in the evolution of the UGOC. Having out-

grown its Ukrainian Canadian parochialism, it was now ready to admit

that its canonical status was in doubt and take the appropriate steps to

acquire legitimacy in the Orthodox world through a special eucharistical

relationship with the ecumenical patriarchate.^^ Perhaps more important-

ly, these steps were taken without sacrificing the church's actual indepen-

dence and without abandoning its unique Ukrainian Canadian tradition

that Sawchuk to his death insisted was its most important cornerstone.^*’

As behooves a democratic institution, the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of

Canada changed not only its name but also its orientation in accordance

with the changing wishes of a changing membership.
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Backdrop to an Era:

The Ukrainian Canadian Stage in

the Interwar Years

Jars Balan

Perhaps nothing better captures the spirit of Ukrainian Canadian

society in the two decades between the world wars than the virtual

explosion of theatrical activity that characterized community life in halls

and auditoriums from Sydney, Nova Scotia, to Vancouver, British

Columbia. Indeed, viewed from the perspective of a century of Ukrainian

settlement in Canada, the interwar years comprised a "golden age" in the

history of the Ukrainian-language stage in the New World. Amateur

drama groups could be found in far-flung hamlets across the prairies and

in company towns on the country's resource frontiers. They were no less

numerous in the blue-collar districts of emerging industrial centres, and

were especially vibrant in the large Ukrainian enclaves within Canada's

growing metropolitan areas. They appear to have reached a peak in

number, and in productivity, sometime between the mid 1920s and the

late 1930s. However, there were pronounced regional and local fluctu-

ations in levels of participation and intensity, and some drama groups

experienced periods of expansion, decline, dormancy, and revival, all

within this fifteen-year span. These variations reflected such things as

peculiar local conditions, the spread of institutional networks, and

demographic shifts and migration patterns in the Ukrainian Canadian

population. In the absence of a comprehensive performance history of the

immigrant stage (notwithstanding some helpful spadework in this area),

it would be premature to draw too many conclusions on the basis of

existing information. For instance, although a number of sources claim

that the popularity of the immigrant stage declined steadily in the 1930s,

in some communities drama groups only started during the Depression,

and in others they were at their most vigorous shortly before the

outbreak of the Second World War.
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Background

A variety of factors contributed to this blossoming of the ethnic

theatre, the first being the increase in and maturation of Ukrainian

institutions in the decade after the Great War. By 1920 Ukrainian immi-

grants had been in Canada long enough to have put the worst hardships

of pioneering behind them, and to have fully settled—psychologically as

well as physically—into their new environment. A few had even achieved

a measure of comfort and prosperity, which enabled them to redirect

some of their energies from the challenges of merely surviving and get-

ting ahead, to more cultural and recreational pursuits like the enjoyment

of the performing arts.

Similarly, by the conclusion of the turbulent teen years, a solid

organizational groundwork existed in the more established Ukrainian

settlements, where a host of churches and reading societies (chytalni) had

successfully been launched in the preceding two decades. However, the

vast majority of community halls were built in the peacetime period that

followed in conjunction with a rapid expansion of the institutional

framework of Ukrainian Canadian society. Preliminary research, for

example, shows that of approximately 105 Ukrainian halls (narodni domy)

constructed in Alberta before 1940, all but four were erected between

1920 and 1939.'

The proliferating structures were usually affiliated, either officially or

informally, with larger regional and national bodies representing a broad

spectrum of political and religious orientations. The creation of these

networks not only contributed to the heightened interest in theatre, but

also made possible the easy dissemination of the texts which provided

the repertoire of the immigrant stage.

Also by the war's end Ukrainian bookstores could be found in every

major North American city with a sizeable Ukrainian-speaking popula-

tion, offering an impressive array of playscripts imported from the

homeland and an ever-growing body of works printed by New World

publishers. Since an extensive mail-order business was conducted with

amateur ensembles in both the adjacent countryside and more remote

hinterland, small and isolated community halls were sometimes able to

assemble surprisingly large and diverse libraries of theatrical literature.

In addition, bookstores carried essential theatrical supplies such as wigs,

fake moustaches, and make-up, providing another useful service for

clients otherwise without ready access to these accessories.^ In short, by

1920 a well-developed support apparatus was firmly in place to meet the

demands of the burgeoning immigrant theatre.

The arrival of a fresh wave of immigrants beginning in 1923 helped
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to consolidate further the existing structures, simultaneously injecting

them with new blood, innovative ideas, and a revitalized sense of

purpose. Political emigres among the newcomers were responsible for

transplanting offshoots of post-revolutionary monarchist and republican

nationalist movements, contributing to the ideological factionalization of

the Ukrainian Canadian community but indirectly stimulating creativity

and cultural activism. In fact, the intense competition that arose between

rival Ukrainian camps in the 1920s had the positive effect of spurring

theatrical enterprise to its greatest heights, as both pioneer associations

and the ascendant political organizations vied to win members and

extend their influence among Ukrainians throughout the country.

Interestingly, Canadian authorities were keenly aware of these develop-

ments, having closely monitored the "alien" population during the war
for signs of unrest or disloyalty. Recognizing the importance of the

spoken word to a still pre- or semi-literate people, they were especially

concerned about the political content of immigrant theatre and its impact

on Ukrainian Canadian society. By 1920 that society was nearly 200,000

strong and a feared source of potential trouble in view of the recent

labour strife at home and the upheavals then rocking eastern Europe.

An anonymous police informer had this to say about the subversive

role of the Ukrainian Canadian stage in a confidential memorandum
submitted by Commissioner C.F. Hamilton of the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police to the Governor General's office on 21 August 1921:

With the same uniformity of plan and purpose, from the St. Lawrence

river to the Pacific Ocean the adult community of the Ukrainians is

being assailed through the media of music and the drama. The simpler

form of the attack is the revolutionary concert and dance. A concert will

be put on, the songs etc. being of a revolutionary nature; one or two
revolutionary speeches will be interspersed; and the proceedings will be

concluded by a dance. This sort of entertainment, it may be asserted, is

being given continually, all over the country. Wherever possible, they

proceed from this rudimentary form to dramatic entertainments, and
perform revolutionary plays, most of which, it may be suspected, are

homemade.^

The report went on to provide a fascinating account of a one-act play

mounted in rural Saskatchewan. It told the story of a brother and sister,

who, as university students, embraced "the Marxian creed" and began
demanding money from their wealthy father to pay for their revolution-

ary activities. When the father took steps to disinherit his rebellious

offspring and leave his fortune to the village priest instead, his daughter

murdered the cleric and ended up in jail, while his son was executed for

the crime after a "farcical" trial. The tale concluded somewhat optimist!-
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cally, however, since the daughter was eventually freed following the

triumph of the revolution. Summarizing his impressions, the informer

noted that ''atrocious as this melodrama is, and acted as it was by

amateurs in a little village hall, it exercised a powerful effect, the women
sobbing and the men showing intense excitement." He then added:

"Other such dramas recently acted have been 'The Crown of Thorns';

'Injustice in the Courts of Russia'—it being carefully explained that the

courts of Canada are just as bad as those depicted; [and] 'How the Priests

Rob the People', this having sundry salacious attacks on the clergy."^

Perhaps most significantly, however, the socialist slant formed only

part of what the informant regarded as seditious about these "revolution-

ary" entertainments. The fact that the immigrant stage was deliberately

being deployed in "a determined fight....against Canadianization and

assimilation" was in some ways even more worrisome than the spectre

of communism for suspicious Anglo-Canadian chauvinists, wary of

having another restive minority (namely, a second Quebec) on their

hands.^ According to the memorandum's author, "the methods employed

are voluntary schools, the teaching of the Ukrainian language, the keep-

ing alive of Ukrainian songs and music, and the appearance of a rude

cultural movement"—all described as encouraging "a dislike of and

contempt for Canada" and an "antagonistic attitude to Canadian civili-

zation."^

And so while some of the fears aroused by the Ukrainian Canadian

stage were rooted in the "Red Scare" atmosphere of the era, no small part

of the anxiety stemmed from a fundamental disapproval of the Ukrainian

community's attempt to maintain a distinct language, culture, and iden-

tity. Ironically, a sense of mission in promoting "Ukrainianism" was

probably the chief well-spring of the Ukrainian theatre in Canada

throughout its long history—the staging of plays in the native tongue

being a conscious form of resistance to the relentless pressures of angli-

cization. Of course, the popularity of live drama during the interwar

years may also be attributable to a lack of competition from outside

sources. Notwithstanding occasional claims to the contrary, cinema and

radio do not appear to have offered alternative diversions to most

Ukrainian Canadians until the late 1930s.^ Persisting immigrant poverty

and rural isolation ensured that these new media were relatively slow to

penetrate many Ukrainian settlements, while cultural and linguistic

barriers further insulated a substantial segment of the community from

the corrosive effects of consumer-oriented mainstream entertainment.^ As

a result, while amateurism was steadily waning among the Anglo-Canad-

ian working class with the emergence of a mass culture in the 1920s, it

seems to have survived much longer among ethnic minorities for the sim-
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pie reason that they were not yet fully integrated into Canadian society.

The high rate of illiteracy within the Ukrainian community was yet

another important factor in the success of immigrant theatre during the

1920s and 1930s, because it meant that a significant portion of the

audience consisted of people who were entirely dependent upon oral

means of communication. Indeed, the stage was arguably the most ef-

fective means of disseminating literary culture in general, through

adaptations of prose works like Taras Bulba, presentations of old-country

classics by master dramatists, and the staging of translations from a

variety of languages into Ukrainian. Whereas literature published in

books and periodicals reached only that part of the reading public which

had better than rudimentary literacy skills, theatrical performances were

accessible to virtually everyone, not just the educated or intellectually

curious. Although a thorough study of genres performed and a ranking

of the popularity of works and authors remains to be done, the repertoire

ranged from low brow to high brow, and from farces and sketches to

five-act tragedies and operettas. The immigrant stage might best be

perceived, perhaps, in terms of the fare on contemporary television—an

array of "shows" for public edification and entertainment, some poorly

written and badly performed, others quite sophisticated and ambitious

in presentation. Furthermore, illiterate and semi-literate enthusiasts of the

interwar Ukrainian amateur stage were able to participate in the theatre

as actors since they could easily be told the lines that needed to be

committed to memory, especially if only playing minor roles.^

Besides serving as important vehicles of socialization and propa-

ganda, amateur dramatic ensembles often generated much-needed

revenue for their organizational patrons. This fact undoubtedly stimu-

lated theatrical output by providing a strong cash incentive for groups to

give frequent performances. Indeed, money collected in admissions not

only underwrote the costs associated with production, but sometimes also

contributed substantially to the construction and maintenance of local

halls. And since a successful theatre company promoted and enhanced

the prestige of its backers, a good amateur group could further be useful

in mounting recruiting drives and fund-raising campaigns by projecting

a tangible, positive image in a community.^° In short, a flourishing

ensemble was an expression of an organization's health, its wealth, and
its credibility.

Leaving aside for a future discussion all aesthetic considerations

(such as the quality of individual plays and overall repertoire, perform-

ance standards, production values, and the contemporary critical

response), it is hard not to be impressed by the sheer volume of

Ukrainian amateur theatre in Canada from the mid teens through the
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early 1940s. The scale of mobilization of community energy and resources

in itself was an extraordinary accomplishment, given the often difficult

circumstances in which amateur theatre took root and had to operate,

particularly during the Depression. The enormous commitment of time

and money represented in the number of play productions in Ukrainian

settlements large and small, from Nova Scotia to British Columbia, cannot

be fully appreciated without taking into account all the rehearsals,

costume-sewing, and set-painting that had to be undertaken before a play

finally made it to the stage. To provide at least a sense of the Ukrainian

theatrical phenomenon as it evolved between the wars, the following

discussion will focus on the major centres of community life in two

provinces, Alberta and Ontario, and on developments in two large urban

areas, Winnipeg and Toronto.

Alberta: The Vegreville Bloc

Although the first performance of a Ukrainian play in Canada is

usually credited to Winnipeg in 1904, evidence suggests that theatrical

activity was inaugurated some three years earlier in the Beaver Creek

(later Vegreville) colony northeast of Edmonton. Organizational life had

begun in the district by January 1897, when a thirty-one-member St

Nicholas church brotherhood was formed and raised seventeen dollars

in donations from Christmas carolling. In the spring of the following year

a visiting Greek Catholic priest, the Reverend Paul Tymkiewicz, brought

approximately eighty publications from the Prosvita Press in Lviv, which

became the catalyst for the first reading society among Ukrainian im-

migrants in Canada.” Whether this library contained any plays is

unknown, but it is certainly possible since reading societies often

sponsored drama groups as an integral part of their enlightenment pro-

grams.

Sometime after May 1900 the newly arrived pioneer activist, Peter

Svarich, established a second cultural association in the Beaver Creek

settlement, naming it the Taras Shevchenko Reading Society after

Ukraine's most famous poet. This chytalnia apparently also acquired a

small number of publications from the old country, Svarich's own
collection of books probably providing the nucleus for its modest library.

The associated drama group that Svarich reputedly formed as well,

though his memoirs make no mention of it, is said to have put on the

first Ukrainian-language predstavlennia, or theatrical presentation, ever

mounted on Canadian soil. As the reading society ceased functioning

when Svarich left for British Columbia in the summer of 1901, the origins

of Ukrainian Canadian theatre can specifically be traced to his year-long

sojourn in the vicinity of Star, Alberta.
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By 1907 the first Ukrainian play had been staged in Edmonton itself,

although theatrical undertakings became more common in the city only

after the founding of the Boian Choral-Dramatic Society in 1912. Between

1912 and 1918 this society presented 85 plays, the income from these

performances and six concerts contributing $5,149.39 to the coffers of the

Markian Shashkevych Prosvita.^^ In the meantime, amateur theatre

groups had become active in the rural communities of Vegreville (1910)

and Mundare (1911), and in the following years are known to have

existed in other settlements both within and outside the growing bloc:

Myrnam (1912); Lanuke (1913); Chipman (1914); Hardieville (1915);

Bellevue (1916); Primula and Zawale (1917); and Lethbridge, Cardiff, and

Warwick (1918). Documented performances also took place in Coleman,

Leduc, Kingman, Kopernick (Holden), Round Hill, Skaro, and Waugh
(1914); Angle Lake and Innisfree (1916); Limestone Lake (1917); Fedorah

(1918); and Moscow (1919).^^ Thus, the immigrant stage had set down
extensive roots in Alberta before the end of the First World War.

However, the popularity of Ukrainian amateur theatre in the province

noticeably surged over the next two decades, the mushrooming of drama

groups closely paralleling the construction boom in new community halls.

Figures on the number of dramatic performances given in rural east-

central Alberta between 1920 and 1939 provide a good indication of the

dynamism of Ukrainian-language theatre at this time, as well as pointing

to its geographical range and the scope of popular involvement.

In Vegreville, where Ukrainian plays were put on sporadically

throughout the teen years, an especially energetic group of amateurs was
affiliated with the Taras Shevchenko Educational Society (est. 1914). In

their first twenty years of cultural endeavour they mounted close to 60

stageworks plus 40 concerts of a seasonal or commemorative nature.

North of Vegreville at the Pruth hall, erected in 1921 by the Yurii

Fedkovych Educational Society of Soda Lake, 43 plays were presented in

the organization's first decade of existence. Nine of these presentations

took place in 1922 alone, when the Pruth ensemble also performed in

three nearby settlements.^^ Meanwhile, a string of theatrical productions

had been mounted in 1920 by the newly established Taras Shevchenko

Educational Society of Smoky Lake, and play performances were also

recorded at other points in the bloc, namely Fedorah (4), Leszniw (2), and
Musidora (1). In 1921 students from the Michael Hrushevsky Institute in

Edmonton took a play on tour to Innisfree, Vegreville, Borschiw, Mun-
dare, and Lamont on a five-day tour over the Christmas break; and other

dramas are known to have been staged in Lanuke (2), Myrnam (1), and
Slawa (2).^^ By this time, an amateur group was operating out of the

Michael Hrushevsky Hall in Egremont, where, at the official opening of
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the centre on 20 July 1921 local players had presented a drama, while a

similar troupe from nearby Fedorah staged a concert as part of the

festivities. The Egremont group is known to have mounted five plays in

1923, and six stageworks and three concerts in 1926, when the dramatic

society also visited sister clubs in neighbouring Fedorah, Redwater, and

Eldorena. Inter-club drama exchanges involving these four communities

apparently continued over the next decade, reaching a peak in 1934. The

Hrushevsky drama group was dissolved two years later, but its suc-

cessor, a branch of the Canadian Ukrainian Youth Association, produced

three plays in 1938 and seems to have still been mounting productions in

1940. Clearly, the Egremont community showed remarkable consistency

in maintaining a theatrical program over a period of twenty years.

More detailed figures are available for halls belonging to the

Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association (ULFTA) from the second

half of the 1920s, when the pro-communist faction within the Ukrainian

community enjoyed a certain prestige and short-lived popularity. The

table below documents the theatrical vitality of ULFTA branches in

Alberta's Ukrainian bloc settlement for four years when annual reports

were collected and published.

Theatrical Activity in ULFTA Halls,

Vegreville Bloc, 1926-30

Place 1926 1928 1929 1930

Beilis 3 4

Hillock-Ranfurly 7 3

Lake Eliza 5

Lanuke 3 4 6

Mundare 6 12 10 22

Nestow 1

New Kiew 2

North Kotzman 2 4

Pakan 10 8 6

Slawa 12

Spedden 5 4 4 9

Vegreville 10 13 11 10

Waugh 4

Willingdon 8

TOTALS 41 49 39 79
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A second left-wing source records a series of simultaneous perform-

ances on 21 April 1930 at Innisfree, Myrnam, Two Hills, and Smoky Lake,

in what probably was part of a recruiting drive or coordinated agitational

campaign. All of the plays performed had political themes, and three

were written by the communist activist, Myroslav Irchan: Tovarystvo

Pshyk (The Pshyk society), Dvanadtsiat (Twelve), and Buntar (The rebel).

For the year 1930 alone, then, the total documented output of

ULFTA-affiliated halls and dramatic societies in the 15,000 square

kilometres of the bloc settlement was no fewer than 83 plays. As the

ULFTA statistics reflect only the reported productivity of a single organ-

ization in rural east-central Alberta—where Greek Catholic, Orthodox,

and nationalist groups were sponsoring competing ensembles—it can be

safely assumed that the overall number of performances and communities

involved was substantially higher. Indeed, one gets the distinct impres-

sion that on occasion the Alberta countryside was a veritable hive of

theatrical activity.

There are suggestions, however, that around the beginning of the

1930s the rural theatre scene started to decline in terms of local com-

mitment (evident in fewer performances) and the overall quality of

productions (partly reflected in a growing preference for comedy and

other lighter fare). The Depression, in particular, is said to have under-

mined the enthusiasm and financial base for the Ukrainian Canadian

stage, although improved communications and changing tastes among the

younger generation are also alleged to have contributed to the weakening

of public support for the performing arts. Whereas in 1925 the Yurii

Fedkovych Educational Society of Soda Lake had prohibited dances

unless they were preceded by a play—the customary practice in many
small towns and villages—nine years later it was deemed necessary to

impose strong measures to curb excessive drinking at the increasingly

rowdy social functions at Pruth hall. As one commentator subsequently

explained: "Sports events and dances were gradually replacing the more

serious activities like plays and concerts. Improved travel brought mixed

crowds to the dances with the resultant problem of drinking. To cope

with this specific problem, the 1934 meeting resolved to lay fines from

$5.00 to
$25.00."2o

Statements like the above concerning the demise of Ukrainian theatre

have not yet been substantiated by any broadly-based statistical data, so

it is difficult to say exactly when the popularity of the amateur stage

reached its peak in the Vegreville bloc, or why it began to wane. Further-

more, there are indications of revived activity in some districts well into

the 1930s and early war years—often attributable to the dedication of a

single individual such as a culturally minded priest, local drama enthusi-
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ast, or idealistic Ukrainian schoolteacher. The latter frequently furnished

the spark and leadership to revitalize theatrical endeavours, devoting

extra-curricular time to directing students in plays mounted for the

benefit and enjoyment of the community at large. Until concrete evidence

proves otherwise, it is perhaps not too much to suggest that the Depres-

sion may even have been a boon to cultural life in the countryside, since

many young people appear to have opted for the relative security of the

farm over unemployment in the city and thus provided the youthful

energy necessary to maintain viable ensembles in small and isolated

hamlets. It would also seem that during the 1930s the Ukrainian Canadi-

an stage in Alberta underwent a change in focus and purpose. No longer

primarily a spontaneous manifestation of immigrant identity, fulfilling a

basic need for enlightenment and entertainment, it increasingly came to

be employed as a vehicle for inculcating Ukrainian values in youth and

for reinforcing the use of the Ukrainian language. As a result it acquired

a somewhat forced and artificial quality.

Although similarly detailed information has not been compiled for

the major Ukrainian bloc settlements in interwar rural Saskatchewan and

Manitoba, amateur theatre was likely just as robust in these neighbouring

provinces. In Alberta itself, outside the Vegreville bloc, there was an

extremely vital Ukrainian stage in Edmonton throughout the 1920s and

1930s. Theatre companies from the capital not only toured the large

agricultural colony to the north and east, but sometimes visited smaller

Ukrainian pockets (such as the Leduc-Thorsby district) to the south and

west as well. Drama groups also existed in areas of Ukrainian concentra-

tion around Athabasca and Lac la Biche, and in the Peace River country,

though little is known about their activities. Nor were the scattered

centres of Ukrainian community life in southern Alberta, particularly the

province's mining towns, less culturally dynamic: Calgary, Lethbridge,

Drumheller, Medicine Hat, Coalhurst, Wayne, Coleman, and Hillcrest all

registered theatrical activity at this time. Lethbridge appears to have had

an especially spirited ULFTA drama circle which became active in 1923

and reached a high point in terms of productions between 1930 and
1938.^^ Calgary and Drumheller possessed the next most energetic

communist theatre groups, while towns in the Crowsnest Pass were

noticeably more sporadic in their efforts.

Ontario: The Industrial Heartland and Frontier

Resource Towns

Participation in amateur theatre was equally remarkable in Ukrainian

enclaves outside the prairie provinces, as the phenomenon existed wher-
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ever Ukrainian Canadians migrated or clustered in sufficient numbers to

sustain an organized presence. In Lachine, Quebec, for instance, one

Prosvita society alone is said to have staged 156 plays between 1924 and

1934, when other groups were also operating out of various halls in the

Greater Montreal area.^^ The finger-blackened playscripts found in the

libraries of "national homes" throughout the industrial heartland of

Canada bear eloquent testimony to the thespian devotion of working-

class Ukrainian performers. In this regard, a 1930 Oshazva Daily Times

article by playwright and journalist, Michael Petrowsky, is most

interesting—^both for what it says about the theatrical passion of

Oshawa's Ukrainian citizens and for the unfavourable comparison made
with public support for English-language theatre in the city:

Approaching the sanctuary of the temporary seat of drama, the Rotary

Hall, I had expected to see the crowds of people lining up the sidewalks,

to the outstanding event in this rather uneventful life of our city. It

appears that the majority of us prefer the talkies portraying cheap back-

stage and cabaret life, with heaps of hoof kicking and contortionist

dancing, to the clean entertainment one derives from plays produced by

the Little Theatre.

A Comparison

Just for the sake of the argument, may I be allowed to mention a

fact that the little colony of local Ukrainians in this respect occupies an

enviable position. They produce around one hundred and fifty plays and

about twenty concerts each season at four different halls that are

crowded each Saturday night—and they attend movies, too! It is difficult

to understand this apathy to legitimate stage when one considers the

English speaking theatre!^^

It is possible that Petrowsky slightly exaggerated the strength of the

Ukrainian-language stage in Oshawa, and his disparaging remarks about

the cinema may be attributable to the rejection of his numerous story

proposals submitted to Hollywood film companies around this time. All

the same, there can be no doubt that amateur theatre remained extremely

vigorous in ethnic subcultures long after it had faded in the Canadian

mainstream.

A newspaper article by another Ukrainian Canadian playwright and
community activist, Dmytro Hunkewich, listed the dramatic productions

mounted by the Hamilton Prosvita society in the fall and early winter of

1935. It provides a good indication of the tremendous energy expended

by what was obviously a highly motivated drama group in a predomi-

nantly blue-collar city. The season began on 29 September with a

production of Ternovyi vinok (A wreath of thorns), followed by a new
play almost every week through the end of December; 8 October, Martyn
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Borulia (Martin Borulia); 13 October, Potsilunok ludy (The kiss of Judas);

20 October, Dai sertse voliu, zavedy v nevoliu (Give your heart freedom,

and lead it into bondage); 27 October, Poshylys v durni (They made fools

of themselves); 3 November, Zhydivka vykhrestka (The converted Jewess);

17 November, Stari hrikhovodnyky (The old sinners); 1 December,

Beztalanna (The unfortunate woman); 8 December, Sto tysiach (One

hundred thousand); 15 December, Zakolot (Confusion); 22 December,

Lykho z zhinkoiu (Woman trouble); 25 December, Sotnykivna (The captain's

wife); and 29 December, Liga Natsii (The League of Nations) The fact

that this bill embraced everything from comedies and tragedies to one-act

plays and operettas testifies not only to the eclectic tastes of audiences,

but also to the flexibility, resourcefulness, and commitment of the

volunteer technicians and performers. Considering that other Ukrainian

drama groups were putting on plays in Hamilton at the same time,

theatre-goers enjoyed a wide array of dramatic entertainments from

which to choose.

Windsor, Brantford, Kitchener, and St Catharines, all of which had

significant Ukrainian populations, also spawned drama groups during the

interwar years. But even smaller Ukrainian communities in southern

Ontario towns and cities—Thorold, Welland, Port Colborne, Galt,

London, Preston, Rosemont, Woodstock, Waterford—showed signs of

theatrical initiative. As on the prairies, companies sometimes toured their

productions to adjacent settlements on successive weekends, thereby

obtaining extra "mileage" from the considerable time and effort put into

their creative endeavours.

In northern Ontario Ukrainian theatre had set down strong roots

during the pioneer era in the Lakehead area (1911) and the Sudbury basin

(1915), as well as in the cities of Ottawa (1913), Fort Frances (1916), and

Sault Ste Marie (1917).^^ In Kenora (where Ukrainian plays were being

presented by 1916) the Taras Shevchenko Reading and Enlightenment

Society staged 277 dramas between 1924 and 1959—most of them in the

years from 1931 to 1943, when the group is said to have been at the

height of its vitality.^^ However, Fort William and Port Arthur (today

Thunder Bay), together with Sudbury and its immediate environs,

maintained the most consistently lively theatre scenes in northern

Ontario, the size and relative stability of their Ukrainian populations

giving them obvious advantages over newer boom-town communties.

Nevertheless, here too, the fortunes of Ukrainian theatre fluctuated. In the

Sudbury region plays had been presented at Carson Mines, Copper Cliff,

Coniston, Monde Mine, Worthington Mine, and Creighton Mine before

the war, but amateur theatre increasingly focused on Sudbury itself after

Ukrainian halls closed in the outlying mining settlements in subsequent
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decades (Coniston being a notable exception). Beardmore, Dryden,

Espanola, Fitzroy Harbour, Geraldton, Kapuskasing, Levack, Sioux Look-

out, and South Porcupine were other northern Ontario towns to stage

plays at various times between 1923 and 1940. There were similar

manifestations of theatrical life near the end of the 1930s in Noranda-

Rouyn and Val D'Or in northern Quebec. Clearly the Ukrainian perform-

ing arts managed to establish themselves successfully, and in some cases

thrive, in the "stony soil" of the Canadian Shield. Some initiatives in

these smaller settlements were extremely short-lived; others appear to

have been characterized by bursts of activity separated by long intervals

of dormancy.

The experience of Kirkland Lake illustrates how local conditions often

determined patterns of theatrical development, with the establishment,

growth, and decline of drama groups essentially parallelling economic

and demographic changes. The town's Ukrainian population increased

from four to three hundred between 1921 and 1931, then reached its 1941

peak of 656 after accelerated production in area mines drew an influx of

labourers during the Depression years.^^ It is therefore not surprising

that the first recorded Ukrainian play in Kirkland Lake was staged in

1930, or that the output of drama groups in the town reached its high

point later the same decade. While pro-communist performers seem to

have managed a maximum of only four dramas in their best years (1934,

1939, and 1940), players with the local branch of the Ukrainian National

Federation (UNF) presented 38 different plays when they were at their

pinnacle of creativity in 1935. The UNF productions ranged from

Canadian-written works such as John Bodrug's 1909 Uhiinyky (The

murderers) and Jacob Maydanyk's 1911 farce, Manigrula (the title being

a corruption of "immigrant"), to perennial old-country favourites like the

1836 classic, Svatannia na Honcharivtsi (Matchmaking at Honcharivka), by

Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnovianenko. The fact that almost a quarter of the plays

put on in Kirkland Lake in 1935 were written by Ukrainian Canadian

playwrights is especially significant, for it not only reflects the theatre's

traditional need to be relevant, but also shows strong community support

for indigenous talent.^^ In 1936 the same UNF ensemble mounted 36

different dramas, although the following year the number fell to 19

because the UNF hall was booked for other functions on most available

weekends. While the income generated by these stage presentations

was modest, the benefits were not measured in material terms alone. The
official history of the Kirkland Lake branch of the UNF noted that "the

financial returns were small (for example, from a concert in honour of

Ivan Franko there was a clear profit of $13.55), but their importance

rested in the fact that they drew the public to cultural pursuits, instead
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of them drinking their money away in taverns, and earned a good name
and respect for the branch of the UNF."^°

In the still more northerly mining town of Timmins, Ukrainian

theatre groups were likewise busy putting on plays during the interwar

years. Although the roots of organized cultural life extended back to 1913

(the year that a branch of the Ukrainian Social Democratic Party was
formed), and the first documented play performance occurred in July

1918, the amateur stage was probably most consistently productive

between 1922 and 1940. ULFTA-sponsored ensembles averaged at least

three to four productions annually from 1929 to 1933, and presented a

total of seven plays in 1939 when they appear to have been most prolific.

Dramas continued to be mounted at the labour temple throughout the

1940s and 1950s, but more sporadically, with the last known performance

taking place at the late date of 1965. Considerably less successful was
another Timmins drama group founded in 1932 by a smaller local Pros-

vita society which subsequently affiliated with the UNF. It is said to have

put on two plays in 1936, but thereafter the membership does not appear

to have been large enough to maintain a theatre program. However, be-

tween 1926 and 1939 occasional theatrical performances were recorded for

nearby South Porcupine, and they likely attracted part of their audiences

from the Timmins nationalist community.^^

The City: Winnipeg and Toronto

In major metropolitan areas like Winnipeg and Toronto, Ukrainian

amateur theatre was even livelier and more ambitious in scope than in

the rural prairie blocs or isolated resource towns. Urban troupes enjoyed

greater resources and a larger pool of people on which to draw both for

creative talent and for audiences. Consequently, they were able to mount
grander and more sophisticated productions, like operettas, that required

complicated sets, huge wardrobes, and an extensive support apparatus.

In Winnipeg, where the first Ukrainian play was performed in 1904,

theatrical activity had steadily increased from 1909 onwards.^^ Among
the bigger groups operating in the Manitoba capital by 1918 were four

companies jointly responsible for the lion's share of the theatre perform-

ances in the pioneer era. The largest and most dynamic ensemble was the

Ukrainian Dramatic Society "Boian" (est. 1911); its extensive repertoire

included operas and operettas. Lacking a strong choir, the Maria Zan-

kovetska Enlightenment-Dramatic Society (est. 1911) concentrated on

dramas, comedies, and historical plays. The Ivan Kotliarevsky Dramatic-

Choral Society (est. 1911) specialized in ethnographic works and the

Ukrainian classics, while the V. Vynnychenko Dramatic Society (est. 1912)

had a socialist orientation. Plays were also regularly put on by the
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Singing-Dramatic Circle of the Prosvita Reading Association (est. 1910),

and by the Taras Shevchenko Reading Club (est. c. 1914), in the working-

class suburb of Brooklands, whose 90 members staged an impressive 97

plays between 1914 and 1920. Other ensembles included the Singing-

Dramatic Group "Bandurist" (est. 1916), operating from the Catholic

parish of Ss Volodymyr and Olga, and players who were affiliated with

the St Nicholas Benevolent Association (est. 1905).^^ These performing

troupes were joined in early 1919 by the Ukrainian Workers' Theatre

based at the newly opened labour temple at the corner of Pritchard and

MacGregor streets in the heart of Winnipeg's cosmopolitan North End.

As student and youth group productions were also being presented on

an occasional basis, Winnipeg was obviously a theatre hot-bed by the end

of the Great War.

Indeed, for a few years performance space was extremely hard to

come by in the city, especially after the 800-seat Grand Opera Theatre

was destroyed by fire following a Boian production of the operetta,

Chornomortsi (Black Sea Cossacks). The building had regularly been used

by several nationalistic Ukrainian drama groups, and its loss in February

1918 briefly compelled them to utilize the 1000-seat ULFTA hall. Thus in

a single month, from 4 December 1919 to 3 January 1920, nine different

ensembles staged a total of 11 separate productions at the labour

temple.^"^ This cooperative arrangement soon posed political difficulties,

however, which ultimately proved to be insurmountable when the in-

creasingly pro-Bolshevik ULFTA insisted on reviewing and approving the

content of any newly written plays.^^ Consequently, in 1921 the Prosvita

society renovated the lower part of its building at Pritchard and

Arlington, creating an auditorium with a spacious stage and over 1000

seats. This enabled the Zankovetska, Boian, and Kotliarevsky dramatic

societies to leave the labour temple for a more accommodating facility,

though these rival groups still had to vie for space on alternating

weekends. The three ensembles sometimes pooled their resources for

large-scale commemorative events held under the auspices of the

Ukrainian National Home, but all jealously maintained their indepen-

dence and stored properties, wardrobes, and libraries at separate

locations.

By 1922 the impracticality of having three large dramatic groups

associated with one parent body became increasingly apparent. After

prodding from National Home leaders, lengthy discussions, and some
resistance, the trio finally joined forces to form the Singing-Dramatic

Section of the Ukrainian National Home. At the time of union they had
a total active membership of over 300, with as many as 200 additional

supporters participating in productions on a less regular basis.^^ Once
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the material resources of the National Home troupes were combined, the

resulting library, wardrobe, prop, and set collection became the largest in

North America. It made possible the establishment of a rental service

used by theatres as far afield as Edmonton and Toronto. The collective

talent pool simultaneously grew in size and depth, resulting in more
elaborate and demanding productions than had previously been attempt-

ed. Not surprisingly, the National Home Drama Section dominated the

Winnipeg Ukrainian theatre scene throughout the 1920s and 1930s,

although financial constraints imposed by the Depression and the in-

sidious effects of assimilation slowly eroded its strength and the

popularity of theatre in general (particularly among Ukrainian youth).

Meanwhile, the Vynnychenko circle and the Workers' Theatre had

merged in 1920 to form the Drama-Choral Circle of the Ukrainian labour

temple, providing another important focus for creative endeavour in

Canada's largest urban Ukrainian community. An indication of the

intensity of the left-wing theatrical program during the early 1920s can

be gleaned from incomplete statistics published in connection with the

fifth anniversary of the Winnipeg labour temple. At least 215 plays had

been presented since its official opening in 1919—137 by the ULFTA's

own performers and 78 by outside groups. When one considers that an

estimated 750 persons attended each performance, a staggering total of

more than 161,000 tickets had been sold for live theatrical presentations

in the temple's first half-decade of existence. Since there were also 69

concerts during the same time span, most of which drew capacity

crowds, the combined attendance figure for cultural events—at the ULFTA
auditorium alone—was in the neighbourhood of 230,000!^^

It should be further noted that the Winnipeg labour temple was the

flagship operation in an extensive network of affiliated halls that

stretched from Cape Breton to Vancouver Island. As such, it was the

well-spring of theatrical literature and ideas for companies large and

small in every Ukrainian community with a socialist organization. Plays

first staged in Winnipeg would sometimes be mounted in a string of

settlements in the months following their premieres, giving a certain

consistency to the repertoire available to left-wing Ukrainians wherever

they lived. In 1924 a Workers' Theatre Studio was established by the

Winnipeg labour temple to provide better training for aspiring actors,

directors, and theatre technicians in communist circles. The escalating

competition among rival Ukrainian organizations therefore not only

stimulated the frequency of performances in the mid 1920s, but also

spurred the conscious improvement of overall production values. The

new concern for quality was reflected in the growing number of

newspaper articles about the need to refine the amateur stage, and in the
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issuance by Ukrainian organizations of stagecraft manuals for use by

their dramatic sections.

Not surprisingly, people began to be employed full- or part-time on

the preparation of plays for the stage, with many organizations hiring

artistic or musical directors to coordinate their performing arts activities.

This in turn led to a number of efforts to establish semi-professional

theatrical ensembles, among them Winnipeg's Prosvita Rusalka Theatre

(1928) and the UNF Travelling Stock Theatre (1934). Both enterprises

were under the direction of playwright Philip Ostapchuk, who moved to

Edmonton in December 1935 to launch a similar venture there.^® By this

time the theatre scene in the Manitoba capital was starting to lose much
of its vigour, eventually being eclipsed by Toronto as the leading centre

of the Ukrainian stage in Canada.

The swelling tide of job-seeking Ukrainians from the prairies into

central Canada under the impact of the Depression was undoubtedly the

chief factor behind this development, but especially important was the

fact that the migrants included several key theatre activists from Win-

nipeg. When playwrights Michael Petrowsky moved to Oshawa, Dmytro

Hunkewich to Hamilton, and Semen Kowbel to Toronto, the newcomers

soon made their presence felt in their respective communities. Hunkewich

later settled permanently in Toronto, where Philip Ostapchuk also ended

up after his year in Edmonton, making southern Ontario the new focus

of Ukrainian Canadian theatre in the second half of the 1930s. As on the

prairies, however, the foundations had been laid by the pioneer immigra-

tion.

It is believed that the first play performed in Toronto was Ivan

Karpenko-Kary's Rozumnyi i duren (The wise man and the fool), staged

in 1913 when organized Ukrainian life was still in its infancy.^^ At

approximately the same time a drama group was established on the initi-

ative of St Josaphat's Ukrainian Catholic church on Franklin Street, and

reportedly presented 14 plays during its first two years of existence. By

1920 several theatre companies were functioning in the city. Three of

these united in 1921 with the formation of an ULFTA branch, and other

pro-communist ensembles followed as new ULFTA chapters were estab-

lished in subsequent years. An intense rivalry developed not only among
these left-wing groups, but between them and the various nationalist

companies that also came into being. By the late 1930s Toronto had as

many as eight Ukrainian dramatic societies vying for public favour.

By far the most important were the players sponsored by the

Ukrainian National Home, a group that originated with a drama circle

launched in 1916-17 by the Taras Shevchenko Enlightenment and Reading

Society. In its first season the Shevchenko circle presented eight plays and
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held 19 dances, and by its tenth anniversary in 1926 had a total of 57

theatrical productions to its credit. That same year the reading society

transformed itself into a branch of the Ukrainian National Home Asso-

ciation, which in 1928 purchased a building with a 475-seat auditorium

at 191 Lippincott Avenue.^^ The Lippincott National Home became the

busiest theatre venue in Toronto, in some seasons producing as many as

48 plays, or almost one every weekend of the year. As performances were

staged on Saturday as well as Sunday (sometimes three shows in two

days), and frequently to capacity crowds, the impact of the hall on the

cultural life of Toronto's Ukrainians was considerable. By 1952 Ukrainian

National Home drama groups had presented 513 productions, including

66 operettas and one opera, the latter mounted in collaboration with the

association's excellent choir.^^ Many of these stageworks involved huge

casts and complicated set changes, the sheer spectacle of such endeavours

even attracting attention from the mainstream media. Thanks to a sym-

pathetic Ukrainophile editor, W.S. Snider, the Toronto Telegram was
especially generous in its reporting of some of these events, occasionally

devoting long articles with large photographs to pre-production accounts

or reviews.^^

The Playwrights

The preceding discussion tells only part of the story of the Ukrainian-

language stage in interwar Canada, ignoring as it does developments in

British Columbia, Saskatchewan, rural Manitoba, Quebec, and Cape

Breton Island. It should nevertheless be obvious that the phenomenon
was widespread, had a mass character, and showed tremendous vigour

and tenacity—particularly in well-established settlements with sizeable

Ukrainian populations. Given this passion for native theatre, it is hardly

surprising that a number of indigenous playwrights emerged, six of

whom stand out for the quality, volume, and range of their dramatic

works. They are Dmytro Hunkewich (1893-1953), Myroslav Irchan (the

pen-name of Andrii Babiuk, 1897-1937), Semen Kowbel (1877-1966),

Alexander Luhowy (the pseudonym of Oleksander Ovrutskyi-Schvabe,

1904-62), Michael Petrowsky (1897-1982), and P. Pylypenko (the pen-name

of Philip Ostapchuk, 1898-1967). Together these men accounted for 107

plays, a significant percentage of which entered the repertoire of the

immigrant stage.

The most prolific of the group was Semen Kowbel, who emigrated

to Canada in 1909 from Borshchiv in Galicia. A builder and carpenter by

trade, with only three years of formal schooling, Kowbel wrote 25

stageworks, all but one in North America, over a quarter century. The

exception, a Schweik-like comedy completed during KowbeTs service in
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the Austro-Hungarian army, has unfortunately not survived. His first

work to reach the stage was a politicized adaptation of traditional Easter

hahilky performed in Winnipeg in 1919 by the Boian ensemble; the extant

typescript says the short piece was written "under the impact of the

declaration of the Ukrainian Republic in 1918." Several of Kowbel's

dramas dealt with the revolution and its tragic outcome in Ukraine, one

of the most interesting being a satire depicting the visit of a delegation

of North American Ukrainian communists to a Soviet collective farm in

the 1930s.'^'^ His most successful play was probably Divochi mrii (Girlish

dreams), which entered the repertoire of the Tobilevych touring ensemble

in Western Ukraine.^^ To date, 13 Canadian productions of the play have

been verified, from Cappon in Alberta (1925) to Kirkland Lake in Ontario

(1935). Kowbel's last known theatre pieces appear to have been written

in the early 1940s. Eight of his plays were published; others are known
to have been produced from the manuscripts found among his personal

papers after his death.

Born in Lysovychi, Galicia, Dmytro Hunkewich also came to Canada

in 1909. His creative activity started with a topical five-act drama (de-

picting the life of Galician Ukrainians under Poland in the twentieth

century) which premiered in Winnipeg in December 1920. It was soon

followed by a tragedy (about the consequences of bigamy among Ukrain-

ian immigrants in Canada) that debuted on 12 Eebruary 1921 and went

on to have at least nine Canadian performances.^^ Altogether Hun-

kewich wrote 18 plays, most of them in a burst of creativity between 1924

and 1931, and four of them aimed at children: 13 were issued as separate

publications, two appeared in periodicals, and three no longer exist.

Among Hunkewich's more successful works was a 1925 comedy about

women and American life, produced no fewer than 15 times in the

United States and Canada, and published in both Canadian and Ukrain-

ian editions.^^ Another "hit," a workers' political tragedy, boasted 19

Canadian productions in addition to being staged in the United States

and Western Ukraine; its last documented performance occurred in

Edmonton on 20 March 1966.^®

The only communist dramatist among the six was the multi-talented

professional agitator, Myroslav Irchan. A native of Piadyky, Galicia, he

made his literary debut as a member of the Sich Sharpshooters in 1914

but became more serious about his writing after joining the Red Army as

a political lecturer in 1920. Interestingly, his first contributions to the

immigrant stage preceded him to the New World, since two of his early

plays were performed on several occasions before his arrival in Winnipeg

in 1923.'^'^ Ten of Irchan's 22 dramas were authored during his five and
one-half years in Manitoba, where he also produced two translations and
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two adaptations for the stage, a wealth of short and long prose, journalis-

tic sketches, and various works in other genres.

By far Irchan's best known piece was his somewhat melodramatic

political tragedy, Rodyna shchitkariv (Family of brushmakers), completed

shortly after he emigrated from Europe.^° The play saw at least 74

Canadian productions between 1924 and 1959—the overwhelming majori-

ty in the first nine years following its Winnipeg debut—and was staged

in every major Ukrainian Canadian urban centre as well as smaller places

like Coniston, Ontario, and Kamsack, Saskatchewan. Next in popularity

were Dvanadtsiat with 54 Canadian productions, Pidzemna Halychyna

(Underground Galicia) with 24, Bezrobitni (The unemployed) with 17,

Buntar with 12, and Tovarystvo Pshyk with seven. If presentations of

Irchan's translations and adaptations are added, his theatrical credits run

to 265 documented productions in Canada alone; some of the same works

were simultaneously mounted widely in Ukraine and the United States.

In addition to writing, directing, and acting in plays, Irchan authored

a 96-page manual of stagecraft, which for many years served as the

technical handbook for ULFTA drama groups.^^ Concerned about the

often slapdash quality of much immigrant theatre, he also wrote articles

urging amateur performers to improve their efforts, and helped organize

workshops to hone the skills of directors and backstage personnel. In

short, Irchan was an extremely dynamic and important figure in Ukrain-

ian Canadian theatre, and his stature was recognized well beyond the

confines of the ethnic community. A fascinating article on Irchan, calling

him the "playwright and prophet of a proletarian revolution," appeared

in Saturday Night in 1929. "He is, one may contend," the piece concluded,

the most popular and influential author in the country. Is there another

writer in Canada whose appearance on the platform would be greeted

with resounding, long-continued applause—whose every new play is

eagerly witnessed, who can see his audience spellbound, women
weeping, men grinding their teeth, and then elevated with joy when the

story takes a welcome turn? Comrade Irchan has a restricted public, but

he commands its allegiance.^^

Benefiting from a well-organized and extensive network of ULFTA
branches across the country, Irchan was probably the most frequently

produced Ukrainian dramatist in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Regret-

tably, he decided to emigrate to Soviet Ukraine in 1929 to participate in

building a new revolutionary society and seek his future as a serious

writer in the mainstream of Ukrainian literature. Arrested and deported

in the Stalinist purges as an "enemy of the people," Irchan died some-

where in the Gulag in 1937, sharing the unhappy fate of many other

Ukrainian communist intellectuals. Although posthumously rehabilitated
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in the Krushchev thaw, his departure from the Canadian scene and sub-

sequent fall from favour dealt a severe blow to left-wing Ukrainian

drama in Canada; Ukrainian Canadian communists stopped producing

his plays until his official rehabilitation.

The opposite end of the political spectrum was most ably and ener-

getically represented by two other interwar immigrants. P. Pylypenko

came to Canada in 1928 from the city of Vinnytsia in the Podilia region,

and directed and acted in semi-professional ensembles in Winnipeg and

Edmonton before moving to Toronto in 1938. The author of at least 15

works for the stage, Pylypenko is also said to have written a full-length

history of the Ukrainian theatre in Canada that seems to have been lost

from the Winnipeg offices of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress. His first

published play appeared in 1931,^^ his last sometime in the 1940s.

Alexander Luhowy further bolstered nationalist immigrant theatre. A
Ukrainized German born in the northern Volhynian town of Ovruch, he

had as a youth witnessed the brutal murder of two family members by

the Bolsheviks. Fleeing to Galicia and then to western Europe, he became

a permanent resident of Canada in 1929 and soon gravitated to the

fledgling UNF. Besides several commissioned books for the UNF,
Luhowy's creative output included 14 known plays, 11 of which were

published between 1932 and 1938. Another three titles were announced

as forthcoming but never seem to have made it into print. Understand-

ably, Luhowy' s chief dramatic concern was the defeat of the nationalist

cause during the Ukrainian revolution—a theme which he explored

extensively in six political tragedies.^'^ Just as Irchan's plays were an

integral part of the ULFTA repertoire, so were Luhowy's stageworks

almost exclusively performed as part of the cultural programs of UNF
halls in various parts of Canada.

Michael Petrowsky, the last playwright, emigrated to Canada with his

parents in 1910 as a thirteen-year-old. The author of 11 plays, numerous
short stories, and a novel about immigrant life, he also enjoys the dis-

tinction of having translated into English one of the most frequently

presented Ukrainian plays on the New World stage—Mykhailo Staryts-

ky's classic, Oi ne khodu Hrytsiu, na Hi vechornytsi (Oh, don't go to that

party, Hryts). Petrowsky's first published stagework, Kanadyiskyi zhenykh

(The Canadian bridegroom), appeared in 1922 and dealt comically with

the common problems of bigamy and forced marriages among new-
comers. Most of his dramas, however, never made it into print, even if

they managed to get produced on stage.

Conclusion

The successes, failures, and frustrations of the above playwrights

form an important part of the rich history of Ukrainian Canadian drama.
Yet their achievements, like the story of the stage itself, are little known
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outside a steadily dwindling community of people who actually par-

ticipated in the "golden age" of Ukrainian immigrant theatre. Much
research remains to be done before this experience can be fully appreci-

ated, either as a separate Ukrainian Canadian phenomenon or as a

distinct but significant ethnic component of Canada's theatrical heritage.
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Zaporozhets za Dunaiem (1938):

The Production of the

First Ukrainian-Language

Feature Film in Canada=^

Bohdan Y. Nebesio

Many cultural projects undertaken by Ukrainians in Canada

—

organizing a choir, building a church, commemorating an important

anniversary with a public concert—resembled those of the old country

and drew on expertise brought from the homeland. They also had the

same ultimate objective: the preservation of Ukrainian cultural identity

against the influences of officially supported and more powerful cultures

(Polish and Russian in Ukrainians' native land, Anglo-Canadian in their

newly adopted country) that were unsympathetic, indifferent, or hostile

to Ukrainian aspirations. Without government and other institutional

support cultural survival in both milieux devolved entirely to the

Ukrainian community, and depended, in the final analysis, on the en-

thusiasm and sense of national duty of its various components. In these

circumstances the commercial viability of Ukrainian cultural projects was
understandably of secondary importance, with the financial burden, as

a rule, to be borne as part of the individual and group sacrifice demand-

ed for the Ukrainian nation. But how would Ukrainians in Canada, as an

emigrant/immigrant ethnic group, approach a cultural project that was
totally without precedent and had no equivalent in their people's

collective memory? Would they exclusively employ the methods of North

America, where they now found themselves, or would they build on their

heritage and adapt old ways of thinking and acting to the new setting?

Ukrainian Canadians faced precisely this dilemma when between the

wars they sought to transform a traditional classic of the Ukrainian

* The research for this paper has been funded in part by the Ukrainian Canadian

Foundation of Taras Shevchenko.
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theatre, the operetta Zaporozhets za Dunaiem (Cossacks in exile), into a

motion picture. A native cinemagraphic tradition was either too young
or non-existent when the immigrants had left Ukraine for them to turn

to it for direction and inspiration. Most were at best familiar only with

foreign silent cinema, whether German, French, or American. Soviet

Ukrainian films appeared rarely in North America and those few that

were available were in any case ignored by a majority of Ukrainians on

ideological grounds. Nevertheless, technological advances in sound

cinema’ provided an opportunity to produce a truly Ukrainian picture

in which the Ukrainian language and songs, so cherished for centuries,

could be heard from the screen. The choice of an operetta where dialogue

and songs played a major role would not only take full advantage of the

latest technology but also boost the national pride of Ukrainian Cana-

dians.

The operetta Zaporozhets za Dunaiem was written by Semen Hulak-

Artemovsky in 1863. Considered one of the best dramatic works of the

time, it told the story of a Cossack family forced to relocate to Turkey

after the abolition of the Zaporozhian Sich by Catherine the Great. The

plot featured a love intrigue, domestic quarrels, and clashes between

Ukrainian and Muslim cultures. Its subject matter, coupled with an

excellent musical score and humourous scenes, quickly made the operetta

a favourite with the Ukrainian public.^ Thanks to the popularity of its

author as an opera singer, Zaporozhets za Dunaiem was also often included

in the repertoire of Russian imperial theatres.

Released in 1938, the motion picture Zaporozhets za Dunaiem was the

first Ukrainian-language feature film produced in Canada. It did not,

however, pioneer Ukrainian film making in North America. Natalka

Poltavka, another opera, had been produced in the United States in 1936,

under the direction of Leo Bulgakov, by a company called Avramenko

Film Production Incorporated. One of the more interesting facts about

these artistic endeavours by Ukrainian emigres overseas is that they

prompted the Kiev Studio in the Ukrainian SSR to commission Ivan

Kavaleridze, among the best Ukrainian directors of the day, to direct two

rival films. Both Soviet productions, Natalka Poltavka (1936) and Za-

porozhets za Dunaiem (1938), were assembled very quickly and released

before their North American counterparts; they premiered in New York

City's "Amkino," a theatre promoting Soviet films.^

The Canadian Zaporozhets za Dunaiem, for its part, became an exercise

in applying the old country's production methods and criteria to the new
country's art form. Instead of treating the film production as a business

venture, delivering entertainment to the paying public, its sponsors

perceived Zaporozhets za Dunaiem as an undertaking of great national
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importance. The professionalism necessary for a successful film was

replaced in the process by national sentiments and community politics,

with the result that neither the more pragmatic goal of assembling a

quality product able to compete with mainstream cinema, nor the loftier

aim of satisfying the national aspirations of the Ukrainians involved in

the project, was ever reached. What the venture's backers got was a

movie destined for a North American Ukrainian viewing public too small

in itself to pay for it. Nevertheless, the completion of Zaporozhets za

Dunaiem remains a great achievement for Ukrainians in Canada. It also

marks an unrecognized triumph of perseverance and vision by one

controversial individual—Vasile Avramenko.

Vasile Avramenko was born on 22 March 1895 in the village of

Stebliv, Kiev gubernia, in the Russian empire. As a young man he held

various jobs, including stints in the mines of the Donbas and the ship-

yards of Vladivostok. In 1915, after completing a teacher's course in

Vladivostok, he was drafted into the Russian army and enrolled in a

military school in Irkutsk. Subsequently sent to Minsk after being

wounded in battle, Avramenko began to take an active part in organized

Ukrainian community life, particularly its artistic dimension. He followed

this with professional stage training at the Lysenko Drama Institute in

Kiev and performed as an actor with the touring theatre of Mykola

Sadovsky. Interned in Kalisz, Poland, in 1920 for his involvement with

the army of the Ukrainian People's Republic, Avramenko organized his

first dance school, which performed in several Polish cities. He later

organized a number of dance schools in Galicia, most notably in Lviv,

and often performed on stage himself. On moving to Podebrady,

Czechoslovakia, to escape the Polish authorities, he opened another dance

school.

In December 1925 Avramenko immigrated to Canada, where he

would spend several years, but by 1930 he had made his home in New
York City. On arrival in the Dominion he began to teach Ukrainian

dance, and soon his Ukrainian National Ballet Schools {Shkoly ukrainskoho

natsionalnoho tanku) had sprung up throughout central and western

Canada in all major Ukrainian communities. With a promotional cam-

paign initiated ahead of time, Avramenko would typically arrive in a

town, rent a hall, give one or two performances by his students, and then

hold intensive dance classes for local talent for two or three weeks. At

that point his students would take over and run the school while

Avramenko moved to another town to repeat the process. It is estimated

that he himself taught over 30,000 students during the course of his

career, each of whom received a diploma signed by him personally, and
many graduates continued as dance instructors. Avramenko's schools all
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bore his name and were operated as franchises. Of the many perform-

ances Avramenko and his students gave, several stand out. The most

renowned were those presented at the Canadian National Exhibition in

Toronto in 1929, at the Metropolitan Opera in New York City in 1931, at

the Century of Progress Exhibition in Chicago in 1933, and on the White

House lawn before Eirst Lady Eleanor Roosevelt in 1935. The Metropoli-

tan Opera performance, for example, featured the Koshetz Choir and over

a thousand performers from the United States and Canada.

An enthusiast of mass culture, Avramenko quickly recognized the

mass appeal of the movies. As such, he used his popularity in the

Ukrainian community to lend his name to the company, Avramenko Eilm

Production Incorporated, where he became the artistic director. Together

Avramenko and the board of directors began work on a feature film,

Natalka Poltavka, although disagreements between the two led to

Avramenko's firing before the film premiered in 1937.^ The company
continued to use Avramenko's name until the production was completed;

as the rechristened Ukrafilm Corporation it produced a second feature

film, Marusia, which was released at the same time as Zaporozhets za

Dunaiem.

Avramenko's decision to produce a Ukrainian-language film in Cana-

da was not based on great knowledge of the country's film industry or

on a desire to tap into its wealth of experience, for no feature films were

being produced in the Dominion at that time. Between 1928 and 1938

Great Britain had tried to resist Hollywood domination by restricting the

number of foreign films shown in British theatres. But as it simultaneous-

ly allowed films produced in the British Empire or Commonwealth to

enter the country freely, American studios eager to gain access to the

British market had established production branches in Canada. An end

to the "quota" period in 1938, which had seen twenty-one feature films

produced in Canada, also brought an end to American-backed Canadian

productions for the British market. Most films distributed within Canada

in the 1930s originated south of the border, while newsreels and short

documentaries produced by the federal government's Motion Pictures

Bureau constituted the domestic output. As film historian David Cland-

field says, "the picture of Canadian film production between the wars is

bleak. State productions lacked imagination and funding; the private

sector was dominated by Hollywood and distorted by the British quota

laws."^ A truly Canadian film industry began only in 1939 with the

establishment of the National Eilm Board of Canada.

Nor did the Ukrainian Canadian community have any previous ex-

perience with film production. Regardless of the presence or absence of

talent and resources in its own ranks, the fact that no professional films
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were being produced in Canada meant that the secondary technical

support (such as film laboratories and sound studios) on which an

amateur film culture depended also did not exist. Unlike Ukrainian

Americans, for example, Ukrainians in Canada did not manage to make

films documenting their stage productions and community events.^

Experience with the movies was limited to viewing a few American

Ukrainian films in addition to the mainstream Hollywood dream offer-

ings.

Avramenko's return to Canada at the end of the summer of 1937 with

an idea to make a film of Zaporozhets za Dunaiem was motivated by

personal ambition rather than artistic or business considerations. Newly

fired from Avramenko Film Production Incorporated (which he then

unsuccessfully sued) when the company could not pay back its creditors

after producing Natalka Poltavka, he well knew that Ukrainian Americans

would not support a new venture and that his credibility for raising

funds in the United States was questionable. Avramenko therefore

decided to relocate north of the border where the popularity of his dance

schools remained high and his name untarnished, choosing the city of

Winnipeg with its strong Ukrainian community as his base. In September

1937, intending to finance his film through private donations and

personal loans, he started to organize formal groups called Supporters'

Committees of Avramenko Film Production {Komitety prykhylnykiv ukrain-

skoi filmovoi produktsii Vasylia Avramenko) in Ukrainian communities in the

prairie provinces, northern Ontario, Quebec, and British Columbia.

Members were recruited from among ordinary farmers and workers as

much as from community activists publicly identified with Ukrainian

causes. By the end of the year at least twenty-seven committees had been

established on the prairies alone.^ Not all Ukrainians or Ukrainian

organizations endorsed their work. Some individuals and groups ex-

pressed concern about the notion of raising one hundred thousand

dollars as an unsecured private loan to Avramenko. The influential

National Home {Narodnyi dim) in Winnipeg, for example, publicly

denounced the scheme and warned others against it.^ Soon thereafter the

idea of private loans was abandoned in favour of a shareholder-con-

trolled company. The Avramenko Film Company Limited was formed in

Winnipeg on 9 December 1937 with the following individuals on its

board of directors: Vasile Avramenko—president, Peter Ratuski—vice-

president, Mykyta Mandryka—secretary treasurer, Ladislaus Biberovich

—

manager, and Sam Honcharyk—director. Ratuski and Honcharyk were

merchants in Kenora, Ontario; both Biberovich, a journalist, and
Mandryka, an insurance agent, came from Winnipeg, and the Avramenko
Film Company's main office shared premises with Mandryka' s insurance
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agency on Main Street.^

Four thousand preference shares at a nominal value of $25 per share

and ten thousand common shares without a nominal value were issued

for sale to interested parties. Only holders of common shares had the

right to vote and decide on the company's affairs. Avramenko secured for

himself eight thousand common shares as payment for the film script that

he wrote and as repayment for loans to the company. Some of the com-

mon shares issued to Avramenko were used as bonuses for the buyers of

interest-bearing preference shares. Mandryka and Biberovych received

five hundred common shares each, the remaining two directors, Ratuski

and Honcharyk, one hundred each. In this way, Avramenko secured for

himself total financial control of the company.

With the exception of Avramenko, the board of directors had no

previous film production experience and only limited business experi-

ence. Moreover, although Avramenko had already produced one film, he

too lacked professional expertise and always had to rely on other people.

Edgar G. Ulmer, who worked on both Natalka Poltavka and Zaporozhets za

Dunaiem, later recollected how little Aramenko knew about film making,

inadvertently revealed when he came on the set to see what the crew was

shooting. Ignorant of the technical aspects of cinema, he was totally

dissatisfied with the small picture in the camera's viewfinder. "He looked

through the finder," Ulmer recalled, "saw the scene and went into a fit.

He was hysterical—the Americans were cheating the poor Ukrainians. It

took me about an hour to get it out of him that he didn't want this small

picture, he wanted a picture which you could see on the screen."^°

Nor was Avramenko's business sense the best, in that he tended to

mix his personal artistic ambitions and populist ideas of educating the

non-Ukrainian public about Ukrainians with financial responsibility.

Typically Avramenko secured total control over a project. Convinced that

no cost should be spared when it came to promoting Ukrainian culture,

he often brought in hundreds of people and usually ran over budget if

in fact there was a budget. After raising money to start a project, he

would then continue to borrow more money while spending large sums

on extravagant showing off. According to a Ukrainian American histori-

an, Avramenko's powerful personality was crucial to obtaining a flow of

funds. "Although many Ukrainians who loaned Avramenko money and

goods were never repaid and often complained bitterly behind his back

about how they were 'taken,'" he wrote, "many of the same Ukrainians

melted in confrontations with Avramenko and more often than not ended

in 'loaning' him even more."^^ Most of Avramenko's large projects prior

to Zaporozhets za Dunaiem had resulted in financial losses and debts.

Among his surviving correspondence are numerous letters from people
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who trusted him and lent him money; they express the sense of betrayal

and anger of simple folk who had often turned over their entire savings

or even taken out private loans2^ A letter to Avramenko from Kalenik

Lissiuk, his friend and a fellow film producer, in January 1937 accurately

pinpointed the broader reasons behind his poor business performance;

It is very difficult to achieve success, and even more so, to make money

from patriotic feelings, especially ours. Those who think that they can

make money from nationalism are the most erroneous. There has not

been and there will not be such nationalism that would survive such an

industry as a film industry. But if the film industry is grounded on the

basis of business sense it will bring enormous profit.

Needless to say, Avramenko ignored this advice and refused to treat his

project as a business venture.

The fund-raising campaign for Zaporozhets za Dunaiem appealed

unabashedly to national feelings and a sense of national duty. "No
nationally conscious Ukrainian person in Canada," read the advertising

leaflets, "should deny help in this great undertaking." Once again using

his tested methods of identifying a favourite enterprise with patriotism,

Avramenko tied the film to the campaign to build a "Ukrainian Holly-

wood." A pamphlet. Help Build a Ukrainian Hollywood, set the mood when
it asked: "Did you not in many instances feel ashamed of your national

identity because you were a member of an unknown, divided, and

scoffed-at race?" Presuming that its readers answered the question with

"yes," the pamphlet proceeded to offer a solution, encouraging them to

invest in a Ukrainian film industry that "could and will be vested with

life as something huge and representative of the Ukrainian people."’"^ As
a skilled orator, Avramenko used not just the printed word to get his

message across but also relied heavily on large gatherings of people,

whose support he always seemed able to win. A former dance student

had this to say about her mentor: "He was fanatical in his belief that only

Ukrainian art and dance were good and above all else. He called rally

upon rally and would speak endlessly. Such was his appeal that people

would sit for hours, hypnotized, enthralled, and fascinated. He would
then ask for donations and always received ample funds to carry on his

large scale performances in major halls."

The Avramenko Film Company initially decided to concentrate on

selling its shares, using hired travelling salesmen, but later adopted a

wider range of fund-raising options to accept donations and private loans

from individuals without a direct stake in the company as well. Exclusive

rights for the film's distribution were also offered for sale. For example,

the rights to exhibit Zaporozhets za Dunaiem in Manitoba were purchased

collectively in January 1938 for $6000 by the following people; Mykola
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Pasiechko—farmer, Stefan Mudlo—carpenter, Stepan Syvak—carpenter,

Vasyl Lozovsky—shoemaker, and Pavlo Tesliuk—worker/^ These indi-

viduals are a fair representation of the film's supporters among Ukrainian

Canadians, for very few professionals, intellectuals, or Ukrainian

organizations supported the project. Avramenko's personality figures

prominently in the explanation for such class differences in backing

Zaporozhets za Dunaiem. By promoting "low" cultural genres such as folk

dance and cinema Avramenko could not attract the intelligentsia, but in

being identified with the workers and farmers, he could easily appeal to

them. Natalka Poltavka, for example, was produced by a union of

Ukrainian window washers in New York City. Moreover, Avramenko

was able and prepared to bring popular culture to small and isolated

communities; in so doing, he initiated a grassroots movement that got

people to participate in the cultural process and made them feel im-

portant. Lastly, among less sophisticated workers and farmers his

technique of manipulating people and playing on their national senti-

ments went unnoticed for longer periods of time.

Since the board of directors had minimal professional knowledge of

film making, it depended on Avramenko's recommendations in the

selection of personnel, and the choices reflected his imprint. Michael

Gann, a graduate of Odessa University and gifted professional well

respected in the film industry, was hired as associate director. He had

previously collaborated with Avramenko on many occasions and operat-

ed his film production company in New York City. During the produc-

tion of Zaporozhets za Dunaiem, Gann worked out of the Avramenko Film

Company's New York office. Edgar G. Ulmer, whose credentials as a set

designer and director included cooperation with Max Reinhardt and F.W.

Murnau in Europe and William Wyler in Hollywood, was selected to

direct the film. In the United States Ulmer would subsequently direct a

number of foreign-language films—Ukrainian, German, Yiddish, and

Italian—as well as "B" movies bearing such exploitive titles as Girls in

Chains (1943) and Babes in Baghdad (1952). He often worked on low-

budget productions and was considered by critics as a director with a

personal vision, distinct from the mainstream.’^ Avramenko himself

wrote the film script for Zaporozhets za Dunaiem, although his adaptation

of Hulak-Artemovsky's well-known operetta would be modified several

times during production in order to accommodate difficulties arising on

the set.

While Zaporozhets za Dunaiem'

s

Ukrainian Canadian backers turned

to non-Ukrainians in the United States for technical and artistic expertise,

the film also became a promotional vehicle for two Western Ukrainians

then touring North America. Singer Maria Sokil and composer Antin
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Rudnytsky, both well known in the musical world with international

reputations throughout Europe, were trying to raise money for a Ukrain-

ian hospital in Lviv by giving recitals in Ukrainian communities overseas.

At the beginning of March 1938 Avramenko signed contracts with the

artists; Rudnytsky was to write the music for the film and conduct the

orchestra during its recording sessions; Sokil was to play the older female

lead of Odarka. Avramenko believed that the involvement of the two

stars in his production would bring it prestige and entice audiences to see

the final product. In reality, however, the couple's participation brought

only unnecessary expenses. In addition to the high salaries that had to be

covered, the shooting and post-production schedule had to be adjusted

to accommodate the artists' personal calendars. Because each of them had

other engagements in Europe during the summer, all scenes featuring

Maria Sokil had to be shot first and Rudnytsky' s music for the film had

to be recorded prior to shooting.

Avramenko's insistence on changing schedules to suit his star artists

had a negative impact on both the film's finances and its artistic quality.

Substantial sums of extra money, for example, went to pay for rush

laboratory jobs and for unnecessary changes of location during the

shooting. Music for film is usually recorded to synchronize with the

edited version of the visual material. But in the case of Zaporozhets za

Dunaiem, Rudnytsky's dates of availability meant that editing was done

to comply with a music score that could not be changed. Nor could

scenes with Maria Sokil be retaken because the star had left the country

(although Sokil had a beautiful voice, it should be pointed out that she

was not a professional actress).

The casting for other roles, obviously done by Avramenko, encoun-

tered similar problems, as actors were chosen for their voices rather than

for their acting skills. Michael Shvetz^^ as Karas was one of few to be

complimented for his good performance as well as his voice. Other major

roles were cast with singers living in the United States at the time. Helen

Orlenko played Oksana, Alexis Tcherkassky played Andrii, and Nicholas

Karlash played the Sultan; songs of the kobzar were sung by D. Creona.

The role of the Cossack leader, koshovyi Kelnyshevsky, was given to a

Toronto resident. General Vladimir Sikevitch, a veteran of the Ukrainian

armed forces and a highly respected community leader, but no actor.

Generally, major roles were cast with artists living in the United States

or Europe; only minor players and extras came from Canada.

Many young Ukrainian Canadians from the prairies travelled to New
Jersey, where the film was being shot, in order to play minor roles or to

fill in as extras. Dancer Vasyl Yatsyna from Winnipeg, who performed a

solo dance in the film, was one of the luckier ones; most of those who
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journeyed thousands of kilometres, apparently at their own expense, were

used as extras. As Edgar G. Ulmer recollected: "The parents drove these

people to the set; from as far as British Columbia, they came to Jersey.

They must have been ten and twelve days on the road. It was one of

those things that I couldn't believe. Paul Yavorsky, a travelling sales-

man and organizer for the Avramenko Film Company, noted in his diary

that "I personally took part in mass scenes playing the parts of a Turk,

a Cossack, a Russian and a dancer."^° According to Yavorsky, most of

the extras came from Canada. Utilizing extras this far from their homes

does not make much sense, considering that the roles could have been

filled, more cheaply and with less upheaval, by local people. It appears

that the employment of the Canadians was a partial obligation to

Avramenko's investors. Many farmers donated or lent money for the

production on the condition that their children received parts. One
supporter from Alberta wrote to Avramenko in late 1937 to explain: "In

Edmonton I have met several people who set the following conditions:

'If Mr Avramenko agrees to take my girl to the film I am ready to

support him financially. If only I could see my daughter in the

movie.'"^^

Artistic problems were not the only difficulties besetting the produc-

tion. Shooting of the film took place in Newton, New Jersey, where a

Cossack village was built. The place was chosen by Edgar G. Ulmer, the

film's director, who was at the same time shooting a Yiddish film. The

Singing Blacksmith, and the sets for the Cossack village were built next to

those for the Jewish "shtetl." Ulmer experienced great difficulty finding

a site in close proximity to power lines but unspoiled by a modern indus-

trial landscape. Open hostility on the part of local residents towards

"foreign" Ukrainian and Jewish projects added to the list of obstacles.

The land on which the two sets were erected belonged to a German
monastic order, the only group willing to accommodate such "non-Amer-

ican" activities, and the monks, because of their beards, even offered to

play extras in the Jewish film.^^ Zaporozhets za Dunaiem received unsol-

icited publicity when the New York Mirror discovered that the monastery

was flanked by a nudist colony on one side and the pro-Nazi Camp
Nordland on the other. "There's Freedom in the Newton Hills—for

Jewish and Ukrainian Actors, Monks, Nudists and Nazis" proclaimed a

headline.^^

Communication snags between the main office in Winnipeg, which

had to approve and cover all expenditures, and the production office in

New York City created delays and more unjustifiable expenses. During

production Avramenko was constantly being sent on fund-raising

missions to solve the cash-flow crisis. The shooting of the film also had
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to be completed in two sessions three months apart. Because Maria Sokil

had to return to Europe, all her scenes were shot in June. Music, arias,

and choral songs depending on Rudnytsky were also recorded in June,

at a New York studio. The remainder of the film was shot in September,

when the crew and performers had to be gathered again. This time

weather intervened: shooting was postponed many times and some

scenes had to be shot under a tent. The final blow came when a storm

destroyed some of the buildings on the set and they had to be rebuilt.

Instead of the planned eight days, the second segment of the shooting

lasted nearly a month. It was completed on 28 September 1938.

Billed as "the greatest Canadian picture," Zaporozhets za Dunaiem

premiered at Winnipeg's Orpheum Theatre just over two months later on

3 December 1938. The bishop of the Greek Catholic church, Vasyl Ladyka,

and the lieutenant-governor of Manitoba, W.J. Tupper, attended as

honoured guests and were entertained, prior to the picture's showing,

with 150 of Avramenko's dancers performing on stage. Avramenko him-

self did a solo dance, and, as Francis Stevens reported in the Winnipeg

Free Press, "made a speech that raised the roof, a rousing patriotic

Canadian speech."^^ That same month the film opened in all major

Canadian centres, and on 27 January 1939 Ukrainians in New York City

saw the picture for the first time. The film came with English subtitles

and the English-language press received invitations to each premiere.

Although far from enthusiastic, the reviews were generally positive. All

reviewers agreed that the music and singing were the best features of the

film, while other cinematographic elements made for a pleasant entertain-

ment. "Once again the Ukrainian-Americans have turned out a film

operetta that is highly agreeable both to the eye and the ear," wrote the

New York Times, obviously unaware that the project was Canadian.^^ The
audiences attending the screenings of Zaporozhets za Dunaiem were mostly

Ukrainian; in Saskatoon, for example, 2,700 people saw the film in one

day, but only about 150 of this number were non-Ukrainians.^*’

The distribution and exhibition of the picture proved to be as finan-

cially troubled as its production. In an attempt to recover money owing
on unpaid bills, Mecca Film Laboratories in New York City threatened to

auction the film in December 1938. The Avramenko Film Company man-
aged to save the picture but made no money. For example, screenings in

Montreal that brought in a gross income of $1,500 realized only forty-one

cents profit.^^ There were many reasons why Zaporozhets za Dunaiem
failed to succeed financially. First of all, for the premieres the company
rented the most expensive theatres available. It also arranged for expen-

sive and elaborate stage performances and parades before the screenings,

such as dancers in national costume welcoming guests to the theatre.^®
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Then, the long patriotic speeches by Avramenko (he spoke for an hour

in Montreal) did nothing to attract crowds. Lastly, the film was over-

advertised. A mailing campaign (five thousand postcards in Montreal and

two thousand in Winnipeg) targeting the Ukrainian community never

brought the expected results. Nor did the advertising directed at the non-

Ukrainian public pay for itself; the few outsiders who attended the

screenings did not come as a direct result of that costly campaign. The

film's backers were not unaware of these problems. A worried Mykyta
Mandryka raised all three concerns in a letter to his colleagues on the

board of directors less than two months after Zaporozhets za Dunaiem's

launch.^^

At its annual meeting of shareholders in early 1939, the Avramenko
Film Company reported total costs for the film of $61,415.00, with debts

in the amount of $46,664.06.^° In truth, the film probably cost closer to

$75,000 because some of the money raised privately by Avramenko,

which went to cover the most urgent expenses, was not recorded by the

Winnipeg office. The proposed price tag, when the project was first

broached, had been an optimistic $30,850 to $37,200.^^ In 1939, prospects

for a better financial future for the film were grim. The European market,

for which Variety Film Distributors of New York had purchased the

rights, collapsed with the outbreak of war in September. In North

America, the war prompted some jurisdictions to prohibit foreign-

language films. The Motion Picture Censorship and Theatre Inspection

Branch of the Ontario Treasury Department, for example, had banned the

showing of foreign-language films in the province as early as May 1939,

and a communication to the Avramenko Film Company in early 1940

confirmed the ruling to be still in force.^^ The Ukrainian market in North

America was too small to pay for the film alone, and the company's

distribution scheme—poor, ineffective, and uncoordinated—did nothing

to improve the situation. Some distributors travelled to remote Ukrainian

communities only to learn that the film had recently been shown there by

Avramenko himself His old American production company in New
York, now Ukrafilm Corporation, was showing Marusia at the same time

and competing for the same audience and the same dollars. Added to this

was the fact that people had to pay two or three times more to see

Zaporozhets za Dunaiem than they did to watch the latest Hollywood flick.

The Avramenko Film Company, however, chose to blame the film's poor

financial performance on "an unexpected ignorance of the Ukrainian

community towards our Ukrainian (ridnyi) film."^^

In 1939 Avramenko left Canada for Hollywood where he soon

became involved in the production of an English-language current affairs

documentary. Tragedy of Carpatho-Ukraine. In a letter to shareholders and
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creditors of the Avramenko Film Company, probably written in 1941,

Avramenko apologized for not fulfilling the company's financial obli-

gations. He also presented a far from modest plan—including an English-

language remake of Zaporozhets za Dunaiem and a series of low-budget

films for quick profit—to recoup its losses. The plan remained unreal-

ized.^^ After the Second World War, with the arrival of new Ukrainian

immigrants, Avramenko's popularity waned. He continued to tour North

America screening Ukrainian films, both his own and others acquired for

this purpose, until leaving for South America in the late 1940s. In the

1960s and 1970s, now an elderly man but still undaunted, Avramenko
visited Australia and Israel. In each new country he organized dance

schools and screenings of his films. A reporter from the Jerusalem Post

had this to say about the seventy-six-year-old: "In his half year in Israel,

Mr. Avramenko has shown his films several times and recruited several

students. It is difficult to find out just how many, since he speaks no

Hebrew and his English is also poor. But he makes up for his lack of

verbal ability with extremely gracious manners, coupled with a highly

aggressive personality."^^ Until his last days Avramenko kept organizing

dance schools and showing his films. During the Vietnam war he even

offered to entertain American troops in Asia and to teach them Ukrainian

dances, but his proposal was turned down by the State Department.

Avramenko died in New York City on 6 March 1981, four years short of

his ninetieth birthday.

Avramenko's interwar production of Zaporozhets za Dunaiem is an

example of a venture pursued by a small group of people for the benefit

of an ethnic community. It demonstrates that old-country methods and

criteria were inadequate to ensure monetary rewards at the same time as

they guaranteed completion of a project otherwise doomed to collapse.

The choice of subject matter, with its culturally specific and nationalistic

theme, precluded the film's wider appeal in mainstream society. The use

of old-country methods—in organizing committees, raising funds,

recruiting talent, and presenting to the public what was essentially an

extravaganza variety show—was also ill suited to the North American

environment and the medium of film. From the Hollywood perspective,

Zaporozhets za Dunaiem was a mismanaged financial failure that suffered

from artistic flaws. But from the perspective of the Ukrainian community,

it was a success of unprecedented magnitude, showing the immigrants

what they could accomplish in adapting their traditional cultural forms

to the cultural forms of the new world.
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In the introduction to their book. Sports and Games in Canadian Life,

Nancy and Maxwell Howell argue that the role of organized recreation

in Canada ''has, strangely, lacked chroniclers....The history of sport is a

neglected field. Historical works usually consider wars, government,

religion, social change, trade, and so on."^ In essence the Howells were

only reiterating what British historian A. Lunn had observed some forty

years earlier in his account of the history of skiing. "The historian," Lunn

wrote, "is apt to forget that sport in some form or another is the main

object of most lives, that most men work in order to play, and that games

which bulk so largely in the life of individuals cannot be neglected in

studying the life of a nation."^ In 1985 the former Canadian Olympian

athlete and now historian, Bruce Kidd, expanded on the Lunn and

Howell thesis to suggest that historians should also look at the peculiar

role of ethnic sports. "Ethnic sports studies," he insisted, were "necessary

for a full understanding of the immigrant experience in Canada."^

There have been numerous popular and scholarly books, both

professional and amateur, on sport in Canada. Some of these works

attempted a comprehensive survey of a variety of activities within a

specific time frame, others chose to concentrate on a single sport, and yet

others focused entirely on an particular league or team or personality.

Within this body of literature, the role that immigrants and ethnic com-

munities have played in the development of sport in Canada has been

documented only marginally, when acknowledged at all. Moreover, the

limited discussion that exists is by and large confined to those individuals

who actually participated in the events they describe. The sole major

English-language works on ethnic sport in Canada that come to mind are

Leible Hershfield's The Jewish Athlete: A Nostalgic View (1980), Gerald

Redmond's The Sporting Scots of Nineteenth-Century Canada (1982), and a
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collection of essays. Sport Pioneers: A History of the Finnish-Canadian

Amateur Sports Federation (1986), edited by Jin\ Tester.

Among Ukrainian Canadians, awareness of their sports heritage and

its contribution to the development of their ethnic community is remark-

ably limited. In fact, with two exceptions, the history of Ukrainian sports

clubs, leagues, and teams has been almost completely overlooked. The

exceptions are a Ukrainian-language history of the SA Ukraina in Toronto

between 1948 and 1983 and an English-language account of Ukrainians

in the National Hockey League.'* The present paper proposes to address

the general neglect, and in the process to expand understanding of the

Ukrainian immigrant experience, by looking at the role of organized

sport—its prewar genesis, interwar flowering, and postwar fortunes—as

part of formal Ukrainian Canadian community structures.

The beginnings of organized Ukrainian sport in Canada pre-date their

rapid growth in the interwar years. According to all available evidence,

they go back to 1910 when Ukrainian students at the Ruthenian Training

School for teachers in Brandon, Manitoba, formed a football club.^ Un-

fortunately, however, the subsequent fate of this group remains shrouded

in mystery. The first documented participation by a Ukrainian sports club

in a public exhibition occurred in 1914 in Winnipeg; on 14 September of

that year school children attending ridna shkola at Ss Vladimir and Olga

church put on a show of athletic exercises for a community audience. The

troupe practised under the guidance of a European-trained sport

enthusiast and teacher, Konstantyn Zalitach, and subsequently continued

giving performances on a regular basis. That the inspiration for this

group came from the old country and not the North American environ-

ment is apparent in the fact that both the members' routines and their

smart matching uniforms were reminiscent of those of the sporting

association, Sokil Batko, in contemporary Lviv.^

It is no coincidence that the earliest recorded evidence of organized

Ukrainian Canadian sports life is tied to community schools or ridni

shkoly. In fact, a similar development characterized mainstream Canada

in the opening years of the twentieth century, as public schools and

related institutions of learning became the cradle of popular sport

throughout the country. Teachers in Canadian schools were often well

versed in traditional British and North American sports, from rugby to

baseball, and many firmly believed that sport was a crucial cornerstone

of character building. As a result just about every school, big or small,

operated a sports program of some sort.^ But sport was not only encour-

aged by those in charge of state-run schools. It was also advocated by

social reformers and overseers of public playgrounds who felt that

organized recreation would solve a perceived urban crisis caused by
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rural-urban migration and "foreign" (that is, non-British) immigration. In

particular, current wisdom held that sport would help "Canadianize" the

foreign child and imbue him or her with such "British" qualities "as self-

discipline and moral will-power; devotion to fair play, justice, and

equality; and, above all, the sense of loyalty and duty to one's side that,

in a larger context, was the essence of patriotism."® But if Ukrainian

immigrant youth were exposed to Canadian sport as part of the assimi-

lation process, they were also exposed to sport as part of their Ukrainian

heritage. Importing the sporting tradition of their homeland with their

immigrant cultural baggage, members of the pioneer Ukrainian intelli-

gentsia also believed that sport was beneficial to youth. As such, when
they became teachers in Ukrainian schools, they readily inserted physical

training or exercise into the curriculum.

In contrast to such positive attitudes towards athletics among ele-

ments of the pioneer intelligentsia, during these formative years most

Ukrainian immigrant parents viewed sports if not as an unnecessary

luxury at least as a wasteful activity. Understandably, economic security

and stability were foremost on their minds. The scarcity of money made
seemingly endless chores and wage-paying jobs essential for family sur-

vival. Distance, poor roads, and weather hindered rural travel in any

case, so that either many Ukrainian youth were not allowed by their

parents to pursue sports or circumstances simply conspired against their

participation. In addition, what time, money, and resources the Ukrainian

immigrant had he contributed to the building of churches and schools,

and to the establishment of political, social, and cultural associations.

Sport, whether as an individual or a collective endeavour, was far from

the consciousness of ordinary Ukrainians faced with making a living and

laying the foundations of a community. What their children did or

learned in both state and vernacular schools, however, was a different

matter. There sports existed as part of the curriculum and few parents

had the courage to defy the teacher.

The average Ukrainian's relationship with sport underwent a trans-

formation between the wars. As growing prosperity brought farmers and

workers not only increased leisure time but also the material means to

enjoy it, the first Canadian born and/or raised generation began to em-

brace the recreational interests of its fellow Canadians. Organized sport

in general experienced an upsurge in popularity between the wars and

Ukrainian Canadians eagerly participated in the all-Canadian phenom-
enon. But from the Ukrainian perspective, sport did much more than

serve as a barometer of integration in that it became closely identified

with community goals.

The first Ukrainian "sports" group to emerge outside the school
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setting was formed in the early 1920s as an integral part of the frame-

work of the Ukrainian Boy Scouts and Sporting "Sitch" Association of

Canada, co-founded by Volodymyr Bossy (grandfather of 1970s-80s'

hockey star, Michael Bossy), who spearheaded the monarchist "het-

manite" movement in Canada. Despite its name, Sitch was open to girls

and adults as well as to boys; and although one of the organization's

stated objectives was to "encourage and promote lawful amateur games

and exercises,"^ it acted more like a paramilitary outfit. Branches con-

ducted regular drill training, competed in drills against other Canadian

and American military and paramilitary units, and participated in various

military-type manoeuvres. At the time, such drills were regarded as a

sport. The interwar "hetmanite" orientation which Sitch represented, sup-

porting the claims of Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky to head an independent

Ukraine, enjoyed considerable popularity among Ukrainian Canadians in

the 1920s. The success of both the larger movement and its sporting ex-

pression can be attributed to two factors.

First, to a large extent Sitch emulated the popular Canadian para-

military organizations of the era by advocating patriotic responsibility to

Canada and the British Empire, and combining this sentiment with a

strong monarchist philosophy. The Ukrainian group was affiliated with

the Canadian General Council of the Boy Scouts Association, and al-

though obliged in 1925 to change its name to the Ukrainian Sporting

"Sitch" Association of Canada to avoid confusion with that body, regular-

ly received invitations to take part in various civic, military, and patriotic

functions. Many Ukrainians believed that formal and official fraternizing

with an organization of such status as the Canadian Boy Scouts would

transform them into model citizens in the eyes of the British majority.

Second, and more importantly, Sitch was a Ukrainian nationalistic

organization whose ultimate goal was an independent Ukraine.” Thus

on the one hand the fundamental purpose behind practising drills might

be to train men and women for the defense of Canada and the British

Empire; to instill respect for the flag, monarch, and country; and to

sharpen the physical and mental skills of the participants. But on the

other hand a paramilitary organization could also work to foster a highly

desirable ethnic "nationalism," while the training it provided could be

put to good use to "free" Ukraine.’^ Reinforcing the notion of the

primacy of the dual patriotic and military thrust of the Sitch movement,

in the 1920s and 1930s only a small number of Sitch branches across

Canada participated in organized sports identified with popular North

American culture by sponsoring softball teams.

Nevertheless, in the mid 1920s independent Ukrainian sport clubs

that did tie into mainstream popular culture started to form across
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Canada. Modelled on existing Canadian amateur athletic clubs and offer-

ing sports like baseball, softball, basketball, football, curling, and bowling,

they can without doubt be characterized as ''typically Canadian." Most

of their organizers were in fact Canadian born, and moreover adopted an

organizational approach that reflected the "British" sport influence

instilled in them in the nation's public schools or on its playgrounds. At

roughly the same time, certain established Ukrainian organizations with-

out a sporting ideology like Sitch also began advocating the formation of

sports clubs within their respective structures.

The establishment of "ethnic" sports clubs in Canada between the

wars was certainly not a Ukrainian innovation. Nor was the phenomenon

unique to that period. One sports historian has argued that Canada's

peculiar social evolution is in part responsible for this emergence. "The

ethnic rivalry which naturally exists in a multicultural society, in many
fields, has been continuously reflected in Canadian sport," he wrote.

"Since earlier times, when British and French competed in various athletic

contests with Indians and Eskimos, as well as each other, sports has

gradually developed to involve nearly all the ethnic groups in Canada

within its competitive embrace." The first chartered sports club in

Canada was founded by Scottish immigrants in Montreal in the 1800s.

Finnish immigrants formed their first sports club in 1906, and by 1934

could boast over forty such local groups. The Winnipeg Falcons hockey

team that won the 1920 world amateur championship represented an

Icelandic club. Jewish, Polish, German, and other ethnic clubs also

appeared at the turn of the century.

Several factors contributed to the interwar founding of independent

Ukrainian clubs. For one thing, the organizers recognized that Ukrainian

youth, products of North American socialization, were greatly interested

in sport. They equally envisaged involvement in organized athletic ac-

tivity to be an ideal way to prevent lesser or more serious forms of

juvenile delinquency. Sport, then, benefited both the individual who took

part and his or her larger society, and as such was readily accepted by

participants and parents alike. Albert Slivinski, who organized the

Fakehead Ukrainian Athletic Club in 1936, believed that physical fitness

was a fundamental building block during a young person's formative

years. Convinced that there were simply too many Ukrainian youngsters

at loose ends with nothing to do, he proposed to gather them in a

Ukrainian setting where they could receive proper sports training.^^

Michael Starr, at age sixteen one of the founders of the Ukrainian Athletic

Club in Oshawa in 1927, launched the experiment as an alternative to the

pool hall and to keep Ukrainian youth out of trouble.^^ Lastly, many
Ukrainian leaders regarded sport as a vehicle through which Ukrainian
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youth could participate as equals in the life of their town or city removed

from the confines of the ethnic community. This was at a time when
ethnicity, language, religion, and other barriers defined Ukrainians as

outsiders, causing many young people to shy away from mainstream

Canadian clubs and clubs formed by other ethnic groups, virtually the

only venues for organized sport. Most preferred to band together among
themselves and play games informally.

Those who did venture into the non-Ukrainian world of organized

sport were often disappointed. Discrimination, indoctrination, and

exclusion often characterized the mainstream Anglo-Canadian clubs, and

membership in the clubs sponsored by other ethnic groups was much
restricted. At the Lakehead, for example, talented athletes were some-

times turned away by established Canadian clubs because of their

Ukrainian origins. In North End Winnipeg, where most Ukrainians in

that city lived, the United Church operated a fine sports program, but

would-be participants had to agree to attend the church's Sunday Bible

school. With no where else to go, many young Ukrainians accepted these

conditions, submitting to religious proselytization in return for the oppor-

tunity to play games.

Eventually, Ukrainian community activists came to the conclusion

that non-Ukrainian clubs could not adequately meet the sporting needs

of their young people. While the potential for prejudice and discrimina-

tion constituted one concern, the fear that Ukrainian youth in a non-

Ukrainian sports environment would be inevitably alienated from the

Ukrainian community was equally strong. Ukrainian sports clubs, as the

proposed solution, would not only retain a large segment of youth within

the Ukrainian community but also attract others who had never previous-

ly considered themselves part of it. In 1928 V.H. Koman, president of the

Canadian Ukrainian Athletic Club (CUAC) of Winnipeg, revealed the ul-

terior motive behind this argument. "To ensure that our lUkrainianl

youth will want to be part of our organizations," he said, "we have to

offer them that which attracts them. Our organizations must foster all

aspects of sport."^^ In other words, sport was to act as bait to draw the

uncommitted and the alienated into the Ukrainian community.

When the CUAC was founded in Winnipeg in fall 1925, presumably

no one envisioned the mark it was destined to leave on Canadian sport.

Over the years hundreds of young people competed at various levels on

CUAC baseball, softball, hockey, soccer, basketball, lacrosse, and football

teams in different Winnipeg leagues. Many of these teams won cham-

pionships. Among them the senior girls' softball record is unmatched.

The team took the Manitoba championship on twenty-two occasions,

boasting a string of seventeen consecutive titles between 1957 and 1973;
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in 1965 the girls won the inaugural national championship. The CUAC
also offered house-league curling and five-pin bowling. Its grounds,

covering two city blocks, contained a club house, a hockey rink, a soccer

and football field, baseball diamonds, and basketball and tennis courts.

As with most Ukrainian clubs between the wars, the CUAC did not

exclusively cater to nor restrict itself to Ukrainian youth: from its

inception anyone could join or participate in club activities. The CUAC's
fifteenth-anniversary yearbook acknowledged this broad outreach, ex-

plaining that the club's "chief object and purpose has been the fostering

and furtherance of sport and athletics among the youth of Greater

Winnipeg."^® In its early years, though, the club in practice consisted

primarily of Ukrainian youth. It was unproven, it laboured under an

ethnic label, and it offered only boys' hardball, so that more status-

conscious individuals and those seeking greater diversity preferred to

associate with Winnipeg's more established athletic clubs. Once the

CUAC "Blues" started winning championships, however, the club gained

recognition outside the Ukrainian community and prospective stars of all

backgrounds eagerly sought to play for its teams.

Besides the rise of independent Ukrainian sports clubs and a para-

military group like Sitch, the mid 1920s also witnessed the legitimization

of sport or athletics within the framework of community institutions

whose main focus lay elsewhere. The pro-communist, pro-Soviet Ukrain-

ian Labour-Farmer Temple Association (ULFTA) was the first major

Ukrainian Canadian organization to advocate the formation of in-house

sports groups for youth. The ULFTA leadership believed that such clubs

would be an ideal vehicle for keeping youth within progressive ranks.

And just as Sitch reached beyond the Ukrainian community in affiliating

with the Canadian Boy Scouts, so the ULFTA sports movement establish-

ed ties with mainstream groups. It was affiliated with the Workers' Sport

Association of Canada (WSAC), a leftist organization that both promoted

sport for its own sake and used sport for political gains. The Young

Worker, which targeted socialist-oriented youth, argued "that just as the

Y.M.C.A.'s can be used by the bosses for drawing youth away from the

Labour movement, the Workers' Sports is a force drawing youth to the

Labour movement."^^ In official circles, then, political priorities with the

recruitment of new cadres for the class struggle would appear to have

been the ultimate objective behind organized recreation for young people.

In 1931 youth within ULFTA ranks in Calgary formed a baseball club.

One of the club's members subsequently wrote to Young Worker to say

how the team had played several games against WSAC opposition in

Drumheller and Edmonton and had succeeded in attracting a number of

players. "But," he added, "the most important work carried on by our
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team is the work in breaking up some fascist teams and winning the

members for the WSA. We noticed some difference in the team of the

Ukrainian fascist organization. We took advantage of this by calling them

to a conference and asking them to unite with us in a Workers sports

team. They agreed, despite the fact that their fathers are in the executive

of the Ukrainian fascist organization."^^ Such statements suggest that

sport in the interwar Ukrainian Canadian community became ammuni-
tion in the competition for the allegiance of the rising generation. In this

particular instance, the identity of the "Ukrainian fascist organization"

whose sporting youth the ULFTA baseball team raided is unknown, but

was probably also based in Calgary.

By the mid 1930s the evidence points to decreasing militancy on the

part of workers' sports clubs, and as ideology receded to the background

sport came to be pursued simply for the sake of sport. Not all left-wing

activists approved of this development, however, and some of the more

radical criticized the new emphasis on sport in and of itself for distract-

ing members from revolutionary work.^^ That sport in ULFTA circles

continued to be influenced by the politics of the larger pro-communist,

pro-Soviet movement in the Ukrainian Canadian community is demon-

strated by the significant way in which its programs differed from those

of other Ukrainian clubs. In addition to the "North American" game of

baseball, the ULFTA encouraged participation in sports that enjoyed

popularity and were being pushed in the contemporary Soviet Union.

Gymnastics, distance running, and human pyramid building represented

the mainstay of the ULFTA clubs.

On the opposite end of the political spectrum, in the late 1930s and

1940s the national executive of the nationalist Ukrainian National Youth

Federation (UNYF) assumed an active role in encouraging local branches

to form sports clubs. Many Ukrainian churches also organized softball

and/or basketball teams and competed in church leagues. Even cultural

establishments such as Prosvita formed sports clubs. In other words, by

the outbreak of the Second World War, which temporarily refocused

resources and energies on several fronts, sport had become an integral

component of Ukrainian Canadian life, appreciated for its own sake as

well as its alleged usefulness in the community's efforts to combat

assimilation.

The effort that went into organizing sports clubs at this time was no

less than the effort expended in organizing other facets of community life,

and the response was often gratifying. The Lakehead Ukrainian Athletic

Club, for example, attracted three hundred eager individuals before any

teams were even announced.’^ In general, the Ukrainian Canadian com-

munity gave the clubs financial and moral backing, and in some cases
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local businessmen sponsored teams, bought jerseys, and provided

transportation. Fan support was also good with hundreds and sometimes

thousands of enthusiasts attending an event. These fans came out for a

variety of reasons.

First, for parents, there was the element of curiosity—what in the

world were their children doing? Second, at a time when mass entertain-

ment was still in its infancy—no television, movies an often expensive

and essentially urban luxury, radio far from commonplace in every

home—sporting events were considered an appropriate, fulfilling, and

cheap way to spend an evening or a Saturday afternoon. The Ukrainians,

of course, would go to watch "nashi” (ours) compete.^^ Lastly, many
spectators genuinely became great fans of "nashi” teams. It was their

moral duty to provide the team, in both the size of the crowd and the

loudness of its cheers, with the encouragement necessary to win games.

It was also their duty to defend the team, the name of the sponsoring

organization, and by extension the entire Ukrainian Canadian community

from dishonour. On more than one occasion Ukrainian fans proved their

ardour by jousting with the opposition and its supporters. In winter 1939,

under the heading "Riotous Scene is Witnessed," the Fort William Daily

Times Journal described one such outburst at a hockey match. "The puck

had been barely faced," it reported, "when Brown of the Maroons and

Kalynuk of the Ukes tangled, precipitating one of the most riotous scenes

to be seen in a lakehead arena this season. Spectators leaped over the

boards and joined with players in the general melee. Lights were doused

in an effort to subdue the rowdying."^^

Some clubs, to instill a sense of Ukrainian patriotism and to raise

much needed funds, involved their members in cultural or political

events—plays and musicals, poetry recitations, folk dancing, Christmas

caroling—well supported by the Ukrainian public. As non-Ukrainians

began to join the clubs, however, these activities ceased, a sign that out-

reach to the larger Canadian sporting community diluted the Ukrainian

character of the Ukrainian sporting movement.

Across Canada in the 1930s inter-urban sports competitions grew in

popularity as more and more people acquired access to the automobile

and travel grew easier. This new trend did not bypass the Ukrainian

sports clubs. In fact, it helped to weld local Ukrainians not only into a

larger Ukrainian Canadian community, but also into a continental

Ukrainian community. Winnipeg's Canadian Ukrainian Athletic Club, for

example, visited Ontario at the invitation of the Kenora Ukrainian

Athletic Club, while members of the Toronto Ukrainian Softball League

journeyed to the United States to take part in sports tournaments hosted

by the Ukrainian Youth League of North America.
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But Ukrainian Canadians also participated in sport as Canadians. Per-

haps the first Canadian of Ukrainian descent to compete in an officially

sanctioned sporting event, Manoly Mihaychuk had placed third in the

pole vault at a Manitoba-North Dakota intervarsity track and field meet

in 1914. According to an unsubstantiated report in the Ukrainskyi holos

calendar-almanac for 1915 he also won a Canadian title in a "jumping"

event. In 1923, Mihaychuk, now a dentist, organized the first Ukrainian

"sports day" in Winnipeg.^^ The interwar adoption of Ukrainian field

day, to be held on 1 July, marked a deliberate decision by Winnipeg's

Ukrainian community to copy the Dominion Day tradition of the other

sport clubs in the city, and bore testimony to increasing Canadianization.

The Ukrainian event, which continued for several years to become a

Dominion Day tradition itself, included competitions in softball and track

and field.

The Second World War put a damper on sports across Canada as the

shortage of men forced most clubs to reduce their activities and some to

cease their programs altogether. It would not be farfetched to speculate

that the large number of Ukrainians who volunteered for military service

overseas were motivated in part by the role sport had played in their

lives as adolescents and young men. The sense of "loyalty and duty to

one's side" that sport encouraged and which constituted "the essence of

patriotism," together with a sense of Canadianness arising from a shared

sporting field with other Canadians, helped commit over 40,000 men to

the war effort. Yet Ukrainian Canadian soldiers did not abandon sport.

In London, England, members of the Ukrainian Canadian Servicemen's

Association organized two teams—one composed of Air Force personnel,

the other representing the Army—that were supplied with uniforms by

the Ukrainian Canadian Committee. During summer 1945 they played

interlocking games every Sunday in Hyde Park.^® On the homefront,

both men's and women's CUAC teams, for example, played in fund-

raising games as part of the Ukrainian community's support of the

Canadian war effort. The women's auxiliary of the CUAC also whole-

heartedly assisted the war effort, working with the Red Cross and St

John's Ambulance Society.

The years after 1945 witnessed two new developments in Ukrainian

Canadian sport. One was the partial rejuvenation, but no more than that,

of the old established clubs whose activities and memberships had been

hurt by the war. The other was the launching of new clubs associated

with Ukrainian Canadian veterans' organizations or the postwar dis-

placed persons' immigration. Camaraderie, especially the camaraderie of

shared wartime memories, lay behind the formation of veterans' clubs.

Unfamiliarity with many of the sports played in Canada was one reason
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why the often sports-conscious displaced persons created separate clubs

rather than join existing ones. A second reason was language, for by this

time English had almost universally replaced Ukrainian in clubs whose

members were virtually all Canadian born and/or raised, and in many
cases not of Ukrainian extraction. In addition, many newcomers believed

that they would return to Ukraine in the near future, and thus wished to

preserve the legacy of their own clubs, sports, and achievements during

temporary exile in Canada. Seeing favourite players from Ukraine or the

displaced person camps wearing the colours and bearing the names of

familiar teams from home provided a continuum of their European ex-

perience.^^

From a purely organizational point of view, the task of forming clubs

for the new immigrants was not that difficult. Their numbers included

sports enthusiasts who brought full-time organizational experience from

interwar Ukraine and who had more recently organized from scratch an

intricate network of sports clubs in the refugee camps. Moreover, these

organizers had access to accomplished athletes, some with professional

European experience, eager to compete. The displaced persons fielded

soccer and volleyball teams in particular, and in no time the favourite

sports of the old world had combined with old-world experience and

skill to create powerful, high-profile entities. In the larger cities, clubs'

executives tended to act as though they were running semi-professional

or professional enterprises instead of community operations. The athletes

were trained by professionals, the calibre of play was high, and the clubs

were well marketed in the community. In adopting such tactics, club

executives had two interrelated objectives. The first was to field the

strongest team possible in order to win championships; the second, to

facilitate the first and secure the future at the same time, was to develop

a good minor league system that would feed the senior teams. In the

interests of winning championships no effort was spared to secure the

finest players. Not only were stars arriving from Europe or transferring

from other clubs guaranteed jobs and compensation for their services, but

non-Ukrainian athletes were also widely recruited. The minor league

system, while regarded as an indispensable training ground and reservoir

of talent, differed from the senior teams in that it was usually restricted

to Ukrainian youth. Yet its influence could be immense; SA Ukraina in

Toronto, for example, at one point operated seven minor clubs simulta-

neously. In cities with smaller Ukrainian populations and attracting fewer

displaced persons, the clubs operated on a less elaborate and more
community-oriented scale, with the comparatively modest goal of provid-

ing Ukrainian youth with a sports venue.

These new Ukrainian clubs became all encompassing, with an in-
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fluence and importance extending well beyond sport, and acted as a

cohesive force in the community. Ukrainians rallied around their teams

just as other Canadians rallied around successful municipal, provincial,

or national teams and individual athletes. But Ukrainians' identification

with sports figures and sporting prowess had an added dimension. Many
believed that the vitality of the community was judged by the success of

its teams. Others suggested that the achievements of the clubs could and

would both help make the Ukrainian name well known and advance the

cause of publicizing the plight of Ukraine.^° Precisely these sentiments

were expressed in Novyi shliakh, organ of the Ukrainian National

Federation (UNF), when a correspondent congratulated the SA Ukraina-

Montreal soccer team for its performance during the 1950 season. "The

Ukrainian community of Montreal," he wrote, "thanks our players for

their contribution to the popularization of the Ukrainian name in the area

of sport."^^ Those who could not serve their team (and thus Ukrainian

interests) on the soccer pitch or volleyball court did so from the spectator

stands. It was not uncommon during the 1950s to have thousands of fans

cheering the SA Ukraina soccer club in Toronto, and over a nine-year

period (1952-60) some 1,100,000 fans attended SA Ukraina games.

Unfortunately, Ukrainian sports clubs could be a divisive as well as

a unifying force in the community. In Vancouver, Edmonton, Montreal,

and Toronto clubs split because of political differences, creating rival

organizations that co-existed uneasily and in a sometimes weakened state.

In Edmonton alone, for example, three unaffiliated Ukrainian soccer clubs

operated in 1951; each experienced problems fielding a full complement

at games. Individuals in all four cities expended considerable energy

trying to ascertain who in a club was politically correct on matters totally

unrelated to sport and who was not. Such political bickering alienated

athletes and fans alike and led to the premature demise of many sports

clubs.

The impact that Ukrainian community politics could have on organiz-

ed sport is well illustrated by the history of the Trident sports club of

Toronto. In July 1951, following a fallout with SA Ukraina-Toronto, a

number of athletes and administrators decided to organize a new group,

to be called the Ukrainian Canadian Athletic Club Trident. In the fall

Trident president Stephen Rosocha, a member of the UNF hierarchy in

Ontario, began negotiations with the UNF branch in Toronto for a merger

with its Ukrainian National Sports Club, also "Trident," and incor-

poration with the UNYF club.^^ There were two primary reasons for

wanting a merger, one pragmatic, the other ideological. First, the

Ukrainian Canadian Athletic Club Trident required a financial base that

it believed the UNF could provide; second, most of its membership har-
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boured political leanings compatible with those of the UNF. The Toronto

branch of the UNF, for its part, welcomed a merger for its potential to

create championship teams and thus raise the UNF's prestige in the

Ukrainian community, particularly among the recently arrived displaced

persons.

Given that both sides saw advantages in joining forces, although the

UNYF may have been more lukewarm than its UNF parent, it is not

surprising that the two clubs united in January 1952. The new Ukrainian

Sports Club Trident chose Stephen Rosocha as its first president; it also

retained the bylaws and colours of the Ukrainian Canadian Athletic Club

Trident formed the previous year in the break with SA Ukraina. Al-

though part of the negotiations, the original UNYF Trident club fared

poorly in the deal. In 1952 two of the three sports it operated were

dropped from the program of the new organization. Softball, with a

history of twelve years, and hockey, after existing a decade, disappeared;

the recently formed basketball team survived, in part because of its

success on the courts. These developments constituted a blow to the

youth of the UNYF who grew up playing the sports of their Canadian

counterparts, and marked a swing towards attracting the displaced

persons by accommodating their interests.

Despite evidence of divisiveness, the success of the Ukrainian Canadi-

an community in organizing postwar sports clubs and leagues, not to

mention the success of these clubs and leagues themselves, cannot be

overlooked. The political bickering, as far as the sporting world was
concerned, had to a large extent subsided by the mid 1950s. Coincidental-

ly, it was during these same years that the Ukrainian clubs achieved

some of their greatest triumphs, both on the playing field and in their

work with youth.

In the quarter century between 1924 and 1952, organized sport in the

Ukrainian Canadian community reached impressive heights. Alongside

the often large independent clubs were much more modest undertakings

sponsored by local churches, youth organizations, and various cultural,

social, and political institutions whose agenda not infrequently extended

beyond sport. The local centres where some form of organized sport

existed ranged from large to small, served rural as well as urban com-
munities, and covered both central and western Canada. They included

the following points: Brooklands, Calgary, Edmonton, Espanola, Hamil-

ton, Kenora, Kingston, Kirkland Lake, Lethbridge, Model Earm, Montreal,

Moose Jaw, Mundare, Oshawa, Port Arthur-Eort William, Saskatoon, St.

Catharines, Sudbury, Toronto, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Yorkton.

In many of the major cities more than one club, league, or team existed.

If all this proves that organized sport helped build a Ukrainian commun-
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ity in Canada, despite the tensions, other sporting developments demon-

strate a coalescing "Ukrainian Canadian" identity that found expression

beyond Canada's borders. When Ukrainian servicemen in England

formed their own baseball teams during the Second World War, they

were following in the footsteps of expatriate Manitoba Ukrainians who
in 1928 formed the Adanacs baseball club in Detroit.

The initiative for organized recreational activity among Ukrainian

Canadians frequently came as much from the grassroots, or bottom up,

as it did from community leaders, or the top down. Regardless of their

origins, Ukrainian sports clubs, teams, and leagues played a significant

role in the experience of both Ukrainian immigrants and the Canadian

born and/or raised. Those who participated in sport between the two

wars became "better" Canadians. In a Ukrainian context they participated

in a Canadian way of life, often competing with or against fellow

Canadians, and became more fully integrated into a society where their

people were otherwise marginalized. Those who came to Canada after the

Second World War used sport as a continuation of their lives in Europe.

The massive community involvement made the process of adaption to the

new land much easier, and with time the newcomers saw their sports

too—soccer and volleyball—become part of the Canadian experience.

Did the Ukrainian Canadian sports clubs, teams, and leagues achieve

all the objectives of their organizers? It is difficult to say. The degree to

which the clubs attracted individuals to the Ukrainian Canadian com-

munity and retained them over time remains unknown. But the clubs did

give Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian youth an opportunity to engage in

recreational activities through organized sport and thus provided many
young men and women with a healthy alternative to the pool hall or

idleness. While males tended to compete in the high profile sports and

external leagues that brought them wide exposure, females more often

took part in internal leagues with activities like exercises and picnics

alongside competitive games. Yet in some clubs women's programs

outshone the men's. Sport was also recognized as an ideal vehicle for

enabling Ukrainian youth to participate as equals in the life of their town

or city or even rural area. The status Canadian society accorded sporting

success meant that their achievements were respected and they as a result

could be more readily accepted into the mainstream of Canadian life.
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Rougher Than Any Other
Nationality?

Ukrainian Canadians and Crime
in Alberta, 1915-29

Gregory Robinson

Alberta seems to be in most cases confronted with offenders of the Slav

race and some of the worst cases imaginable, so far as Alberta is

concerned, are charged to their account.

- Canadian Police Gazette, 1928^

We hear quite often that Ukrainians do not respect the law of this

country, that there are too many assaults and murders committed by

them, and that they are rougher than any other nationality.

- Peter Svarich, Vegreville, 1931^

In his 1937 study of the Ukrainian bloc in east-central Alberta,

Timothy C. Byrne remarked: 'Tt is true that the Ukrainians, in general, do

not enjoy a reputation as law-abiding citizens."^ His observation under-

states public opinion in early twentieth-century Alberta, which held that

Ukrainians were a primitive people with extraordinary proclivities for

crime and vice. This reputation was founded on the claims of prairie

social reformers, politicians, and other activists—like James S. Woods-
worth, Robert England, Emily Murphy, Nellie McClung, Arthur Ford,

James T.M. Anderson, and Frank Oliver—who alleged that western

Canada's Ukrainian immigrants committed far more crimes than their

numbers warranted. In the eyes of concerned Anglo-Canadians, Ukraini-

an rural colonies and urban quarters alike were breeding grounds for

lawlessness and immorality.
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Ukrainians' Criminal Reputation

Over six decades after 1930, such claims remain virtually unchal-

lenged. In fact, in recent years both mainstream and Ukrainian prairie

historians have supported the old contentions that Ukrainian pioneer

society suffered from a disproportionately high rate of crime.^ If one

takes the police ledgers and prison statistics at face value, however, the

criminal record of Alberta's Ukrainian community does not appear to

have been any worse than that of the general population of the province

in the pre-Depression era. Those who have insisted otherwise have failed

to support their claims with hard evidence, and invariably based their

arguments on faulty interpretations of crime data and prison records.

Statistical data used to indict Slavic settlers as excessively criminal

illustrates this point well.

The historical source cited most often by scholars to prove the high

rate of crime among Alberta's pre-1930 Ukrainians is a 1928 roster from

the Fort Saskatchewan Provincial Gaol, reproduced below.

Male Inmates, Fort Saskatchewan Gaol, For the Year 1928

By Country of Birth:

Canadian 402 Norway 44

Other British 219 Denmark 12

American 89 Finland 8

Austrian 104 Holland 1

Poland 27 Switzerland 3

Roumania 3 France 1

Russia 24 Belgium 3

Germany 10 China 2

Italy 2

Sweden 13 967

By Religion:

Roman Catholic 292 Baptist 32

Greek Catholic 92 United Church 7

Greek Orthodox 5 Chr. Scientist 5

Methodist 64 Jewish 2

Presbyterian 170 Miscellaneous 42

Anglican 129

Lutheran 127 967
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The first researcher to interpret this data was Charles Young in his

1931 study of Ukrainian Canadians and assimilation. He wrote:

This Gaol table is significant for two or three reasons. No list of the

inmates according to racial origin could be obtained. No Ukrainians are

reported though 104 "Austrians" are, which along with the 54 Poles,

Russians and Roumanians, gives a total of 158 Slavs. Yet, while no

Ukrainians are reported, 92 of the total population are Greek Catholics.

That is to say, in the above table well over half of the Slavs are Greek

Catholics, or Ukrainians in other words, for the Greek Catholics in

Alberta other than Ukrainians are a totally insignificant number.

In view of the above evidence, there is nothing left for us but to

assume that. . .the Ukrainians are really to be found numbered among the

other Slavs. The "exceedingly high rate for the Austrians" is further

evidence of this. To what extent the Ukrainians contribute to the Slav

aggregate, it is impossible to say exactly, but judging from the above

table... it is safe to presume that a very large percentage of the Slavs,

especially those classified as "Austrians," are probably Ukrainians. This

admittedly gives us no figure for the criminality of the Ukrainians, but

on the basis of the data considered in this connection, we are justified in

assuming that it is somewhere in the vicinity of the Slav average.^

It is quite reasonable to conclude, as Young did, that prison officials

did list convicts of Ukrainian origin under other national groupings

(Austrians, Russians, Romanians, Poles). But the fact that it is impossible

to determine the precise number of hidden Ukrainians in the statistics

failed to prevent Young from endorsing claims of a high Ukrainian

Canadian crime rate. In his 1985 study of the bloc settlement in east-

central Alberta, Ukrainian Canadian historian Orest Martynowych resur-

rected Young's argument. He attempted a rough estimate of the number
of Ukrainian offenders hidden in the 1928 Fort Saskatchewan gaol figures

and used that number to calculate the relative criminality of Alberta's

Ukrainian population during the late 1920s. "Of 967 inmates," he wrote,

"104 were born in Austria, 27 in Poland, three in Rumania and 24 in

Russia. Of these, the 92 Greek Catholics and five Greek Orthodox inmates

were almost certainly Ukrainians. A few of the 292 Roman Catholics and

170 Presbyterians may have also been Ukrainians. Thus, at least 10 per

cent of the Provincial Gaol's inmates were Ukrainians at a time when
Ukrainians constituted less than 7.6 per cent of the provincial popu-

lation.""

There are several problems with interpreting the Fort Saskatchewan

prison table in the way that Young, Martynowych, and others have done.

Of paramount importance is the fact that Fort Saskatchewan was not

Alberta's only provincial prison in the 1920s, as Lethbridge handled

offenders from areas south of Red Deer. The scholars who have used the
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Fort Saskatchewan statistics have ignored this fact and interpreted the

figures as though they represent the entire provincial gaol population.

Once this mistake is corrected, the figures which once reflected so badly

on the Ukrainians actually seem to flatter them. In the 1920s over 90 per

cent of Ukrainians in Alberta lived in the northern half of the province

—

in the big Vegreville bloc, in several smaller settlements in west-central

and northwestern Alberta, and in the city of Edmonton. While they may
have constituted only about 7.4 per cent of Alberta residents, they made
up more than 15 per cent of the population of the area which sent pris-

oners to Fort Saskatchewan Gaol.^ Thus, if their proportion of inmates

in the Fort was about 10 per cent, they would have been considerably

more law-abiding than other peoples of northern Alberta.

Furthermore, when one considers that a variety of factors tended to

inflate the number of Ukrainians in western Canadian prisons in the pre-

Depression era, the Slavic settlers seem almost paragons of virtue. Not all

prisoners sent to Fort Saskatchewan Provincial Gaol were dispatched

directly by the courts; a good number ended up there because they could

not afford the modest cash penalty imposed as punishment. As Ukraini-

ans constituted one of the province's most economically disadvantaged

groups, a convicted Ukrainian offender was far more likely to go to

prison for non-payment of a fine than the average Anglo-Canadian law-

breaker was.® Thus, a higher percentage of Slavs should have ended up
at Fort Saskatchewan.

The discrimination Ukrainians suffered at the hands of Alberta's

policemen and judicial officials may also have artificially increased the

number of Ukrainian offenders on police and prison ledgers. So might

differential law enforcement, particularly in communities where

Ukrainians were in the minority (that is, outside the bloc or along its

borders). In greater Alberta, because law enforcement officers tended to

scrutinize the behaviour of "foreigners" more closely than that of other

persons, it seems probable that a higher percentage of Ukrainian crimes

would be detected and a higher percentage of Ukrainian offenders

prosecuted. In 1919, F. Heap decried the fact that most Anglo-Canadians

believed Ukrainian immigrants to be more prone to crime despite the lack

of reliable supporting statistics. "It should be borne in mind," he pointed

out, "that the very prevalence of this opinion or prejudice may itself be

responsible for a good many convictions which otherwise would have

never taken place. Lawyers have often observed that the rule of English

law, as to giving the accused the benefit of all reasonable doubt does not

seem by any means to be applied in our courts in favour of the 'foreign-

ers' in actual practice. Then again it should not be forgotten that

'ignorance of the law,' while not to be accepted as a defence in the courts.
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nevertheless to some extent accounts for not a few of the convictions

against this class, more especially for minor offenses."^ His own research

led Heap to reject that Ukrainian Canadians were disproportionately

criminal.

A final factor which would have contributed to a high rate of crime

among Ukrainians in Alberta before 1930 was a straightforward demo-

graphic one, in that males between the ages of sixteen and twenty-nine

accounted for an inordinately large proportion of the province's

Ukrainian population. As this is the sex and age group which has

always committed the bulk of crimes in Western cultures, a comparative

abundance of young men could be expected to have guaranteed the

Ukrainians a relatively high crime rate.

The statistical evidence explored thus far, however, suggests that a

higher rate of crime among Ukrainian settlers did not exist. How, then,

does one account for the numerous contemporary accounts testifying that

Ukrainians constituted one of the worst criminal elements in the pre-

Depression West? Some of these claims can certainly be dismissed as

nativist calumnies. Others can be rejected as politically motivated

slanders. For example, the first accusations of Ukrainian immigrant

lawlessness came from the turn-of-the-century Tory press. There is little

doubt that these newspapers, given their affiliation with the federal

Conservatives, made such accusations for political purposes, hoping that

by slandering the Galician and Bukovynian peasants pouring into the

West they could discredit the Liberal administration responsible for their

presence.” Other attacks on the Slavic settlers—by Protestant mission-

aries, Sabbatarians, prohibitionists, and suffragists—can also be linked to

ulterior motives. These will be addressed later in the paper.

Of course, one could argue that the Ukrainians did have a high rate

of crime which is simply not recorded in the statistical evidence. After all,

what do crime statistics measure anyway? How are the numbers of ar-

rests and convictions affected by police efficiency, inequalities in law

enforcement, priorities in policing, and levels of social tolerance?^^ An
understanding of the functioning of a community's justice system at the

grassroots level is clearly crucial to deciphering its criminal statistics.

This article neither attempts to exonerate the Ukrainian pioneers of

charges of excessive criminality nor supports those charges. The fragmen-

tary nature of the archival evidence and the methods of recording used

by justice officials in pre-Depression Alberta mean the controversy may
never be settled. What this paper does argue is that the furore about

Ukrainian Canadian crime in the first decades of the twentieth century

probably had more to do with the peculiarity of Ukrainian offenses than

with their rate or frequency. Taken at face value, the criminal statistics of
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the 1915-29 period do not reveal any unique patterns of criminal behav-

iour in the Ukrainian bloc in east-central Alberta. Rather the settlers

appear to have committed the same crimes as other Albertans and in

roughly the same measure. However, in going beyond the figures to

examine the particulars of police reports, criminal case files, and court

transcripts, several distinct trends emerge. Ukrainians in east-central

Alberta broke the same laws as other Albertans, but in different ways and

for different reasons. Two of the most common types of crimes, theft and

violent assault, probably best exemplify the differences in criminal

behaviour within the Ukrainian bloc.

Theft

The pattern of theft in east-central Alberta between 1915 and 1929

reflected the rural nature of life in the colony and its residents' relative

poverty. In an impoverished environment, the temptation to steal was

great, but the range of items that could be stolen was quite small. Theft

as a result generally involved the everyday goods of an agricultural

society: grain, implement parts, harnesses, hand tools, and the like.

Almost all cases of Ukrainian theft involved the misappropriation of the

property of poor farmers by other poor farmers.

Theft of grain became a common crime in Ukrainian districts from the

time settlers entered the commercial stage of farming during the Great

War. In the next decade and a half, with the construction of new railway

branch lines and the erection of conveniently accessible grain elevators in

the bloc, stolen grain could easily be converted into cash. Stealing a

farmer's grain was not complicated. A horse-drawn vehicle pulled up to

a granary in a farmyard or field in the middle of the night, and the seed

was quickly shovelled into sacks or directly into the grain box.’^ The

only clues that the police could hope for were wagon or sleigh tracks that

carelessness forgot to conceal. Wise thieves carried out their raids in late

fall or early winter, when the ground was frozen but before snowfall, to

avoid leaving traceable wheel or runner marks. The purloining of grain

proved difficult to prevent, and the police could only encourage farmers

to mix coloured confetti with their wheat and oats to help with identifica-

tion if stolen.

Livestock theft, although less common than the stealing of grain, also

plagued the Ukrainian bloc. While it does not figure prominently in

police records, anecdotal evidence indicates that the nocturnal rustling of

poultry was the most common offense, as hunger drove settlers to steal

birds for meat or the eggs they would produce. Horses and cattle, which

were both critical for survival and expensive to purchase, also presented

a temptation. The relative ease with which stolen animals could be iden-
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tified and the severity with which the courts dealt with rustlers, however,

made stealing livestock a crime that did not pay. Inspector J.S. Piper of

"A” Division of the Alberta Provincial Police (APP) contended that thefts

of farm animals in east-central Alberta were generally poorly planned

crimes that occurred on the spur of the moment, and attributed them "in

a great measure to the accused wanting some ready cash." Piper also

observed that stolen horses could be easily traced because a horse thief

usually sold them "at the nearest livery stable." APP superintendent

W.C. Bryan felt that investigating cattle thefts was somewhat more diffi-

cult, principally because rustlers often slaughtered cows, calves, and

steers. In an attempt to facilitate the identification of stolen livestock,

bloc policemen recommended that settlers brand their animals—but most

Ukrainian farmers neglected to do so.

Thieves in east-central Alberta sometimes targeted farm implements,

especially equipment left sitting idle in a field or broken-down by the

roadside. It was rare for an entire piece of machinery to be stolen, but

criminals would strip implements for parts—nuts, bolts, a canvas, a

chain, or anything detachable. It seems that a fair number of the bloc's

inhabitants favoured such pilferage over the often long trek to the nearest

implement dealership or hardware store.

Although most Ukrainian houses did not have locks on the doors,

theft from homes occurred relatively rarely. When a burglar did risk

entering a neighbour's dwelling, he was usually after a potential cache

of money. Ukrainians seldom used banks in the pre-1930 period, dis-

trusting both the institutions and the Anglo-Canadians who managed
them. Several attempts to establish branches in the townsites of the bloc

failed because they could not attract depositors.^® The typical Slav kept

his entire life savings at home, whether the sum involved a few coins or

a few hundred dollars. Farmers might stuff a roll of bills in a mattress,

hide it under the floorboards, stash it in an outbuilding, conceal it in a

root cellar, or bury it in the yard in a tin box or glass jar. The ingenious-

ness of hiding places greatly hindered would-be thieves, but did not

deter desperadoes. The latter could make keeping one's money at home
a perilous business. In one incident, two armed Ukrainians entered a

farmer's house at night, tied up the man, forced his daughter to divulge

where his savings ($350) were hidden, then shut his family in the cellar

and nailed the door shut.^^

Generally speaking, a thief could anticipate more immediate reward

by breaking into a shop or store under cover of darkness. Such raids

netted money, food, clothing, and tools. If a burglar was after cash, the

best time to strike was in the late fall or early winter when businessmen

carried extra money to cash farmers' grain cheques. Storekeepers rarely
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put their money under lock and key, and usually used flimsy tin con-

tainers when they did. Some shopkeepers did own safes but often

neglected to lock them at night, not infrequently because they never

bothered to learn combinations. When thieves struck a general store at

Chipman one night in 1929, they took $100 in cash from an open safe.^°

The police complained that stores in the bloc were ''nothing but 'set ups'

for petty pilferers" as there were "no substantial locks on the doors nor

any fastenings on the windows."^’ Regarded as very serious offenses,

thefts from stores or businesses rarely went unpunished, and detectives

from Edmonton usually assisted the local detachment constable in his

investigations.

The types of theft described above could and did take place else-

where in the West. What is unique about stealing in the Ukrainian bloc

is the utter triviality of the items taken. That is, the material value and

quality of stolen goods was much lower in the colony than in other

communities. Policemen (and Anglo-Canadians in general) were amazed

by the thorough pettiness of Ukrainian thefts. Only in the Ukrainian bloc,

for instance, would thieves stoop to stealing rusty barbed wire right off

the fence posts.^^ Outsiders, disregarding the poverty of the bloc settlers,

could not understand the motivations behind such filching—it scarcely

seemed worthwhile in terms of either monetary gain or the risk of a fine

and/or imprisonment. Critics ultimately sought biological and psycho-

logical explanations, suggesting that kleptomania was a distinctive genetic

or national trait of the Galicians and Bukovynians. Thus, Ukrainians

earned their reputation as a pilfering race not because of a relatively high

rate of theft in their communities, but because of the types of articles

stolen. The paltriness, not the volume, of thefts aroused the ire of the

Anglo-Canadian. If Ukrainian thieves had been more enterprising (or,

indeed, if there had been more valuable items for them to steal), they

would have been more inconspicuous and Ukrainian settlers as a whole

thereby less maligned.

Assault

The crimes most responsible for Ukrainians' infamy were violent

offenses. Common assault, aggravated assault, manslaughter, and murder

in the bloc all attracted much attention from policemen, the press, social

reformers, and concerned citizens. In the public imagination the Ukrain-

ian colony was a barbarous place, much like the frontier American West,

where random violence and brutal murders were everyday occurrences.

The official ledger sheets of the APP and the Department of the Attorney

General do not suggest that Ukrainians committed more violent crimes

than other Albertans. Ukrainian suspects or defendants figured in more
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than their fair share of homicide cases in some years between 1915 and

1929, for example, but were underrepresented in others; no Ukrainians

were hanged in the province during this period. Scholarly attempts to

use federal penitentiary rosters to demonstrate that Slavs had a higher

rate of serious crime than the Canadian average are plagued by the

problem discussed above of determining "hidden Ukrainians" in the stat-

istics.^^ All in all, the official figures do not reveal unique patterns of

violent crime in the pre-Depression Ukrainian bloc.

It is only when one studies individual assault, manslaughter, and

murder case files that significant differences in the violent behaviour of

Ukrainians and other Albertans become apparent. In the years before

1930 Ukrainian offenses differed primarily in circumstance, motivation,

and technique. One tendency, above all, stands out: very little provoca-

tion was needed to elicit a violent response. In their confrontations with

one another, Galicians and Bukovynians displayed hair-trigger tempers,

and any public or private display of anger was prone to induce violence.

Examples abound in the official records of criminal assaults precipitated

by seemingly harmless quarrels that saw Ukrainian disputants resort to

violence almost as an inevitability. Physical blows, beatings, and brawls

seem to have been routine means of resolving conflicts in the Slavic

community.

Alberta's Ukrainian assaults featured different weapons (and, in fact,

were more apt to involve weapons) than non-Ukrainian assaults. The bloc

settlers rarely used knives or firearms, choosing everyday objects grabbed

in the heat of the moment: a stick, a piece of firewood, an iron bar, an

axe handle, a coal shovel, a spade, a wagon bolt, a pitchfork, a neck

yoke.^^ Even in premeditated assaults, Ukrainians wielded some bizarre

instruments. It is revealing that the immigrant press frequently depicted

fighting with sticks, axes, pitchforks, and the like. Eor example, in one

cartoon a Ukrainian woman hit her neighbour over the head with a hoe

during an argument, breaking both the tool and her victim's skull. She

then demanded sixty cents from the dazed soul as compensation for the

damaged hoe.^^ In perhaps the most famous case of assault in the

history of the Ukrainian bloc in Alberta (the main event of the "Great

Ruthenian School Revolt" of 1913-14), a group of women brained an

Anglo-Canadian schoolteacher with an iron pot.^^ In 1921 one Mike
Melnyk cut up his neighbour Frank Pysyk with a can opener in the Skaro

churchyard; in another case, farmer Eli Pawluk was fined ten dollars for

assaulting his son with an oil can; and in 1925 Robert Mennie, as Justice

of the Peace, complained that "there was too much fighting done
amongst... [the Ukrainians in Andrew districtl...with hammers. The
predilection of Ukrainians to arm themselves in altercations confounded
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the local constabulary. Years later, the only explanation one veteran bloc

policeman could offer was "that is what they were used to at that

time."^^

Evidence suggests that Ukrainians' violent behaviour was a legacy of

their historical experience in Galicia and Bukovyna. Until the abolition of

serfdom in the Austrian empire in 1848, the landed gentry used systema-

tic violence to control the Ukrainian peasants labouring on its estates.^”

Corporal punishment, usually with whips or cudgels, could result in

death. In post-emancipation Galicia and Bukovyna it remained acceptable

for an employer to inflict pain on his employee as chastisement for sub-

standard performance or as incitement to greater achievement. On the eve

of the First World War manorial officials still used the knout on Ukrain-

ian labourers hired to work in the fields of large estates.^^ According to

historian Roman Rosdolsky, the corporal punishment meted out to the

Ukrainian peasantry had a "fatal, destructive influence on the peasant

psychology as well as on the entire 'character' of that class."^^ Victims

of abuse, many Ukrainian villagers became abusers themselves. Husbands

beat wives, wives assaulted husbands, parents thrashed children, older

or stronger siblings picked on younger or weaker ones, neighbours

brawled with neighbours. The pervasiveness of violence conditioned the

Ukrainian peasantry to accept it as a normal part of human existence.

Historian John-Paul Himka has noted how the games of peasant children

in late nineteenth-century Galicia mirrored the brutality of everyday life,

so that "even herdboys after emancipation chose one of their number to

be the 'mayor' of the pasture and he used a whip on the disobedient."^^

Ukrainians immigrating to Canada between 1892 and 1914 carried the

psychological scars of their violent past. In their homeland they had

exhibited a "slavish submissiveness and resignation" to "the lashings and

floggings administered by the landlords, stewards, and manorial bailiffs,"

attributing such abuses to the misfortune of having been born peas-

ants.^'^ In Canada they endured violence from authority figures with the

same acquiescence, to the astonishment of Anglo-Canadians like the

immigration official charged with settling a party of Bukovynians:

They arrived... in charge of a man whom Mr. McNutt describes as a

"dandified Jew," a little runt of a man whom a stout boy could handle,

and who had been sent up from Winnipeg in charge as interpreter. This

man was armed with a whip, and big burly men meekly took chastise-

ment from his whip as he ordered them around. Mr. McNutt cautioned

him against this conduct, but he repeated the offence, and was again

cautioned. He said it was the "only way to manage them and they were

used to it." Presently Mr. McNutt saw him applying the lash to the

women whereupon he kicked him off the station platform.^^
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The Ukrainian settlers not only accepted violence from authorities as

natural, but also displayed a casual attitude towards it in their family and

intra-group relationships. Scholars have long pointed to Ukrainian

proverbs condoning domestic violence ("An unbeaten wife is like an un-

sharpened scythe"). The justification of violence, such as battering or

killing an adulterous wife, in immigrant folksongs and stories suggests

that at least some settlers considered it appropriate punishment for

immorality and/or to vindicate family honour.^^ As in turn-of-the-

century Galicia, violence also played a role in social amusements. One
popular party game, played not only by children and adolescents but also

by adults, involved striking a blindfolded person who had to guess the

identity of his attacker. If he guessed correctly, the administrator of the

blow donned the blindfold and took his place. Another example of rough

entertainment was the dance game kopirushka, in which participants imi-

tated the improvised movements of a designated "captain" who beat the

dancers with a leather belt if they failed to perform to his satisfaction. A
Smoky Lake farmer remarked that the game never failed to liven a social

gathering.^® The legacy of old-country brutality revealed itself in bruises,

broken bones, and bloodshed in the new land. In the words of an Anglo-

Canadian contemporary from the town of Mundare, the effects of "the

sins of the Austrian barons" were being visited on Canadian soil.^^

One of the more distinctive aspects of violence in the Ukrainian bloc

concerned its unusual settings—wedding feasts, christening parties,

funeral receptions—prompting Charles Young to redefine "assault" as "a

polite term for fighting which frequently occurs at their [Ukrainians'!

weddings and dances. The most notorious crime scene, commented
upon by both Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians, was indisputably the

Ukrainian wedding, whose reputation for wildness and fights was firmly

enshrined in prairie legend well before 1930.^^ "It is a fact," the Crown
Prosecutor for a liquor case in 1915 stated, "that the people go to these

weddings... drink for three or four days, and they usually murder
somebody or stab somebody before they get through with it." Years later

John Moisey of Andrew recalled that "there were not weddings without

a fight, and there were a lot of killings as people used clubs or wagon
rods to hit each other." Veteran bloc policeman Dennis Mighall described

the Ukrainian weddings he attended as events "where excellent food

would be served, and liquor from the local still" and where "invariably

a fight would break out." Ted Buchanan, another APP veteran, remarked:

"I would put in my show at a Ukrainian wedding, because, in the days

when the moonshine was flowing, there was usually a fight and some-
times... a murder." Noting that festive violence was rampant in the

Smoky Lake area prior to 1930, one Bukovynian oldtimer summed up
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with "it was wild and crazy!

While it would be a gross exaggeration to suggest that Ukrainian

weddings typically ended in murder, three homicides did take place at

nuptial celebrations in the Alberta bloc in the period under consideration.

The first occurred in 1914 in the Skaro district, when Nikola Kutt was
killed during a fight over the dance music to be played; Nikola Kindrat

and Mike Wyrbitski were charged with his murder but contradictory

evidence from the witnesses led to acquittal.^^ Then in 1922 two Smoky
Lake youths, Harry Droniuk and George Worasczuk, waylaid George

Popowich on his way home from the reception and beat him to death

with grub-hoe handles. The farmer had stood up to their general bully-

ing—as they amused themselves by slapping guests, knocking their hats

off, and stealing cigarettes out of their mouths—and paid the price.

Justice Walsh of the Supreme Court of Alberta called the murder "one of

the most brutal crimes that had ever been brought to his notice," and

sentenced the youths to ten years in Prince Albert Penitentiary for

manslaughter.'^^ In the third case George Elaschuk clubbed his half-

brother to death in 1924 for stealing sugar from his wagon during a

wedding dance at the Ukrainian hall in Smoky Lake. He received a life

sentence.^^ These three homicides, profoundly shocking Anglo-Cana-

dians, received extensive and sensationalistic coverage in the province's

English-language newspapers. None were premeditated murders, how-

ever, but assaults that had unintentionally gone too far.

What aroused violent passions when Ukrainian settlers gathered

together? Contemporary observers almost universally blamed an exces-

sive consumption of alcohol. Referring specifically to Ukrainian wed-

dings, one judge reasoned that "when a store of kegs are emptied during

the evening, there is sure to be trouble before morning. APP reports

attributed violence in the bloc to the conspicuous consumption of moon-

shine, claiming that Ukrainians' home brew was "of the vilest kind" and

that a draught or two of it "often set a man crazy.'"^^ In the 1980s

Ukrainian oldtimers themselves equated liquor with disorder at their

nuptial celebrations, telling one researcher that "an unfortunate aspect of

Ukrainian weddings in the Smoky Lake area...was widespread 'piatyka/

pianstvo' ('excessive drinking'), which more often than not resulted in

violent arguments and fights at what was supposed to be a joyous

event.'"^® In the end, nearly everyone in pre-Depression Alberta seemed

willing to endorse Ukrainian proverbs like "Where there's drinking,

there's fighting" and "When liquor's about, there's bound to be brawls"

to explain festive fury in the foreign colony. The problem, however,

was more complex. Although there does appear to be a strong link be-

tween drunkenness and violence in the Ukrainian bloc, the emergence of
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two groups of Ukrainian Canadian rowdies probably played a more

direct role in provoking confrontations at community gatherings.

The Dzheky or Jacks

The group which arguably deserves the greatest share of the blame

for violence was "the Jacks" (dzheky), who formed a distinct subculture

of young itinerant labourers employed on farms, railway gangs, and

construction projects, and in logging camps and mines. William Czumer,

schoolteacher and chronicler of pioneer life in east-central Alberta,

insisted on distinguishing between the nomadic dzheky and the older bidni

vuiky or poor uncles, "farmers who temporarily worked as frontier

labourers and then returned to their homesteads."^® In contrast to the

poor uncle, the Jack had no farm, no family, no permanent home, and no

permanent job; he belonged to a "large body of floating labour" which

drifted from frontier camp to frontier camp, in and out of cities, and back

and forth across the harvest fields.^^ Converging on the bloc settlement

each year in search of jobs on threshing gangs, many Jacks also wintered

in the colony, working as hired hands on farms in exchange for food and

lodgings.

The dzheky displayed attributes of the classic deviant subculture.

Writing in the 1940's, Vera Lysenko called them "the equivalent of

today's zoot-suiters," young men who spoke "their own lingo" (a maca-

ronic fusion of English words and Ukrainian grammatical endings),

delighted "in stirring up riots," and pitted themselves "against the exist-

ing social order."^^ Their clothing visibly set them apart:

They wore a distinctive dress which distinguished them from the other

immigrants—a pathetic imitation of what they imagined to be the gentle-

man's dress of the Canadian: wide trousers with huge cuffs, shoes with

thick toes; red neckties with gaudy pins; fancy arm bands and wide-

brimmed black hats with tattered brims, worn dashingly to one side.^^

The Ukrainian pioneers referred to a "Jack movement" or dzhekoma-

khiia.^^ It possessed its own value system that prized individual freedom,

comradeship, valour, virility, cunning, action, adventurousness, and

revelry; attached great importance to brute strength and fighting prowess;

and scorned formal education and religion. By all accounts, the Jacks had

little regard for the future or for the consequences of their actions. "Don't

worry" (ne zhiirys) was their slogan, prompting other Ukrainians to label

the Jack movement the "Don't Worry Party" (partiia ne zhurys).^^ The

Jacks spent their free time and meagre savings on carousing and gam-
bling at their favourite haunts: the bar, the bootleg joint, the billiard

room, the dance hall, the brothel.
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But it was their violence that made them notorious. "So common
were drunken brawls among Ukrainian labourers," Orest Martynowych
writes, "that an anecdote current in Alberta's Creighton Mine in 1918 had

the Finns building the local reading hall, the Italians organizing the local

orchestra and the 'Galicians' erecting the local courthouse (with the fines

they regularly paid for drinking and fighting!)."^^ Like other Ukrainian

immigrants, the Jacks often fought with weapons—spades, chains, iron

rods, spikes. The knives and revolvers many of them carried came into

play more rarely. The pistol, in fact, seems to have served as the final

accessory in the Jack's ensemble more than anything else.

Scholars and contemporary observers have interpreted the violence

of the Jacks as a natural reaction to brutal and exploitative conditions in

mining towns and frontier camps. In these environments, as one early

twentieth-century policeman noted, fisticuffs were "as common as beans,

boils, and bacon" and fighting served as a "means of letting off

steam."^^ Much of the venting of frustrations in the camps took the form

of inter-ethnic clashes. Immigrant groups from central and southeastern

Europe comprised a large proportion of the work force on the labouring

frontier of western Canada, and reciprocal prejudices and antipathies

often soured relations so that outbreaks of violence between workers of

different nationalities were commonplace. Anglo-Canadian labourers

treated all "foreigners" with contempt and heightened camp tensions

with their abuses, while owners and bosses encouraged inter-ethnic

conflicts as a simple means of forestalling strikes and unionization.^^

On the labouring frontier, where the lone Galician or Bukovynian

became a target for harassment and exploitation by non-Ukrainians,

wisdom dictated that he link up with a pack of his countrymen for

protection. In fact, the Jack movement appears to have been partially a

response to violence and mistreatment in the frontier encampments.

William Czumer contended that the dzheky "were organized to rescue"

Ukrainian comrades who ran into trouble.^ As a force to be reckoned

with, they proved formidable, and in terms of ruggedness and fighting

prowess ranked among the toughest men in the pioneer West. The bidni

vuiky often feared the Jacks, who willingly fought with their own people

as much as (or more than) anyone else, yet admired them for their

brawniness and the protection they offered to the greater mass of

Ukrainian labourers.

The Ukrainian settler's appreciation of the Jacks in the mine or camp,

however, turned to resentment when he encountered them in the city or

rural bloc. Here the dzheky turned from defenders into victimizers,

importing the brawling and barbarity of the bunkhouse, and venting their

violent tendencies upon one another and fellow Ukrainians. Simply put.
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the Jacks attended social events to provoke fights or to take part in any

altercations that might arise. Numerous crime reports from points in east-

central Alberta describe them arriving at weddings or dances "looking for

trouble/' "wanting to lick someone," or "wanting to fight everyone."

According to Czumer, "if these hooligans appeared in a hall or at a wed-

ding there was always an unpleasant disturbance....one of these 'Jacks'

would have one too many and start to act smart." When the police

arrived, he added, the Jack would even grapple with them to "show how
tough he was."^^ An Andrew-area pioneer later maintained that the

dzheky did not go to a wedding to socialize, but "to get drunk and have

a fight."“ If the Jack found no takers for his challenges, he could usually

manufacture a confrontation with insults, boorish behaviour, or an un-

provoked attack. Even when he had not turned up at a social event in a

fighting frenzy, it took little to arouse his fury. The humorist Jacob

Maydanyk noted that just looking at a Jack the wrong way could set fists

flying: "When he put on a fancy suit...you couldn't even approach

him."^^

Violence at public gatherings served as both diversion and bravado

for the Jacks. They seem genuinely to have relished fisticuffs or the

administration of a beating and revelled in hooliganism as sport and re-

creation. Yet they also used fights to prove themselves and win recog-

nition in a community where, as landless and penniless hired hands, they

had very low status. Maydanyk observed that they "made their mark by

fighting" at weddings. "Making one's mark" meant showing that one

was the toughest man (or among the toughest) in a rural community.

Unfortunately, in the course of proving himself one bullying Jack could

terrorize an entire district—disrupting every social gathering he chose to

attend.

It was difficult to combat the hooliganism of the dzheky. Farmers who
employed a disorderly Jack usually proved reluctant to let him go,

because the problems he caused in his free time generally had nothing to

do with his job performance. When a Jack did provoke the wrath of his

farm boss, it was usuallybecause he had started an affair with the man's

wife or seduced his daughter.^^ As hired men, the dzheky had a reputa-

tion for hard work and played a key role in the development of pioneer

homesteads, and without the cooperation of their employers, a commun-
ity proved relatively powerless to discipline unruly farm labourers.

Occasionally, however, notorious Jacks provoked a major backlash. In

1922 residents of the Andrew district petitioned the Alberta government

to investigate the activities of one particularly disreputable fellow, Petro

Feschuk, declaring that he "should not be allowed to live among the

people of this district on account of his immorality and his misbehav-
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iour."^^ Traditional restraints of censure from relatives, friends, and

neighbours or of financial dependence had little effect on the dzheky,

because the young men earned their own living and usually had no

strong ties of family or fellowship in the rural communities where they

worked.^^ Nor did priestly admonitions have an impact, since the

labourers tended to reject the authority of the church and the Christian

moral code. As Vera Lysenko noted, "while most of the settlers kept all

the unwritten laws of the community, the Jacks ran wild and cast a black

mark on the Ukrainians."^®

Most bloc settlers learned to endure the raging of the Jacks as they

did prairie thunderstorms or blizzards. Some even came to sympathize

in spite of all the trouble they caused. Maydanyk, for one, said that "you

couldn't really blame them, because they didn't know any better."®^

Ultimately, the men of the dzhekomakhiia continued their rowdiness until

advancing age mellowed them, the Ukrainian Canadian socialist move-

ment absorbed them, or the great eras of railway construction, coal

mining, and the hired hand came to an end.

The Buhai or Bulls

Before its demise the dzhekomakhiia contributed to the rise of a new
breed of roughnecks in the bloc settlement, "the Bulls" (buhai). Rather

than develop their own distinct subculture, these youths simply adopted

the values and trappings of the Jacks: dressing like their heroes, carrying

revolvers, engaging in vandalism and petty crime, brawling at weddings

and dances. The Bulls emerged from a generation of Ukrainian farm boys

who had grown up during the most desperate years of the pioneer strug-

gle. As children they idolized the Jacks who worked on their parents'

farms and tried to emulate their behaviour. The dzheky, says Vera

Lysenko, exercised a "demoralizing influence on the sons of farmers,

whom they fascinated with their yarns of adventure, their flashy costume,

and their specious ideas of freedom and don't-worry-ism....Often a fine

type of boy fell in with these 'Jacks' and had his whole life ruined by

their uncontrollable way of living."^°

The values and attitudes of the dzheky appealed to the young men of

the bloc. Like the Jacks, the Bulls knew poverty intimately, had minimal

formal education, and held little hope for the future. They had spent their

childhoods performing endless chores around the homestead, living in

crude dugouts or one-room hovels, eating with their hands out of

communal bowls, and drinking out of tin cans. They had gone barefoot

in summer, worn homemade shoes of gunny sacks and rags in winter,

and had virtually no free time for play. During these austere years, as

one contemporary commented, Ukrainian children "were growing up like
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barbarians. William Pylypow, son of Iwan Pylypow (one of the orig-

inal settlers in the Edna-Star district), saw his as a "lost generation":

Well, even at our place at times, and certainly at the other places where

the parents were poor, the children our age had a hard time. When there

was only a little food, it had to be given to the babies and the younger

children, and many of our age are stunted and suffered from lack of

nourishment. So too with clothes and many other good things—the

,
younger children got them. Then when schools were started in our areas,

often several years later, we were too old to go.^^

Given their childhood poverty and drudgery, the dreams of a pros-

perous North American lifestyle exerted a strong hold on Ukrainian farm

boys in the 1920s. Inevitably, these impossible hopes became sources of

frustration. "Marginal men" caught in a sociocultural limbo, neither the

Jacks nor the Bulls were equipped for success or acceptance in the new
land. It is not surprising that "don't-worryism" provided a ready philos-

ophy of life and hell-raising an effective outlet for discontent.

Contemporary observers provided a number of explanations for the

Bulls. Robert England attributed the emergence of an anti-social

generation of young men in Ukrainian rural communities during the

1920s to the grind and oppressiveness of family farmsteads and the

restiveness of farmers' sons. "Many of them like to spend much of their

time in the towns about the poolrooms," he wrote, and some, "in order

to provide themselves with money, have stolen wheat from their fathers

and sold it. Most of the young men, unmarried, chafe under the parental

roof and seek to be free lances to go where they wish, but have not the

ability to stick to one job and master it. These young men have become

a source of worry to the parents, a problem to the police, and a bad

example to the adolescent boy."^^ Charles Young blamed a breakdown

in parental authority, even though it was impossible for immigrants in

Canada to maintain the almost complete control over their offspring that

peasant fathers had exerted in Galicia. He wrote:

Lord of his home in the past, the Ukrainian parent has found that

gradually his authority has waned. Whereas in the early days "the old

men formed public opinion" in the communities, they no longer do so.

The young men, surer of foot, more accustomed to the ways of the new
world and slightly contemptuous of the old, have taken their place and

have gone their own way. In many cases they have made a sorry mess

of things. By staging wild parties, forming gangs, getting mixed up with

the lawyers in the settlements, etc., they are giving the Ukrainian

settlements a reputation for lawlessness and disorder....imperfectly

assimilated adolescents, knowing a little English, without character
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training, and shut off from the traditional prohibitions of the older

people become a serious menace/^

To T.C. Byrne, the "maladjusted" state of the half-assimilated Bulls,

estranged from both Ukrainian and Canadian society, encouraged crimin-

ality. At the same time, he considered the phenomenon "of only passing

significance" and a natural step in "the assimilative process. Many of

Byrne's contemporaries, however, saw nothing at all "natural" in the

riotous conduct of the sons of Ukrainian settlers.

Yet the Ukrainian intelligentsia was probably more critical of the

Bulls than Anglo-Canadian pundits were. The Ukrainian-language press

of the pre-Depression era regularly featured articles and editorials con-

demning the deviant behaviour of young men in the bloc settlements.

The lawlessness of the Bulls, these writers maintained, stigmatized all

Ukrainians as undesirable citizens and reinforced anti-Slav prejudices.^^

In other words, the hooliganism of its rural youth was a great "national"

tragedy for the Ukrainian people in Canada. Some Ukrainian leaders,

however, saw this ruffianism as merely the latest manifestation of an age-

old problem of wayward youth. The Greek Catholic bishop, Vasyl

Ladyka, strongly sympathized with the "much-abused" younger genera-

tion of Ukrainian Canadians. "I do not believe that this young generation

is steeped in sin," he stated. "I know hundreds of young men...who are

the finest type that could be desired....Of course, there are some young

people today who are thoroughly bad, but when was there a generation

without such black sheep?"^^ The Bulls were definitely the black sheep

of the Ukrainian colony Moreover, both officialdom and the Canadian

public considered them far more menacing than their foreign-born fathers

had ever been. Unlike their elders, the Bulls had little or no fear of (or

respect for) the Canadian police.^®

The Bulls' behaviour at weddings and dances exposed the develop-

mental scars suffered during their upbringing. Few could be described as

good mixers, rarely conversing or dancing at public gatherings, preferring

to stand around the periphery—intently puffing cigarettes and quaffing

moonshine. They fit the description of Ivan Petrushevich, who noted in

1917 that Ukrainian rural youth lacked mental stimulus. "Their lives

revolve around eating, drinking, sleeping, and working. When two young

people meet, they have practically no topic of common interest. Of the

outside world, with its manifold problems, its interests, its struggles, its

joys and sorrows, they know nothing."^^ At social events, the interac-

tions of the Bulls consisted chiefly of jostling with machismo bravado,

knocking each other's hats off, or swatting cigarettes out of each other's

mouths.®® Sometimes these actions were designed to precipitate a fight

but the young men generally accepted them as good-natured amusement.
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As a celebration wore on, however, and as the young men imbibed more

and more alcohol, the jovial slaps and pushes became less controlled and

more likely to incite anger and confrontation. Then a fight would erupt,

sometimes producing a brawl. In 1926 Andrew JP Gregory Moisey saw

too much of this "rough fun" carried on around dance halls, parties, and

weddings, and held it responsible for most of the fights in the Ukrainian

colony.®^

Some Bulls, however, went to weddings and dances with no other

intention than to create disturbances. For example, Ukrainian toughs Nick

and John Chomaschuk showed up at a wedding at Sunland and "wanted

to fight everyone."®^ Some Bulls even disrupted the weddings of their

own siblings. One farmer in the Kahwin district had to lay charges

against his own son for "making lots of trouble" at a family wedding and

"wanting to fight everyone there."®^ John Frunchak initiated a full-

fledged brawl at a dance at Willingdon by marching into the middle of

the floor and shouting, "I am John Frunchak and there will be no square

dancing here!" He had paid his fifty-cent admission fee, he said, and

"would not stand" for dancing he did not like. The farmers present

offered to reimburse him but the obstinate Bull preferred a fight which

ended in a free-for-all.®^ The potential for serious injury existed when-

ever Bulls started a fight at a wedding or dance, especially when they

arrived with iron bars, cudgels, brass knuckles, blackjacks, jackknives,

and even revolvers tucked in their pockets.®^

The Bulls sometimes organized themselves into bands resembling

youth gangs. The capers of small packs of brothers, cousins, or neigh-

bours gave certain localities in the bloc settlement notorious reputations.

Typically, the members of such groups became repeat offenders—perpe-

trating crimes from vandalism and petty theft to aggravated assault.

Charles Young credited them with both a disproportionate amount of

Ukrainian crime and Ukrainians' "unfortunate reputation" that was "alto-

gether out of keeping with the general and actual situation." He identi-

fied the Two Hills district as being the most crime-ridden area of the

Alberta bloc and blamed young men from two families. One of their

members had been up for conviction seventeen times.®^ The Bulls from

Two Hills committed a wide variety of crimes, including cattle thefts and

assaults. They also proved particularly bold, using threats against

policemen, justices of the peace, magistrates, and Crown attorneys to get

charges dropped. For example, charged with theft in 1929, John Pawluk
threatened APP Sergeant Hidson and Police Magistrate Gore Hickman
with violence if they did not arrange a plea bargain for him. When they

refused, he had his lawyer warn the two officials that he "had a bad
reputation and that he or his friends would likely seek revenge if the
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prosecution went further." In a report to police headquarters, Sergeant

Hidson informed the APP Commissioner that this type of intimidation

had been going on in Two Hills and Kaleland for some time.®^

One of the bloc's most infamous Bulls during the late 1920s and 1930s

was George Basaraba, "the cause of considerable trouble in the Vegreville

and Mundare districts."®® By the time Basaraba reached twenty-one

years of age in 1931, he had been convicted of numerous crimes (several

assaults causing grievous bodily harm, thefts, vagrancy, and driving a car

while intoxicated) and had served two prison terms. Each time the Bull

was released from jail, he would run wild until the police managed to

capture him—evidently no easy matter. APP Inspector Hancock com-

mented: "In addition to parents and a large number of other relations he

had many friends scattered through the district, also there were many
who provided him with shelter and board through fear, thus he was

successful in evading the police."®^ Nevertheless, Basaraba went to jail

for the third time in 1931 for five offenses: assaulting farmer Victor

Koroliuk with an iron bar, striking Koroliuk's wife with a large stone,

rustling a horse, stealing a harness, and purloining a rifle.

Four Bulls—brothers Nick, Metro, John, and George Pawliuk

—

plagued Constable Bill Reay during his tenure in the Andrew district.

Their many crimes included assault, grain theft, cattle stealing, and

unlawfully escaping custody. Their fighting careers ranged from brawls

at weddings and dances to battles in Andrew's beer parlour and billiard

hall. On one occasion the Pawliuks ganged up on the Ukrainian manager

of the Andrew poolroom, Harry Hackman, and "nearly kicked him to

death with their heavy boots." Their outspokenness at the subsequent

trial, where they "seemed to enjoy telling how they nearly killed

Hackman," earned three of the brothers jail sentences and the fourth a

fine. Bill Reay's ongoing struggle with the Pawliuks demonstrated how
much trouble one small gang of rampaging Bulls could cause a lone

detachment constable. Reay declared that the family had given him

"more trouble than any in the country, one of them was all the time in

jail... [and]...they had no fear of jail or fines.

The most notorious of the Pawliuk boys was Nick. Although known
as "the Andrew Terror," his criminal pursuits carried him into other

areas of the bloc and brought him into conflict with several APP
detachments. Besides Reay, Constable Warrior of Fort Saskatchewan,

Constable James of Lamont, and Corporal Nalder of Vegreville all laid

charges against him.^^ Pawliuk was a chronic offender who spent most

of his young adulthood behind bars. In 1925 he was sentenced to two

years in Prince Albert Penitentiary on two counts of theft. In March 1927,

two months after his release, he was convicted of horse stealing and sent
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to Fort Saskatchewan Provincial Gaol for six months. Having served this

sentence, "the Andrew Terror" soon ran afoul of the law again. Arrested

for seven new acts of horse theft, he was found guilty and handed a ten-

year prison term.

In 1930 Nick Pawliuk's lawyer, A.H. Gibson of Fort Saskatchewan,

gave some insight into the mentality of the young Ukrainian outlaw in

a letter to the Deputy Attorney General:

Nick Pawliuk has shown himself quite indifferent to punishment, be-

cause his living conditions in jail either here [at Fort Saskatchewan

Provincial Gaol] or in the Prince Albert Penitentiary are much better

than at home.

He simply stole because he wanted the thing stolen or he wanted

the money which it would bring. He tried to evade detecting and

punishment but knew that if he was caught the only thing that could

happen to him was a term of imprisonment. What bothers him most is

being deprived of his liberty. Aside from that the jail is better than any

home he ever had.^^

Pawliuk's lack of concern for the consequences of his actions, his

indifference to punishment, and his apparent remorselessness about his

transgressions appear to have been characteristic of both the Jacks and

the Bulls.

Understanding the Jacks and the Bulls

There was, however, one major difference between the violence of the

Jacks and that of the Bulls. The wedding brawling of the latter had

overtones of the youth gang protecting its home territory, for the con-

frontations often involved young men from a particular farming district

confronting guests from other districts. Evidently, many Bulls would not

tolerate the presence of strangers or outsiders at festivities in their rural

community.^^ Such territorial confrontations were also common at

wedding celebrations in the homeland. According to John-Paul Himka,

"antagonism between villages, which often passed into brawls" was a

feature of traditional peasant life in late nineteenth-century Galicia.

Kazimierz Dobrowolski's study of traditional peasant culture details the

motivations for such clashes:

A village community with a strong sense of internal solidarity had

also a well-defined sense of distinctiveness in relation to the outside

world. Thus the inhabitants of neighbouring villages were always treated

as strangers. They were treated differently, though with varying degrees

of antipathy. The following statement by one of my informants will best

illustrate this ethical relativism: "It is not permissible to beat the people

from our own village but the people from other villages can (and
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should) be beaten."

Such an attitude often led to conflicts with the inhabitants of other

communities, which sometimes developed into prolonged and acute an-

tagonism.^^

Hostility "often led into open brawls, in which groups mainly of

youngsters took part," typically at weddings and particularly if the bride

and groom came from different villages. Dobrowolski pointed out that

inter-village antagonism functioned "to provide a barrier to the access of

strangers,"^^ in that peasants understood that outsiders could, through

courtship and eventual marriage, come to own property in their village.

As surrendering scarce land to unfamiliar rivals was unpleasant for

village youths, they resented the socializing at weddings that took place

between their local girls and lads from other villages. This enmity

regularly sparked confrontations.

Such territorial antagonisms seem to have survived the uprooting of

migration, despite the abundance of land in the Canadian West. During

the settlement period, peasants from a particular village in Galicia or

Bukovyna not only often left en masse but also chose adjacent home-

steads in Canada, so that most of the Ukrainian blocs were characterized

by clusters of settlers bound by strong old-country kinship and village

ties.^^ Unfortunately, this preservation of solidarity and cultural dis-

tinctiveness retained the attendant animosities for countrymen originating

from other villages. The pattern of Ukrainian settlement in Canada may
actually have exacerbated traditional frictions between different groups

of Ukrainian peasants. In Galicia and Bukovyna conflicts had been

between villages in close proximity to one another, and the clashes

stemmed, in part, from marginal differences in dialect and folk culture.

In Canada, however, Ukrainian immigrants from one village often settled

beside immigrants from a completely different region. This resulted in

greater dissimilarities in dialect and folk culture, and thus greater

antipathies, between adjoining groups of Ukrainians than in the

homeland.

There are many examples of old-country-style antagonisms among
Ukrainian settlers in Canada. Initially, the most obvious conflicts pitted

Greek Catholic Galicians against Orthodox Bukovynians, people who
differed not only in religion but also in dialect and customs. Canadian

immigration officials noted a fierce friction between the two groups and

attempted to keep them separated during the colonization process. For

their part, at least in east-central Alberta, Galicians and Bukovynians

preferred to settle apart from one another. It was not always possible,

however, and when circumstances forced them to share the same im-

mediate living space, confrontations ensued.^® But animosities existed
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even between Ukrainian groups from the same Austrian crownland.

Pioneer J.M. Lazarenko recalled pitched battles between groups of school

children who had originated from different sectors of Galicia:

There were two factions representing those who originated from the

northern part of Halychyna [Galicia] and those from the south. There

were considerable differences in speech, pronunciation, and generally in

the language. West of the school, where we lived, parents came from the

southern part and the others [who lived east of the school] from the

northern part of the province. Many a time following a dismissal of the

school at 4 o'clock, the east waged a fight against the west, and one side

would be charging the other for some distance and then retreat.

On one occasion the west picked up some clubs, hid them in the

grass along the road and, when the east charged, the west grabbed the

clubs and really gave it to them. This fighting continued for a number

of days.®^

It would seem that older males fought similar battles, for the same

reasons, at weddings. Many marriages in Canada united men and women
from not only different villages but also different districts or regions of

origin and different religions. Given the Ukrainian intra-group antipathies

of the era, it is no wonder that such unions produced fisticuffs and

assaults at weddings feasts. Fights often escalated into full-blown donny-

brooks because kinsmen and friends of the original combatants took sides

and joined the fray.^°°

One of the most elemental traditions of the Ukrainian wedding feast

encouraged fighting: the custom of inviting all members of the commun-
ity to the celebration. Tradition obligated the host to welcome anyone

who might appear. As far as APP veteran Ted Buchanan was concerned,

this was a recipe for disaster. He felt that most fights at Ukrainian wed-

dings stemmed from the fact that a host often invited or welcomed guests

who were sworn enemies: "Two people who hadn't been together in

years and were at loggerheads would meet at a wedding, get boozed up,

and then there was an argument and sometimes there was a murder or

manslaughter. They would go after one another with a neck yoke or an

axe handle or something. Or sometimes one waylaid the other on the

way home."^°^ Even if families flouted the rules and chose not to invite

local troublemakers, the individuals often showed up anyway, their

appearance precipitating a row.^°^ In the course of daily life enemies

could easily avoid each other, and tended to do so, but a wedding was
a special occasion that drew a community physically together. Two
enemies ending up in the same place at the same time—each convinced

of his right to be there, each adamantly opposed to the presence of the

other—meant trouble.
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The custom of the "open invitation" may not have been the only

practice that encouraged violence at Ukrainian weddings in east-central

Alberta. Another tradition, the "confrontation at the gate," where the

groom and his supporters gained access to the bride's house only after

negotiations and a "symbolic" struggle, may have contributed to the

problem; evidently, the ritual confrontation sometimes got out of

hand.^°^ The prolonged duration and cramped conditions of rural wed-

dings may have also encouraged disorder. In the pre-Depression bloc

most nuptial feasts took place in farmhouses, not community halls, and

guests would pack the home day and night for as long as the festivities

lasted (three or more days). Dozens or even hundreds of people showed

up to celebrate, and while some went home to sleep, many others bedded

down each night at the farm of the host. People slept all over his house,

in his barn and outbuildings, and under wagons in his farmyard. In most

cases guests had to eat and sleep in shifts so that all could be accommo-

dated. Pioneer accounts testify to the fact that the congestion of the

Ukrainian rural wedding could become irritating, especially by the third

or subsequent day of partying. Sparks of irritation would then explode

into fights and brawls, particularly when fuelled by prodigious quantities

of alcohol. "The weddings lasted far too long in my opinion," stated one

pioneer.

The criminological theory which may offer the greatest insight into

violence in the pre-1930 Ukrainian bloc—the pervasiveness of assaults,

the use of weapons in altercations, the brawling at weddings and public

gatherings, and the aggressiveness of the Jack and Bull movements—is

the "subculture of violence thesis" developed by sociologists Marvin

Wolfgang and Franco Ferracuti.^°^ This thesis maintains that violence is

viewed as an everyday part of life in certain subsocieties, particularly

those of working classes and/or underclasses. It becomes part of a life-

style where members of the culture group use physical attacks as a

routine means of conflict resolution. Toleration and the acceptance of

assaultive behaviour appear to have been prominent cultural themes of

early Ukrainian Canadian society. Possibly the conditions of life in Galicia

and Bukovyna predisposed the Ukrainians who immigrated to east-

central Alberta to use aggression to settle disputes.

Wolfgang and Ferracuti asserted that members of the subculture of

violence share a common defense mechanism based on assumptions

about the violent tendencies and responses of other members of their

subsociety, particularly after certain stimuli have been observed. In early

Ukrainian Canadian society, the public expression of anger seems to have

triggered precisely such a defense mechanism and its violent reaction.

Contemporary descriptions of pre-Depression assaults in east-central
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Alberta suggest that the assaultive behaviour of the bloc settler hinged on

three assumptions he made about his fellow Ukrainian's violent tenden-

cies. First, he presumed that a public expression of anger by another

Ukrainian would be followed closely by a physical attack. Second, he

supposed that this attack would begin with a hard first blow, probably

with a weapon. Third, he believed that if this first strike was a decisive

one, he would be unable to protect himself from subsequent blows. Logic

thus dictated that the Slavic settler deliver a preemptive and preventative

blow against his potential attacker, and that he ensure the blow's effec-

tiveness by rendering it with a weapon.

This represents what one might describe as a "gunslinger mental-

ity"—except that the Ukrainian pioneer would grab a stick, a neck yoke,

or whatever was handy in a tight spot instead of a six-gun. Like that of

the quick-draw artist, this defense mechanism depended very much on

an "it-was-either-him-or-me" rationalization of violence, which helps to

explain why, in the subculture of violence, assaultive behaviour produces

little or no feelings of guilt in the aggressor. It also illuminates the

rationale behind the pervasive use of weapons in arguments and explains

why employing a weapon in a fight did not cause a loss of face in the

Ukrainian community. The Slavs do not seem to have heaped scorn on

the wielder of the cudgel or iron bar, labelling him a "dirty fighter."

According to Wolfgang and Ferracuti, such legitimization of extreme

aggression serves as a cultural theme of the violent subsociety.

Flow does the subculture of violence thesis help to explain the be-

haviour of the Jacks and Bulls specifically? First of all, it holds that "the

subcultural ethos of violence" will be "most prominent in a limited age

group, ranging from late adolescence to middle age,"^°^ precisely the

age group of both the Jacks and the Bulls. It also holds that young men
in the subculture of violence share the violent tendencies of their larger

subsociety, but unleash them with greater frequency and ferocity, which

aptly describes the assaultive behaviour of the Ukrainian roughnecks.

Thus, according to the criteria used by Wolfgang and Ferracuti, the Jacks

and the Bulls qualified as two subcultures of violence within early

Ukrainian Canadian society (which, itself, qualified as a subculture of

violence within contemporary Canadian society).

Wolfgang and Ferracuti also give insight into Ukrainian wedding
violence through the proposition that members of the subculture of

violence often commit violent acts only in specific situations. Jacks and
Bulls showed up at weddings and dances anticipating the possibility that

a fight would break out, if not ready to provoke it themselves. In fact, the

bloc settlers as a whole came to these festivities aware of the less-than-

remote chance that some type of altercation would take place. The highly-
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charged atmosphere of the Ukrainian wedding, where all guests warily

watched for the outbreak of trouble, itself increased the probability that

confrontations would occur. Any number of factors—a misinterpreted

look, remark, jostle, or motion—could unintentionally spark a fight.

The Anglo-Canadian Reaction

As non-Ukrainians rarely socialized with Ukrainians in the pre-

Depression bloc, they seldom found themselves in the social situations

which precipitated Ukrainian violence. The one predominant characteris-

tic of this violence is that it involved Ukrainians assaulting other

Ukrainians, brawling with other Ukrainians, and killing other Ukrainians.

This explains why Anglo-Canadians lived in the bloc without fearing

their Slavic neighbours. The lack of a perceived threat to the general

population is evident in the coverage of Ukrainian violence in the

English-language press. James S. Woodsworth captured the Anglo-

Canadian mood nicely when he wrote of Ukrainian weddings: "A feast

—

a fight—broken heads—unpronounceable names—the same thing over

and over again, with wearying monotony. Those beastly foreigners are

at it again!' exclaims the public and dismisses the subject."^°^ This is the

reaction of the aloof spectator.

As Britishers were not themselves caught up in the vortex of violence

in the Ukrainian community, they could afford to observe it with dis-

passionate superiority. When she visited the Ukrainian colony east of

Edmonton in 1916, Emily Murphy commented on the "tremendous fight-

ing energy" of the Slavs with the detachment of a Roman patrician

viewing a gladiatorial spectacle. "They are bonny fighters these Rutheni-

ans from Galicia," she wrote, "and if they cannot 'have the law' on one

another they may always have the consolation of fisticuffs. And what

pray, are muscles hard for and skulls thick, except to fight. Riddle me
that!"^°® Murphy was expressing her Anglo-Canadian contemporaries'

expectation that Slavs could not be expected to behave in other than a.,

barbarous fashion, yet with the self-assurance that such behaviour would

not touch their world.

Why did unthreatened Anglo-Canadians become preoccupied with

Ukrainian violence? The answer lies in the outlandishness and luridness

of the violent crimes committed by Ukrainians in the bloc. One finds

bizarre details that would appeal to the prejudices and curiosities of

tabloid readers. In terms of novelty, a Ukrainian wedding donnybrook

rated higher than the run-of-the-mill barroom brawl. A battle with pitch-

forks proved more intriguing than a routine back-alley stabbing. An axe

murder made for more tantalizing and shocking reading than one com-

mitted with a gun. Over time, the sensational coverage of Slavic crimes
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in newspapers and the peculiar particulars of these offenses had the

psychological effect of convincing both the police and the general public

that Ukrainians were committing a far greater number of violent crimes

than their numbers warranted. This belief held sway for decades—despite

the fact that no reliable statistics existed to support it.

Ukrainian assaults also attracted attention because their circumstances

violated established principles of behaviour in the West. For example, the

Ukrainian tendency to grab for weapons in a scuffle went against the

established British standard of "the fair fight." In his 1909 novel The

Foreigner, Ralph Connor had his Anglo-Canadian hero reprimand a Galic-

ian for using a stake as a weapon during a brawl, telling him that "only

a fool loses his temper, and only a cad uses a club or a knife when he

fights....We won't stand that in this country." After introducing the

Galician to gentlemanly fisticuffs (and thrashing him in the process), the

protagonist warns the immigrant that he "must learn to fight without

club or knife" or he would end up (like so many other Galicians) "in

prison or on the gallows." A common early twentieth-century percep-

tion and prejudice was that the Ukrainian settler did not know "how to

fight like a white man." He would "always pick up something in a

fight—rock, knife, or piece of two-by-four." In the eyes of Anglo-

Canadians, this "uncivilized" behaviour proved the Slav a brute.

Finally, the settings of Ukrainian assaults challenged the values of

Alberta's Anglo-Canadian Protestant majority. While Anglo-Canadians

and Ukrainian Canadians both participated in drunken brawls, they chose

different locations. The former tended to limit fracases to the bar or

billiard hall. The latter let fists fly in a wider variety of settings—most

disturbingly at weddings, christening parties, and funeral receptions. To

Anglo-Canadians, such behaviour at celebrations of Christian rites and

sacraments was an abomination. Making matters worse, these celebrations

(including requisite drinking and optional violence) frequently took place

on Sunday. The Ukrainian wedding, then, became a favourite illustration

of Ukrainian criminality and barbarity, and served as an especially useful

instrument for temperance crusaders, prohibitionists, and Sabbatarians in

harnessing western Canadian nativists to support their respective causes.
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Ukrainian Volunteers from
Canada in the International

Brigades, Spain, 1936-39: A Profile

Myron Momryk

The Spanish Civil War of 1936-39, between the Loyalists or sup-

porters of the Popular Front Republican Government and the insurgent

forces led by General Francisco Franco, became in its day an international

cause celebre. It was perceived then, and subsequently, as a political and

intellectual conflict of epic proportions between the forces of democracy

and fascism, progress and reaction, good and evil.^ One of the legacies

of this war is the role played by the International Brigades, composed

largely of volunteers from Europe and North America, in defending the

Popular Front Republican Government. There were over sixteen hundred

volunteers from Canada, including a significant number of Ukrainian

Canadians who fought in the ranks of the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion

and in several other units. Canadian participation in the International

Brigades has attracted only limited attention from Canadian historians,

and the specific Ukrainian Canadian story remains virtually unknown.^

Victor Howard (Hoar) in his study. The Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion:

The Canadian Contingent in the Spanish Civil War, noted that "the Ukrainian

population in Canada produced a noteworthy group of volunteers."

Speculating on the reasons why so many individuals from Canadian

ethnocultural groups volunteered to fight in Spain, he enquired: "Did a

man go to Spain perhaps out of some loyalty to his environment or did

he go because he had an investment in the future of Canada? The answer

is not readily forthcoming quite obviously."^ This paper suggests that the

answer to Howard's question—the motivations behind Canada's Ukrain-

ian volunteers—is found in the political and immigration history of

Ukrainian Canadians during the 1920s and 1930s.
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The War and Canada

The Spanish Civil War began with the revolt of the military leader-

ship in Spanish Morocco on 18 July 1936. The officers, supported by the

traditional establishment of landowners, monarchists, and the Roman
Catholic hierarchy, resented the growing socialist and anti-clerical

tendencies of the Popular Front Republican Government. Most of the

army joined the officers and their supporters in revolt, leaving the

Republican Government without any significant armed forces.

The insurgents were able to obtain military aid from sympathetic

foreign states, notably Nazi Germany and fascist Italy, in the form of

military aircraft from the former and fifty thousand "volunteers" from the

latter. The Republican Government, or more specifically the various

political parties and movements supporting it, began to organize militias

from among followers to defend the government. These militias included

the first foreign volunteers—visitors, tourists, and students in Spain—and

German and French units were soon established. Believing that a large

international expedition would generate widespread headlines and

support for the Republican cause, the Communist Party of Spain began

to organize the foreign volunteers and, through the Communist Interna-

tional in Moscow, a worldwide recruiting network was created.^ In

Canada, reports on the Spanish Civil War and the involvement of

international volunteers appeared in almost every issue of the pro-

communist newspapers, the Daily Clarion and the Ukrainian-language

Narodna hazeta. The first large group of international volunteers arrived

in Spain on 16 October 1936. During the winter of 1936-37, the volunteers

were organized into military units according to language groups and

national origin. One of the first battles in which the International Brigades

played a significant role was the defence of Madrid.^

By April 1937 there were sufficient Canadian volunteers in the

American units for them to submit a formal petition to the headquarters

of the International Brigades asking to form their own unit. The name
selected was Mackenzie-Papineau, in recognition of the leaders of the

1837 Rebellions in Upper and Lower Canada. By the time the Mackenzie-

Papineau Battalion of the 15th International Brigade was officially

organized on 1 July 1937, over five hundred Canadians had volunteered

for Spain. Although the Battalion was a Canadian unit, American volun-

teers comprised the great majority of its members. Among the Canadian

volunteers were significant numbers of Finns and Ukrainians. The latter

were formed in their own section, called 'Kryvonos'^ after a legendary

Cossack leader of the 1640s, allegedly of Scottish descent. Ukrainian

Canadians also served in the medical corps, armour and artillery units.
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and other American and East European units, in particular the Taras

Shevchenko Company of the Palafox Battalion in the 13th Dombrowski

International Brigade/

On 20 May 1937 an association called the Eriends of the Mackenzie-

Papineau Battalion was established in Canada to support the volunteers

in Spain. Most Canadian cities also had Spanish Aid Committees which

corresponded with the volunteers overseas, sent telegrams to Ottawa in

an attempt to influence Canadian government policy towards Spain,

organized speaking tours and Spanish Aid Weeks, raised funds for

ambulances, collected parcels, and produced articles for publication in the

popular press. Members of the pro-communist Ukrainian Labour-Parmer

Temple Association (ULPTA) also wrote letters to Canadian politicians in

support of the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion and the Spanish Republican

cause.®

The Canadian federal government followed Britain's policy of non-

intervention in the Spanish conflict. Reacting to the volunteer movement

in Canada, Ottawa indicated in January 1937 that the Imperial Foreign

Enlistment Act would be revised to control enlistment in Canada for

military service in foreign countries. Recruiting for Spain, which was

largely a low-profile enterprise, went underground. In western Canada,

the suspicion of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) became

aroused by the surprisingly large number of young men who applied for

passports for travel to Europe.^ Applications for passports were delayed

until investigations into the motives of the applicants could be completed.

However, individuals who were not British subjects could apply at the

consulates of their countries of origin for visas simply to return to Europe

without any investigation.^® In April, a new Foreign Enlistment Act was
adopted which made it a criminal offense for any Canadian to enlist in

the armed forces of any foreign state at war with any friendly state. On
31 July 1937 the act was applied to the enlistment by Canadians on any

side in Spain.^^

Since it was illegal to volunteer for Spain, few if any records were

maintained, individuals frequently disguised their identity under aliases,

and recruitment in Canada was done in relative secrecy. Complicating

further the task of reconstructing the history of Canadian involvement in

the war, all records of the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion disappeared

with the defeat of the Republican Government.^^ As a result, there are

few sources from which to create a profile of the Canadians in Spain, and

the biographical information on Ukrainian Canadian volunteers is even

more sparse.

Nevertheless, enough data exists—in published histories, memoirs
and autobiographies, obituaries, archival collections of Spanish Civil War
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veterans' associations, and lists of volunteers—to draw at least some
tentative conclusions about the Ukrainian volunteers from Canada in the

International Brigades, Spanish militia, and medical units. At present

1,709 volunteers from Canada have been identified. Among them are 309

individuals with Ukrainian-sounding surnames, although only 225 of that

number can be said with virtual certainty to be of Ukrainian origin.

According to some estimates, as many as 360 Ukrainian Canadian

volunteers fought in the International Brigades.^'^ The available biograph-

ical data differs for each volunteer and nothing in fact is known about

many of them except their names and that they served in Spain.

Nevertheless, certain common patterns and experiences emerge.

Of the 125 Ukrainian volunteers for whom a birthplace is given, 22

were born in Canada and 103 in eastern Europe. Additional details on 57

of those in the immigrant group show that only three had come to

Canada prior to 1914. Nine arrived in the years 1921-26, while 29 arrived

in 1927-28 and 12 in 1929-30 immediately before the onset of the

Depression. On the basis of 183 individuals, including 20 born in Canada

and 103 overseas, the average age of the Ukrainian volunteers in 1938

was 33.3, with the foreign-born group at 35.0 years noticeably older than

its Canadian-born counterpart at 24.9 years (see Table 1). Prior to their

Table 1

Age Cohorts for Ukrainian Volunteers from
Canada in the International Brigades, 1938

Age Groups Number

15-20 1

21-25 24

26-30 29

31-35 62

36-40 50

41-45 11

46-50 6

TOTAL 183

departure for Spain, fewer than one-third of the men lived in the

traditional areas of Ukrainian settlement in the prairie provinces, and

those who did came not from the rural bloc settlements but from the

region's cities and mining towns. The large industrial centres and

resource frontiers of Ontario, Quebec, and British Columbia had been the

last address of the great majority (see Table 2). The 23 occupational

backgrounds that can be identified reinforce the image of an unskilled or
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semi-skilled urban workforce that this suggests: eight miners, two

lumberjacks, three labourers, and one each of cook, butcher, baker,

waiter, gardener, smelter worker, electrician, mechanic, chauffeur, and

blacksmith.

Table 2

Last Address Before Departure for 195 Ukrainian Volunteers

FROM Canada

Ontario Quebec

Toronto 59 Montreal 16

Port Arthur/Fort William 11 Val D'Or 4

Sudbury 8 20

Windsor 5 British Columbia

Ottawa 4 Vancouver 7

Hamilton 3 Kamloops 1

Kenora 3 8

Red Lake 3

Kirkland Lake 2 Prairies

Timmins 2 Winnipeg 36

South Porcupine 2 Edmonton 9

Kapuskasing 1 Drumheller 3

Brockville 1 Regina 2

Port Colborne 1 Selkirk 1

Orangeville 1 The Pas 1

St Catharines 1 Calgary 1

Welland 1 St. Paul 1

Rainy River 1 54

Waterloo 1

Brantford 1

Leamington 1

Guelph 1

113

The departure dates for 76 Ukrainian volunteers indicate that 74 left

for Spain in 1937, the large majority during the spring and summer
months. The largest monthly totals came in April and July, suggesting

that the new Foreign Enlistment Act may have encouraged some
volunteers to leave before the implementation dates. There were 26

departures from August through December 1937. Approximately one-half

of the volunteers joined the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion; the remainder

were assigned to a number of other units (see Table 3). Of the 211 men
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whose fate is known, 139 returned to Canada after their service, including

11 who had been taken prisoner; 49 were killed in action, and 12 were

declared missing in Spain.

Table 3

Units Served by 121 Ukrainian Volunteers from
Canada

Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion 57

13th Brigade (Dombrowski) 4

Dimitrov Battalion 5

Taras Shevchenko Company 32

15th Brigade (Abraham Lincoln) 1

Abraham Lincoln Battalion 8

Masaryk Battalion 6

Artillery 5

Medical 2

Armour 1

121

Based on the available information, the collective biographies of those

Ukrainians who departed from Canada for Spain suggest that the typical

volunteer was born between 1895 and 1910 in what was then Western

Ukraine.^® Most likely, his family was poor, owning little or no land; he

had been obliged to work from early childhood to help support the

household; and his formal education had been limited or interrupted by

the outbreak of war in 1914. Chances were good that he had some

military experience in the Austro-Hungarian army (before 1918), the

Ukrainian national armies (1918-22) and, after the partition of Western

Ukraine in the early 1920s, the armies of Poland, Romania, or Czecho-

slovakia. His economic prospects would not have improved with the

return of peace, making him receptive to offers of employment from

agents working for Canadian railway companies who informed or misin-

formed him about opportunities in Canada for Ukrainian immigrants

prepared to accept employment as farm labourers. Paid a commission for

every eligible immigrant they successfully directed to the Canadian

prairies, some agents made elaborate promises. They told prospective

immigrants that they could have any job they wanted immediately upon

landing, that if they wished to farm they could claim farms of 160 acres,

and that they should not bring too much personal baggage because all

their needs would be met on arrival.

Once having decided to leave his homeland, the typical Ukrainian
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volunteer arrived in Canada between 1926 and 1930. He worked in

various agricultural and manual occupations in the three prairie pro-

vinces—often on farms established by the first wave of Ukrainian

immigrants to Canada. When the Depression threw the Canadian econo-

my into chaos, arousing widespread nativist sentiments in the process,

this man had to compete for^what little work was available with other

immigrant workers and native-born Canadians without knowledge of

English or the popular culture, and without a skilled trade or naturalized

status. He sought assistance and companionship from others in the same

predicament, and together they travelled across Canada, often riding the

rails in search of work. Many such men went to the mining towns and

larger cities of central Canada where they believed opportunities were

better for casual labour. Some joined the 170,000 single men in the relief

camps the federal government established for the unemployed, or took

part in the On-to-Ottawa Trek that led to confrontations with police and

a number of casualties.

It was not surprising that the typical Ukrainian volunteer and his

companions were politically radicalized by their experiences and

gravitated to Ukrainian left-wing organizations. They became active in

the ULFTA, the Workers Benevolent Association (WBA), and the Associ-

ation to Aid the Liberation Movement in Western Ukraine. Individual

Ukrainian immigrants also joined Russian or Polish left-wing organiz-

ations. In many cases, it was only a question of time before they joined

the Communist Party of Canada (CPC). Throughout the 1930s, these left-

wing ethnocultural associations allied with the CPC made a concerted

effort to organize unemployed workers, especially recent immigrants. Of

the 39 Ukrainian volunteers whose political affiliations are known, 22

belonged to the Young Communist League and the CPC, nine belonged

to the Federation of Russian Canadians and the Maxim Gorki Club, and

eight were members of the ULFTA and the WBA. A large number of the

Ukrainian volunteers held memberships in two or more left-wing organ-

izations.^^ Figures vary but it has been estimated that 25 per cent of all

Canadian volunteers—and from 40 to 80 per cent of Americans in the

Abraham Lincoln Brigade—were members of the Communist Party.^®

The movement to recruit volunteers for Spain was administered by

the CPC, which initiated a search for dedicated Party members with

previous military experience. As far as the majority of Ukrainian volun-

teers were concerned, the most recent military experience was during the

years 1914-26. Among the Canadian-born volunteers, some did have

limited military training in the Canadian militia. No doubt the investi-

gations by the RCMP into passport applications from would-be Canadian

volunteers also encouraged a preference in recruiting circles for un-
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naturalized immigrants who could leave for Spain almost immediately.

These considerations, together with the economic vulnerability of recent

immigrants, explain to a large extent why Ukrainian volunteers were

overwhelmingly foreign born, and why the immigrants were, on the

average, some five years older than their Canadian-born counterparts.

Given the slim possibility of new immigrants entering Canada in the

1930s, it was not possible to obtain more recent or younger Ukrainian

immigrants with army or other training. By closing its doors to further

immigration, the Depression also ensured that the majority of Ukrainian

volunteers with military experience would at best have performed their

service almost ten years prior to 1937 and be well past their prime as

recruits. Also, there was an attempt to recruit volunteers who were

ideologically prepared, which required some record of service in the CPC
and affiliated organizations.^^

The role of Ukrainian Canadian community politics, and of Ukrainian

organizations as a reflection of those politics, in influencing the decision

of individual Ukrainians to volunteer for Spain must also be considered.

The roots of Ukrainian community politics lie in the Bolshevik Revolution

of 1917. The various revolutionary forces led by the Bolsheviks emerged

victorious, and by the early 1920s Eastern Ukraine had become part of the

Soviet Union. Western Ukraine fell under the administration of Poland,

Czechoslovakia, and Romania. The establishment of the Soviet Union and

the Soviet Ukrainian state polarized Ukrainian Canadian life in the 1920s

and 1930s between supporters and opponents of the new Soviet regime.

The Ukrainization policies of the communist government in Soviet

Ukraine, coupled with difficult socioeconomic conditions in Canada,

encouraged the Ukrainian left-wing movement to extend its organizations

across Canada. The ULFTA and the WBA established in 1922 were among
the first nation-wide organizations in the Ukrainian Canadian community.

However, these left-wing bodies increasingly came under attack from

Ukrainian nationalist rivals, with reports of famine in Soviet Ukraine in

1933, forced collectivization, mass political purges, the destruction of

churches, and the disappearance of cultural and intellectual figures,

including many who had been early supporters of a socialist Ukraine.

To attract recent immigrants, particularly veterans of Ukraine's liber-

ation struggles, and to prevent their falling under the influence of rival

nationalist organizations, the pro-Soviet groups formed the Association

to Aid the Liberation Movement in Western Ukraine in 1931.^° Its first

national conference was held at the Ukrainian labour temple in Winnipeg

on 21 July 1931. Seventy registered delegates representing 48 branches

with about 3,025 members attended. A board of nine directors, with

known communists, was elected, including Peter Arsen (Krawchuk) who
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had recently arrived in Canada from Western Ukraine where he had been

active in the communist underground.^'

The Association to Aid the Liberation Movement in Western Ukraine

soon established contacts with communist organizations in Western

Ukraine and with the International Organization to Aid Revolutionaries.

By July 1932 it boasted 78 branches and 9 groups and a total of 6,675

members. The latter included 3,588 men who had arrived in Canada since

1920; there were also 1,809 members who had not previously belonged

to any association, and 525 who had formerly belonged to church or

nationalist organizations. The Association continued to hold annual

conventions and recruit new members, while the Ukrainian left-wing

movement in general became involved with Spain. Narodna hazeta, for

example, included regular reports on the situation in Spain and the

arrival of Ukrainian volunteers from Europe and North America.^^ On
19 July 1937, Dr Norman Bethune spoke at a mass meeting in Winnipeg

sponsored by the Association to Aid the Liberation Movement in Western

Ukraine and related organizations. By this time the Spanish Civil War

was already a year old. Bethune himself had just returned from Spain

where he headed a Canadian medical unit, and was travelling across

Canada speaking on the need to assist the Republican side. Both the

formal Ukrainian left-wing organizations and informal networks were

utilized for recruiting purposes, and these circles provided a substantial

share of volunteers from Canada. According to Peter Krawchuk, over 200

members of the Association to Aid the Liberation Movement in Western

Ukraine volunteered for Spain.^^

Ukrainian Canadian Volunteers in Spain

Regardless of their ethnocultural origin, potential recruits were sent

to Toronto where they were interviewed by the Committee to Aid

Spanish Democracy, which, among other things, attempted to exclude

suspected RCMP agents and Trotskyites. The men were given tickets,

received a physical examination from a doctor, and had to obtain travel

documents.^^ If Ukrainian volunteers were unnaturalized immigrants,

they went to the Polish, Romanian, or Czechoslovakian consulates, al-

legedly to return home. This explains why the names of many Ukrainians

in Spain appear in the language of the consulate of citizenship and not

in their Ukrainian form. Ukrainian volunteers were also listed in the local

records of the Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy as Polish, Romanian,

or Czechoslovakian. The Canadian law against foreign enlistment affected

both the need for secrecy and the time of departure. Many of the volun-

teers from Canada were sent by bus to New York City for embarkation

for Europe. Individual volunteers often crossed the border at Detroit to
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make their way to New York City; upon arriving they reported directly

to the Ukrainian Workers Club to await further instructions.^^ In other

cases, men from Canada sailed from Montreal and Quebec City to avoid

overcrowding the New York City facilities. Once the Canadians landed

in Le Havre, France, they made their way to Paris. Buses then took them

south, and they illegally crossed the Pyrenees on foot under cover of

darkness, led by guides.

On the other side, the volunteers were met by representatives of the

International Brigades, taken to Barcelona, and assigned to their units. If

they spoke English, the volunteers were assigned to an English-language

unit such as the Abraham Lincoln Brigade or the Mackenzie-Papineau

Battalion. Otherwise they were assigned to their language of origin

units—in the Ukrainian case, the Taras Shevchenko Company, the first

company in the Palafox Battalion of the Dombrowski Brigade. They

trained in Casa Banes, a small village near Barcelona. Since most of the

volunteers were expected to have some military experience, training was
short.

As the war progressed, the men shared the fate of their respective

units. An unspecified number of volunteers returned to Canada during

1938 due to wounds^^ or "of their own accord." With the situation

growing increasingly chaotic in the closing stages of the war, many
individuals were separated from their units; others deserted or simply

disappeared. An unknown number remained as prisoners of the Franco

forces after the war was over.^^ Those who crossed the Pyrenees, as

Republican Spanish refugees did, were confined in internment camps in

Gurs in southern France and awaited repatriation.^® In this manner,

many Canadian volunteers who had served in other units joined men
from the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion, and they became collectively

known as the "Mac-Paps."

All the Canadian volunteers were interviewed by Canadian immigra-

tion officials and placed into one of three categories: Canadian citizens by

birth, Canadian citizens either born in Britain or naturalized in Canada,

and aliens (those who claimed to have been legally landed and resided

in Canada for five years or more). The volunteers with Canadian birth

certificates and naturalization papers were readily readmitted to Canada.

Those who were aliens had to prove that they had resided in Canada for

at least five years. A few Ukrainian volunteers had difficulty proving

their cases and were refused re-entry until other veterans protested.

The cases of two Ukrainian volunteers were complicated because they

had married Spanish women.
Most of the Canadian volunteers returned to Canada through Eng-

land, to be greeted with a large parade on 5 Eebruary 1939 at the Toronto
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railway station. Individual volunteers made their way home through the

United States. The veterans then dispersed across Canada to their own
communities and attempted to re-establish their lives. Some of the

Ukrainians who had been prisoners returned later, in April 1939.^° In a

few cases Ukrainian veterans travelled to different Ukrainian commun-
ities, giving talks on their experiences in Spain. Many remained active in

the Ukrainian left-wing organizations; others disappeared from sight.^^

A few Canadian veterans claimed that they attempted to enrol in the

Canadian armed forces during the Second World War but were rejected

because of their service in Spain. At least 12 veterans did serve in the

Canadian military, most signing up after June 1941. One of these

volunteers was killed in action in Europe.

An association of all Canadian Spanish Civil War veterans was

formed in September 1938,^^ with Ukrainian Canadian, William Kardash,

as the first president. Over the years the group held regular meetings and

reunions. One of its main objectives was to gain official recognition from

the Canadian government. During the 1950s and early 1960s, six veterans

returned to Ukraine. After the death of Francisco Franco and the democ-

ratization of the Spanish government, a group of Canadian veterans

organized a tour to Spain in August-September 1979 to revisit their old

battlegrounds. During this tour a Ukrainian Canadian veteran fell ill and

passed away. He was buried in Spain.^^

Conclusion

According to this study, Ukrainian Canadians volunteered for the

International Brigades largely because of their experiences as recent

immigrants and political radicalization during the Depression of the early

1930s. Their involvement in the Ukrainian Canadian left-wing movement
depended on the existence of a number of mass organizations that eager-

ly sought their membership and participation. Although the men had

joined these associations for social and political reasons, the left-wing

movement's formal and informal networks provided a motivated and or-

ganized body of ready recruits when volunteers were sought for Spain.

During and after the war, Ukrainian Canadian pro-communist organiz-

ations gave both volunteers and returned veterans encouragement and

support. The individuals who remained active in the Ukrainian Canadian

left were held in high esteem and respected throughout their lives as

veterans of the International Brigades and representatives of the epic

ideological struggles of the 1930s.

These veterans represented a cross-section of the hundreds of thou-

sands of Canadians and recent immigrants who felt the full impact of the

Depression in the 1930s. The friendships which were forged and the
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commitments that were made during these years—and especially in the

International Brigades—endured for decades, providing a core of

dedicated members and leaders for the Ukrainian Canadian left-wing

movement.
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Ukrainians and the

"Ukrainian Question"

As Seen by Poles in Canada
during the Second World War

Anna Reczynska

Polish and Ukrainian immigrants to Canada, whether from Austrian

Galicia at the end of the nineteenth century or from the Second Polish

Republic following the Great War,^ settled in close proximity to each

other on homesteads in the prairie provinces or in the working-class

districts of Canadian cities. There they created distinct communities that

the Ukrainians tended to dominate by sheer force of numbers. While the

two groups brought a history of interaction accompanied by frequently

unhappy memories, Anglo-Canadian nativism and the immigrants' own
inclination to seek the familiar society of fellow Slavs encouraged even

closer contacts at the personal level than the old country had. But similar

problems of adjustment and shared residential areas and workplaces in

emigration did not automatically erase prejudices and stereotypes im-

ported with the immigrants and often exaggerated under the impact of

events at home or new disagreements and conflicts emerging in Canada.

The outbreak of war in 1939 intensified nationalist sentiments among
both Poles and Ukrainians, as well as tensions that had been escalating

since 1918 following the failure of Galician Ukrainians to secure the

independence of the Western Ukrainian People's Republic and its absorp-

tion by Poland.

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s Polish diplomatic representatives in

Canada and the Polish Canadian press showed considerable interest in

Ukrainian matters, in Europe naturally but also including the "anti-

Polish" activities of Ukrainians and their organizations in Canada. Most

of this commentary—sometimes contradictory, sometimes mistaken,

always limited in scope—reflected the opinions of a Polish elite. The

voice of the ordinary Pole in everyday contact with his Ukrainian
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counterparts was not entirely excluded, however, and this voice became

even louder in the personal memoirs that commented in retrospect on

relations between Ukrainians and Poles at the local level.

Between the wars, and even after the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression
Pact effectively wiped Poland from the map, citizens of Poland of

Ukrainian extraction were legally entitled to the consular protection of

Polish diplomatic missions abroad. Three Polish consulates existed in

Canada at this time, in Montreal, Winnipeg, and Ottawa; the latter, the

General Consulate, was elevated to a legation in 1942.^ Practically speak-

ing, communications between Ukrainian immigrants and Polish govern-

ment representatives in Canada were minimal. In fact, in the opinion of

the consulates, the Ukrainian community, committed as it was to the

incorporation of Western Ukraine into a future Great Ukraine, regarded

any such contacts as treason. For its part, the Polish Ministry of Foreign

Affairs advised that cooperation be restricted to those factions in the

Ukrainian Canadian community that accepted the permanence of

Poland's borders, and that an appropriate distance be maintained from

communist and anti-Polish groups. Yet interest in Ukrainian Canadians

remained high. Polish diplomatic missions regularly submitted reports to

their superiors on Ukrainian Canadian organizations, their numerous

ideological divisions, and their attitudes towards Poland.

These reports devoted considerable attention to the Ukrainian left-

wing movement, correctly associating it with both the Communist Party

of Canada and the Communist International; according to the consulates,

some 60 per cent of all Ukrainians in western Canada were sympa-

thizers.^ Polish government representatives responded to the communist

presence and agitation by distributing a pamphlet, Ukraina pid chervonym

iarmom (Ukraine under the red yoke), in the Ukrainian community‘s The

consulates also showed substantial interest in Ukrainian nationalist

organizations of various hues and in groups associated with the Greek

Catholic church. When relations between Poland and Lithuania worsened

in 1938, the Polish consul in Winnipeg, Juliusz Szygowski, reported that

"the local Ukrainians consider the latest developments in Europe as

hopeful for the attainment of independence for Ukraine, and especially

in Novyi shliakh Ukrainian nationalist organizations call for a national

alert. The Ukrainian Youth Federation has begun to organize...

a

Ukrainian flying school and is presently gathering funds for it."^ In 1938-

9 Polish diplomats attributed internal discord among Ukrainian Canadian

nationalists to their organizations' diverging responses to Hitler's eastern

policies and to events in Transcarpathia and Poland. Prior to the German
invasion of Poland, Szygowski concluded that "the Ukrainian emigre

community is spiritually broken, it has lost faith in its pro-German
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leaders and has found itself at a crossroads."^

During the war individuals like the Polish journalist, Leon Garczyh-

ski, who prepared reports and extracts for the diplomatic mission, as well

as the consulates directly scrutinized the Ukrainian-language press for its

attitudes towards Poles, Poland, the Polish government, and other Polish

issues. Shortly after hostilities began, for example, Szygowski charged

that Novyi shliakh, official organ of the most nationalistic of all Ukrainian

Canadian organizations, the Ukrainian National Federation (UNF),

propagated false information in contending that the Poles were "forcing

Ukrainians with cannons and bayonets to defend Poland." He also noted

the undisguised joy with which the pro-communist press, specifically

Narodna hazeta, official organ of the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple

Association (ULFTA), had greeted the Soviet invasion of Poland.^

In December 1939 Szygowski remarked that Novyi shliakh'

s

anti-Polish

stance had not moderated. "In spite of the persecution experienced by

Ukrainians at the hands of the Bolsheviks," he wrote, there had been "no

apparent turn towards Poland or any kind of cooperation." Szygowski

referred to "short-sighted Ukrainians, capable only of throwing insults at

the Polish nation...even openly inciting crime."® In the consul's opinion

the war also aggravated, or perhaps simply publicized, tensions between

Ukrainian communists and nationalists in Canada as the two camps "do

not skimp on pen and ink in order to make fools of each other and

discredit each other in the eyes of the Ukrainian community." Each

faction, he said, "accuses the other of treason and servility to foreign

powers. The communists declare that Ukrainians supporting the UNF
served Hitler and, more importantly, stole money supposedly collected

for Carpathian Ukraine. UNF supporters, not to be outdone, call com-

munist Ukrainians traitors of the Ukrainian national cause, Stalin's

hirelings, bandits helping to oppress the Ukrainian nation."^ The consul

also felt that Novyi shliakh refrained from criticizing Hitler and Germany
while attempting to prove to its readers that England supported the

Ukrainian cause. Ukrainian nationalists in Canada, he concluded, were

in a difficult position because "in spite of their loud propaganda and

delusion of the masses, they do not in fact know whom to cooperate with

and what to do in the future." Nor did the communist Narodna hazeta

escape Szygowski' s critical pen, both for its "idolatrous veneration of

Soviet Russia" and for its "treachery and hypocrisy as regards the Polish

cause." The least aggressive voice in the Ukrainian Canadian community,

in the consul's opinion, was Ukrainskyi holos, organ of the Ukrainian Self-

Reliance League (USRL) with its origins in the pre-1914 pioneer immigra-

tion, although the newspaper avoided even the suspicion of being pro-

Polish.^° The "older intelligentsia, permanently settled in Canada,"
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Szygowski wrote in 1941, undoubtedly referring to those around the

USRL, was pro-British, while the ''yo^^g intelligentsia," presumably

interwar immigrants, and the Greek Catholic clergy secretly sympathized

with Germany.”

That Ukrainian Canadian nationalists proved able temporarily to bury

their differences and come together in an umbrella organization, the

Ukrainian Canadian Committee (UCC), in 1940 surprised Szygowski.^^

And although the new body was not expected to be successful, its

activities were henceforth carefully watched. Polish diplomats also

adopted a negative attitude towards the efforts of Ukrainian Vladimir J.

Kaye-Kysilewsky on behalf of the Nationalities Branch of the Department

of War Services to unite major non-British and non-French ethnic

organizations behind the Canadian war effort on the home front. When
the Polish Canadian Congress formed in 1944, it was for completely

different reasons. In opposing Kaye-Kysilewsky's idea, perhaps the

consulates feared for their own influence in the Polish community if a

new central Polish ethnic organization became active on the Canadian

political scene. Moreover, any such organization would have been under

Ukrainian supervision due to Kaye-Kysilewsky's position as the

government's liaison officer with Canada's ethnocultural communities.

Polish wartime consular reports admitted that Ukrainians, who boasted

one Member of Parliament and several provincial legislators, wielded

more influence than the Poles as a political pressure group; at the local

level, for example, it was believed that they had used their electoral

power to defeat the mayor of Winnipeg.^^

A year into the war, and undoubtedly in response to instructions

from headquarters, consular reports began to concentrate on the possi-

bilities of a Polish-Ukrainian rapprochement. Not everyone favoured such

a step, however. One opponent of the idea quoted a Member of Parlia-

ment elected with the help of Ukrainian votes, who declared that

Ukrainians and Poles in Canada were separated not simply by "different

viewpoints, or even antagonism, but by hatred, particularly strong in

urban centres."

In their scrutiny of the Ukrainian Canadian community—in an at-

tempt to measure its strength, influence, and ideological orientations

—

Polish diplomats were politically motivated. As such, their often sharp

judgments reflected the interests and policies of the Polish state. The

consuls had access to numerous sources of information, including Ukrain-

ian Canadians' own publications, but they were essentially outside obser-

vers who lacked personal contacts with the individuals and organizations

they described and assessed. The incomplete nature of the available

consular reports, and the tendency of those that do exist to focus on
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Polish issues per se, has inevitably resulted in a fragmentary picture of

official Polish opinion concerning the wartime Ukrainian community in

Canada. The general tone of the reports leaves the distinct impression

that tremendous distance and mutual dislike separated Ukrainians and

the official representatives of Poland in Canada.

The Polish Canadian press provides a far richer source for document-

ing Polish opinion about Ukrainians in Canada. Not only did it exhibit

greater interest in the Ukrainian community than the Polish consulates

but it also held more broad-minded attitudes. At the same time, greater

broad-mindedness never meant that Polish-Ukrainian conflicts were

downplayed. The "Ukrainian problem" received most frequent discussion

in the newspapers Zwiqzkowiec and Czas, published in Toronto and

Winnipeg respectively. The editorial office of Czas, which boasted a

largely prairie readership, was fully aware of the influence of the ethnic

press on Polish-Ukrainian relations in Canada. "Both our media," a 1940

editorial stated, "are to a great extent responsible for the moods of the

Polish and Ukrainian communities and for creating a base on which to

ground future understanding." As a first symbolic step towards this

understanding and mutual respect, the author proposed that the two

groups start using a capital "U" and a capital "P" when writing about

each other. Despite this particular declaration and the sentiments

behind it, not everything in the Polish press on the subject of the

Ukrainian community in Canada could be regarded as helpful in building

bridges. But on the whole, and putting the sharp tone of some readers'

letters and certain articles aside, the language chosen was fairly careful.

Discussion in the press focused mainly on European issues and on

past and present Polish-Ukrainian conflict in Galicia or other Ukrainian

parts of eastern Poland. In general, attempts were made to prove that the

position of Ukrainians in contemporary Poland was not as bad as

Ukrainian circles in Canada liked to paint. As a consequence, articles and

editorials both described the anti-Polish behaviour of Ukrainian national-

ists, in Canada and overseas, and emphasized the freedom enjoyed by the

Ukrainian minority in Poland. Reprints of material from Polish period-

icals in the United States and Great Britain stressed cooperation not

conflict between the two peoples. Attempts were also made to separate

the attitudes of Ukrainian nationalist leaders and clergy from those of the

masses. One letter to the editor even contended that the pacification of

Ukrainian areas of Poland during the early 1930s was a mistake.^^

Antagonism towards the Ukrainians, reflected in the columns of both

Czas and Zwiqzkowiec between 1940 and 1943, was influenced by reports

from Europe of Ukrainian cooperation with the Germans and of

Ukrainians working for the Nazis. The Ukrainian Canadian press, for its
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part, undertook to cast doubt on the reliability of Polish information.

Kanadiiskyi farmer, for example, argued that Ukrainian-German cooper-

ation was impossible because of good German-Soviet relations, a state-

ment that drew jeers from Czas for the naivete of both the evidence and

its authors.^^ Pro-German attitudes and sympathies were also attributed

to selected Ukrainian organizations in Canada. Reporting on a pan-Slavic

congress in Hamilton in 1942, held under rejuvenated communist aus-

pices, Zwiqzkowiec contended that Ukrainian nationalists from Prosvita

had not participated because they "consider the gangster Hitler the

creator of a Great Ukraine and do not want to cooperate."^® When
communist and fascist organizations active in Canada were outlawed in

the early stages of the war, the newspaper commented that as far as

Ukrainian organizations were concerned, "there remain only legal or-

ganizations of a national-clerical hue, which on the one hand support

democracy but on the other sympathize with Hitler and his German
'Samostiina Ukraina.'"^^

Gradually, however, the Polish press began also to present evidence

of the manipulative handling of the Ukrainian issue by Hitler and warn

against Soviet annexation. Czas even regarded the USRUs support of

Ukrainian independence positively, saying that "they had the courage to

approach the problem of Ukrainian statehood in a very appropriate and

modern manner."^® But Czas remained critical of Ukrainians' attempt at

internal compromise and cooperation as embodied in the UCC. The

newspaper recognized the new body's importance and the enormity of

the task it faced but never stopped trying to demonstrate that it was

likely to fail. Summing up over two years of activity by this "representa-

tion of local nationalist Ukrainian organizations" in early summer 1943,

Czas also saw it as an enemy of Poland. The UCC, it declared, "com-

menced activities with unending declarations of the loyalty of Ukrainians

to Canada" but "later began to send almost exclusively anti-Polish

messages"—opposing, for example, Ukrainian federation with Poland, the

coming of General Sikorski to America, and eastern Polish frontiers. The

same article also claimed that the forthcoming UCC congress, the first of

its kind, was essential to Ukrainians "to establish a clear political plan for

the Ukrainian emigre community" but was not expected to be "able to

present the Polish-Ukrainian problem appropriately, as we do not see

either the organization or the people who would dare to do this."^^

Markedly less reserved in its opinions concerning the UCC congress,

Zwiqzkowiec emphasized more strongly shared Polish and Ukrainian

interests arising from a common fate. Perhaps this reflected nothing more

than the geographical distance separating Toronto, where the newspaper

was published, from the centre of Ukrainian Canadian organizational life
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in Winnipeg, the home of Czas—and the possibility that tensions between

Polish and Ukrainian communities were weaker in Ontario than in

Manitoba, where Ukrainians clearly outnumbered the Poles. The deciding

factor may also have been the views of the small editorial circles

surrounding the two newspapers or, in the case of Zwiqzkowiec, the

influence in Toronto of T. Brzezihski, the consul in Montreal. Articles and

editorials appearing in Zwiqzkowiec shortly before the opening of the

congress were unusually friendly. The newspaper also printed a declara-

tion signed by the three most influential Polish Canadian organizations

—

the Polish Alliance of Canada, the Federation of Polish Societies in

Canada, and the Association of Poles in Canada, an organization whose

influence was limited almost exclusively to the prairie provinces. From

the Polish perspective, this was a landmark occasion for it marked the

only time the three organizations stood together. Stressing the growing

common danger facing both Poles and Ukrainians, the declaration

expressed hope of cooperation between two free and equal nations in

Europe and "in the new Fatherland. . .Canada. . .forgetting mutual offenses

and mistakes.

A particularly vigorous advocate of Polish-Ukrainian rapprochement,

both in Europe and in Canada, was Czas's editor, Leon Garczyhski. His

many publications not only portrayed Polish-Ukrainian relations in

southeastern Poland objectively, but also critically analyzed Polish

government policies towards the country's ethnic minorities and

proposed a course of action for both the Polish side and the Ukrainian

emigre community. The general thrust of his writings urged cooperation

between Polish and Ukrainian groups in Canada. He insisted that history

must be remembered, but equally argued that "wanting to change atti-

tudes towards each other, we have to change our manner of using

history...we have to look for positive aspects. According to Garczyh-

ski, reaching an understanding between the two peoples in Canada was
much easier than reaching an agreement between Ukrainian Canadians

and the Polish government.^^

From 1943 on, successive Soviet victories pushed the question of

Poland's eastern borders to the fore, and the Polish Canadian press

adopted a more conciliatory attitude towards the Ukrainians. There were

also renewed calls for cooperation between Polish and Ukrainian emigre

communities and for united efforts in the face of Soviet aggression.

Writing in Czas, Garczyhski, for example, proposed informal talks.^^ The
Ukrainian Canadian press acknowledged such friendly Polish gestures

but with strong reservations. The Greek Catholic organ, Ukrainski visty in

Edmonton, suggested that the sudden cordiality of Polish newspapers

was the result of instructions from their consulates, a charge predictably
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and forcefully denied by CzasA Ukrainians' refusal to engage in

discussion provoked the comment that "they move in a history which is

already past and of which neither we nor the Ukrainians can be

proud. . .the present and future are now important. . .and Soviet aggression

should unite us."^^

It is difficult to deny Garczyhski's far-sightedness, especially after he

warned in 1943 that Allied victory in Europe might not signify the

victory of democracy in central Europe, and that people must be

prepared for such an unwanted outcome.^® The Ukrainians, however,

waited for an official declaration from the Polish government on the

subject of borders. Garczyhski's efforts failed to attract wide support in

the Polish Canadian community, but their rebuff by the Ukrainian side

evoked further criticism. A regular correspondent from Montreal, W.A.

Mazurkiewicz, wrote: "I am surprised that Mr Garczyhski discusses

Ukrainian plans for the Ukrainians with such persistence. The Ukrainian

press both here and in America says nothing about cooperation or the

possibility of cooperation with us Poles....one shouldn't push where one

is not wanted." At any rate, he concluded, "we all know that the

Ukrainians themselves have no plan of their own...or their own
Ukrainian independence movement."^^ A few months later, citing

Kanadiiskyifarmer's rude dismissal of Garczyhski's position, Mazurkiewicz

elaborated. "It is clear from this how hard it is to come to an understand-

ing with the Ukrainians even in Canada, let alone in Poland," he stated.

"If we begin to talk of cooperation, they only laugh....Today Ukrainians

are responsible for their own fate, because they cannot unite and do not

know what they want. Some of them serve the Krauts, others serve the

Ruskies, while others wait for manna to fall from heaven. This is why I

think that Garczyhski's articles do not help understanding, because they

confirm them in this hope."^°

Yet there were voices raised in support of cooperation and bilateral

discussions, despite the continued lack of a positive Ukrainian response,

and voices that separated European conflicts from Polish and Ukrainian

problems in Canada.^^ In 1944 Garczyhski and others contended that if

Polish-Ukrainian cooperation could not be based on sentiment, or the

memory of common graves, it should be based on rational thought and

the cold calculation of political realities. Several articles promoted the

idea of a plebiscite to decide the future of the disputed territories, to give

"Western Ukrainians and the Poles living among them the opportunity

to express themselves freely."^^

The Polish Canadian press studied its Ukrainian counterpart care-

fully, and Czas for one regularly surveyed the contents of Ukrainian

Canadian newspapers. Polish editors naturally concentrated on the
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"Polish-Ukrainian issue/' and although it is difficult to determine the

extent to which their comments reflected or shaped opinion in the wider

Polish Canadian community, they undoubtedly exerted an impact. Some

of the commentary on the Ukrainian press contained a note of scorn for

what was regarded as the absence among Ukrainians of both a strong

commitment to national independence and a clear desire to play a direct

part in the war, when the opposite was so deeply ingrained in the Polish

tradition. "From the start of the war," Czas explained in late 1940, "the

nervousness of the Ukrainian press has grown along with the unfolding

of events, expressing itself in two ways: in attacks on Poland and in

conflicts between different Ukrainian political groups." Poland's defeat,

the article continued, "though met with visible pleasure by most

Ukrainians, caused Ukrainian political thought to be even further side-

tracked....During a year of war, the Ukrainian ethnic press in America of

all political shades has determined to attack Poland in every publication

in identical style, freely resorting to invective and sarcastic remarks...

seeing wrongs in everything; ideological opaqueness... [and] the absence

of orientational unity do not add political seriousness to the indepen-

dence goals of the Ukrainians.

Obsessed as they were with Ukrainian nationalist organizations and

sentiment in Canada, Czas and Ziviqzkowiec virtually ignored the pro-

communist sector of the Ukrainian Canadian community. They entered

into no dialogue with it, and most references were indirect, emerging

from discussions about Polish communists gathered around the newspa-

per Kronika Tygodniowa, published in Toronto. For example, Ukrainian

communists were blamed for converting Poles to their movement as well

as for supporting Polish communist circles and the weekly Kronika

Tygodniowa?^ In general, however, all communist activity among both

Ukrainians and Poles was attributed to agents from Moscow and the

Comintern. The Catholic Gazeta Polska shared this view, although, despite

being published in Winnipeg, it touched only marginally on Ukrainian

problems.^^

Particularly interesting, in light of the above, was the reaction of

Zwiqzkozviec to the Canadian government's confiscation and auction of the

property of the pro-Soviet, pro-communist ULFTA after it was banned in

mid 1940. Claiming to enjoy the support of "the majority of progressive

Poles," Zwiqzkowiec denounced the action as "unjust to all those Canadian

citizens of Ukrainian origin, who, for hard-earned dollars, had built their

communal halls to keep up their national life in Canada." It held "ir-

responsible elements in the Ukrainian community who at the outbreak of

war allowed themselves to be side-tracked" liable for the unfortunate

turn of events. Punishment of the Ukrainian communist leaders was
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necessary but so was the return of the confiscated buildings to those who
had built them. The newspaper ended by drawing attention to the

"absurd scenes enacted at the Ukrainian hall in Toronto, where the

previous owners are attempting to remove, by attacks and the use of

force, another Ukrainian organization which had bought the building

from the government with hard-earned money .. .a shocking spectacle that

will not solve the problem."^^ Zwiqzkowiec'

s

coverage of the issue implies

intimate knowledge of and close contacts with the organized Ukrainian

community on the part of its editor. A sympathetic attitude towards the

Ukrainian pro-communist movement might also have been encouraged

by similar experiences in the Polish pro-communist community connected

with Kronika Tygodniowa.

The excitement of great and small politics primarily affected the

leaders of Polish and Ukrainian organizations and the editors of their

respective ideological presses, individuals whose activities were not

always helpful in achieving understanding and cooperation. But while

influential Poles might have despaired of Polish-Ukrainian collaboration

at the elite level, local communities could and did work together. In

Winnipeg, for example, where mutual hostility often ran high, a common
candidate for city council or the provincial legislature was proposed and

endorsed several times. Often such joint actions resulted in disappoint-

ment and bitterness, but when a Pole, Piotr Taraska, was elected school

trustee in 1940, Czas claimed that he owed his victory to the strong

support received from Poles and Ukrainians alike, and referred to the

emergence of "a silent agreement which showed the political maturity of

these groups."^^ Local "pan-Slav" committees, containing both Ukraini-

ans and Poles and often organized by communist activists, were also

established. Many of their sympathizers and members were as interested

in spending their free time among fellow countrymen as they were in

radical politics. Letters and reports sent by readers to the Polish press

document Polish-Ukrainian fraternization, socially and politically, away
from the larger cities and towns. Poles supported collections for Ukrain-

ian causes, Ukrainians supported similar Polish campaigns, families inter-

married, and members of the two groups attended each other's parties,

picnics, and other gatherings sponsored by local secular organizations or

parishes.^^ It would appear from this that the wider Polish and Ukraini-

an communities in Canada had acquired a certain distance from divisive

European matters, but unfortunately evidence in the Polish weeklies of

daily, close, and often friendly contacts between the two peoples is

limited.

The Polish press clearly counted Ukrainians among its readers and

subscribers, although their numbers are uncertain. Why these individuals
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should have selected a Polish-language newspaper when there were

several Ukrainian-language papers, representing all shades of political

opinion as well as Greek Catholic and Orthodox camps, is hard to say.

Perhaps it was a question of availability, of a tradition acquired at a

Polish school, or of assimilation or choice within a mixed marriage.

Whether taking advantage of an existing situation or attempting to attract

a wider audience, the Polish press also deliberately catered to Ukrainian

readers. Advertisements, mainly inserted by doctors and lawyers but also

by shopkeepers and craftsmen, promised would-be clients and customers

service in both Polish and Ukrainian.^^ In at least one case the relation-

ship between Polish newspapers and Ukrainian readers went deeper than

professionals or tradespeople seeking business. According to coverage of

the story, a Ukrainian named M. Potsiluiko and identified as a regular

reader of Zwiqzkowiec had received a letter, asking for help, from a Polish

orphan living in the Polish immigrant colony in Santa Rosa, Mexico.

Because they came from the same region in the old country, Potsiluiko

sent the girl some money; he also took out a subscription to Zwiqzkowiec

and advertised in its pages for further assistance. Included among the

donations that came in was a letter expressing appreciation that the

Ukrainian "had taken such a sincere interest in a little girl of a different,

though related nationality. Despite this moving incident and what it

says about Polish-Ukrainian ties, however, Polish readers were equally

anxious to separate themselves from Ukrainian associations and mistaken

Ukrainian identity. "Please do not take me for a Ukrainian," Peter

Podorowski of Edmonton asked Czas. The author of another letter to the

same newspaper, regretfully without explaining the circumstances, de-

manded quite emphatically that he "would like it advertised in the Polish

newspaper... that my son is not a Ukrainian as stated in the Ukrainian

paper, but Polish."^^ These and similar statements attest to strong Polish

feelings of distinctiveness, although not necessarily hostility towards

Ukrainians, and the desire to have that distinctiveness recognized

publicly.

A final source for examining Polish-Ukrainian relations in Canada,

and one which provides the best window into the opinions of ordinary

Poles towards their Ukrainian fellow immigrants and New Canadians,

falls under the rubric of immigrant memoirs. Obviously not all these

memoirs limit their comments to the war years and offer instead a much
broader perspective. Although the inherently subjective nature of such

works and the fact that they were often the product of memoir competi-

tions must be kept in mind, Polish reminiscences typically contain

numerous references to cooperation, mutual aid, and neighbourly

relations between Poles and Ukrainians. The frequency with which
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Ukrainians are mentioned is also worth noting, reinforcing the contention

that Ukrainian-Polish contacts on a daily and personal level were com-

monplace. Polish memoirs offer a wide spectrum of opinion, often more
reflective than consular or press reports and based on both good and bad

experiences. Significantly, the good experiences far outnumber the bad.

Polish memoirs reveal that Poles usually encountered Ukrainians on

the journey from Europe, that Ukrainians already settled in Canada were

often the first persons with whom Polish newcomers could communicate,

and that these Ukrainian settlers offered advice, help in finding a first job,

and translation services. In many cases a knowledge of Ukrainian

acquired in Europe proved most beneficial. "I didn't know any English,"

wrote one immigrant, "but my knowledge of the Ukrainian language

helped me a lot. I didn't have any friends at first, but I met many
Ukrainians in the vicinity of Winnipeg and more in Mozart, Saskat-

chewan."^^ In other instances, imported prejudices towards Ukrainians

precluded such contacts, or a potential Ukrainian employer's dislike of

Poles motivated new arrivals to pretend that they were Ukrainian or even

Russian in order to get jobs.'^^ Such tactics were usually recommended
by earlier Polish immigrants who had had time to get to know local con-

ditions. One memorist noted how, on his arrival in Alberta, a fellow Pole

informed him that no work was available. "There are mainly Ukrainians

here and they don't like Poles...say you're a Russian," he recalled his

self-appointed mentor saying. The man who eventually hired him, a

Canadian-born Ukrainian, was a "good farmer" who had "a new house,

a lot of buildings, everything clean... [his] wife was very pleased that he

had hired a Russian... he would never have employed a Pole and

immediately started violently criticizing the Poles."^ After some time

had passed, the worker's Polish identity was revealed, and a heated

argument showed the source of the farmer's prejudice to be his father's

declaration, long remembered, that "Poles are bad people." The father,

the memoirist explained, would have had little actual contact with Poles

coming as he did from Bessarabia, and "had just been repeating someone

else's statements.'"^^ In this particular instance, perhaps because of a

personal relationship that had developed from day-to-day interaction,

prejudice was overcome and an understanding reached.

Other Polish memoirs also view Ukrainian employers positively, even

though some contain echoes of old prejudices with comments such as "a

Ukrainian, but a good reliable fellow" or "neighbours... all Ukrainians,

but good people.'"^^ The man who made this assessment, like many
newly arrived Poles, had difficulty comprehending and identifying the

nationality and national mentality of his neighbourhood. "They speak

Ruthenian [Ruski]," he wrote, "but are Polish... during services there are
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beautiful Polish hymns...they leave church...and I don't know who is

Polish and who Ruthenian [Ruskil, everyone speaks Ruthenian....They

steal our language! Because if they were good Poles they would speak

Polish outside the church as well as inside. In building good Polish-

Ukrainian relations on the prairies, the Greek Catholic and Roman
Catholic churches played a constructive role, especially in rural areas

where a resident priest was often a rarity. The individual cited above

noted that in his district "there was a Polish church and a Ukrainian

Uniate church, and the Ruthenians went to the Polish church and the

Poles to the Uniate church once a month, so there was enough people in

the Polish church and in the Ukrainian church so they came to this agree-

ment and all was well."^®

Common attendance at church services or spending holy days

together helped to unite a new community; priests of both denominations

found that they would be received cordially and with respect. Other

reminiscences of hospitable Polish-Ukrainian relations on the prairies

allude to secular affairs—a helping hand, shared lodgings, Ukrainian

attendance at parties, concerts, and amateur theatricals in Polish halls.

"We lived like brothers with the Ukrainians," a Polish immigrant

remembered fondly.^^ Ukrainians also treated the Poles as their own,

although sometimes their good name existed at the expense of settlers of

other nationalities. "We are going to be neighbours which is good," a

recent Polish arrival later quoted his new Ukrainian neighbours as

saying, "because we thought that it was some Frenchmen but it is our

own people."^°

The extent to which these Polish memoirs paint an idealistic picture

of Polish-Ukrainian relations in Canada can be questioned. Were their

authors sincere? Were their experiences and stories typical? Did their

Polish publishers exercise a certain "censorship"? But some reminiscences

exhibit more critical attitudes. There are complaints, for example, about

Ukrainian cheats and unsympathetic Ukrainian employers. Drawing on

an author's specific experiences and local environment, there are also

more philosophical reflections on the relations between the two groups.

In his district, one immigrant said, "there were only four Polish families.

Most inhabitants were Ukrainian, who had two halls, one called the

workers' temple and the other the national hall. Their attitude to Poles

was bearable, although critical. One could sense that despite a feeling of

rebellion, they felt somehow inferior to us."^^ While the author unfortu-

nately failed to elaborate or provide supporting evidence, he did reveal

his bitterness at a situation where the old ethnic minority from Poland

became the dominant group in Canada, particularly in the localities

where Poles settled. In another point in his memoirs the same man stated
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that in the area with which he was familiar, the Polish and Ukrainian

groups lived isolated from each other. Support for a Polish aldermanic

candidate had been sought among the Ukrainians but "came to nothing

due to the lack of an intelligent approach on both sides.

Also found in Polish immigrant memoirs, although as a secondary

thread, are critical attitudes towards Ukrainian community politics,

ranging from what was described as "extreme nationalist propaganda"^^

on the one end to so-called Ukrainian susceptibility to communist

agitation on the other. One memoirist noted that in the Ukrainian district

where he lived "everyone was influenced by communist organizations

and they even had their own labour-farmer temple. This was the name
of a communist organization to which they came rarely anyway." Refer-

ring to his Ukrainian-farmer employer specifically, he added: "He was

fascinated by propaganda about Soviet Russia and told me that if he did

not die earlier, he must at all costs visit the Soviet Union, which I did not

advise him not to do as I did not want to risk losing my job."^'^

Memoiristic literature provides few examples to suggest anything

other than that politics were not the most important issue for prairie

residents of Polish extraction when they considered their Ukrainian

fellow immigrants. Nevertheless, for some Poles opinions on Polish prob-

lems in Europe determined the criteria for evaluating the Ukrainians with

whom they came into contact in Canada. In this context it is worth noting

that in Polish immigrant memoirs the years of the Second World War
itself are not distinctive in any way. Nor do diaries of the period indicate

any noticeable increase in Polish-Ukrainian tensions. This too would seem

to imply that events overseas, both at the point when they happened and

as authors of reminiscences looked back on times past, had little influence

on existing social relationships that were by and large positive.

The picture of the Ukrainian Canadian community that emerges from

Polish consular records, the Polish ethnic press in Canada, and Polish

immigrant reminiscences is far from complete, partly because of the

selective nature of the documents even though they were created to fill

different needs and thus represent different views. Polish concerns

focused on two main issues: Ukrainian attitudes to Polish political

problems both in Europe and abroad, and Polish-Ukrainian relations,

distinguishing between Poland and Canada. The available sources show
that Polish-Ukrainian conflict tended to occur primarily in large urban

centres where strong Polish and Ukrainian communities, often highly

politicized, existed, and where the major organizations of the two groups

were to be found. In such an environment, attempts at dialogue and the

political programs devised by Ukrainian and Polish elites artificially kept

alive and aggravated old-country sources of conflict and disagree-
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merit—be they the memory of mutual wrongs and persecution, or the

goal of Ukrainian independence versus the integrity of Poland's eastern

borders. While these problems could not be resolved in Canada, they

worked to create a wall of hostility that made intergroup collaboration

difficult. At the same time, the experiences of local communities, where

Poles and Ukrainians lived side by side and interacted on a daily and

personal basis, proved that cooperation and understanding were possible

among individuals removed from the political storm centres of their

respective communities.
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Constantine Henry Andmsyshen:
The First Canadian-Born Slavist

Victor O. Buyniak

The documentation for this article is based in part on secondary

sources. Much of its information, however, comes from Andrusyshen

himself and from the reminiscences of relatives, friends, and former

colleagues—of whom the present writer is one. As Andrusyshen

dedicated over thirty years of his life to the Department of Slavic Studies

at the University of Saskatchewan, his story is also, to some extent, a

history of that body between its establishment in 1944 and Andrusyshen's

retirement in 1975. Unfortunately, much of that period lies outside the

scope of this paper, which focuses on Andrusyshen's professional

activities in the interwar, war, and immediate postwar years.

Constantine Henry Andrusyshen,^ known as "Henry" to his English-

speaking friends, was born 19 July 1907 in Winnipeg, one of four children

of Michael and Frances (nee Ruda) Andrusyshen who had emigrated to

Canada two years earlier from the Kalush district in Galicia. Until the age

of seven, Andrusyshen spoke only Ukrainian. Although his parents were

uneducated peasants (his father worked for the railway in Winnipeg),

they understood the value of education and in 1912 sent their son to the

private Greek Catholic St Nicholas elementary school, where the Sisters

Servants of Mary Immaculate taught Ukrainian language, culture,

religion, music, and singing in addition to English and the provincial

curriculum. Andrusyshen would later recall, in conversations with the

present writer, that he also studied Polish there. Between 1920 and 1924

he attended high school (and learned French) at L'Ecole Provencher in St

Boniface. He entered the University of Manitoba in 1925, receiving his

B.A. in 1929 and a B.A. Honours degree a year later, specializing in

French and English. Slavic studies programs at Canadian universities

were non-existent. While a student Andrusyshen became involved in

Ukrainian community life. For example, he served as musical director of

the local Prosvita society, conducted the Yurii Fedkovych Choir for the

1929 commemoration of Western Ukraine's 1918 declaration of indepen-
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dence, and wrote an account of the cultural-educational work of the

Winnipeg Prosvita.^

In 1930-31 Andrusyshen received a French government scholarship

to study French literature and civilization at the Sorbonne University in

Paris, at the same time completing his master's thesis on Chateaubriand

for the University of Manitoba. In Europe he had the opportunity to

travel and visited his parents' birthplace in Western Ukraine as part of

his itinerary. On his return to Canada, the Depression precluded any

possibility of employment at an institution of higher learning, so he

turned to Winnipeg's Ukrainian community—taking part in cultural

activities, giving public lectures (in English and Ukrainian), and writing

articles for the press in both languages. Evidence of his concern for both

the Ukrainian community and Ukrainians' integration into Canadian

society, he joined the Ukrainian Economic Society "Chain," which pro-

moted Ukrainian businesses and businessmen. He also became a member
of the editorial board of the bilingual Ukrainian Herald/Ukrainskyi vistnyk,

whose sponsor, the Ukrainian National Council of Canada, aimed to

unite Ukrainian organizations in Winnipeg and throughout Canada.^

These activities so perfected Andrusyshen' s Ukrainian that he came to be

regarded as one of the leaders of Ukrainian enlightenment in interwar

western Canada. At the request of local Ukrainian organizations, he also

ventured into politics, running unsuccessfully for the Manitoba legislature

in 1932 as an Independent, the first representative of the nationalist

community in the city of Winnipeg to attempt to enter provincial poli-

tics.^

After five years of community work, Andrusyshen enrolled at the

University of Toronto, continuing his work with French literature but

studying Spanish and Italian as well. He received his Ph.D. in 1940 for

a dissertation on Anatole France and Ernest Renan. As a student he had

lectured for a term on the Italian Renaissance, but universities still had

few openings for humanists, even those with doctorates. Andrusyshen

later recalled that he sent out some two hundred applications but

received only two replies, neither of which led to a job. At the age of

thirty-four, he returned to Winnipeg in 1941 to succeed T. Datzkiw as

editor-in-chief of Kanadiiskyi farmer, for which he had been an occasional

correspondent since 1936. The newspaper enjoyed a large readership,

perhaps partly because its owner, the Czech Frank Dojacek, tried not to

embroil the weekly in internal Ukrainian disputes by taking sides with

one faction or another. The announcement of the change at the top was

made on the front page of the 19 March issue. This was followed by a

photograph and biographical sketch of Andrusyshen a week later, when
an editorial outlining the aims of the newspaper's editorial staff also
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reiterated the owner's policy: political and religious neutrality, non-

partisanship, avoidance of petty polemics with other newspapers, op-

position to the fragmentation of the Ukrainian Canadian community,

belief in democratic principles, and loyalty to Canada and Great Britain.

Despite such apparently positive goals, however, Andrusyshen arrived

at the height of a major controversy. A disgruntled Datzkiw began to

complain in rival Ukrainian newspapers that he had been dismissed as

editor for being "too Ukrainian." Dojacek contended that as a supporter

of the United Hetman Organization, the ousted editor had been trying to

"mold" Kanadiiskyi farmer into the group's Canadian mouthpiece, to the

point where this was how the newspaper's readers perceived it.^

Under Andrusyshen the editorial policy as spelled out by the

publisher continued but otherwise there was no discernible change in

format. Practically no articles or editorials were signed by Andrusyshen.

All the same, the paper did carry more articles on literature and culture

together with literary translations. Occasionally as well, presumably re-

flecting the priorities of the new editor, the editorial page raised the

notion of the desirability of some broader international scholarly-literary

organization for Ukrainians in the diaspora. In March 1942 Andrusyshen

marked his first anniversary in his post with a balance sheet highlighting

the paper's strong and weak points. The "good" included its political

neutrality and democratic leanings. Foremost among the "bad" were its

linguistic and stylistic shortcomings and unevenness. They were a pro-

duct of the varying skill levels of the newspaper's numerous contributors,

and reflected its financial inability to afford more than a skeleton crew to

check for and correct problems.^ In later years, Andrusyshen would con-

fide that he himself prepared, translated, and wrote a significant

proportion of the material that reached print. He also published reprints

from other Ukrainian newspapers and publications, and even scoured the

English-language media for suitable material. Under Andrusyshen's

stewardship, the work of several well-known Ukrainian, Canadian, and

American scholars and Slavists appeared in the pages of Canada's oldest

Ukrainian newspaper. They included Roman Smal-Stocky, Dmytro Chy-

zhevsky, Clarence Manning, George W. Simpson, Watson Kirkconnell, H.

Skehar, and J.B. Rudnyc'kyj. Announcements of English-language trans-

lations from Ukrainian literature also appeared periodically. While the

pronounced increase in Kanadiiskyi farmer's literary content undeniably

bore Andrusyshen's imprint, only one polemical editorial, responding to

a leading article in Ukrainskyi holos and signed by Andrusyshen,

appeared.^

Andrusyshen's journalistic career ended in November 1944 with his

resignation from Kanadiiskyi farmer. He was replaced as editor by O. H.
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Hykawy who had a long association with the paper and thus needed no

introduction to its readers. Andrusyshen relinquished his editorship in

order to take advantage of developments in neighbouring Saskatchewan,

where the provincial university had unexpectedly decided to introduce

Slavic courses into its curriculum. The preceding September, in fact,

Kanadiiskyi farmer had announced the introduction of a Ukrainian-

language course at the Saskatoon campus; and during the recently

concluded academic year the university had indeed experimented with

both Ukrainian and Russian courses.® It was now anxious to obtain a

suitable permanent instructor and approached Andrusyshen with the

proposition that he assume the post. One of the driving forces behind this

unprecedented step on behalf of Slavic studies at a Canadian university,

historian George W. Simpson played a crucial role in Andrusyshen'

s

appointment. A professor at the University of Saskatchewan, Simpson

had long been interested in Ukrainian and Slavic affairs, inserting a Slavic

"component" into one of his own history courses as early as 1937.^ He
and Andrusyshen had known each other since 1940 when they both

participated in the formation of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee.

But while these personal ties undeniably helped, Andrusyshen was the

sole person in Canada with the necessary qualifications for the job. He
was conversant with three Romance languages, knew Ukrainian and

Polish, and had perfect command of English. All that was lacking was

certification in Russian, for which the University of Saskatchewan helped

Andrusyshen secure a fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation to

spend 1944-45 intensively studying Russian language and literature, as

well as Old Church Slavonic, at Harvard University. Upon completing his

course, he received a certificate from the director of Slavonic Studies at

Harvard confirming his competency to teach in the newly established

Slavics department, the first of its kind in Canada, at the University of

Saskatchewan.^^

Andrusyshen's duties commenced in the 1945-46 academic year.

According to the university's annual report, two language courses in

Russian and one in Ukrainian were taught and preliminary interest was

expressed in Polish. Andrusyshen also did some editing for the Blackwell

series of Slavic texts, collaborated with Professor Joseph S. Roucek on the

Slavonic Encyclopaedia project, and produced three review articles on

Ukrainian subjects.^^ In its second year of operation, the Slavics depart-

ment increased its course offerings to six and was boldly touted as the

future "centre of Ukrainian studies on this Continent." Andrusyshen, by

now an assistant professor, had three articles accepted by the New York

Ukrainian Quarterly, and would, in succeeding years, continue to publish

in both it and the London-based Slavonic ReviewV His scholarly output
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in the Ukrainian Quarterly alone between 1945 and 1948 included articles

on Ukrainian theatre and politics, Cossack dumy, the philosopher Hry-

hory Skovoroda, and Ukrainian literature and the common man.

The annual reports for the University of Saskatchewan for 1946-47

and 1947-48 reveal Andrusyshen's ambitious plans for the future:

initiating a Section of Modern Languages—adding Polish, Spanish, and

Italian; teaching a course in comparative literature; and, eventually,

offering a doctoral program. Meanwhile, the number of Slavics courses

grew steadily, and there were several inquiries about M.A. degrees, five

of them in Ukrainian. The department also began conducting senior

matriculation examinations in Ukrainian in preparation for the introduc-

tion of the language into the Saskatchewan high school curriculum.

Andrusyshen's professional contacts also expanded. In 1947, for example,

he was elected vice-president of the Canadian Association of Teachers of

Slavic and East European Languages, an affiliate of the American

ATSEEL and forerunner of the Canadian Association of Slavists. On the

academic side, his publication credits illustrated both continuing produc-

tivity and continuing dedication to the Ukrainian Canadian community.

He wrote for Collier's Encyclopedia, for example, and in 1949 had two

articles published in booklet form by the Ukrainian National Youth

Federation: "Shevchenko—A National and Universal Genius" and "High-

lights of Ukrainian Literature."^^

In 1949 Andrusyshen became an associate professor and head of the

four-year-old department. His promotion, however, apparently encoun-

tered a certain amount of resistance, for it came only after he had made
several appeals to the university administration on his own behalf to

accelerate the process. By this point Andrusyshen had already started

work on the preparation of one of his most enduring legacies, a

Ukrainian-English dictionary. The records show him writing numerous

letters and submissions, supported by the president of the university,

seeking financial assistance for the project from the Rockefeller Founda-

tion.^^ Also in 1949 Andrusyshen made his first major pedagogical

contribution towards the provision of teaching manuals for Ukrainian

courses at both high school and university levels, producing a 240-page

annotated English-language anthology with a glossary. Readings in

Ukrainian Authors. Again demonstrating the link between his scholarship

and the Ukrainian community, the volume was published and partially

financed by the Ukrainian Canadian Committee. Together, the anthology

and projected dictionary testified to Andrusyshen's conviction, long main-

tained, that as the younger generation lost touch with the language and
traditions of its forefathers, basic groundwork was required in Ukrainian

studies. Himself convinced of the urgency and importance of the task, he
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frequently complained in later years that other scholars and educators

insufficiently appreciated and supported such work.

In light of this attitude, it is not surprising that over the next five

years, until its completion in 1955, Andrusyshen's professional energies

were primarily devoted to the compilation and publication of his

Ukrainian-English dictionary. He had to worry about financing the

project as well and as such constantly solicited support, especially for

printing, from different quarters. Besides appealing to outside founda-

tions, he approached the Board of Governors of the University of

Saskatchewan, and with the help of the president, some university funds

were allocated for the project. The University of Toronto Press agreed to

promote and distribute the volume when ready. In the meantime, to

help with the preparation, Andrusyshen enlisted his father-in-law, J.N.

Krett of Winnipeg, and his first wife, Helen Virginia, to whom the

finished product was dedicated. Printed in Saskatoon by the Gospel

Press, Andrusyshen's dictionary (as he subsequently boasted to the

writer) was the largest book to come out of the prairie city to that point

in time. He himself, he also recalled, had had to help set the type. With

1,163 pages, 95,000 entries, and 35,000 idioms and phrases, Andrusyshen's

dictionary was easily the most comprehensive work in Ukrainian lexico-

graphy to have been compiled to date inside or outside Ukraine. Much
painstaking and assiduous labour had paid off, and two years after its

publication, Andrusyshen was satisfied with his dictionary's reception.^®

From the vantage point of hindsight, he subsequently argued that with-

out it, Ukrainian studies in English-speaking countries would not have

been able to progress as rapidly as they did over the following two

decades. But already in 1955 the University of Saskatchewan recog-

nized his achievement and seminal contribution to his field, promoting

him to full professor.

While engaged in work on the dictionary, Andrusyshen had con-

tinued to teach all the classes in his department, added new courses, and

helped introduce Ukrainian into Saskatchewan's high schools. In 1950-51

alone, he also prepared an article on the sixtieth anniversary of Ukrainian

immigration to Canada (published in the Ukrainian Year Book, 1951-52);

translated three hundred pages of proceedings into English for the

Historical and Philological Section of the Shevchenko Scientific Society in

New York; and presented a paper at the American ATSEEL conference

in Windsor-Detroit.^® Locally he remained active in the Ukrainian

community, giving numerous public lectures, especially to the Ukrainian

National Federation, and serving as president of the Eparchial Executive

of Ukrainian Catholics of Saskatchewan. (In later years he would be made
honorary president of the Ukrainian Catholic Professional Club, "Fides,"
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and of the first Ukrainian Teachers Association of Saskatchewan.)

In the mid 1950s the number of students in Andrusyshen's depart-

ment grew to 136, reflecting the growing interest in Slavic studies at

campuses across Canada. This interest culminated at the professional

level with the formation of the Canadian Association of Slavists in 1954.

Andrusyshen played no active role in the association's creation, even

though he had been much involved with its predecessor. His reasons

were primarily personal: he was absorbed with his dictionary, and his

first wife and collaborator on the project passed away prematurely. Other

concerns were more professional: his initial training lay in Romance
languages and literatures, and he harboured certain reservations about

the new body, its aims, and the scholarly pursuits of some of its

members. Thus, Constantine Henry Andrusyshen, the first Canadian-born

Slavist and pioneer in Slavic studies in this country, neither joined the

Canadian Association of Slavists nor participated in its activities.

This did not, of course, mean that he withdrew from the academic

world or participation in other professional organizations and institutions.

Over the next two decades, and even following his official retirement

from the University of Saskatchewan, Andrusyshen remained pro-

lific—translating Ukrainian classics into English, preparing student

anthologies, annually reviewing publications on eastern Europe for the

University of Toronto Quarterly, refereeing manuscripts, writing articles,

and even producing a novel. He also presided over the fluctuating for-

tunes of his department as the optimistic growth of the 1950s failed to be

sustained in the more austere 1970s. Andrusyshen's contributions to

Slavic studies were publicly recognized by both the Ukrainian Canadian

and mainstream communities. In 1964 he not only received a Shevchenko

Centennial Medal from the Ukrainian Canadian Committee but was also

elected to the Royal Society of Canada, the first such recognition of a

scholar of Ukrainian origin for work on the Ukrainian language, litera-

ture, and culture. Three years later he was awarded a Canada Centennial

Medal, and in 1971 was named Simpson Professor in Slavic Studies, a

honour he held until his retirement from the University of Saskatchewan.

Honorary membership in the Canadian Association of Slavists followed

in 1975. Lastly, a Saskatoon Centennial Medal in 1982 acknowledged his

contribution to his adopted city.

Constantine Henry Andrusyshen died in Saskatoon on 13 May 1983

and an industrious life came to an end. In a chance conversation with the

writer, one of his former Erench professors at the University of Manitoba

remembered him as a' modest man, perhaps a little shy and reticent. He
was also friendly and helpful, and possessed an excellent sense of
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humour. A true scholar who generally avoided crowds and ostentation,

Andrusyshen felt most at ease in his study—at work.
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Vera Lysenko's Men in Sheepskin

Coats (1947):

The Untold Story

Alexandra Kruchka Glynn

When Vera Lysenko (Lesik) undertook the research and writing of

her first book. Men in Sheepskin Coats: A Study in Assimilation, she was

making history while writing history. As a woman, she moved beyond

the usual literary and academic boundaries by daring to chronicle, in

non-fiction form, the group experience and contribution of the Ukrainians

in Canada. She was also pioneering as the first Ukrainian Canadian

author to write a history of her people in English. Despite the dearth of

compiled data and accessible resource material, Lysenko was determined

to carry out the work. This was no small or simple task. Hundreds of

hours were spent travelling across Canada, searching through records in

Ukrainian halls and churches, and sifting through sometimes forgotten

trunks in farmhouses far from progressive urban areas. Lysenko also

employed the skills she developed as a newspaper reporter to interview

personally hundreds of individuals, then follow up any leads they pro-

vided. Lastly, she wove the strands of oral history—the stories of

immigrants who often could not write themselves—into a permanent

written document.

Because Lysenko was breaking new ground in her attempt to produce

an account of the Ukrainian Canadian experience, there were difficulties

that had to be resolved. Verification of information was often impossible

because recorded data confirming much of the material Lysenko was

gathering did not exist. This meant that she placed great trust in her

family and associates as she drew on their experiences to fill out the

details in the work.

The project was a labour of love for which Lysenko was willing to

make personal sacrifices, resigning her secure position at the Windsor Star

to devote the necessary time to research and writing. Financial support

then became a crucial issue. In the absence of government grants, and
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excluded by class and ethnicity from the dominant Anglo society that

might have provided financial resources, Lysenko approached various

Ukrainian organizations for funding. However, because the Lesik family

had abandoned the traditional Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox faiths,

becoming Stundists, she was an outsider to the Ukrainian community.

Her requests for financial assistance were consistently rejected, until she

turned to the pro-communist, pro-Soviet Association of United Ukrainian

Canadians (AUUC), the successor to the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer

Temple Association (ULFTA). Leading figures in this organization were

familiar with her published work and held the opinion that she was
indeed a talented writer. Her strong social conscience, firm sense of class

solidarity, and socialist political views also impressed them. They saw

that, although her Canadian university education placed her among an

"elite," Lysenko's sympathies were with those she regarded as oppressed

by a system that exploited immigrants, women, labourers, and farmers.

The fact that she was using her intellectual resources and literary talent

to promote an awareness of the inequities she abhorred moved individual

members of the AUUC to offer personal donations so that Lysenko could

proceed with her project without financial distress.

For years, it was assumed that Lysenko conducted the work on her

own and that the published version of Men in Sheepskin Coats was her

final manuscript. Such was not the case. In reality, Lysenko's AUUC
patrons were not only financially generous, but also provided her with

"consultants" to assist with the project. Her work was scrutinized by John

Navis (Ivan Navizivsky), Peter Krawchuk, and Pylyp Lysets. Her main

advisor, Lysets had been invited to Canada by the ULFTA in 1928 as an

inspector for its children's schools (ditochi shkoly). Lysenko felt confident

working with these experienced "consultants" who shared her desire to

educate Canadians about their people while giving Ukrainian Canadians

a better sense of their own dual heritage. Without hesitation, she drew

upon their expertise and turned particularly to Lysets as a reliable source

for information. The following letter, dated 27 October 1945, indicates

how much Lysenko depended on Lysets for assistance during the

gathering of information stage for her book:

Dear Mr. Lysets:

1 am sending you a long list of questions which 1 should like you to

answer at your earliest convenience. As you know, doubtless, 1 am revising

my book and since most of the revisions are concerned with the press and

politics, I am taking the liberty of sending you these questions.

PRESS:

What are the sources of your material?
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Give an analysis of the contents.

How many Ukrainian newspapers in Canada? What are their

names?

What is their circulation? In what cities are they printed?

By whom are they sponsored? How many newspapers have been

published in Canada since the Ukrainians first came here, and what

are their names? (Mr. Kumka can answer this one—he has written

an article on the subject).

How many times a week does each paper come out? What are your

sources of revenue? What are your relations with the old country?

Do you publish books and pamphlets as well as a newspaper? What

is the set-up in regard to the staff? How many on staff, and what in

general are their qualifications? How many hours a day do they

work and do they have any other duties? How would you estimate

the influence of Ukrainian papers in Canada?

Kindly give some characteristic excerpts from editorials.

Kindly give a brief biographical note on Shatulski.

Kindly send me the issue containing the story of Popovich.

Give me a brief account of the socialist Ukrainian press during the

early days (before 1918)[.]

Kindly send me your two anniversary calendars.

What do you regard as the main function of the press?

BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATIONS:

What are the assets of your B.A.?

Give me figures regarding business done by the People's Co-op.

How many members of the B.A.?

What are its extraneous activities? What are its purposes? When
organized? Does it carry on social activities, sports, music, etc?

What is the organizational scheme? By-laws, etc?

How often does it hold conventions? How are finances admin-

istered?

What are its officers? Do you have summer camps, schools, etc?

Does the B.A. publish newspapers? Did it participate in war relief?

Does it offer scholarships to high school students?

POLITICAL:

What are the main political issues facing Ukrainians in Canada?

Any other information or suggestions you can offer will be wel-

come. 1 should appreciate it if you could answer these questions

within two weeks.

Thank you,

(signed)

Vera Lesik
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P.S. Please send 3 copies of your paper & 3 copies of Shatulski's

paper.’

Filled with gratitude to her benefactors, and concentrating only on

the fact that she had the opportunity to fulfill her desire to write an

informal history, Lysenko did not see that her working relationship with

her patrons might give rise to future controversy. Navis, Krawchuk, and

Lysets were actively involved in the Communist Party of Canada.

Lysenko, somewhat naive about party politics, did not realize that by

becoming involved with communist activists she was bound to be

identified with their movement. Without reservation, she submitted her

completed manuscript to her "consultants" to forward for publication.

However, Men in Sheepskin Coats, published by Ryerson Press of Toronto

in 1947, is an altered version of Lysenko's text.^

Lysenko's unedited typescript, entitled "They Came from Cossack

Land," was more than 600 pages in length. Written in a style more like

an epic novel, it is divided into three sections. The first part, "Cossack

Land", begins with a prologue that contains some of Lysenko's most

evocative writing, drawing the reader and the subject together by

appealing to sentiment in the telling of an historical event. Lysenko

presents a moving description of the seekers of "a new life":

They had little enough to remind them of the land they had left

behind: a handful of the sacred soil of their native land, wrapped up in

a kerchief, a few bundles of seeds, and their peasant tools, sickles and

scythes to till the new earth; in their hearts, memories of a great

tradition....

Mute, heartsick yet courageous—how could they speak to strangers

in a strange land—men who did not understand their musical tongue,

who despised the bright embroid[e]ries of their costumes, who looked

contemptuously upon the "foreigners" and knew nothing of their ways?

How could they tell what land was theirs in the old country, to what

proud traditions they were the heirs, what poets had sung to them?

How could they speak and say from what land they had come?^

Responding to her own rhetorical questions, Lysenko becomes the

spokesperson for the Ukrainian immigrants and their children as she tells

their story. She opens the prologue with "The men and women in

sheepskin coats." These words are significant. They indicate that in her

attempt to generate a better understanding of her people, Lysenko made
a conscious decision to include both sexes and not present Ukrainian

Canadian history as solely a male experience. Her careful attention

throughout the manuscript to the role played by women anticipates the

work of feminist historians who, in the 1970s, challenged the traditional

androcentric approach to the writing of Canadian history. The first part
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of "They Came from Cossack Lar\d" (73 pages) contains the old-world

history of the Ukrainian settlers, opening with an extensive account of the

Zaporozhian Cossacks and introducing important events and figures from

Ukrainian history Lysenko's goal to make the past of her people come

alive is obvious from her approach. She creates a sense of immediacy and

involvement in the moment, almost dramatizing the events by including

dialogue along with clear descriptive scenes. Demonstrating literary and

documentary skills, Lysenko carries the reader back into time, and

vividly resurrects for her English-language audience such individuals as

Petro Konashevych-Sahaidachny, Bohdan Khmelnytsky, and Ivan

Mazepa. Oleksa Dovbush, the "Robin Hood of Ukrainian Mountaineers,"

she describes as "half real, half fantasy, liv[ingl forever in the folk songs

of the Hutsuls."^ With splashes of bold colour, she embroiders a picture

of the Hutsul setting, attire, and dance so effectively that the bagpipe

sounds of the these Carpathian dwellers are almost heard. The

Carpathian Mountain people's life, a contrast to that of the more familiar

mode of the dwellers of the prairie-like steppes, is realistically revealed,

perhaps the first such exposure for the non-Ukrainian reader.

In Part One, Lysenko devotes several pages to the Cossack tradition

in Eastern Ukraine, and ties "the trek of the Zaparagian [sic]] cossacks to

seek a new homeland"^ following the destruction of the Sich to the late

nineteenth-century migration of Ukrainian peasants to Canada. She does

this by drawing a parallel with Ivan Kotliarevsky's "Travesty of the

Aeneid." There is a connection, she implies, between the exodus of

Kotliarevsky's classical heroes who found refuge in "the vast undevel-

oped south lands''^ and the peasants of Western Ukraine who, in more

modern times, also had to abandon their homeland: "Escape, where? The

descendant of the cossacks looked about him desperately and far to the

west, beyond the seas, a new light of hope appeared. And so he left

cossack land and came to the New World. While the Ukrainians of

Galicia and Bukovyna who dominated the Ukrainian movement to

Canada had not historically shared the Cossack experience Lysenko

evokes, she is undoubtedly seeking to ignite passion and pride among
Ukrainian Canadians in their Ukrainian heritage. Moreover, by identify-

ing late nineteenth-century peasant immigrants to Canada as successors

to the Cossacks, Lysenko also elevates their story to a level comparable

with the Cossacks' past glories.

Part Two of Lysenko's original manuscript is entitled "New
Breaking" and deals with the Ukrainian pioneer experience in Canada. It

opens with "The Land Passion," which again paints a picture that is more
dramatic than concerned with historical objectivity and accuracy:
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The empty prairies were waiting. . .waiting to be made fertile. Across

the western plains of Canada stretched a wilderness of a thousand miles.

No plough had ever touched that virgin soil. It was a savage land,

buffeted by the elemental powers of nature, resisting all attempts to

conquer and tame it to the uses of cultivation.®

Lysenko continues to stress the unimaginable condition of the land which

"was stubborn, rock-bound, overrun by flood, heaving with muskeg,

bristling with bush and treacherous with quagmire."^ She writes of the

settlers who fought the terrain, with only their bare hands as tools as

they tried to clear away the brush and wild roots. The images are

graphic. But they are also romanticized, as Lysenko refers to the poetry

of the immigrants' labour, "the poetry of rich, golden plump wheat-ears,

the poetry of the harvest, of the changing seasons, of the rites and powers

of nature, of man's love for mother earth." Despite the hardship and

her characterization of "a savage land," Lysenko reveals a deep respect

for nature as she describes the early Ukrainian settlement in the Canadian

West. But she also introduces the reader to the immigrants' customs and

folk arts, which brought a touch of refinement and continuity into their

lives.

Part Two also traces various aspects of the development of the new
Ukrainian community. A large portion of this section deals with an over-

view of the religious denominations which competed for "Ukrainian

souls."” As well, it includes matters of education and the important

role of the teacher; facts and figures regarding Ukrainian publications; a

short discussion of political parties and their influence on Ukrainian

immigrant voters; and informative details about industrial workers. In-

terspersed throughout are anecdotal descriptions of rituals and customs

preserved in Canada. Clearly, Lysenko was conscious of a readership that

included immigrants and those without formal education, for she wrote

in a style that was easy to read and without cumbersome documentation

or an inflated vocabulary.

The last section of the manuscript, "Prairie Giants," documents the

accomplishments of outstanding individuals. When compared with the

first two parts, the brevity of this section seems inconsistent, although

there is no sense that it is an incomplete piece. Possibly Lysenko saw the

manuscript as already being beyond an acceptable length. Or, given the

time when she was writing, there might have been only a small number

of Ukrainians who had made the transition from settler to prominent

achiever. Unfortunately, the mystery of whether this is actually the entire

manuscript is likely to remain unsolved.

When Lysenko turned over this unedited version of her work, she

thought that she had completed her task in a more than satisfactory
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manner. After "interviewing hundreds of persons all over Canada during

a period of three or four years/' on hundreds of pages, she felt she had

delivered "a broad picture of Ukrainian Canadian life over a period of

fifty years." Lysenko assumed, when she turned over her manuscript,

that it would be published quickly, but two years passed before the book

reached print. Unbeknown to her, the text underwent radical revision.

The published version is only 312 pages, including the original bibliogra-

phy. That Lysenko was not aware of the reasons for the delay becomes

apparent from the following letter, dated 3 March 1946, and written on

the stationery of the Hotel Taft, in New York:

Dear Mr. Navis:

I am here in New York for a few days on business—am going to do

a little research work in the libraries here, some publishers, etc.

When I phoned you on Friday I was somewhat surprized that you

people had done nothing at all about trying to get my book published.

It appears to me that perhaps you do not appreciate fully the importance

of having such material on the Ukrainians made accessible to the

Canadian public. There is so much ignorance and misunderstanding

about our role in Canadian life that I feel my work deserved your

support. It seems to me you have neglected to do as much as you might

have to assist me in promoting my book.

Will you therefore, Mr. Navis, please bring this matter to the

attention of your organization, and try to decide on some concrete way
of furthering my work. It would be too bad if my work were wasted just

because of a lack of co-operation on your part. After all I did spend two

years of hard work on it and collected some valuable material

—

Yours sincerely

Vera Lesik'^

When Men in Sheepskin Coats finally appeared, it showed that Lysenko's

sponsors not only changed the title and structure of the text, but also

made deletions and alterations to better reflect their own particular

notions of how Ukrainian Canadians' history should be presented.

Why did Lysenko not protest the changes? Perhaps the answer rests

in her position at the time. Despite her journalistic record, she was a

relatively inexperienced writer who lacked any real power where pub-

lishing was concerned. Her "consultants," in contrast, had contacts in the

publishing world, and since they had been so generous in their support

of her work, she trusted that they would do the proper thing in seeing

the manuscript through to publication. Also, Ryerson Press was a dis-

tinguished publishing house, with many prominent Canadian authors on

its lists, and managed by well-respected individuals. For Ryerson to

publish Lysenko's book in edited form must mean that they felt this was
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the best way to present its message to the Canadian public. Finally,

Lysenko was an ethnic female author dealing with the male Anglo-

dominated publishing world, and it is not difficult to surmise that if she

had protested it would only have served to defeat the publication of her

first major work.

With the appearance of Men in Sheepskin Coats, Lysenko had achieved

her goal: "to explain the great romance of migration of my people to

Canada" and show how "the destiny of the Men in Sheepskin Coats was
bound up with the destiny of Canada." The initial reviews in the

English-language press in 1947 augured well. The book received con-

gratulations and compliments from several reviewers, including the

"mosaic" proponent, John Murray Gibbon,^^ who welcomed it as a

significant contribution to the study of Canadian history. It seemed that

Lysenko's efforts on behalf of the Ukrainian Canadians were being

recognized.

However, trouble soon erupted. The anti-communist Ukrainian

Canadian Committee, irritated by the fact that a leftist sympathizer and

outsider to their community had produced the first English-language

history of Ukrainians in Canada, and upset at the book's slant, urged

Watson Kirkconnell to discredit the work. Kirkconnell, an influential

academic with strongly conservative views and a supporter of the

Ukrainian Canadian Committee, accused Lysenko of engaging in left-

wing propaganda. He sent an unsolicited and sharply worded critique to

the book's publishers, making unsubstantiated allegations about Lysen-

ko's political affiliations and attacking her book as "an interesting

combination of authentic research and Communist propaganda" and an

"unappetizing dish...laced with political arsenic. Nevertheless, Kirk-

connell also admitted that most of Men in Sheepskin Coats made for "an

excellent and readable account of the settlement of Ukrainians in Canada

and their advancement in two generations to positions of affluence and

distinction." Although Kirkconnell took specific exception to a very small

portion of the material in the text, some twelve pages, his negative

assessment in general created the impression that the entire book was

tainted.

Lysenko was inadvertently caught in the middle of a political battle.

The timing of the release of Men in Sheepskin Coats placed her in an

especially awkward position. She had begun work on the project in 1943

when the Soviet Union was an ally of the Western Powers, but the 1947

publication occurred just as the Cold War rhetoric was beginning to

intensify. Kirkconnell' s critique—an edited version of which was pub-

lished in the University of Toronto Quarterly^^—stung Lysenko, and in a

later, unpublished autobiographical work, she protested:
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It seemed all the more shameful to me, this attack on me, the most

vicious ever made on a Canadian writer, with its distortion of irrelevant

facts, its aggrandizement of minutiae, its exaggeration of the least

important aspects of my theses.’®

On 9 March 1948 Lysenko swore in an affidavit that she was not and

had never been a member of "the Communist Party, the Progressive

Labour Party, the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association or the

Ukrainian Canadian Association."’^ An extensive interview with her

convinced Frank Flemington, one of the editors at Ryerson Press, that she

was not a communist and had never intended to promote the communist

cause. In a memo to Dr Lome Pierce, the senior editor at Ryerson,

Flemington indicated his support for Lysenko and described Kirkconnell

as a "fanatic looking for a fight." In a follow-up letter to Kirkconnell,

Flemington suggested that legal action was being considered. This

resulted in Kirkconnell toning down his attack in the published version

of his critique, but the damage was done and the allegations regarding

Lysenko's political affiliations continued, especially in the Ukrainian

community and press.

The injury to Lysenko's career and health was tremendous. Besides

public humiliation and making no gain financially, her reputation as a

sincere and serious writer was shattered. Disappointed at the lack of

support "when the writer is attacked on the basis of being a little too far

ahead of his time," she charged that "anyone who speaks out against

social injustice is immediately suspect."^® Ultimately, Lysenko concluded

that it was

much better to be "socially acceptable," and so our writers lose the force

and power which writers of other nations can wield but seems so

deplorably absent in our Canadian writers. "Be on the safe side, steer

clear of labor problems, shut your eyes to social abuses, and you'll be on

the side of the mighty."^’

For several years, Lysenko did not publish. She was devastated not only

by Kirkconnell' s damage to her reputation and career as a writer, but also

by the failure of the Ukrainian community to recognize her efforts on its

behalf.

Lysenko never fully recovered from the controversy surrounding Men
in Sheepskin Coats. Throughout the remaining years of her life, her physi-

cal and emotional health suffered, and on several occasions she was hos-

pitalized. She also made extensive notes assessing her own reaction to the

episode and its effects on her mental state, at one point writing: "There

was something, a hard, deep, hateful part of my past, which dreaded

reviving, which I had avoided mentioning in all my interviews with the
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psychiatrist. I finally summoned up the courage to yank at it and pull it

out, in all its meanness, its disaster, its injustice."^^ Like an abuse victim

finally confronting the truth by releasing a repressed memory, Lysenko

continued:

On the appearance of my first book. Men in Sheepskin Coats, a social

history of my people, the Ukrainians in Canada, an attack was made
upon it, smearing me and accusing me of a communist bias. . .It was vile,

unexpected, utterly unjustified, and made by a person occupying some
position of authority in Canadian literary life. It was handed to me by

the Editor, Dr. Lome Pierce, and I could not believe what my horrified

mind registered...

Dangerous Red Propaganda Must Be Exposed...

A sick feeling overwhelmed me. Fury, ungovernable, surged through me
and my fingers trembled as I took up the purported review of my social

history of the Ukrainians in Canada. What on Earth? I could hardly

believe what I was reading. Every sickly, distorted accusation of a mean
and perverted personality was hurled at me by a man purporting to be

a disinterested scholar with a name that Anglo-Canadians respected.

Her years of mental pain, she concluded, "had all begun the day I

received a copy of the attack on my first book."^"^ Yet Lysenko's pride

in her achievement remained. "I reviewed the events that had led to my
undertaking the long, hard task of assembling materials for Men in

Sheepskin Coats," she wrote:

The new trails I had blazed. The venturesome journey I had undertaken

across Canada, visiting the chief Ukrainian communities. The severe

personal sacrifices the work had entailed. The thousands of hours of the

most painstaking, exacting research, described by the Toronto Star as

"staggering"...! had delved deeply into the historical background,

searched out books which seemed insignificant to most people, caught

various phases of activity which had seemed irrelevant until I had

beautified them enormously and presented them to the Canadian

people.^^

Despite her experience with Men in Sheepskin Coats—or, more precisely,

because of the Kirkconnell episode—Lysenko ultimately determined to

keep on writing. However, she sought safety in a genre more acceptable

for a female writer in Canada and less likely to draw fire from the

Ukrainian nationalist community, and turned to fiction. Yellow Boots

(1954), her novel of Ukrainian settlement on the prairies and the tran-

sition of the second generation from Ukrainian to Canadian, was her first

work to emerge out of this period of renewed creative activity.
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ApxiBHi ^^epcAa b yKpami
JiO BHB^CHHB iCTOpii KaHa^IjiB

yKpa'mcBKoro noxo^^cHHH

Aeouig Aeigeuxo

IcTopiH yKpaiHH H Kana4H TicHO noBasana Mepea 40Ai thx thchm

yKpaiHIjiB, HKi 3 piSHHX npHMHH SaAHLUaAH pi4Hi OCeAi H HanpaBABAHCb 40

KaHa4H- Tyr, Ha npHGpaniH 6aTbKiBujHHi, noMHHaAocb ix hobc >kmtth,

cnoBHCHe HCAerKoio npayeio, Ha4iHMH i rpHBoraMH, CMyTKOM 3a aaAHiiieHHM

KpasM. Aa6 np040B>K ycix poKiB HeaMinno 36epiraAaca >KHBa HHTOMKa 3BH3KiB

Mi>K yKpaiHijHMH HO o6H4Ba 6okh OKeaHy.

CroAiTHiH roBiACH yKpaiHijiB y Kana4i cnonyKaB 40CAi4HHKiB 40 enepriH-

HHX HOmyKiB HOBHX MaTepiBAiB, y TOMy MHCAI apxiBHHX, 4AB HorAH6AeHoro

BHCBiTAeHHB HK caMOBO Hpoijecy eMirpayil, TaK i >khtth yKpainyiB y HOBOMy

COyiHAbHO-eKOHOMiHHOMy Ta HOAiTHHHOMy 40BKiAAi.

HaMM npoBe4eHO 40CAi4HHybKy po6oTy Ta npoanaAiaoBaHO MarepiaAM

HH3KH apXiBiB YKpaiHH, lyo MO/KyTb 6yTH KOpHCHHMH 4AB BMCHHX, HKi

BHBMaioTb icTopiio KaHa4yiB yKpaiHCbKoro noxo4>KeHHa b MixcBOSHHy 4o6y.

SoKpeMa peTCAbHO BHBHeno 4)oh4h apxiBiB y AbBOBi, MepniByax Ta KneBi

—

LJeHTpaAbHHH 4ep>KaBHHH iCTOpHHHHH apxiB yPCP y M. AbBOBi (LJ4IA yPCP

y AbBOBi), /lepxcaBHHH apxiB AbBiBCbKo'i oGabcth C/^AAO), MepHiBeybKHH

o6AacHHH 4ep>KaBHHH apxiB (HO/IA) Ta IJeHTpaAbHHH apxiB >KoBTHeBoi

peBOAioyii, bhlljhx opraniB 4ep>KaBHoi BAa4H i opraniB 4ep>KaBHoro yiipaBAinna

yKpaiHCbKoi PCP (1J4A>KP ypcp)i.

OomyK np0B04HBCa 3 MCTOIO BHaBACHHa KiAbKOCTH Ta OyiHKH HayKOBOi'

BapTocTH apxiBHHX MaTepixAiB, BHaHaMenna ix 40CT0BipH0CTH, 40CTaTH0CTH Ta

npH4aTH0CTM 4Aa BHCBiTAenna icTopHMHoro npoyecy. ByAO BaacAHBO TaKoac

Ho6aHHTH po3H04iA MaTcpiaAiB HO apxiBax, HOKpHTTa HHMH aasHaneHoT tomh.

I, HapemTi, poapoGnTH CBoepi4HHH 4oporoBKaa 4Aa 4ocAi4HHKiB, hjo i 40

uiyKaTH.

HanGaraTHioio BHaBHAaca KOAOKyia 40KyM6HTiB Ta MaTepiaAiB y LJi<4IA

yPCP y AbBOBi. OcKiAbKH B 1920-30-i poKH AbBiB Bi4irpaBaB poAio neBHoro

a4MiHicTpaTHBHoro ycHTpy Cxi4Hboi' PaAHMHHH, hjo Bxo4HAa 40 CKAa4y
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rioAbLyi, TO came Tyx b apxiei Bi4KAa4aAaca ocHOBHa Maca MarepiaAiB, C104H

HUJOB noTiK m4)opMayn, ujo yaaraABHiOBaAacb i HanpaBAHAaca 40 BapmaBH.

4ocAi4HHK MO)Ke Bi4HaHTH 4eaKi MarepiaAn, iijo cTocyraTbca eMiTpaijii, b

AyybKy, TepnonoAi mh iBano-OpaHKiBCbKy. OpoTe i;e 04H0TnnHi 4>KepeAa,

xi6a Lyo MO>KHa Bi4HaftTH iHuii npisBHiya, naaBu inmux MicyeBOCTeft-BHTOKiB

eMiTpayii.

ripH ybOMy CAi4 MaTH Ha yBaai, ujo posBHTOK npoyecy rAacHocTH ra

4eMOKpaTH3ayii noujHpHBca hobhoio Mipoio i Ha apxiBHy cnpaBy. /[oHe4aBHa

TaoMHi 4)oh4h (HanpHKAa4 MHTponoAHTa AH4pea (lUenTHybKoro), Ocnna

Haaapyxa ra in.) renep craAH 4ocTynHi 4ocAi4HHKaM i Mo>KyTb 6yTH

BHKopHCTaHi Hopa4 3 THMH, Hjo HC 36epiraAHca B cneycxoBHLLjax i b>k6

OM0BH4HO 6iAbLue Bi40Mi HayKOBiH rpoMa4i.

O4HHM 3 HaH3MiCTOBHiuJHX 6 4)OH4 ToBapHCTBa «r[pOCBiTa» y AbBOBi

(cf)OH4 348 TH—panime nacTKOBO TaeMHHft) aa Bci poKH Horo icHyBanna

(1868-1939). 4Aa Hac CTaHOBHTb iHTepeC OHHC 1 T, UJO MiCTHTb 40Ky-

MeHTayiio aa 1907-44 pp. OckIabkh «npocBiTa» MaAa mctok) noHiHpeHHa

ocBiTH, HHCbMeHCTBa, HUHeceHHa KyAbTypH yKpaiHCbKoro Hapo4y, BH4aHHa ft

HOHIHpeHHa MHTaHOK, TBOpiB BH4aTHHX yKpaiHCbKHX HHCbMeHHHKiB, 3acHyBaHHa

MHTaAeHb, xopeorpac|)iHHHX Ta 4paMaTHMHHX rypTKiB, to Bona HeMHHyMe

aanoMaTKOByBaAa ft ni4TpMMyBaAa 3Ba3KH 3 yKpaiHCbKHMH KaHa4yaMH.

y 4)OH4i 348 TM, OH. 1 T, Lyo MiCTHTb MaTCpiaAH npOCBiTaHCbKOl KoMicii'

4Aa aMepHKancbKHX yKpainyiB, MasTbca 29 cnpaB noBaaaHHx 3 Kanayoio.

HacTHHa 3 HHX aaTopKye He tIabkh Kanayy, a ft CLUA, BpaaHAiio Ta inmi

KpaiHH. TyT, y cnp. 364, aocepeyaceni chhckh acepTBoyaByiB 3 TopoHTa,

BiHHineTy Ta in. KanaycbKHX MicT na noMecHHft yap yAa «ripocBiTH» y AbBOBi,

BiyoMocTi npo npHAyacHHa hobhx MAenis yo TOBapncTBa y 1923-33 pp-, npn

ybOMy MaTepiaAH npo Kanayy «BKpanAeHi» b inmi BiyoMocTi. Maftace TaKoro

ac xapaKTepy nanepH y cnp. 368, ye ftyeTbca TaKoac npo nepeynAaTy na

KaAenyapi Ta inmi BHyanna «ripocBiTH» (1925-6 pp.). Xona ye ne anaAiTHnni

MaTepiaAH i HayxoBa yinnicTb i'x neaeAHKa, npoTe peTeAbHo niyiOpani

KBHTaHyii', 3a3HaneHHa npbBHLy niynncHHKiB Ta ix aypecH Moace cTaTH b naroyi

THM, XTO myKae cboio reneaAoriio a6o a< OHMcyaaTHMe yiaAbnicTb «npocBiTH»

B Kanayi (Y yift cnpaai KanaycbKi MaTepiaAH CTanoBAaTb MenmicTb, nopiBHano

3 THMH, HJO CTOCyiOTbCa CUJA).

CyTTSBa iHcJ)opMayia MicTHTbca b cnp. 378 (cj). 348, on. 1 t) npo

yiaAbnicTb «npoTecTayiftnoro KOMiTeTy» b Bpenyoni, ujo opraniaoByBaB piani

rpoMaycbKi aKyii 3 ocyyoM yift noAbCbKHX BaACTeft y AbBOBi b AHCTonayi 1928

p. KpHByacenna yKpai'ncbKoro Aioyy b TaAnanni CKOAHxnyAO yKpaincbKHX

KanayyiB. B ybOMy yoKyMenTi BaananyeTbca, ujo yKpaincbKa rpoMaya b

Bpenyoni rypTyaaAaca npn yaox nayionaAbHHX ToaapncTBax-—MHTaAbni

«IlpocBiTa» Ta HapoynoMy yoMi. HasHBaAHCb i (f)opMH anaay coAiyapnocTH

—

npoBeyenna 22 AHCTonaya 1928 p. cniAbnoro Bina, lyo cxaaAHAO tokcth
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TeAerpaM 40 (|3e4epaAbHoro yp>i4y KaHa4H xa Airw Hayin, Bi4npaBAeHHa

npoTecTayiHHHX ahctIb xa 36ipKM KomxiB i 100 40A. Ha cnopy4>KeHHa

yKpaiHCbKoro 40My iHBaAi4iB y AbBOBi xa 45 40A. Ha ToBapHCXBO «npocBixa»

y AbBOBi 3 Mexoio, 3a3HaMaAocb y AHCxi, «xom hkocb 3aroiXH pann na opraniaivii

BaxbKiBujHHH, 60 MM CBi40Mi xoro, HLjo yKpaiHCbKe >KHXxa B Kana4i B4ep>KMXbca

AHHI COKaMH MaXipHOBO HHiI».

4ocHXb 3MicxoBHOio e cnp. 379 3a 1928-39 pp., u;o naAinye 31 cxop.

XeKCXiB i XOpKaeXbCH AHCXyBanna 3 pi3HMMM yKpaiHCbKHMH BiHCbKOBMMM

cjDopMyBaHHBMH i HOAiXHMHHMM opraHoaijiaMM B Kana4 i. BiAbmicxb AMCxiB

xopKaioxbca Bcxyny b xi mm inmi o6’G4HaHHa, bmcmakh MACHCbKMX bhcckIb i

rpomoBHX no>KepxB, oOMiny onyOAiKOBaHMMM BM4aHHaMM. TaK, CinoBa

opraHiaaym yKpainyiB Kana4H, acoyloBana 3 Pa40io KaHa4CbKMX OoMCKaBxiB, y

xpy4Hi 1928 p. H0Bi40MAaAa npo 6a>KaHHii BcxynnxM b hachm ToBapHcxBa

«npocBixa», «KOxpe 4ae cnpoMory yKpainyiiM no3a Kop40HOM, Koxpi >KHByxb

no3a Me^caMM pi4Hoi 30MAi, He aaOyBaxH, ryo ecxb name piyne, yopore i 4ab

Hac CBaxe».

3 MaxepiaAiB yiei' )k cnpaBH MOJKHa yoBiyaxHCb, byo na noxaXKy 1930 p. b

Kanayi HaAinyBaAoca 8 rypxKiB yKpamcbKoi cxpiAeybKoi rpoMayn—yCF
(Ukrainian Legion) i 29 BiyyiAiB yKpaincbKoro aanoMoroBoro xoBapncxBa

(«B3asMHa HOMiH»), a b EyMOHXoni yxBopMAOca ToBapHcxBo «CoKiA». IJiKaBO,

lyo caMe yCL, oOcxoioiomm naxpioxHMHi noMyxxa yKpai'nyiB, poOnAa yoKip npo

HeyoyiAbHicxb peKAHMyBaxH b AHCxyBanni raAHMHHM 3 Kanayoio «noAbCbKi

KpaeBH4M xa MCHCXoxoBCbKi KAamxopH», a b paai BiycyXHOCXM ahcxIbok 3

yKpaiHCbKHMM KpaeBHyaMH mm ycxanoBaMM, «oxoxHime npMHMeMO nepenncKy

Ha 30BCiM HHCXiH AHCXiByi».

3 AHCxyBaHHHM npo oOmIh Aixepaxypoio 3a 1923-34 pp. (cj3. 348, on. 1,

cnp. 381) MoacHa OanMXH koao inxepeciB yKpaiHCbKMx KanayyiB, axi naMMacxi-

me 3aMOBAaAM 3i AbBOBa xaKi BHyanna aK «AMaxopcbKHM xeaxp», «CniBaHMK

yepKOBHMH», «LllKiAbHHH CniBaHMK», «14epKOBHi niCHi», «yKpaiHCbKMM BHOpay

xa Bci cnpaBH yAa CineH i CoKOAiB», a xaKoac hob! MyannHi XBopn, KaAenyapi,

«lcxopia yKpaiHH-PycH» M. PpyrneBChKoro. 3 Kanayn yo raAHHHHH nanpaB-

AaBca nacoHMC «KaHayiHCbKHH yKpaiHeyb», npoxe 6yAO Oaraxo CKapr, lyo 3i

cxaporo Kpaio naconHCH nacxo ne yoxoynAH, na ocHOBi noro poOnAOca

npHnycyenna, cyo noAbCbKi BAacxi nepeniKoyacaAM HopMaAbHOMy npoxoyacen-

HK) KopecHOHyeHyii. Tyx ace Maioxbca ahcxh ToBapHCXBa oniKM nay yKpai'ncb-

KHMH nepeceAenyaMH iM. cb. PacjDaiAa b Kanayi (St. Raphael's Ukrainian

Immigrants' Welfare Association of Canada) 3 nopayaMH xhm, xxo OaacaB

eMirpysaXH 3 yKpaiHH yo Kanayn, xa iH4)opMayii npo nayicAanna rpomoBHX

noacepxB i MAencbKHX BHecKiB «npocBixi». UlMpoKO npeycxasAene AMCxyBanna

«npocBixH» y AbBOBi 3 ynpaBaMM «ripocBixH» y BinnineCy, Toponxi, Oopx-

BiAbaMi, TnMinci, MonpeaAi, MineMi, HoBOMy KncBi, PeyOepni, Piyacanni,

CMOKi-AeHKy xa inuinx Micxax. Maexbca Kopecnonyenyia 3a 1923-39 pp- Biy
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yKpaiHCbKHX napacjDiH ra iHuiHX peAiriMHHX ycTanoB i opraniaaij^ift y Kana4i,

xciHOMHX TOBapHCTB, cTy4eHTCbKoro rypTKa «KaMeHapi» b CacKaryni, pisHHX

KaHa4CbKHX (J)ipM i oco6ahbo 6araro MarepiaAiB (nona4 700 crop.) AHCTyBaHHa

3 OKpeMHMM yKpaiHCbKHMH KaHa4IJiIMH.

/\ah 40CAi4HHKiB Mo^yTb cTaHOBHTH iHTepec 4eraAbHi cdhckm ^epTB04aB-

yiB Ha 6Aaro4iMHi yiAi MaTipnoro TOBapncTBa «npocBiTa» y AbbobI Ta «pi4Hoi

UIKOAH» (cjD. 348, on. 1 T, CHp. 384) B 1925"9 pp. SoKpeMa, yKpaiHCbKHH

iHCTHTyr iM. M. rpymeBCbKoro b E4MOHTOHi b AioTOMy 1925 p. 3i6paB 80 40A.,

i yen >Ke incTHTyr Ta yKpaiHCbKa crpiAeybKa rpoMa4a b E4MOHTOHi b Oepeani

1929 p. BAauiTyBaAH Konyepr (ynpHTeHT AaaapoBHn) i Becb npHOyroK y cymi

75 40A. TaKoxc nepeBCAH na npocBiTancbKi yiAi. Toyi >k cTyyeHTH-BHXOBanyi

Ta BHKAayani yKpaiHCbKoro incTHTyTy iM. H. Mobhah b CacKaTyni opraHiay-

BaAH KOHyepT i 36ip y cyMi l6,65 40a. nepecAaAH 40 AbBOBa.

OeBHHM 4»epeAOM aah BHBneHHB peAiriHHoro xchttb yKpaiHyiB y Kanayi

G cnp. 387 (c|). 348, on. 1 t), ye aiOpani ahcth Biy yKpaincbKHX napacfDin,

MonacTHpiB Ta inuinx peAirinnnx incTHTyyin y Kanayi 3 npoxannaM (30KpeMa,

3 Kinenepy, Monyepy, Piy>KanHn) BHCAaTn iKonn, BnmnTi pyninnKH, yepKOBni

KHnrn. I, noyiOno yo inmnx ahctIb, TyT TaKOXc MaAnca 3aaBn-no6a>KaHHa

npnAyMHTHca yo yiaAbnocTn AbBiBCbKOi «ripocBiTH».

LJiHHHH yoKyMenT Blynanyeno y 4)onyi 372, on. 1, cnp. 17, njo aBAae

C060K) 3BiT npeycTaBHHKa 3yHP y Kanayi 3a 1922-3 pp., oOcaroM 11

cTopinoK. B HbOMy naBoyaTbca yani npo cTanoBHbye npeycTaannyTaa, aOipnn

noacepTB, cTaBAenna yKpaincbKO-KanaycbKoi' rpoMayn yo 3yHP, a TaKox

MicTHTbca incJjopMayia HaaapyKa, aKnn ayaaaB CBin nocT npeycTaannKa 3yHP.

B yiAOMy npocBiTancbKnn (|)OHy g oyniGio i3 nanaMicTOBniuinx KOAeKyin

MaTepiaAiB, xona n Bona CTpaxyaG, aK i OiAbuiicTb apxiaiB, (|)parMeHTapHicTio,

i Moxe Annie yonoBHioBaTn aaraAbny KapTnny.

HnMaAy yoKyMenTayiKD oxohaiog cfiony 206 tm, on. 1—«Piyna iuKOAa»

—

yKpaiHCbKe neyarorinne TOBapncTBO y AbBOBi, lyo yiaAO b 1881-1939 pp.

KyAbTypno-ocBiTnnybKnn xapaKTep opranbayii BHananaB i'i MeTy—BnyaBanna

khhxok Ta niypyHHHKiB yAa niKiAbnoi MOAoyi, KaAenyapiB, xypnaAy yAa

neyaroriB «ynnTeAb», a yAa yiTen «/l3BiH0’40K», oOcToioBanna npaaa naBnaTHCb

piynoio mobokd Ta nepeaeyenna uiKiA 3 noAbCbKo’i na yKpai'ncbKy MOBy

naBHanna. ApeaAOM opranbayii 6yB ne tAbkh AbBiB, a Bca Cxiyna raAnnnna

h Boahhb, ye aacnoByBaAHca napoyni uikoah (Manxe b KoxnoMy ceAi),

yMHTeAbCbKi ceMinapii Ta riMnaaii. 3 1926 p. Bona npnOpaAa naaBy «Piyna

iuKOAa» i cJiaKTHMHO KepyBaAa BciM yKpaincbKMM npnBaTnnM lUKiAbnnyTBOM i

youjKiAbHHM BHXOBannaM. OcKiAbKM opraniaayia TpnMaAaca na MAencbKHX

BnecKax Ta noxepTBax Biy opraniaayin Ta oxpeMHX oci6, to Bona nayaBay\a

ocoOambobo ananenna 3Ba3KaM 3 Kanayoio.

Oony «Piynoi njKOAH» (cfi. 206 th, on. 1, 1881-1939) Bxe aaMiKpocJiiAbMO-

Bannn, u;o noAeruiyG yocTyn yo nboro. 3MicTOBHOio g cnp. 51, Lyo cTocyGTbca
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nepio4y 1921-9 pp. i npe4CTaBA>ie co6oio AHcryBaHHa «Pi4HOi iukoam» 3

yKpaiHCBKHMH opraHiaayiiiMH, TOBapHCTBaMH h OKpeMHMH oco6aMH b KaHa4i.

34e6iAbLuoro saTopKyioTbca nHTaHHa c|3iHaHCOBOi 4onoMorH TOBapwcTBy, npn

ijbOMy HeBeAHMKi cyMM bhchabahcb m 6e3nocepe4Hbo 40 TOBapwcTBa, xaK i na

4onoMory :«cepTBaM roA04y b yKpa’mi Ta na pi3Hi 6Aaro4iHHi ijiAi. Mo>KHa

npocTe:acHTH 6ajKaHHa »epTB04aByiB, Ky4M cnpHMyBaTH ix 4onoMory. Tax, y

6epe3Hi 1923 P- yKpamcbKHH MepBOHHH xpecT y Binninery BHCAaB 250 40A.,

a B KBiTHi— iije 350 40A. (100 40A.

—

4ah cTy4eHTiB yKpaiHCbKoro raftHoro

yHiBepcHTCTy b AbbobI, 50 40A.

—

4ab yKpaiHCbKoro cTy4eHTCTBa b

200 40A. 4AB «Pi4H01 lUKOAH»).

B cynpOBi4HHX AHCTax ni4TpHMyBaAOca racAO «B pi4Hin lUKOAi 6y4yM-

HicTb Hamoro Hapo4a», BHCAOBAiOBaAHca no6a>KaHHa UJ040 cripaBe4AHBHX i

6e3CTopoHHix MeT04iB po3no4iAy 4onoMorH.

3 MarepiBAiB Mo^na 40Bi4aTncH npo neBHy nocepe4HHiJ[bKy ryMaHiTapny

pOAK) «Pi4Hoi’ iiiKOAH», 40 BKOi 3BepTaAHCb yKpaiHCbKi KaHa4yi 3 npoxannaM

nepe4aTH ix 5-10 40A. pi4HHM crapeHbKHM Aio4aM b yKpaini. TaK caMo 4eaKi

KOUiTH yKpaiHCbKoro HepBOHoro xpecTa cnpaMOByBaAHca na 4onoMory 6i4HHM

i TaAaHOBHTHM MOAO4HM AIO4HM, Ha KHH^KH H 30UIHTH UIKOAlipaM-CHpOTaM, a

HayKOBe TOBapHCTBO iM. UleBMCHKa y BerpeBiAi, HanpHKAa4, nanpaBHAO 20

40A. Hep03 «Pi4Hy ujKOAy» 4ah npHBaTHHX riMHaaiH i ceMmapin y PaAHHHHi.

HaM 34aioTbca 4y>Ke Ba:acAHBHMH caMe TaKi nanoAerAHBi HAeKaHHa i peaAiaayiii

i4eH ryManiBMy, B3aeM04onoMorH, Bi4MyTTa ni4TpHMKH 3 6oKy Oahjkhbofo

CBoro.

LJiHHiCTb TaKHX HOJKepTB p03yMiAH B «Pi4HiH UIKOAi», 6o B AHCTi-Bi4HOBi4 i

40 HTLU y BerpcBiAi b KBirni 1923 p. HaroAomyBaAaca MCTa 40 64HaHHa Bcix

yKpaiHi^iB, 6c3 orAB4y na ix napTinny, mh KAUcoBy npHHaAe^KHicTb. I BH4iABAH-

ca CAOBa, BKi BBynaTb aKTyaAbHO i cboro4Hi: «Xto onanye yMH i cepya 4iTBopn

i MOA04i 4Aa CBoei KpaiHH

—

4o6y40 Oaacany MafiOyTHicTb. A nauia 4iTBopa

coTKaMH THcaa a6o BHpocTae na H0rpaMOTHHX paOiB a6o y ayacift hikoaI

aHHMapHTbca!»

l4ea H0o6xi4HOCTH 4yxoBHoro BHJKHBaHHa yKpaiHCbKoro napo4y

npHX04HTb M0p03 OiAbUliCTb 4OKyM0HTiB ybOrO (|)OH4y. TaK ToBapHCTBO

«BaH4ypHCT» npH rpcKO-KaTOAHybKiH ycpKBi y OopT-BiAbaMi BHCHAaAO 75

40A. Ha «Pi4Hy uiKOAy», ycBiyoMAioiOMH, lyo «Bopor nanociBca na HauiHX

OpaTiB-yKpainyiB, yiAKOBHTo 3HHiyHTM 3 Anya 30MAi». Moacna TaKoac OaHHTH,

aKHMH M0TO4aMM yKpaiHCbKO-KaHaycbKi oO’eynaHHa BHAHBaAH na rpoMayy 3

M0TOK) niyTpHMKH «Pi4Hoi LHKOAH». Ha 3i6paHHax B EyMOHTOHi HanpHKinyi

1925 p. opraHiaoByBaAHca BCMopH-aycTpini 3 BCTCpanaMH bh3boabhhx 3MaraHb,

3 CiMOBHMH CTpiAbyaMH. B MoH40pi HOX0pTBH 36HpaAHCa ni4 Mac pi34BaHHX

KOAayoK, y BcfpCBiAi

—

3 Haroyn CBara «MaAaHKH». B MarcpiaAax HaBoyaTbca

MHCA0HHi Hpi3BHiya THX, XTO 6paB ynacTb y 3i6paHHi, cyTb ix BHCTyniB,

MaCTbCa CHHCOK >K0pTBO4aByiB 3 McABiAy (CaCKaM0BaH, CiMCHb 1926 p.). £
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cnHCKH MACHiB ToBapHCTBa «Pi4Ha iuKOAa» cniABHi 4AH CLUA H KaHa4H na 95

CTOpiHKaX, AHCTyBaHHB 3 CHMOaTHKaMH TOBapHCTBa B TopoHTi 3a 1922-37 pp.

(39 cTop.), Ta 3 pi3HHMH oco6aMH B KaHa4i 3a 1930-2 pp. (noHa4 200 cTop.).

SaraAOM yen (|)oh4 40chtb HacuMeHHH icTopHHHHM MarepiaAOM.

/IpaMaTHMHHM 6yB He tIabkh >khtt6bhh LUAax MHTponoAHTa AH4pea

(LUenTHybKoro), a TaKO>K Horo apxiBy. SobcIm 40 He4aBHboro nacy yi

40KyMeHTH H MaTepiaAM 3Haxo4HAHca b «cneyxpaHi» i 4Aa aGcoAioTHOi

GiAbUJOCTH 40CAi4HHKiB, a THM OiAbLUC 3apy6i/KHHX, HaBiTb BaaCKO 6yAO

BCTaHOBHTH, MH BOHH 6 B3araAi H y aKOMy apxiBi aOepiraioTbca. Tenep yocryn

40 apxiBy MHTponoAHTa Anypea b IJ/lIA YPCP y AbBOBi BiyKpHTHH, xoaa

THMHacoBO oOMeaceHHH, 60 OaraTO cnpaB HCBnopayKOBaHHX, He MaroTb

cyyiAbHoi' nariHayii h TOMy He BHKAioHaeTbca nponaaca yeaKHX aacTHH. Ek

3a3Haay6Tbca y Bcryni 40 yiei' 36ipKH: «/(oKyMeHTH HayiHuiAH 40 1J/(IA YPCP

y AbBOBi B 1976 p. o6caroM IO6 kb po3CHny», ye oaeBHyHO yniKaAbHHH

BHnayoK b icTopiorpacJ)ii, koah MarepiaAH BHMipiOKDTbca Ha Bary, xona ix

icTopHHHa BaroMicTb 6e3 cyMHmy nayaBHaaMHo BeAHKa.

ApxiB MHTponoAHTa Anypea (cj). 358 mt, oh. 3 t) oxoHAioe b yiAOMy

nepioy 1907-43 pp. i e BaacAHBHM yacepeAOM yAa BHBMeHHa icTopii yKpaiHCbKoi'

rpeKO-KaTOAHybKo’i yepKBH, i’l 3Ba3KiB 3 napa4)iaMH b Kanayi. BiAbuiicTb

yoKyMeHTayii AaTHHCbKOK) mobokd, rk TaKoac iTaAincbKOio, c^panyyabKOK) Ta

yKpaiHCbKOK), npH ybOMy aacTO HHTanna TopKaioTbca Bciei niBHinnoi’ AMepHKH.

Ctocobho nepioyy 1920-30-x pp. aanncni KHHacKH, t. II, 1982-1934 (459

cTop.), MaTepiaAH npo cTanoBHuje raAHMan y AMepnyi b 1904-35 pp. (78

cTop.), AHCTH Biy KaHaycbKOTO GHHCKona Hhkhth (ByyKn) aa 1910-37 pp. (136

CTop.) Ta iHUJHX yepKOBHHX yianiB y yiAOMy 3 AMepHKH (1901-30 pp., 44

cTop.), KopecnoHyenyia Biy piannx yKpai'HCbKHX opraniaayiH, TOBapncTB Ta

KOMiTeTiB y AMepnyi, AprenTHHi Ta Kanayi npo TBopenna oGeynanb,

HaAaroyaceHHa MaTepiaAbHoi yonoMorn (1910-38 pp., 139 CTop.) TOLyo.

OpHBepTae yBary aOipxa AHCTiB MonaxHHb MonacTnpiB «HenopoMHoro

SanaTTa M. B.», cb. PlocacjDaTa i «CecTep CAyaceGHnyb npeMHCToi Mapii»

B Kanayi aa 1921-33 pp- oOcaroM 75 cTop., Ta BeAHneana KiAbKicTb (yo 4000

CTOp.) HHCbMOBHX HOCAaHb MOHaxiB 3 raAHHHHH Ta iHUlHX KpaiH. Cepey HHX

yeinye aycTpinaioTbca ahcth i 3 Kanayn, b bkhx aaTopKyioTbca HHTanna

BnyTpimnix yepKOBHHX cnpaB, cnoBiyanna, nepeyani Manna na noTpe6n

yepKBH.

LUnpoKHH rpoMaycbKHH poaroAOC MaB BianT MHTponoAHTa Anypea yo

Kanayn Bocenn 1921 p., koah Bin BiyBiyaB Binninef, EyMonTon Ta inmi MicTa

i aaaBHB, u;o «noro npnGyTTa yo Kanayn Mae na yiAi BneynaTH Konenny noMin

yAa 6iyHHX cnpiT i Aroyen BaaraAi y PaAnanni, aKa noBicTae niy Miy\iTapnoio

OKynayiGio noAaKiB».

y (J^onyi MO>KHa ananTH MaTepiaAH (c|). 358 ht, on. 3 t, cup. 238) npo

oGroBopenna ceMH KanynyaTyp na nocayy (noMinnoro) GiiHCKona yAa Kanayn
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B 1926-8 pp. (00. Teo40cin PaAyiijHHCbKHH, Inan ByMKO, BacHAb Aa6a, BacHAb

Aa4HKa Ta in.)

y cnp. 239 3a 1929-38 pp. MicTHTbca MarepiaAM npo npHSHaneHna

CBaiiJieHHKa 4ah pycHHiB y BiHHinei^y. B 4y>Ke i^iKaBOMy aiGpanni amctIb

enMCKona Hhkhth (ciip. 181) H4eTbca npo no4ii, Ba>KAHBi 4ah BncBiTAenna

icTopii ijepKBH B Kana4i Ta cycniAbHO-iioAiTMnnoro pyxy. SoKpeMa, incj^opMa-

yia Bi4 Gepeana 1922 p. 3MaAbOBye cran y ijepKOBHin ccj^epi b Kana4i n y

ijiAOMy cepe4 TaMTemnboi' yKpaincbKOi rpoMa4n. SBaacaiOHM na Gaxanna

GaraTbOX eMiTpyBarn 3 TaAnMnnn 40 KaHa4H, b AHcrax y 1924 p. poa’acmoio-

Tbca yMOBM noi'34KH, BMCAOBAioioTbca nopa4M KpaanaM ne npo4aBarn bcmakd,

noKH Bonn ne o4epacaTb mncjaKapTy, peKOMen4aijii CBaujennKaivi raxoac

BHpymaTH aa OKean. 3a 1926 p. MaeTbca inc^iopMaijia npo noi'34Ky enncKona

HnKMTM 40 lliBninHoi AAbGeprn Ta BpnTancbKOi KoAioiaGii, a aa 1927 p.—npo

KOH(|)poHTaijiK) 3 AiBMMH B Kana4i, npo cTBOpenna «Cini» Ta neoGxi4nicTb

ni4TpHManna raaeTH «Kana4iHCbKHH yKpaineyb».

B AHCTi BoA04MMnpa BiGepoBnna 3 Binniner'y Bi4 20 acoBTna 1924 p.

(cnp. 108) MOBa nuiAa npo cTBopenna TyT no4iGnoro 40 AbBiBCbKoro

ToBapncTBa cb. PacJ^^iAa oniKH na4 yKpaincbKHMH iMiTpanTaiviH. «3aB4annaM

ijHX TOBapncTB,—aayBaacyBaB Bin,—GyAO Gn ne Anme oniKyBaTHca namoro

eMiTpaijieio 40 Bcix aaMopcbKHX KpaiB i na4aBaTH in oparaniaoBannH xapaKTep

Ta cnpaMyBaTH b HaHBi4noBi4Hiuii CTOponn, aAe TaKoac (ocoGahbo y Bi4HOuien-

Hio 40 Kana4H) cTaparnca ycynyrn ncBni iMir^payinni npnnncn, ujo 4yace

yTpy4niOKDTb nauiMM Ai04aM npni34 40 ncBnnx KpaiB». BncAOBAioBaAOCb

npoxanna 40 MHTponoAHTa An4pea na4aTH «MopaAbny noMin» Gaacanin

aKijii.

y yin ace cnpaBi 108, anoMiac inninx, e no34opoBAeHna MMTponoAMTy

An4peGBi 24 rpy4na 1933 p. Bi4 yKpaincbKoi cTpiAeybKoi rpOMa4H y

BinnineTy. IJe 40KyivieHT cnoBnennH rAnGoKoro poayMinna cTanoBHUja

yKpaiHijiB Ta npoBicnnijTBa: «Mh cbbto BipnMO,—saananaAM nncap Tepnn

Ta MicToroAOBa H. LUrena,—njo BceBnniniH BHCAyxae npocbGy namy, nac

CKHTaAbyiB, BHKHHeHHX 3-ni4 BAaCHHX p04nHHHX CTpiX BOporOM Ta AMXOK)

4OA0K) ren aa GeaMeacnnn OKean, aKi ne 40KinnnAH nje poanonaToro 4iAa, hkI

Bce n;e ac4yTb tIabkh na noKAHK cypinn. Ha noKAHK i^en cTane Becb yKpaincb-

KHH Hapi4, Bpaa ia cboimh 4oGpHMH npoBi4HHKaMn—nacTopaMn Ta cxaace CBoe

Moryne caobo: «Xony GyTn rocno4apeM BAacnoi aeMAi!» To4i na ropi AbBa-

Fopo4a aaMae cnnboacoBTnn npanop, a Moryann toaoc Cb. lOpa i Cb. CocjDii

nporoAOCHTb BceMy CBiTy, ujo BocKpecAa eiAbna, coGopna, HeaaAeMHa
yKpamcbKa 4epacaBa».

BaraTa aGipKa MaTepiaAiB yKpaincbKO-raAnybKoro nncbMennnKa i

rpoMa4CbKoro 4iana Ocnna HaaapyKa (cj). 359 ht, on. 1), HKa TaKO>K cTaAa

Tenep Bi4KpnToio 4ah BHBnenna. BiAbuiicTb 40KyMenTaiJiii cTanoBAaTb

nyGAiKayii aBTopa aGo ac nepneTKn cTaTTen 4oGh BnaBOAbnnx amaranb Ta
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o^paay nicAii nei. IJinni po34yMH npo MO>KAHBicTb i 40ijiAbHicTb cTBopeHHH

36poMHHX CHA yKpaiHH (ijB TCMa H cboro4Hi Ha4To aKTyaAbHa), npo BCTanoB-

AeHHH cnpaBe4AHBHX, eTHiMHO BHnpaB4aHHx Kop40HiB yKpaiHM, npo KOHTypn

yKpaiHCbKOl aOBHiuiHbOl nOAiTHKH. IJi MipKyBaHHB 4pyKyBaAHCB B «BlOAeTeHi

reTbMancbKoi ynpaBH» (na npaBax pyKonncy) b 1929-30-x pp. i aGepiraioTbCB

B apxiBi. 3ri4HO 3 yKaaoM npe3H4eHTa €Brena neTpymeBHHa HaaapyK y

Bepecni 1922 p. 6yB npHanaMeHnn npe4CTaBHMKOM 3yHP 40 Kana4H. ilK

npn6iHHHK reTbManiJiiB Bin Bi4irpaB BaxAHBy poAio ni4 nac noi'34KH 40 CLUA
H Kana4M 4ah «cTBopenHB i nouinpennH reTbMancbKMX Cinen y 3’G4aHHX

LUraTax i Kana4i». IlpoTe, aa noBi40MAenHBM «BioAeTeHB reTbMancbKoi

ynpaBH» (No3, 8 AioToro 1930 p.), HaaapyK 6yB aro40M BMKAioneHHn 3 AaB aa

Bi4xi4 Bi4 Ainii reTbMancbKoro pyxy b KepiBnnyTBi KaTOAnybKOio raaeroio

«HoBa 3opB» (cnp. 9).

y «llJo4eHHHKy» HaaapyKa aa 1928 p. MOyKna ananTH aanncn npo

BnyTpimni naapn Mi)K raaeraMH «KaHa4incbKHH yKpaineyb» Ta «CiM». Bin

BHCOKO oyimoBaB cinoBi opraniaayu, aaananyionH b «L14o4eHHHKy»: «Cini b

Kana4i—nanpoayMHima Ainin npayi, BKy MO>KHa 6yAO B3BTn. Macn 40ci uje

ne noTBrnyAM, aAe rypTKH, bkI e, coAi4ni ... Ha piK, na 40a npoBi4 a MiKafo 6yB

6h 4y>K0 6a>KaHHH, 60 onpin rypTKa b KopKToni n OKOAnyi, Cini b Kana4i neivia

...» Bin BHCTynaB npoTH BnyTpimnix MBap b yKpaincbKin rpoMa4i, o6cToioBaB

G4HicTb yKpaiHCbKoro napo4y a mctoio HayionaAbnoro Bi4po4>xeHHB, bkc

BBaxcaB MOJKAMBHM 40CBrTM tIabkh Mcpea reTbManaT. He Bci no4iABAH noro

Ha4Mipnoro aBeAnnennH MonapxiMHOi iyei, npore, onHcyrann noi'ayKy /lannAa

CKopona4CbKoro 40 CUIA n Kana4H y Bepecni 1937 p.— cinni 1938 p.,

HaaapyK oG’skthbho anaAbOByBaB 6eanpeyn4eHTHy yponncTicTb aycTpinen

«reTbMancbKoro cnna» yKpai'ncbKOio rpoMa40io, MepaMH MicT Ta npecTaBnn-

KaMH 6araTbox MicyeBHX opraniaayin. «TaKoi nonecrn,—poOnB Bin bhchobok,

— ne aaanaAM yKpainyi na nyxcnni Bi4 naMBnanaHnininx ny>Knx Aio4en lye

niKOAH nepe4 thm ...» (cnp. 82).

O0H4 HaaapyKa KopHcnnn 4ab BHBMennB aBBaKiB mIjk BaAnMnnoio n

Kana40K), 4ab aicTaBAennB piannx Konyenyin noGyyoBn yKpaincbKOi /(epjKaBn

i poaBHTKy i'l bUhochh a inujHMH Kpai'naMH cBiry. 36epircB Bin ne noBnicTK),

BKAioHas pyKonnc npayi «Mopne Mope— BoccjDop

—

/(ap4aHeAn b icTopii

yKpainn» (1933 P-, 84 crop.), cTarri «/(e myKarn yxcepeAa namoi' Ka-

TacTpocjDM» (18 crop.), ynKA cTaTxen npo ririeny nayii— craTTio «Bo>K4iBCTBO

HaBMBopiT» (88 crop.), ahcth 40 CKopona4CbKHx (HaBAa, GAnaaBeTn ra

4aHHAa, 1935-9 pp., 6a. 300 cTop.). Cepe4 40KyMenTiB e ahcth toaobh

«Coio3y yKpaincbKoi eBanreAbCbKoi pecjDopMOBanoi yepKOBHoi' cTapujHHH» Hana

BHHHHMyKa 40 CBBcyeHHKiB y KaHa4i Ta HlBanyapii (1931-2 pp., 7 cTop.), a

TaKO/K MaTepiBAH npo 4iBAbnicTb 3yHP (1919-24 pp., 177 cTop.) Ta

yKpaincbKoro coioay reTbMaHi;iB-4ep>KaBHHKiB (1920-39 pp. b 4box TOMax, 360

CTop.)— iiocTaHOBH, HpoTOKOAH, GiOACTeni, AHCTyBBHHB Toiijo. O0H4 HaaapyKa
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u;e Mejcae cBoro 40CAi4HMKa.

/\as{ MaH6yTHix 4ocAi4)KeHb y LJ/lIA YPCP y AbBOBi e h iHuii Ba/KAUBi

(|)OH4H, HanpnKAa4, HayKOBoro TOBapwcTBa iM. LUeBMeHKa (cjD. 309), oco6ahbo

AHCTyBaHHB MOBO KepiBHHKa BoA04HMHpa PaHTIOKa 3 OpraHiaaipBMH Pi

ycTaHOBaMH b KaHa4i, c|doh4h TBopMHX, MHCTeijbKHX acoyiaijiM xa cnopTHBHMX

(pyxaHKOBHx) o6’e4HaHb tou;o.

4ep>KaBHHM apxiB AbBiBCbKOl oOAaCTH (4AAO) B0A04iG 40CTHB

BajKAHBHMH MaTepiBAaMH, iijo nepcBaxcHO cTocyioTbca yMOB xa MacmxaOiB

BHi34y yKpaiHijiB 40 iHuiHX KpaiH. ripH ijbOMy CAi4 MaxH Ha yBaai, ii;o poGoxa

BnopH4KyBaHHB MaxepiBAiB HHHi xpHBae, ox>Ke He Bci bohh Moxcyxb 6yxn

Bi4HaH46Hi B OHHCaX.

HaH3MicxoBHiuiHM e 4)oh4 Bi44iAy npai;i h rpoMa4CbKoi ohIkh AbBiBCbKoro

BOGBi4CbKoro ynpaBAiHHB ((J)oh4 1 ). B HbOMy, HanpHKAa4, Moxcna OBHanoMHXH-

ca 3 po3Hopa4xceHHaM Bi4 20 Aioxoro 1923 P- 40 Bcix noBixoBHX cxapocxiB

npo nopa40K 4onyHjeHHa eMifpaHXm 40 KaHa4H (c|). 1
,
on. 11

,
cnp. 1210

,

nepeKAa4 3 noAbCbKoi' mobh). rioBi40MAaAoca, hjo y 3Ba3Ky 3 BHMepnaHHaM

KOHXHHi^eHxy eMir"paHXiB na BH134 40 CLUA na 1923 p., nepe46aHaAOca

3pocxaHHH eMirpayiHHoro pyxy 40 KaHa4H. BcxanoBAioBaAoca, hjo Mo>Kyxb

eivrii"pyBaxH xaxi Kaxeropii naceAenna:

1 . PiAbHUKU, aKi MaKDXb FoxiBKy Ha npH46aHHa cjDepMH. 3a piAbHHKa BBaacaBca

XOH, XXO MaB 40KyM6HXH HpO HpaiJIO B CiAbCbKOMy r0CH04apCXBi,

po3yMiBca na piAbHHijXBi h MaB npHHaHMHi 2000 40A. na npH46aHHa

4)epMH.

2 . CtAbCbKoaocnogapcbKi poGiTHUxu 3 KOHxpaKXOM, ujo 3a6e3neayBaB

poOoxy B Kana4i. CiAbCbKorocno4apcbKHM po6iXHHKOM yBaacaBca xoh, xxo

Mir 40BecxH, hjo Bace npayiOBaB na 3eMAi b xpaio.

3. yKiHKU—goMoei npagieHugi, axi yKAa4aAH KOHXpaxx hh Ihuimh 4oroBip,

Hjo 3a6e3neHyBaB im CAyac6y b Kana4i.

4 . )KiHKu, giTu go 18 poKie, 6axbKH axHx npmxaAH 40 Kana4H 40 pi4HHx,

Koxpi MorAH i'x npHHHaXH H 3a6e3neHHXH ixHe acHXxa.

KpiM xoro, KoaceH eMifpanx hobkhoh 6yB yMixH HHxaxH h nncaxH

npHHaHMHi 04Hieio moboio, b x.m. SBpeHCbKoio. PloBUoMAaAOca, ujo BH3HaneH-

HaM npH4axHocxH 40 BHi34y 3aHMaBca Kana4CbKHH npe4cxaBHHK 3 HHxanb

eMii^payii b p4aHCbKy, a xaxoac KaHa4CbKe 6iopo, njo MaAO Bi4KpHXHCb y
BapmaBi. Bi4 eMirpanxiB Bi4xenep ne BHMaraAaca naaBHicxb 250 40A. npn

npnGyxxi 40 Kana4H.

Bapxo 3a3HaMHXH, MaxepiaAH i;boro apxiBy 34e6iAbmoro ne BH4iAaioxb

cneyiaAbHO Bi40MOCxeH npo eMirpayiio 40 KaHa4H; 4ani HaB04axbca paaoM, no

Kpamax, nacxo b cniAbHHX xa6AHi;ax, oxace noxpiGen nouiyx no piannx

MaxepiaAax 4Aa 34o6yxxa inc^iopMaijii caMe npo Kana4CbKHH nanpaMOK
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eMifpaijn.

SMicTOBHa cnpaBa 3833 1, on. 33)

—

3BiT 4ep>KaBHoro ynpaBAinna

nocepe4HHi;TBa npayi npo KiAbKicTb poOirnnKiB ra CAy/K6oBijiB, bkI eMirpyBaAn

40 KaHa4H B 1928-9 pp- TaK, MaioTbca cTaTncTMnni yncj^pn npo BH4aHy

3aKop40HHnx namnopTiB nporaroM 1928 p.; 4ani npo yMOBn BHi34y; opraniaa-

ijiio naBManna iieBHHM npocJ)eciaM Tnx, xto no4aB aaaBy na eMii"payiio Ta

Bi40M0CTi npo re, aKi naponAaBni Ainii nepeBOSHAH; xiAbKicTb CMirpanriB;

HHCAO THX, XTO B0A04iB KBaAicf)iKayieio, aAC nje ne 04epacaB ncBHoro Micya b

KOHTHHTenTi; KiAbKiCTb THX, XTO OHiKyBaB KBaAicjDiKaijil; KiAbKiCTb THX, XTO

aroAOCHBca na 04epacaHHa npocjDecii. HaBe4eno TaKoac ni4cyMKOBi 4ani npo

BHi'34 y 1928 p. no B06Bi4CTBax: y AbBiBCbKOMy—2650 oci6 (y t.m. 125

po4Hn), CTanHCAaBiBCbKOMy—900 (y t.m. 65 po4Hn), TepnoniAbCbKOMy— 1300

(y T.M. 75 po4Hn) i BoAHHCbKOMy—750 (y t.m. 240 po4Hn).

y cnp. 923 xoMa h ne npMcyTni MaTepiaAH 6e3noclepe4Hbo npo Kana4y,

npoTe ijHpKyAapH i po3nopa4acenna AbBiBCbKoro BoeBi4CbKoro ynpaBAinna aa

1929*35 pp. 3 nnTanb BepOyBanna poOiTnHKiB 4Aa BHi34y aa Kop4on Ta oniKH

na4 acMAaKaMH b eMirpayii MoacyTb cnpnaTH BHCBiTAennio aaraAbnoi KapTHHH

eMii"pan[ii Ta yMOB BHi34y.

B /IAAO—y Cl)oH4i /^HpeKyii noAiL;ii y AbbobI Bi4naH4eno noBi40MAenHa

noAbCbKoro KoncyAbCTBa y Binninery 40 MinicTepcTBa 3aKop40HHX cnpaB

rioAbnji npo 4iaAbnicTb enncKona Hhkhth cepe4 yKpaincbKH,x CMii^panTiB

rpeKO-KaTOAHKiB Bi4 14 rpy4na 1922 p. ((|). 271, on. 1, cnp. 819). B ijbOMy

TacMHOMy 4OKyM0HTi MicTMBca KopoTKHH onHC 4iaAbHocTH cnHCKona Hhkhth

3 Macy npnOyTTa Horo 40 Kana4H y 1912 p. 3 4€TaAaMH npo Te, aKy Bin

04epacyBaB habthk) bU aBCTpiHCbKoro KOHcyAa. XapaKTepnayBaBca aK yraiAHH

opraniaaTop PpeKO-KaTOAHi^bKOi ijepKBH, aKHH rocTpo BHCTynaB npoTH

caM03BaHHX CBanjeHHKiB, oOcToioBaB yBe4enHa b Hapo4HHX uiKOAax «pycHHCb-

Koi» MOBH. OcoOahbo HaTOAOuiyBaAoca, njo Bin e npnxHAbHHKOM MHTponoAHTa

An4pea h BHCTynac npoTH HoAbn^i, 3a Bi40KpeMAeHna Cxi4Hboi FaAHMHHH.

XoMa npH o4epacaHHi noAbCbKoi Bian 4Aa noi34KH 40 HoAbnji Bin BHsnaB, hj[o

po3Ba3Koio nHTanna motab 6 cTaTH «aBTOHOMia Cxi4HbOi FaAHMHHH».

B ybOMy 7K apxiBi aOepiraioTbca MaTepiaAH npo eMir^payiio 6eapo6iTHHX

AbBOBa 3a Kop40H y 1924 p. (59 CTop.), npo cy6cH4i’i 4Aa naOopy ceaoHHHX

poOiTHHKiB 40 HiMCMMHHH Ta KaHa4H 3 1930 p. (68 cTop.) Ta inmi Bi40M0CTi.

BepniBeybKHH oOAacHHH 4epacaBHHH apxiB (MO/(A) BOA04ie aaraAOM

neOaraToio 40KyMenTai;ieio n;o40 eMirpayi'i 40 KaHa4H hh 3B’a3KiB 3 neio y

1920-30-i pp. /[ocAi4HHK Mae 6yTH totobhh 40 Toro, n;o a6coy\ioTHa

OiAbuiicTb MaTepiaAiB Hanncana pyMyncbKoio mobokd, 4eaKi— HiMeijbKoio, a

AHLLi OKpeMi (nepe4yciM aaaBH ceAan)—yKpaiHCbKoio.

IJhcJdph 11004HH0K01 eMirpaijii’ 40 Kana4H naB04>iTbca y (4>OH4i 37

(OKpyjKHe cTaTHCTHMHe ynpaBAinna HepniByia) npo cMiTpayiio Ta iMifpayiio

naccAenna ByKOBnnn b 1921-2 pp. Hk npaBHAO, cepe4 cTaTHCTHMnnx 4anHX
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KaHa4CbKHH HanpaMOK eMifpaijii He BH^iAaeTbca, a aasiiaMyeTbca b ijiy\OMy bk

«eMirpaijia 40 AMepHKH». Tax, y cj30H4ax npecj^eKTyp KiijMaHCbKoro noBiry ((|).

16
,
on. 1, cnp. 253) 3a 1923-5 pp., MepniBeijbKoro (4). 15, on. 1, crip.

5343)—3a 1925 p., SacTaBniBCbKoro (cj). 18, on. 1, cnp. 1739) 3a 1924 p. Moira

M4e npo 3araAbHi cnncKn thx Aio4eH, xto eMii^pyBaB 3a Kop4on.

LIJ040 yMOB eMirpai;ii, to cTanoBABTb inrepec 40KyMenTH ORpyacnbOi

LUKiAbHOi incneKyii ByKOBnnn (cJd. 213, on. 1, cnp. 2546) Bi4 1925 p. npo

403BiA BHixaTH 3a Kop40H yHnTeABM nonaTKOBHX Ta cepe4Hix lUKiA, TaK caMO

BK i nocTanoBa Bi4 1927 p. (cj3. 213, on. 1, cnp. 3346) npo aaAynenHB

BMKAa4aMiB 40 nponaTan4H nporn MacoBoi eMifpaijii 40 BpaanAii Ta Kana4n

MemKani^iB ByKOBnnn. B MaTepiBAax nper^CKTypn MepniBei;bKoro noBiTy 3a

1921 -6 pp. (cJd. 15 CH, on. 1) MacTbCB 40CTaTHb0 6araTo iH4HBi4yaAbHHX 3aBB

yKpaiHijiB, ujo BMCAOBAiOBaAM 6a>KaHHB CMiTpyBaTM 40 Kana4H. y 4)OH4 i

npHMapii KOMynn KnciAeijb MepniBeijbKoro noBiTy 3a 1928-33-i pp- (cj^- 59, on.

1, cnp. 119) 36epircB cnncoK thx, xto MaB naiviip BHixaTM 40 Kana4H i

6iAbinicTb 3 HHX MaAH yKpaincbKi npbBHUja. 3a 1928 p. MaioTbCB noBni 4ani

UJ040 CMirpaiju 3 BepniBeijbKoro noBiTy.

He40AiK0M 6y4bBKHX «CyXHX» Bi40M0CTeH CTaTHCTHKH e Bi4CyTHiCTb

noBcneHHB npHHHH thx mh iniHHX npoijeciB, npoTe i 4ab naceAenna riiBHiMHOi

ByKOBHHH MOTHBH eMii"paL;ii MiatBoennoro nacy 36iraAHca 3 thmh, n;o

cnonyKaAH BH134H 3i Cxi4Hboi FaAHMHHH. Ilpn po6oTi 3 yniviH apxiBHHMH

MaTepiBAaMH 40CAi4HHKaM BapTo 3BepnyTH yBary na cnpaBH npo BH4any

3aKop40HHHX namnopTiB 4ab BHi34y 40 Kana4H.

I, napemTi, apxiBOCxoBHiya IJ/^AyKP YPCP y KhcbI Taxoac MaioTb ncBni

MaTepiBAH, ii;o cTocyioTbca namoi tcmh. Hk Bi40M0
, y 1920-30-i pp. 3

Ha44HinpBHCbKOi yKpainn CMiTpayia noBnicTio npnnHHHAaca, noi'34KH

MaACHbKHX 4eAeTayin mh OKpeMHX nncbMennHKiB a6o 4iaMiB KyAbTypn 40

Kana4H ne MinaAH 3araAbnoi KapTHHH. yKpaina onnnHAacB b tIchhx Aen;aTax

TOTaAiTapnoi', acopcTOKOi 4HKTaTypH. I naBiTb npo BeAHKy Tpare4iio toao-

40Mopy B yKpaini na nonaTKy 1930-x pp. CBiT ne MaB hobhoi incfropMaijii.

ripoTe na nonaTKy 1920-x pp. poBropnyBca inTencHBHHH pyx 3a

peeMii^payiio b yKpainy. /JeKiAbKa cot yKpaincbKHx Kana4ijiB BnpiiiiHAH

noBepnyTHCB b yKpainy, yTBOpHTH ciAbCbKorocno4apcbKi KOMynn i cnpnaTH

Ho6y40Bi HOBoro bchttb.

B LJ4A>KP yPCP Bi4KAaAacB nesna 40KyMenTaijiB npo yMOBH iipHi34y

KOMynapiB, ix poBTaruyBanna, opranBayiio npaiji. /\o peni, Bci yi MaTepiBAH

CKAayeni bhkaiomho pocincbKoio moboio. A6coAioTHa i’x GiAbinicTb CKonyen-

TpoBana y c|)OH4i BceyKpaincbKoro LJenTpaAbnoro BnKonaBMoro KoMiTeTy

ypcp (ByijBK ypcp— 4). i, on. 2).

Tax, y yonoBiynin aanncyi (cnp. 935) Hapoynoro KOMicapiaTy 3CMAe-

po6cTBa «ripo KOMynn aMepnKancbKHX eMiTpanTiB» Biy 1923 p., nanpaBAenin

na po3rAB4 Payn Hapoynnx KoMicapiB yPCP, aaanaMaAocb, lyo na TepHTopii'
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yKpaiHH B TOM Mac 4iHAO 4eB’aTb KOMyH. ripH IJbOMy HaB04MAHCb 4aHi npo ix

Micije3Haxo4^eHHa (04ecbKa, KHiBCbKa, KarepHHocAaBCbKa ra no4iAbCbKi

ry6epmi), KiAbKicTb 3eMAi b KopncTyBaHHi, 3a6e3neMeHicTb MamHHaMH,

ciAbCbKorocno4apcbKHM peManeHTOM Ta po6oMOio chaoio. y 4eaKHX KOMynax

4iHAH cniAbHO yKpamyi 3 KaHa4H i CLUA, no4eKy4n 40 hhx npHAyMaAHCb i

MicyeBi >KHTeAi.

Z^iaAbHicTb KOMyH nepio4HMHO o6cTe>KyBaAacb KOMiciaMH HapKOMBCMy

yPCP Ta Pa4H npayi h o6opoHH 3 Mockbh. B MarepiaAax MaioTbca bhchobkh

npo B yiAOMy ecjjDeKTHBHy npayio KOMynapiB, npore 3a3HaMaAHCb i H640AiKH,

UJO BHilBAKAHCb y 3piBHHAbHiH OHAaTi Hpayi, MaAOMy BHAHBOBi MaTCpiBAbHHX

cTHMyAiB, ycKAa4HenoMy a4anTyBaHHi 40 HeaBHMHHX yMOB KOACKTHBHoro

rocno4apioBaHHB npn rereMoniaMi KOMaH4HO-a4MiHicTpaTHBHOi CHcreMM.

y cjD. 559 ,
on. 1

,
cnp. 86 MicTaTbca Bi40M0CTi npo MnramcbKy KOMyny

no6AM3y 04ecn, ujo aa cboi ycnixn 4icTaAa naaay «nepuioi Kana4CbKOi

apaaKOBOi arpoKOMynn iM. AeniHa». 3a 1927 p. Tyx MaioTbca npoTOKOAn,

40Bi4KH, yncjDpH (^inancoBoro crany, 4eTaAbHHH onnc rocno4apcTB. y cnp. 56

BMibyeni no4i6ni MarepiBAH npo KOMyny iM. KoMinTepny KaxoBCbKoro panony

XepcoHCbKoi' OKpyrn. 06n4Bi KOMynn 6paAH ynacTb y Konxypci Kpanjnx

KOACKTHBHHX r0Cn04apCTB.

ripoTe npo inmi KOMynn b apxiBi MaioTbca Annie c^parMenTapni Bi40MocTi,

npaKTHMHO neMae MarepiaAiB, HKi 6 BncBiTAioBaAH ne BHpo6nnyTBO, a iyo4eHne

>KHTTH npOCTHX Aio4en.

OpnBepTae yBary nocranoBa PHK yPCP (na tom Mac racMne) Bi4 31 ciMna

1924 p. npo npHnnHenna no4aAbiuoi‘ peeMii"payii‘ i cTBopenna hobhx KOMyn (cji.

1
,
on. 2

,
cnp. 2335 ). PIocTanoBa MOTHByBaAaca neoGxUnicTio aGepejKenna

aeMCAbHoro cjDOH4y cTenoBHX ryGepnin YKpainn 4ah Man6yTHboro nepeceAen-

na npayiBHHKiB 3 niBniMHHx Ta yenTpaAbnnx ry6epniH yKpai'nn. Aac OMeBH4HO,

lyo B ocHOBi AeacaAM noAiTMMni MipKyBanna.

Ha acaAb, y ijbOMy cjDOH4 i ne Bi4KAaAaca 40KyMenTai;ia npo no4aAbiuy

TpariMHy 40A10 ynx KOMyn, lyo na4aAi iiepeTBopioBaAHCb y KOArocnn Ta

pa4rocnn, i 6iAbuiocTi caMnx KOMynapiB, aKi aaanaAH nonebipanb, roA04y Ta

penpecin y 1930 -i pp. ManGyTniM 40CAi4HHKaM u;e naAeacHTb BCTanoBHTn Bci

iMena yKpaiHCbKO-Kana4CbKnx KOMynapiB, lyo jkhah i npayioBaAn b yKpaini.

TaKHM MHHOM, Ha ocHOBi oyiHKH H anaABH MaTepiaAiB npoBi4nnx apxiBin

yKpai'nn, lyo cTocyioTbca icTopi'i yKpa'incbKnx Kana4yiB y 1920 -30-i pp., Moacna

3po6nTn TaKi BncnoBKn:

1 . y yiAOMy apxiBn g BaacAnBnM 4>KepeAOM 4Aa 40CAi4aceHna icTopi'i

yKpa'iHCbKo'i eMifpayi'i 40 Kana4n b MiacBocnny 4o6y, acnTTa Ta npayi

yKpa'inyiB y npnGpanin 6aTbKiBiynni— Kana4i; npn ybOMy nanBaroMiiuy

MacTKy MaTepiaAiB Mae IJenTpaAbnnn 4epacaBnnn icTopnMnnn apxiB y

AbBOBi;
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2. DpaKTHMHO B ycix apxifiOCXOBHUJiaX MaKDTbCB 0C06aHB0 Bi40M0CTi

npo icTopiio 3B’a3KiB MijK yKpaiHoio Ta KaHa40K)— KyAbTypHO-ocBiTHix,

ryMaHirapHHX, ijiepKOBHHX;

3. Heo6xi4HO 46aTH npo nomyK i aGepexcenna hobmx MarepiaAiB, ujo

MaioTbCH B yKpaini, nepe4yciM y npnBaTnnx KOAeKi;iax, y Mici;eBHX

ocBiTHix 3aKAa4ax, y ijepKOBnnx napa(|)iax.

npMMiTKa

1. OicAa 24 cepnaa 1991 p- HasBH 4eaKHx apxiBiB SMiHMAHca. Tax, LJeHTpaAbHaa

AepacaBHHH icTopHHHHH apxiB yPCP y m. AbbobI eras IJeHTpaAbHHM 4epacaBHHM

iCTOpHHHHM apxiBOM yKpaiHH y M. AbBOBi, a IJeHTpaAbHHM 4epacaBHMH apxiB

/Kobthcboi peBOAioyii, bhlljhx opraniB 4epacaBHOi BAa4H i opraniB 4epacaBHoro

ynpaBAiHHa yKpaiHCbKoi PCP (IJ/IA/KP yPCP) nepeHMCHOBaHO na IJeHTpaAbHHM

apxiB BHLLJHX opraHiB AepacaBHOi babah i opraniB AepacaBHoro ynpaBAiHHa ynpainn

(1J4A yKpaiHM). (pe4 .)
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Basil Rotoff, Roman Yereniuk, and Stella Hryniuk. Monuments to

Faith: Ukrainian Churches in Manitoba. Winnipeg: University of

Manitoba Press, 1990. Pp. ix, 197. Maps, illustrations.

Monuments to Faith: Ukrainian Churches in Manitoba is a highly visual volume

which promises to step beyond the simple local history project with the sole

purpose of naive documentation. It was made possible because of the thoughtful

work of the Manitoba East European Heritage Society, which in 1983 initiated a

documentation of the Ukrainian Byzantine-rite churches of the province. Against

the background of chapters on "The Sources of Ukrainian Church Architecture"

and "The Styles of Ukrainian Church Architecture," the authors explore the

extraordinary body of architectural structures that mark the landscape of

Manitoba and much of the prairies. Chapters are devoted to the variations in

architecture found in Manitoba, contemporary Ukrainian churches, and the

architects, builders, and painters (some iconographers) whose labour of love has

provided the Ukrainian community with its central institutions.

The volume provides a brief but useful introduction to the various styles of

Ukrainian church architecture from the Kiev region in Eastern Ukraine and from

the following regions in Western Ukraine: Ternopil, Lemko, Boyko, Hutsul, and

Bukovyna. Thirty-two Manitoba churches are then introduced to illustrate the

presence of these regional architectural types in the province. A brief descriptive

paragraph sketches the history of each church and comments on the materials

used in its construction. An additional twenty churches are used to show what

the authors argue are the "Manitoba variations" on the Ukrainian tradition. These

variations, they suggest, are two corner pilasters tacked onto the front of the

church flanking the entrance, and a three-tower pattern with an additional tower

forming a central dome. This consideration of the Manitoba churches is completed

by illustrating eight churches of contemporary architectural design.

The book includes an interesting chapter on the "Major Manitoba Ukrainian

Artists" involved with the building and decorating of churches. Architects such

as the Reverend Philip Ruh, Victor Deneka, and Radoslav Zuk are discussed and

some of the churches they designed identified. Master builders (Michaels all)

Sawchuk, Swystun, Tychaliz, and Yanchynski, and artists Theodore Baran,

Dmytro Bartoshuk, Sviatoslav Hordynski, Roman Kowal, Jacob Maydanyk, Leo

Mol, Olga Moroz, Vera Semchuk, and Hnat Sych are catalogued with a brief

biography in the manner of "Who's Who."

Appendix 1, called "Guide to Ukrainian Churches," introduces the uninitiated

reader to the symbolic world of the Eastern Christian temple. While perhaps

useful, it shows an unfortunate lack of grounding in the subject matter and so

perpetuates as many misunderstandings as it addresses. Much of what is said is
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unclear if not misleading.

Appendices 2 and 3 provide an interesting conceptual scheme of the

evolution of architectural styles and a useful listing of the works of the architects,

builders, and artists discussed earlier in the volume. Appendix 4 lists the names

and works of numerous other architects, builders, and artists. This admirable list

must certainly be close to complete and it is one of the fine fruits of the

documentation project.

The book has a rich body of illustrations, with numerous black-and-white

and a few colour photographs. It is a bit over designed and the predominant use

of bold type-faces, heavily leaded, detracts from what ought to have been a

graceful volume. What could so easily have been lovely has a textbook feel that,

while not unpleasant, is a bit unfortunate. The text would also have fared better

in the hands of a knowledgeable editor. There is a forced regard for the "art," for

the "very special," the "wonderful," and the "typical" character of the subject

matter, which is indeed marvellous and does not need this precious treatment. No
editor who was awake would have the text say that a set of churches simply

"disappeared" when they were so clearly destroyed. There is nothing particularly

mysterious about a community tearing down what in retrospect was the key

building embodying cultural memory. Also, in a number of places, specific

content is hinted at while the necessary details are left in the wings crying out for

articulation. Throughout, the book's stfength is in its art and historical connec-

tions. Its weakness is a lack of substantive interpretive concepts rooted in the

Orthodox liturgical understanding of this rich project.

For all that, the authors have moved us ahead in providing a body of source

materials for the consideration of the life of the church in western Canada.

David J. Goa
Provincial Museum of Alberta

Orest Martynowych. Ukrainians in Canada: The Formative Years,

1891-1924. Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies

Press, 1991. Pp. xxix, 562. Maps, tables, illustrations.

The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies commissioned this study by

Orest Martynowych to commemorate the one hundredth anniversary of the

arrival of Ukrainians in Canada. Intended to be as comprehensive as possible, it

canvasses the Ukrainian Canadian experience across the country, but inevitably

the prairie provinces that attracted the bulk of the newcomers receive the most

attention. Since Martynowych carries their story only to 1924, it is almost solely

a study of those first-generation immigrants who arrived before 1914, tracing their

history to the eve of the Railways Agreement when a second wave of newcomers

arrived. Within these parameters, Martynowych surveys a wide range of topics.

Few ethnic groups in Canada have received as much scholarly attention as the

Ukrainians and the author had an impressive list of books, articles, and theses at
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his disposal, but the result is no mere synthesis of existing knowledge. Marty-

nowych also conducted much original research in a wide variety of sources, some

previously untapped. The resulting massive tome provides the best and most

complete survey of early Ukrainian Canadian history ever written, combining

many familiar aspects of the group's experience with new information and fresh

perspectives.

The book opens with panoramic views of Canada and the Austrian provinces

of Galicia and Bukovyna on the eve of immigration, followed by a close

examination of the immigration and settlement process. There are chapters on the

living and working conditions of rural settlers and the less studied frontier

labourers and city dwellers. While the immigrants experienced a universally

spartan and harsh life at first, Martynowych demonstrates how the economic

progress of some farmers and businessmen soon led to class divisions among the

immigrants. The prejudice and discrimination that greeted theiruall on arrival and

intensified greatly during and after the Great War also receive due attention.

While this familiar ground is well ploughed in other studies, Martynowych pays

more attention to the often ignored French Catholic vision of assimilating the

immigrants. This topic sets up chapters on religious controversy that introduce

the major actors in Martynowych's story—the male intelligentsia of editors,

clergymen, teachers, and professionals who attempted to shape and direct the

immigrant community. Rejecting both English and French ideas of assimilation,

the Ukrainian intelligentsia sought to impose its own version, which involved

bringing modern, progressive ideas to a peasant society and learning English

without abandoning the Ukrainian language and its literary tradition.

Caught up in various old-world controversies, the intelligentsia arrived

deeply divided, at first between the conservative pan-Slavic Russophiles, the

Ukrainian nationalists, and the anti-clerical radicals who aimed for deeper

economic and social reforms. Martynowych traces the evolution of these various

groups into new factions as they reacted to developments in Ukraine and to the

contentious issues of religion, education, and wartime policies in Canada.

Conflicting groups of intelligentsia frequently attacked each other in a wildly

exaggerated and often libelous manner, but Martynowych skilfully navigates

through a maze of contradictory sources to offer a balanced and objective assess-

ment of their goals and activities.

It is difficult to fault the author for emphasizing the intelligentsia and their

many quarrels, for he warns the reader in the introduction that he will do so.

Furthermore, the intelligentsia established the institutional structures of Ukrainian

Canadian life: churches, schools, reading clubs, drama societies, cooperatives,

labour organizations. Finally, the available literary sources inevitably focus on this

group since the illiterate Ukrainian majority left no written records. Even so, the

reader is sometimes left to question the significance of the intelligentsia. By
Martynowych's own calculation, it numbered no more than 250 individuals by
World War One, and although its membership grew thereafter, one wonders at

various points in the text how much influence they wielded over the immigrant

masses. In places Martynowych becomes so caught up in their disputes that he

does not discuss their relationship with the peasants at all. When he does do so.
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he admits that the peasants often regarded the intelligentsia with indifference or

suspicion, if not outright hostility.

Although his examination of the peasants and their mentality is more limited,

Martynowych offers a frank assessment of the less romantic aspects of peasant

culture. It was a life rife with ignorance, superstition, violence, drunkenness,

feuds, envy, fatalism, and a multitude of prejudices, including anti-semitism. The

need to practise the correct rituals explains peasant involvement in the religious

disputes of the intelligentsia, not theological or ethical concerns. Martynowych

argues that the peasant mentality handicapped Ukrainian immigrants in numer-

ous ways, and must bear much responsibility for their limited economic progress.

Although these observations are instructive, one wishes for still more on the

peasants and their outlook in the book, even though the difficulty of the research

involved can be appreciated. Learning more about them will no doubt require

imaginative investigation that goes beyond the literary records explored here to

include more oral histories, mass data, and material culture.

If Martynowych seems critical of peasant culture, he is scarcely more

appreciative of the intelligentsia. They must not, he insists, be confused with

intellectuals. Little advanced beyond illiteracy themselves, many barely

understood many of the ideas they debated and espoused, and (although

Martynowych does not make the point explicitly) their bickering often resembled

the unenlightened peasant behaviour they professed to disdain. Thus Marty-

nowych does not paint a picture of either peasants or intelligentsia that Ukrainian

Canadian readers will like, but it is a refreshingly honest corrective to the old

"celebration of achievements" approach and to the newer "exploited victim"

approach in which every difficulty of a social group under study is conveniently

blamed on someone else.

With its focus on sharp class, religious, and ideological divisions, Martyno-

wych's study is essentially an internal examination of the Ukrainian Canadian

community. As such, it does not directly address a fundamental question about

immigrant experiences generally. How does an immigrant group accommodate

itself to a new society? What is retained from the old-country culture and why?

What is given up and why? Martynowych does not entirely ignore such

questions, but neither are they central to the study. Assimilation is not studied

here in terms of measured change, but rather as an intellectual issue to be debated

by contending groups. To be fair, however, any study of cultural adjustment and

accommodation should also involve a close look at the Canadian born, but given

the author's chronological limitations, they are not the prime subjects of this book.

If Martynowych does not provide a model for the study of ethnic accommo-

dation, and if his attention seems unduly focused on the small intelligentsia

minority, he has nonetheless performed a monumental scholarly service. The

book's reference value should endure for long years. Its account of leading

individuals, groups, and institutions; its balanced analysis of internal divisions

and disputes; the many maps and tables that chart Ukrainian settlement,

population, and economic progress; and the detailed footnotes, bibliographic
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essay, and index all make it a compulsory addition to the bookshelf of anyone

interested in Ukrainian Canadian history.

Paul Voisey

University of Alberta

Myron B. Kuropas. The Ukrainian Americans: Roots and

Aspirations, 1884-1954. Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

1991. Pp. xxix, 534. Illustrations.

This book, based on a doctoral dissertation completed for the University of

Chicago in 1974, is remarkable for the clarity with which it presents the very

complex wants of the numerous religious and ideological factions which have

characterized the organizational life of Ukrainians in the United States. In some
respects, it does for the latter what Orest Martynowych's master's study in 1978,

"Village Radicals and Peasant Immigrants: The Social Roots of Factionalism

among Ukrainian Immigrants in Canada, 1896-1918," did for the Ukrainians in

Canada. Kuropas describes how the Rusyns or Ruthenians, most of whom before

1914 settled in the eastern-seaboard states (85 per cent in Pennsylvania, New
York, and New Jersey), gradually evolved from one common ethnocultural origin

into two main groups—the Ukrainians (who came mainly from Galicia) and the

Carpatho-Ukrainians (the Transcarpathians, who cast off their earlier Hungarian

ties for a separate Ukrainian ethnic identity in America). Both were religiously

Greek Catholics (Uniates who practised the Byzantine or Eastern rite) who had

to contend with two more groups of Ruthenians, the Russophiles, many of whom
assumed a Russian ethnic identity in America and joined the Russian Orthodox

church, and the Bukovynians, who generally flocked to the same Russian

Orthodox church initially and then tended to join the Ukrainian Autocephalous

Orthodox church that emerged in Ukraine in 1917-18.

One may conclude therefore that the religious loyalties among the Rusyns
who settled in the United States were initially primary, and Kuropas's book is

first and foremost a superb account of "the process by which the religiocultural

identity of some Ruthenians was transformed into a Ukrainian ethnonational

identity" (xxiii) by about 1920. Secondly, it describes in very interesting terms

how that fragile Ukrainian American identity was subsequently buffeted by the

struggle of Ukrainian socialists, communists, monarchists, and nationalists for

ideological and organizational supremacy.

Equally well presented is what, for Kuropas, is clearly the centrepiece of his

work, namely, the defamatory impact of the notorious Dies Committee, the

brainchild of Congressman Martin Dies of Texas, formed in May 1938 to

investigate un-American activities in a political climate swirling with communist
and fascist propaganda. The committee became the lightning rod for a variety of

pro-communist and pro-Soviet organizations, which used it to attack as fascists

all who opposed communism and criticized the Soviet Union. Among the

strongest opponents of the Soviet communist regime were, of course, the monar-
chist and Nationalist Ukrainian groups, and it was not long before their main
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organizations found themselves before the committee: the United Hetman
Organization (the hetmantsi) and the even more militant Organization for the

Rebirth of Ukraine (the American affiliate of the Organization of Ukrainian

Nationalists or OUN in Europe), both formed by the political emigres who
constituted the majority of the second (or interwar) wave of Ukrainian immigrants

to the United States. As in Canada during the 1920s and 1930s, the Ukrainian

communists gladly entered the fray against their nationalist brothers, because the

latter, as "fascists," had vilified the free, democratic (and, of course, happy) Soviet

Ukraine. For a conservative whose dislike of social and liberal democrats is rooted

in an intense anti-communism, Kuropas's account of this very difficult period is

remarkably restrained, though it is clearly intended to expose the perfidy of the

"left-lib" forces in American society and to exonerate the good name of the

Ukrainian ethnic group therein. Had the author, however, included some of the

historical factors which have made committees like that of Congressman Dies

(and later of Senator Joseph McCarthy) acceptable in America, the account would
have been even more telling. After all, America's wider society is motivated by

much more than a mere suspicion of political subversion in its impatience with

cultural and ideological differences, especially among its linguistic and ethnic

minorities.

Other notable aspects of the book are its excellent sections on the origins and
nature of the three waves of Ukrainian immigration, each with lucid accounts of

the old-world circumstances as background; on the legacies of choir conductor

Alexander Koshetz and dance instructor Vasyl Avramenko; and on the various

organizations and institutions (reading rooms, prosvita or enlightenment societies,

women's societies, cultural enterprises, youth clubs, heritage schools, newspapers,

and magazines) involved in the process of maintaining and transmitting the

ethnocultural heritage from generation to generation. "In the end," concludes the

author, "the bitter political and religious struggles which characterized the 1920s

and 1930s took their toll. The youth, especially those whose Ukrainian sentiment

was marginal to begin with, became 'American.' Other youth, disenchanted with

the constant infighting among Ukrainians, became organizationally 'inactive.' By

the early 1940s, the verdict at least of some was that '...we were dying'" (387),

and, as in Canada, had it not been for the third immigration wave after the

Second World War, the end would have been near. With the benefit of hindsight,

one wonders, however, whether, in view of the great maze of Ukrainian

American organizations which continue to pull in different directions, the end has

not merely been postponed. Perhaps, in time, Kuropas will follow up on the

promise held out in his last sentence of "another book" at "another time" and

furnish that "full story" (406) which alone can assess the contemporary situation.

Judging from the book under review, it could be quite a study.

Although the book has no major weaknesses, it is characterized by an excess

of footnotes (many of which could have been combined), of lengthy quotations

(many of which could have been paraphrased), and of numbered listings (1, 2, 3,

etc.) of facts, factors, and developments—all likely the result of the dissertation

format which was not sufficiently dismantled. It is strange also to see the sharply

reduced use of footnotes in the epilogue, which gives the latter the appearance

of an afterthought. Otherwise the book is well rounded out with thirty-five
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interesting illustrations, a brief foreword by the Ukrainian historian Orest

Subtelny, and an extensive bibliography and carefully prepared index.

Manoly R. Lupul

Professor Emeritus

University of Alberta

Bohdan S. Kordan and Peter Melnycky, eds. In the Shadow of the

Rockies: Diary of the Castle Mountain Internment Camp. Edmonton:

Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1991. Pp. 144.

Illustrations.

Events which loom large in the life of a community—such as the internment

of Ukrainian Canadians during World War One—often take on mythic propor-

tions as they become the causes celebres of future generations. When that happens,

the people who lived through such events may be subsumed within the collective

consciousness of a community whose past is constructed to reflect present values.

This diary of events at the Castle Mountain Internment Camp from 13 July 1915

to 7 August 1917 brings those events back to the scale of the everyday and the

personal by chronicling, in painstaking detail, the daily round of drudgery that

regulated internment camp existence.

The book is beautifully produced. Its many illustrations, including panoramas

of the landscape in and around the camp and scenes of the prisoners and guards

as they carried out their respective duties, bring a sense of reality to the otherwise

dispassionate account of a daily routine in which men awoke, were fed, and,

weather permitting, trudged to work sites to build the roads that would allow

other Canadians access to the recreational activities of the Rocky Mountains. Some
days, the terse entry was simply that “nothing unusual occurred"; other days, the

temperature fell below -20 degrees and no work was done. “Prisoners of war"

were interned or released, or escaped, with only a numerical identification to

mark these momentous events in their lives. On Sunday, 24 December 1916,

“prisoner of war No. 631 committed suicide about 3 p.m." (112). From the

footnotes, we learn that he was George Luka Budak, a Romanian.

The editors have done a superb job of embellishing the sparse text. A 21-page

introduction sets the context with a brief history of the internment and a

description of the conditions which the 660 internees endured. The footnotes,

which comprise more text than the diary itself, provide a wealth of detailed

explanation and expand upon glimpses of life caught by the officers who logged

the entries. Each footnote is meticulously referenced, primarily based on extensive

use of the National Archives of Canada but also utilizing secondary sources.

From the pages of this text we learn what actually happens to people who
fall victim to the excesses of political expediency. During World War One, in

order to cast its net widely and ensure that no former subject of an enemy state

could bring any harm to his or her adopted country, the Canadian government
used the sweeping powers of the War Measures Act to interrupt the lives and
curtail the freedoms of more than 7,000 of the country's residents, many of whom
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were of Ukrainian origin. The War Measures Act has been used several times

since, most notably in the uprooting and dispossession of the entire population

of Japanese Canadians between 1941 and 1949, and as recently as 1970 in the

"October Crisis" roundup of individuals in Quebec suspected of a retrospectively

bogus subversion. The War Measures Act no longer exists, having been replaced

with emergency legislation which at least requires that political powers stop to

think of the consequences before condemning innocent people to have their

human rights cast aside because of imagined or apprehended threats to security

that may be no more than the expression of old prejudices. We are a better

country for its demise. We will also be a better country when the excesses of the

past are recognized and understood, and when the consequences of such excesses

are weighed against the losses to our national fabric when any one of our own
is unjustly treated. This book is an important contribution to such understanding.

It is also a fitting tribute to those unjustly treated.

Audrey Kobayashi

McGill University

Vera Lysenko. Yellow Boots. Second edition. With an introduction

by Alexandra Kryvoruchka. Edmonton: NeWest Press and
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1992. Pp. 355.

(First edition Ryerson Press, Toronto, 1954).

This handsomely bound and carefully presented second edition of Vera

Lysenko's classic novel of the Ukrainian Canadian immigrant experience will be

welcomed by a wide variety of readers. Previously difficult to come by, though

long extolled as a landmark work by a relatively small circle of scholars interested

in either western Canadian fiction or in the history of prairie settlement. Yellow

Boots has at last, in this new edition, been made easily accessible. It will be of

particular interest not only to western Canadianists and those interested in the

fictionalization of immigrant and/or female experience, but also to those simply

interested in a "good read."

Given the current post-modern emphasis on blurred genres and marginal

voices. Yellow Boots, though first published nearly thirty years ago, may be

uncannily resonant for many readers. One of the first explorations of the

Ukrainian Canadian experience, and the work of a writer doubly marginalized by

ethnicity and gender. Yellow Boots is not easily categorized. Most obviously, it is

a rather typical immigrant novel, a kind of female bildungsrornan about the coming

of age of second-generation Lilli Landash, who is torn between her parents'

peasant culture and the culture of the wider Canadian society. Both damaged and

energized by the inevitable and painful clash of the two, Lilli ultimately becomes

the vehicle for a creative resolution, one that enables her to weld selected

elements of the old world with those of the new. Yellow Boots can also be read as

a feminist fiction: a story of the oppression of a sensitive young woman by her

tyrannical father and by larger patriarchal structures, particularly economic ones.
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and of her ultimate triumph over these forces, through determination and

creativity.

But Yellow Boots, more than anything else, is an historical fiction. Indeed, in

her foreword to the novel, Lysenko acknowledges the primacy of her historical

and closely related folkloristic purpose, saying: "For all those whose forefathers

suffered the anguish which the immigrant must endure when he is called on to

surrender his ancestral rites, this story of a girl's search for music is offered as a

reminder of their lost inheritance, and to preserve for them something of the old

beauty" (ix). Readers will not be surprised to learn from Alexandra Kryvoruchka's

helpful introduction that Lysenko's first book. Men in Sheepskin Coats (1947), was

a history of Ukrainian settlement in Canada, the first written in English.

With a historian's sensitivity to watershed years, Lysenko begins her tale in

1929, thereby becoming a chronicler and sensitive interpreter, albeit through

fiction, of a major transition period in Canadian prairie history. The interwar

years, and those immediately following the Second World War, witnessed a major

shift from rural to urban life, and from a Canadian and prairie identity defined

primarily by its British connection to one that would be increasingly and

irrevocably defined by a remarkable heterogeneity. In Yelloiv Boots Lysenko has

given us not only a compelling tale but also her insight into the significance of the

period and the events she fictionalizes—her understanding of the strengths and

flaws (and their inseparability) of both the era that was passing and the one that

was being born. In her character, Lilli Landash, new-world singer of old songs,

Lysenko has bequeathed to a variety of contemporary readers a significant and

profoundly relevant reminder of the beauty and value of synthesis.

Tamara Palmer Seiler

University of Calgary

Gloria Kupchenko Frolick. Anna Veryha. Don Mills: Maxwell
Macmillan Canada, 1992. Pp. 132.

As a non-fiction writer I have often mulled over the question of the relative

status of fiction and non-fiction in literary culture. I have come to the probably

unscientific conclusion that, to young or emerging cultures, non-fiction plays an

indisputably primary role—that of the gathering and recording and reiteration of

communal data, the stories of "who we are and what has happened to us," to

establish collective identity and inscribe it in the public record. This task

accomplished, a mature culture then turns to the tasks of the imagination,

reshaping the primary materials of experience through the exigencies of

psychology and form: the novel, the play, the poem, and the "I."

I've been thinking about these distinctions again as Ukrainian Canadians

come to the end of our prolonged centennial celebrations, for one hundred years

is enough time, it would appear, for a culture to have gone through the phases

I've outlined. We Ukrainian Canadians have had our historians and archivists,

memoirists and diarists, right up to and including the "new journalists" of the

1970s (Keywan, Kostash, Potrebenko), all of whom have been concerned to "get

it all down" (namely the account of their parents' and grandparents' lives). Vera
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Lysenko's Yellow Boots, George Ryga's short stories, and Andrew Suknaski's

poetry are not necessarily an exception to the rule for they are profoundly

documentary in their intention ("get it all down").

We can now expect, surveying the Ukrainian Canadian literary landscape, to

see a new generation of post-centennial writers who are free to take up now more
strictly literary tasks, the prior obligation of documenting lives having been

discharged by the older writers. And so, if we look at the line-up of writing in the

special Ukrainian Canadian edition of Prairie Fire magazine (Autumn 1992), we
find, for example, Angela Hryniuk's post-modern polyphony, Rhonda Bruchan-

ski's erotica, Nika Rylski's satirical cabaret. Such material may or may not be

"ethnic" in content or theme but even so is more concerned with working out

formal problems {"how do I say this?") and making use in this deconstructionist

age of whatever formal materials are to hand: documents, theatrics, point of view,

confession, fragment, lexicons....

Gloria Kupchenko Frolick is represented in Prairie Fire by some poems but

she is better known as the author of short stories. The Green Tomato Years (1985),

and of a novella. The Chicken Man (1989), both published by Williams-Wallace. In

1992 she published a second novella, Anna Veryha. A native of Vegreville, Alberta,

and the granddaughter of Ukrainian immigrants, Kupchenko Frolick makes use

of this girlhood "memory bank" to narrate, simply and agreeably, tales of a

community which carry a certain darkness on the underside of nostalgia and

reverie. She employs no particular stylistic tricks yet there is something nudging

at her folksy material which makes it more interesting than we might expect. In

my little schema of pre- and post-centennial writers, I would place her as a

transitional figure, as one who is still concerned with the data of rural ethnic

experience but who has caught them at the moment of their shift to the modern.

Through the sensibility of the eponymous heroine of Anna Veryha, we are

present at the birth of Ukrainian Canadian desire for the other, the not-us, the

wide world that has begun to impinge on the consciousness of the bloc settlers.

The world of the city, the mass media, the "anglo" or cosmopolitan lifestyle, and

the New Woman. In a word, the Canadian. But this desire remains embedded in

the ethnic, and in this arises the tension of the tale.

It is Anna's older sister, Dotsia, who articulates the desire and the shift. She

is preparing for her departmental (grade twelve) exams and dares not fail. "Anna,

I've just got to pass. I've got to," she confesses at the cream separator. "I've got

to get away from this farm. I hate it." As icons of the world away-from-here she

has pinned up posters of Deanna Durban and Mahatma Gandhi on her bedroom

wall—twinned polarities of female and male achievement. Dotsia and Anna share

the same daydream of the "dream house" in which they will live as grown-ups:

white with green shutters and organdy curtains "like in Anne of Green Gables."

An actually-existing dream house has been built by the very successful family, the

Melnyks, who have not only seven sons and an entire section of land but also the

post office concession. Mrs Melnyk is the hospodynia of the well-appointed house

that goes along with such status: the varnished kitchen cupboards, the pink

brocade of the sofa, the coffee and end tables, and so on. We are a long way from

the burdei; we are, in fact, halfway to the big town of the next generation's

destiny. (Premonitorily, Baba has already moved off the farm to live in a

bungalow by herself in Vegreville). Anna's cousin Victoria, who arrives from
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Edmonton for the Easter weekend, is the perfect embodiment of what lies ahead

for the girls once they have made their getaway: independence (Victoria has a

profession and is unmarried), femininity (perfume, silk stockings, shining hair),

and ease (Victoria's hands are white and "smooth as silk" and she plays tennis).

There is a suggestion that Victoria is already a little awkward with the traditional

observances but passes without difficulty as "anglo" in the city.

But Anna and Dotsia are as much pushed from the farm as pulled towards the

town by the harsh patriarchy of their family and community. Their father is

domineering and humourless and demands obedience from his female household;

their mother, an obedient worker, counsels submission to her daughters, and

everyone hopes that the baby she is carrying is a boy. The local scandal that

exercises the family concerns a young widower who "shacks up" with a (gasp!)

French Canadian who wears perfume in the middle of the day. When Dotsia

swears that she will never get married, we understand that this too is part of her

getaway.

The girls will leave the farm. They will study. They will travel. Their

daughters will write about them—with shifting points of view.

Myrna Kostash

Edmonton

Jars Balan and G.N. Louise Jonasson, eds. Prairie Fire 13, no. 3

(Autumn 1992). Pp. 224. Illustrations.

This issue of Prairie Fire marks the one hundredth anniversary of Ukrainian

settlement in Canada by collecting and publishing work by writers and visual

artists who are genetically or spiritually linked with Ukraine. Editor Jars Balan

explains "Ukrainian Canada," the idea behind the volume, "not as a specific

place, with neatly-demarcated borders, but as a state of mind and a product of

the imagination." Balan sought out beginning writers as well as established ones

like Andrew Suknaski, Myrna Kostash, Janice Kulyk Keefer, and Di Brandt. The

contributors also include non-Ukrainians in order to reflect the diversity of both

Canada and the polyethnic history and spirit of the newly independent territory

of Ukraine. In a Europe haunted by a history of racism and divided by civil wars

of ethnic cleansing, the recognition of ethnic diversity within countries is an

important step for future social harmony. This experience of revolution and war
is behind many of the narratives and poems and much of the artwork in this

volume. Ray Serwylo's story, "The White of the Lie," traces the wandering of

Ukrainians from refugee camps in Europe to Canada and Australia. The excerpts

from Ann Decter's novel deal with Russian Jews escaping persecution to come to

Canada as farmers. Gloria Kupchenko Frolick's poems are dedicated to a dead
Ukrainian flyer. Orysia Paszczak Tracz's story, "Mama's War," recalls the

experiences with bitter nostalgia. "They, and I lived, in a DP camp for four years,

until a new land across an ocean welcomed us. Only after Stalin's death in 1953

was postal contact resumed with the Soviet Union" (182).

We never cease to be shocked by the suffering caused by old grudges and
institutionalized hatreds. The atrocities referred to in Elisabeth Nesterenko
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Kuiken's story, "Hidden Passages," are horrifying. These stories and poems are

movingly written but are all the more powerful because we know they are based

on the real-life experiences of Ukrainian families. For these writers there is little

need to invent escapist fantasy since they have the real-life escapes of relatives

and friends to retell. The task of the ethnic minority writer is to make these

stories accessible to other Canadians, to make them emotionally charged without

being melodramatic. For the most part these writers have been very successful in

this task. Anna Mioduchowska in her sketch, "Sandie and Pedro are Having a

Multicultural Baby or, Small-Breasted Warriors," is able to capture the suffering

of immigrants with some humour and subtle political commentary. Here again

people are forced to cross the borders of different languages: Polish, Ukrainian,

Russian... English, French, Spanish.

For the ethnic minority writer literature is not produced from other literature

but from the real experiences of dislocation, marginalization, and discrimination.

There is always a social and political dimension to this writing, a quality found

in many of the pieces in this collection. Angela Hryniuk nostalgically recreates a

Winnipeg childhood and reflects: "Feminists want to re-create the world. Invent

the story of woman, because we do not exist, except in Man's point of view. My
grandmothers and great grandmothers were all so physically and wilfully strong.

True matriarchs. Yet late in the twentieth century we are still trying to define

woma 1, as she is in all her diversity, dynamism and splendour" (64). Powerful

scenes from the lives of women are captured in many sketches: Kathie Kolybaba's

"Exercise in Pink," Myrna Kostash's "Family Album," and Janice Kulyk Keefer's

four poems on immigration to Canada.

The reprinting of Vera Lysenko's seminal novel. Yellow Boots, highlights the

growing interest in the work of minority women writers. The story of the ethnic

Canadian is only now being told and listened to; it will take a long time to

explore its many voices and faces. By consciously publishing the work of new
writers along with established ones, this issue of Prairie Fire has contributed to

our understanding of ethnic diversity in Canada. For many artists moving
forward is achieved by moving back to family roots. This collection reminds us

of this in the lives of many people. This pattern is captured in the archetypal

moment of Myrna Kostash upon her return to her grandmother's village: "For a

second or two, 1 fail to rise to the occasion, unprepared as 1 am for a ritual 1 have

seen enacted only on stage, at Ukrainian-Canadian concerts; but here, in Dzhuriv,

in baba's village, this gesture of the offering of bread and salt to the guest, ancient

and habitual benedictions from the earth, is being repeated in real life, by real

Ukrainians, and handed over to me, granddaughter of the beloved young woman
who left and never came back" (83).

In our search for the distinctive qualities that identify Canadian literature we
often get swept up into nationalist rhetoric and views of social homogeneity.

Ukrainian Canadian writing, Italian Canadian writing, and the writing of other

ethnic groups all remind us about the very important dimension of cultural

difference in Canadian society and literature.

Joseph Pivato

Athabasca University
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In the Shadow of the Rockies:

Diary of the Castle Mountain Internment Camp, 1915-1917

Edited by Bohdan S. Kordan and Peter Melnycky

The first book devoted to a little-known aspect of Canada’s internment of

approximately 8,600 civilian non-combatants, most of them Ukrainian, during the

First World War. The volume presents the complete text of the diary kept by

guards at Castle Mountain, Alberta, one of the internment camps. The annotated

diary describes in detail the conditions that were part of the camp experience for

the internees.

144 pp., illustrated

Cloth: $34.95 [plus $2.45 GST and $3.00 shipping and handling]

ISBN 0-920862-79-9



Yellow Boots

by Vera Lysenko

A classic of Canadian literature, the novel

Yellow Boots, originally published in 1954,

tells the story of Lilli Landash, who over-

comes a harsh upbringing in rural

Manitoba to establish herself as a pro-

fessional singer. Lysenko explores the

continuity of Ukrainian folk culture in the

face of the "robot uniformity of industrial-

ization." In the words of Janice Kulyk

Keefer, Yellow Boots is "at once an ethno-

cultural documentary, a people’s portrait-

of-the artist, and a feminist fable of

identity...."

Co-published with NeWest Press.

xxiii, 355 pp.

Paper: $14.95 [plus $1.05 GST and

ISBN 0-920862-73-X

Ukrainians in Canada:
The Formative Years, 1891-1924

by Orest Martynowych

The most detailed study ever written of the early years of Ukrainian settlement in

this country, this voume is the result of years of research, drawing upon the

periodical press, government publications, unpublished manuscripts, and archival

sources never before utilized. Martynowych goes beyond existing accounts of the

history of Ukrainians in Canada and places the Ukrainian experience in this

country firmly within the context of Canadian history, as well as the history of

immigrants and immigration.
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$3.00 shipping and handling]

xxi, 562 pp., illustrated, maps

Cloth: $49.95 [plus $3.50 GST and $3.00 shipping and handling]

ISBN 0-920862-76-4

Available from

CIUS Press

352 Athabasca Hall, University of Alberta

E&dmonton, AB, Canada T6G 2E8



NOTE FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions should be submitted in two copies, double-spaced

throughout, with notes at the end of the manuscript. A copy of the

article or review should also be provided on an IBM or Macintosh

compatible disc, in either WordPerfect or MS Word format. The

Journal of Ukrainian Studies uses the modified Library of Congress

transliteration system shown below. Articles should be from five to

twenty-five double-spaced pages in length (2,000-10,000 words), and

authors should include a brief biography with their submissions. The

Journal does not consider articles that have been published or are

being considered for publication elsewhere. The editors reserve the

right to edit all submissions.
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